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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine an entire PD project as a case to understand the dynamic nature of science PD in a holistic manner.

I used a pedagogical content knowledge model by Magnusson, Krajcik, and Borko (1999) as my theoretical framework in examining the professional developers’ and teacher participants’ knowledge, orientation, and practice for professional development and elementary science teaching. The case study is my research tradition; I used grounded theory for data analysis. The primary data sources were interview, card sort activity, and observation field notes collected during the PD and subsequently in teacher participants’ classrooms. Secondary data sources were documents and artifacts that I collected from the professional developers and teachers.

An analysis of the data led me to interpret the following findings: (a) the professional developers displayed multiple orientations. These orientations included activity-driven, didactic, discovery, and pedagogy-driven orientations. The orientations that were found among the professional developers deviated from the reformed Thai Science Education Standards; (b) the professional developers had limited PCK for PD,
which were knowledge of teachers’ learning, knowledge of PD strategies, knowledge of PD curriculum, and knowledge of assessment.; (c) the professional developers’ knowledge and orientations influenced their decisions in selecting PD activities and teaching approaches; (d) their orientations and PCK as well as the time factor influenced the design and implementation of the professional development; (e) the elementary teachers displayed didactic, activity-driven, and academic rigor orientations. The orientations that the teachers displayed deviated from the reformed Thai Science Education Standards; and (f) the elementary teachers exhibited limited PCK. It is evident that the limitation of one type of knowledge resulted in an ineffective use of other components of PCK.

This study demonstrates the nature of PD in the context of Thailand in a holistic view to understand knowledge, orientation, and implementation of professional developers and professional development participants. Furthermore, the findings have implications for professional development and professional developers in Thailand and include worldwide with respect to promoting sustain and intensive professional development and developing professional developers.
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

At the time of this study, science still remains one of the most difficult subjects that elementary teachers struggle to teach. Most primary teachers believe that true knowledge exists and can be transmitted to another person through explanations and demonstrations of scientific principles. Tobin and colleagues (1990) stated that the implementation of science curricula in the elementary science classroom often emphasizes rote learning and content coverage. The report of Horizon Research (2002) on the status of elementary school science teaching demonstrated that the majority of elementary school science teachers heavily emphasized learning basic science concepts, followed only by increasing students’ interest in science. Fewer than half of elementary school teachers placed a heavy emphasis on learning important terms and facts of science and learning science process/inquiry skills. The report also showed that elementary school science teachers lack content preparation, especially in the physical sciences. Relatively few science teachers in grades K–5 felt well-qualified to teach specific science disciplines. The obstacles to elementary science teaching include lack of science knowledge, insufficient facilities and equipment, and teachers’ attitudes and confidence in teaching science (Abell & Roth, 1992; Appleton, 2003; Davis & Petish, 2005).

In addition to lacking subject matter knowledge in science, research indicated that the elementary science teachers also have limited pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), a special form of knowledge that is specific to teaching science. Most elementary science teachers are unaware that their students hold misconceptions of scientific concepts. Most of the elementary teachers, especially prospective and novice teachers were afraid of unexpected problems when they teach science (Zembal-Saul, Krajcik, & Blumenfeld,
Thus, these teachers usually emphasize rote learning and content coverage. Although the elementary teachers often use hands-on activities in their science classroom, many times the teachers’ decision in using the hands-on activity is not to develop students’ understanding of scientific concepts. Rather, they used hands-on activities to initiate the students’ interest and make the classroom manageable (Appleton & Kindt, 2002).

Because of the limited knowledge in subject matter in science and limited PCK of the elementary science teachers, professional development (PD) is needed in order to address the needs of elementary science teachers. While many science PD projects are offered to elementary teachers, many PD experiences are intellectually superficial, disconnected from deep issues of curriculum and learning, fragmented, and non-cumulative (Ball & Cohen, 1999). The report of Horizon Research (2002) showed that elementary teachers believed that opportunities to learn how to teach science to special-needs students are needed in PD. However, Horizon Research reported that this area was rarely emphasized in professional development. Thus, PD that is effectively designed and implemented in response to teachers’ needs is necessary.

As a science educator, one way to improve elementary science is to develop effective PD that responsive to teachers’ needs. The literature on effective PD is extensive (see Chapter 2). However, implementing effective PD depends in part on the knowledge and skills of professional developers. The research literature is virtually silent on this count. Furthermore, the research says little about the entire process of PD planning, implementation, and feedback. Most studies instead focus on outcomes without
defining PD context. If we are to improve the state of PD for elementary science, we need to more deeply understand each PD context.

Understanding the PD context is even more critical when the PD under study takes place in another country. In Thailand, the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST) has provided PD to K-12 science teachers for many years. However, we still do not see much change in teachers’ teaching or in students’ learning achievement in science. The majority of Thai elementary teachers still emphasize science content coverage using traditional teaching strategies (Soydhurum, 2001). In addition, the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) (2005) revealed that the average performance of Thai fourth graders was below the international average and was well below that of many countries. Thus, in order to improve elementary science teaching and learning in Thailand, we need to develop a deeper understanding of the nature and process of PD.

Purpose for the Study and Research Questions

The purpose of this research is to understand the dynamics of PD design, delivery, and outcomes in Thailand by examining one PD project in a holistic manner. The research questions that guided my inquiry include:

1. What happens during the professional development workshop?
2. What are professional developers’ orientations to professional development?
3. What do professional developers know about teachers, curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment for professional development?
4. What knowledge do professional developers take into account during the professional development design process?
5. What happens during classroom teaching that takes place after professional development?

6. What are professional development participants’ orientations to science teaching?

7. What do professional development participants know about students, curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment for science teaching?

Theoretical Framework

I used the PCK model of Magnusson, Krajcik, and Borko (1999) as the theoretical framework in order to understand the professional developers’ and teachers’ PCK. Magnusson et al. (1999) defined PCK as teacher understanding of how to help students understand a specific subject matter. It includes knowledge of how particular topics, problems, and issues can be organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of learners, and then presented for instruction. They conceptualized PCK for science teaching as consisting of five components (see Figure 1): (a) orientations toward science teaching, (b) knowledge and beliefs about science curriculum, (c) knowledge and beliefs about students’ understanding of specific science topics, (d) knowledge and beliefs about assessment in science, and (e) knowledge and beliefs about instructional strategies for teaching science.
As the researcher, I define pedagogical content knowledge in relation to science teaching as the type of knowledge that is a result of the transformation of subject matter knowledge and beliefs, pedagogical knowledge and beliefs, and knowledge and beliefs about context. With this in mind, I linked this definition of pedagogical content knowledge with Magnusson et al.’s five central components within pedagogical content knowledge for this study.

1. Orientations toward teaching science refer to teachers’ knowledge and beliefs about the purposes and goals for teaching science at a particular grade level. This component serves as a conceptual map that guides instructional decision.

---

2. Knowledge of students’ understanding of science refers to the knowledge teachers must have about students in order to help them develop specific scientific knowledge. Knowledge of students’ understanding includes knowledge of requirements for learning and knowledge of areas of student difficulty.

3. Knowledge of science curriculum consists of two categories: knowledge of goals and objective and knowledge of specific curricular program. Knowledge of goals and objectives includes teachers’ knowledge of the goals and objectives for students in the subject they are teaching. It also includes knowledge that students learned before hand and are expected to learn in the future. Knowledge of specific curricular programs consists of knowledge of the programs and materials that are relevant to teaching a particular topic of science.

4. Knowledge of instructional strategies refers to both subject-specific and topic-specific strategies. This also includes the teachers’ abilities to represent a specific concept or principle in order to facilitate students’ learning, as well as, knowledge of strength and weakness of particular representations.

5. Knowledge of assessment in science consists of two categories: knowledge of dimensions of science learning to assess – knowledge of the aspects of students’ learning that are important to assess within a particular unit of study, and knowledge of methods of assessment – knowledge of the ways such as knowledge of specific instrument or procedure, approaches or activities that might be used to assess the specific aspects of students learning that are important to a particular unit of study.

I believe that the PCK model can also be applied to professional developers. The PCK model can be applied to my research inquiry in examining the professional
developers’ knowledge, orientations, and practice in professional development and primary science teaching. In this study of professional developers’ PCK, I modified Magnusson et al.’s central components of PCK to science teaching to central components that represent PCK for professional developers as follows:

(1) Orientations to PD – knowledge of the importance and goals of PD to a particular group of teachers. It also refers to knowledge of the purposes of PD for a particular group of teachers or the overarching conceptions of PD for a particular group;

(2) Knowledge of PD curricula – this includes professional developers’ knowledge of the goals and objectives for teachers in the subject they are teaching. It also includes the knowledge professional developers have about what teachers have learned in the previous PD. This knowledge also consists of the knowledge of the general learning goals of Thai primary science curricula as well as the activities and materials to be used in meeting those goals;

(3) Knowledge of teachers’ understandings of science – knowledge of teachers’ requirement knowledge for teaching including their learning difficulties in particular science content. This also includes knowledge of teachers’ difficulties in teaching particular science content;

(4) Knowledge of PD strategies – represents knowledge of specific strategies to help teachers comprehend specific science concepts in order to facilitate teachers’ learning. This knowledge also includes knowledge of specific strategies in developing teachers’ PCK. It also refers to knowledge professional developers have about strength and weakness of particular strategies; and
(5) Knowledge of assessment – includes knowledge of ways to assess teachers’ learning and knowledge of aspects of teachers’ learning that are important to assess within a particular unit of study.

Science Education in Thailand

Education reform in Thailand began as a result of the amendment of the constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand in 1997. The reform stipulates that all individuals have equal rights to receive education provided by the state for the duration of at least 12 years. This led to the drafting of the National Education Act of 1999 which resulted in a large-scale national education reform. A student-centered approach is as the heart of this reform. Before the reform of science education in Thailand, primary science was not taught as a separate subject but was incorporated as a part of the Life Experiences subject. Currently, science is a separate subject that every student has to learn (Soydhurum, 2001). Goals of the Thai National Science Education Standards (Ministry of Education [กระทรวงศึกษาธิการ], 2002) are to allow learners to participate in identification of objectives, activities, and learning methods. The students should think, do, and learn on their own as well as develop in accordance with their potential, needs, interests, and aptitude. The teachers in the reform-based curriculum are responsible for addressing both content and methods for learners, providing an atmosphere conducive to learning, and suggesting appropriate guidelines for learners with special needs.

In Thailand, both previous and current teacher preparation programs, especially the primary teachers, lack understanding of science content knowledge and also other knowledge bases for teaching (Grossman, 1990), such as pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of context, and pedagogical content knowledge. The previous and current
curricula have not emphasized developing pre-service teachers’ knowledge and beliefs of teaching and learning science using inquiry or student-centered approaches. In addition, there is little or no focus on developing the teachers' abilities to selectively use strategies that maximize student learning outcomes. Although not many studies focus on teacher science literacy among Thai teachers, it is safe to say that most primary teachers do not have enough preparation in science content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and other knowledge bases for teaching science. Inservice and preservice primary teachers demonstrate limited science knowledge, skills, and experiences necessary in teaching science.

Because Thailand cannot rely solely on teacher preparation for implementing its education reform, professional development must be a cornerstone for the implementation of science reform. In order to help teachers meet the goals of the Thai education reform, it is necessary for the PD to: (1) help teachers move beyond the fragmented knowledge they possess to more in-depth structured knowledge; (2) establish conceptual connections within and across the concepts; (3) connect knowledge that is required for teaching for understanding; (4) provide enough experiences in the process of learning from activities that are based on integrated content and process understandings in order to increase teachers’ confidence and pedagogical understanding; and (5) provide opportunities for teachers to learn science as it should be taught to students in order to help them recognize and refine their content understanding that support teaching practice (Gess-Newsome, 2001; Loucks-Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003).

The Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST) has the mandate from the Ministry of Education to implement the subject matters of science
mathematics and technology. It sets the standards for learning at the basic level, the standards for learning at different levels and provides core subject matters for basic education. For the science strand, they consist of concept maps, contents for levels and grades, expected learning outcomes and contents of each grade, and for successive periods from grade 1 to grade 12. The IPST also provides learning units, descriptions of the basic science courses and lesson plans. All these comprise the core of basic education curriculum as stipulated in the National Education Act B.E. 2542 (Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology, 2005).

Significance of the Study

Most researchers have studied PD design, implementation, and outcomes separately. This study is significant in that it aims to understand the dynamic of PD design, delivery, and outcomes by examining PD in a holistic manner in a specific context. The findings from this study will help researchers understand the complete picture of PD in terms of professional developers’ knowledge and orientations to professional development, the role of these knowledges and orientations in PD design and delivery, PD and teacher learning, subsequent teacher practices, and the role of feedback to professional developers. In addition to this holistic account of PD, this study is significant in that I will develop PCK tools to investigate professional developers’ PCK for PD. Consequently, the findings from this study will help researchers understand PCK of professional developers, a heretofore unstudied part of both the PCK and PD literature. My ultimate goal is for this research to influence future PD design and delivery in Thailand. This study will allow Thai professional developers to reflect about their orientations, practices, and PD outcomes, which will benefit to their future PD design.
helping them support teachers and ultimately their students in the teaching and learning of science.

Overview of the Dissertation

This research study is divided into six chapters. Chapter One provides an overview of the study that includes rationale, purpose and research questions, the theoretical framework that guided the study, context of professional development in Thailand, and significance of the study.

Chapter Two provides the review of the literature about elementary science teaching worldwide; PCK of elementary science teachers and professional developers; and science professional development and its characteristic, strategies, and consequences.

Chapter Three provides the overarching research question and sub-questions, research tradition, context and design of the study, including role of the researcher, data collection and analysis. The end of the chapter discusses the trustworthiness of the findings as a function of the research design and tradition.

Chapter Four and Five are the findings of the study. Chapter four provides the findings about the orientations to PD, knowledge and practice of professional developers. Chapter five provides the findings about the orientations to science teaching, knowledge, and practices of elementary science teachers.

Chapter Six is a discussion of the findings in relation to the research literature, conclusion of the study, and implications and recommendations for future research.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is organized around three main topics that include: a) what we know about science instruction at the elementary levels, b) research on science elementary teachers’ and professional developers’ pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), and c) professional development (PD) models, strategies, and characteristics of effective PD. The chapter includes a description of the gaps found in the research literature that this study will help to address.

Elementary Science Teaching

The quality of elementary science teaching and learning has been a serious national concern to many countries. The US National Science Education Standards (NSES) were designed to serve the nation’s goal to improve all students’ scientific literacy (National Research Council, 1996). The standards emphasize a new way of teaching and learning science that focuses on constructivism. It also encourages changes in what and how students are taught by emphasizing inquiry as a way of achieving knowledge and understanding about the world (National Research Council, 1996).

Teachers are the important factor in the success of reform-based science instruction (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993). A quality science teacher, as defined by the NSES, is a person who is knowledgeable in science content, curriculum, learning, teaching, and students (National Research Council, 1996). The effective science teacher is expected to have well-grounded pedagogical strategies to promote science content learning (Davis & Petish, 2005). However, for many teachers, especially elementary teachers with a limited background in science, current reform in science education requires more than just change in classroom practice. Science
Education reform also requires a different way of thinking about science, including teaching and the learning of science (Levitt, 2001). Lederman, Lederman, and Bell (2004) indicated that there is a fairly strong agreement among scientists, educators, and politicians that the primary goal of science education is to produce a scientifically literate citizenry. However, beginning and experienced teachers indicate the primary purposes of elementary science education are (1) developing logical and critical thinking, (2) developing problem-solving skills, (3) developing analytical reasoning, (4) helping to explain the world, and (5) creating relevance of science to students’ daily lives (Lederman, Lederman, & Bell, 2004).

*Elementary Science Teaching Worldwide*

Due to the structure of elementary schools, most elementary teachers have to teach not only science, but other subjects such as language, arts, mathematics, and social science. Furthermore, in terms of the subject of science, elementary teachers also have the intimidating task of teaching all areas of science which include life, physical, and earth science (Davis & Petish, 2005). Tilgner (1990) indicated that over half of elementary teachers rank science fourth or fifth out of five subjects in terms of times that they spent to teach this subject. Twenty-five percent indicated they did not spend time teaching science at all, while the other 75 % spent less than two hours a week on science teaching (Tilgner, 1990). Mulholland and Wallace (2003) conducted a study with two preservice elementary teachers and found that the beginning teachers find teaching science more difficult than teaching other subjects. They required a variety of new skills, and different and specialized knowledge in order to teach science.
In addition to the United States, research on elementary science teaching has been studied in many countries. For example, primary science teaching in Finland focuses more on biology and geography, reflecting Finnish concern with the environment and the effects of pollution from their Baltic neighbors (Johnston & Ahtee, 2006). Science teaching and learning in the Finnish classroom focuses on attitudes and methods, but is less tightly organized around science content knowledge. Also, Finnish primary teachers see science as a difficult subject, which they do not have confidence to teach. According to a study by Johnston and Ahtee (2006), primary school teachers in England tend to have more positive attitude toward science than the Finnish teachers. Primary science education in England focuses on biology, physics, and chemistry. In Australia, Symington (as cited in Appleton, 2003) states when science is taught, the teachers tend to use teaching strategies such as teacher discussions, teacher explanation, viewing science television shows, library research, and teacher demonstrations (Appleton, 2003). The absence of self-confidence in teaching science tends to guide these elementary teachers to use teaching strategies that allow them to maintain control of the classroom knowledge flow, which often does not include appropriate ways of engaging students in science (as cited in Appleton, 2003). This claim is also supported by a study by Mulholland and Wallace (2005). They conducted a study of an elementary teacher in Australia and found that the teacher’s desired her classroom to be under control and was embarrassed in front of the children if she did not have science content knowledge. Having control over the classroom helped the teacher to feel confident about what the students were learning. When teachers have limited science content knowledge and confidence in teaching
science, they either avoid teaching science or adopt teaching strategies from other subjects such as book research or writing reports to science teaching (Appleton, 2003).

Teaching and learning science in primary classrooms often focus on content knowledge as determined by the teachers’ use of closed questioning methods, a method that provides less opportunities for interaction with students (Appleton, 2003). The elementary teachers’ and students’ perception of science teaching and learning are still far from the constructivism (Tobin, Briscoe, & Holman, 1990). Tobin et al. (1990) indicated that most of the primary science teachers hold the transmissionist view expressed in their belief that true knowledge exists and can be transmitted to another person by through clear explanations and demonstration of scientific principles. Tobin and colleagues (1990) stated that the implementation of science curricula often emphasizes rote learning and content coverage.

Two research programs were conducted with the prospective elementary teachers in three higher educational institutes: Corpus Christi State University, Purdue University, and St. Bonaventure University, to ascertain the status of elementary science teaching during the 1971-72 (Fulton, Gates, & Krockover, 1973), 1978-79 (Fulton, Gates, & Krockover, 1980), and 1985-86 (Gates, Krockover, & Wiedermann, 1987) during the school years. An assessment was administered immediately following the student teaching experience by asking prospective elementary teachers to complete a science methods student teaching questionnaire. Fulton and colleagues (1980) compared the data they collected in 1971-72 and 1985-86. They stated that the results of both studies closely paralleled each other--the greatest liabilities of the teachers in teaching science were time, materials, and student characteristics in science classrooms. Compared to 1971-72,
Fulton, et al found that teaching science by inquiry dropped dramatically in 1985-86. The teachers devoted less time to teaching science than in the 1971-72 study. Gates and his colleagues (1987) conducted a similar study based on the former two studies of Fulton and colleagues. They found few science education increases during the 14 years of study. They asserted:

1. The number of student teachers teaching in grades 4 through 6 has remained constant.

2. Available materials and the children continued to be the greatest assets perceived by the preservice teachers.

3. The perception of not enough time continued to be the greatest liability for science instruction in the elementary school.

4. Student teachers continued to use a skill approach for the teaching of science in the elementary school.

5. In 1971-72, only 27.7 percent of the student teachers were using either SAPA, ESS, or SCIS. The 1978-79 study indicated a figure of 80 percent. The 1985-86 figure dropped to 47 percent.

6. When compared to the 1978-79 study, more science was taught per week with a 12 percent increase for three days per week and an 8 percent increase for five days per week.

7. The percentage of student teachers who did not teach science dropped more than 50 percent over 14 years (from 19 percent to 8 percent). (Gates, Krockover, & Wiedermann, 1987, p. 641)

However, they were also concerned that:

1. Preservice teachers teaching science by inquiry dropped dramatically.

2. The amount of time devoted to teaching science dropped over the 14 years with 10 percent more teachers teaching science after 1:30 p.m.

3. The elementary science methods course was not perceived by student teachers as their greatest asset.
4. Thirteen percent fewer classrooms were teaching science in 1985-86 compared to the 1978-79, and 25 percent fewer when compared to the 1971-72 study.

5. Time continued to be the number one excuse for not teaching science in the elementary school and this concern rose from 27.7 percent in 1971-72 to 59.6 percent in 1978-79 to 62 percent in 1985-86. (Gates, Krockover, & Wiedermann, 1987, p. 641)

Research also indicates that inadequate teacher background in science (Abell & Roth, 1992; Davis & Petish, 2005; Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Ginns & Watters, 1995; Haidar, 1997; Meyer, Tabachnick, Hewson, Lemberger, & Park, 1998; Palmer, 2001); insufficient facilities and equipment (Abell & Roth, 1992; Appleton, 2003); attitudes, and lacking of confidence in teaching science (Appleton, 2003; Appleton, 2002) of the elementary science teachers are obstacles to effective science teaching (Bryan, 2003; Levitt, 2001; Palmer, 2001). Many elementary school teachers hesitate to teach science. Abd-El-Khalick and colleagues (1997) indicated that most of the teachers held naïve views of the nature of science and showed inadequate knowledge of the structure, function, and development of their disciplines. The teachers believed that scientists follow a recipe, called the scientific method, to conduct their investigations. Thus, the teachers overlooked the role of creativity and imagination in science.

Teachers’ attitude toward science and science teaching is a barrier to good science teaching (Johnston & Ahtee, 2006). The researchers indicated that many elementary teachers have a negative attitude, which appears to have risen from their past experiences in science as a learner (Abell & Cennamo, 2004), particularly at the secondary level (Mulholland & Wallace, 1996; Skamp & Mueller, 2001). The researchers claimed that many elementary teachers have experienced years of passive, lecture-driven science when they were students. Thus, many of them develop a vision of themselves as science
teachers that is in reaction to their experience as science learners (Abell & Cennamo, 2004; Bryan, 2003).

Many elementary teachers have limited science matter subject knowledge (Anderson & Mitchener, 1994) and many of them are deficient in science content (Appleton, 2005). The studies indicated that the majority of elementary science teachers exhibit perceptual understanding rather than conceptual understanding of these concepts, especially at the particulate level (Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Ginns & Watters, 1995). The teachers have fragmented understanding and have difficulties to relate the observable macroscopic changes to the invisible molecular events (Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Haidar, 1997; Valanides, 2000). Furthermore, many preservice elementary teachers are not reasoning at a level required to visualize and construct the mental models needed to solve respective problems (Ginns & Watters, 1995). For example, the research on teachers’ knowledge of chemistry concepts about nature of matter showed that the limited teachers’ knowledge in the content is a critical obstacle for teachers in order to be able to represent their knowledge appropriately and in multiple ways (Davis & Petish, 2005). Moreover, the prior studies revealed that the teachers often have conceptions about chemistry topics similar to those of their students (Calik & Ayas, 2005; Haidar, 1997). Valanides (2000) indicated that when teachers were less knowledgeable in their content, they were more likely to rely upon low-level questions and to give their students less opportunities to speak.

Many researchers reported that experienced teachers adopt a reform-based curriculum superficially, then continue to teach in traditional ways (Keys & Kennedy, 1999; Olson, 1981; Welch, Klopfer, Aikenhead, & Robinson, 1981). For instance,
Tilgner (1990) conducted a study on elementary teachers to investigate their perceived role in elementary science. She found that the elementary teachers see themselves primarily as dispensers of facts. They also avoid teaching topics in science that they might be asked about by their students. The teachers indicated that they feel that they may not, but should, have all the right answers for the students when they ask a question in science. When the teachers lack experience and understanding, they feel less certain of their knowledge and rely more on the textbook to provide the knowledge they think they are to dispense.

Many researchers conducted studies with elementary teachers about their science teaching and studies about ways to increase the quality of science teaching in elementary classrooms for many decades. We find little change in science teaching at elementary grades. Horizon Research (2002) reported the status of elementary science teaching in the current century. This report describes the status of elementary (grades K–5) school science instruction based on the responses of 655 science teachers, 320 grade K–2 teachers and 335 grade 3–5 teachers. The report asserted:

- Less than one-third of elementary teachers reported feeling very well qualified to teach each of the science disciplines. More grade K–5 teachers stated feeling very well qualified to teach life science and earth science than physical science, which is consistent with teacher reports of their college coursework.
- Grade K–5 self-contained classes spent an average of 25 minutes each day in science instruction, compared to 114 minutes on reading/language arts, 53 minutes in mathematics, and 23 minutes in social studies. This comparison
has been done only with teachers who teach all four of these subjects to one class of students were included in the analyses.

- Grade 3-5 teachers used discussion and lecture strategies in teaching science more often than Grade K-2 teachers. Teachers reported their students listening and taking notes during a presentation by the teacher at least once a week in their classes.

- Grade 3-5 teachers allowed students to work in groups at least once a week. The small group working usually takes place in labs and/or hands-on work.

- In half of the elementary school science classes, teachers report students doing hands-on/laboratory science activities or investigations at least weekly, with students much more likely to be following specific instructions in completing an activity or investigation than designing or implementing their own investigations. In addition, grade K-2 students had more opportunities to work on hands-on/laboratory activities in the most recent lesson than students in grade 3-5.

In addition, the Horizon research also reported that elementary teachers were lacking in content preparation, especially in the physical sciences. Most elementary teachers believed that they were not well qualified to teach specific science topics. In contrast, they believed that they were well prepared to implement more general pedagogical practices, such as listening and asking questions of their students and engaging their students in hands-on work and cooperative groups. However, these teachers did not feel they were qualified to teach science as aligned with the science standards, which emphasize developing students’ conceptual understanding of science,
making connections between science and other disciplines, and leading students using investigative strategies.

Research also indicates that teachers’ instructional decision-making is directly influenced by their personal knowledge and beliefs (Putnam & Borko, 2000). In particular, the knowledge base of expert teachers is comprised of rich teaching experiences, which influence the decision-making practices in their classrooms (Avraamidou & Zembal-Saul, 2005; Mulholland & Wallace, 2005; Munby, Russell, & Martin, 2001). Abell and colleague (1992) illustrated three factors that relate to each other and influence elementary teachers’ teaching of science. These factors were classroom practice, perceived constraints, and beliefs about science teaching and learning. Levitt (2001) indicated the beliefs teachers hold about teaching and learning, including beliefs about their students, have a significant influence on teachers’ behavior. In addition to the poor science content knowledge of the elementary teachers, science is often a subject in the elementary level that the teachers seem reluctant to teach because of a negative attitude toward science (Abell & Roth, 1992; Akerson, 2004; Mulholland & Wallace, 1996). The attitude of elementary teachers towards teaching science affects the way in which they present science in the classroom and, accordingly, their attitudes impact student perception and interest in the subject (Kelly, 2000). Researchers also found that if the teachers did not like science, their student tended not to like science (Shrigley, 1974). Hence, confidence and background go hand-in-hand (Mulholland & Wallace, 1996). Bandura (1986) theorized that behavior is linked closely with beliefs and self-efficacy. Thus, teachers’ behavior in classroom teaching reflects their confidence in their teaching abilities (Ramey-Gassert & Shroyer, 1992).
Furthermore, the experienced elementary teachers feel the factors of time, facilities, and equipment are a barrier to science teaching (Abell & Roth, 1992; Cronin-Jones, 1991; Levitt, 2001). The elementary teachers may be convinced of the value of hands-on activities and the use of cooperative learning, but often are not able to help students develop science content understanding from the activity (Appleton, 2002; 2003; Tobin, Briscoe, & Holman, 1990). Rather, many of them see the role of hands-on activity as increasing students’ interest and enthusiasm (Levitt, 2001). Some elementary teachers use hands-on activities in science classroom because they keep the students busy (Appleton & Kindt, 2002; Mulholland & Wallace, 2003).

Appleton (Appleton, 2002; Appleton & Kindt, 2002) studied beginning elementary teachers cope with teaching science. The results of the studies reveal that the beginning teachers cope with their limited science content knowledge and limited science PCK using two strategies: science avoidance and a heavy reliance on activities that work. As opposed to the novice teachers, the experienced elementary teachers heavily relied on their teaching science on activities that work instead of avoiding the teaching of science. Appleton’s (2002) explanation of the characteristics of the activities that work is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1

*Summary of the Characteristics of Activities that Work*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activities that work are hands-on (Appleton, 2002, p. 398).</td>
<td>Safe hands-on activities that have predictable outcomes, and draw from the teachers’ own experience or those of trusted colleagues (Appleton &amp; Kindt, 2002, p. 49).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities that work are manageable in the classroom (Appleton, 2002, p. 400).</td>
<td>Activities that the teachers could implement but still maintain class control (Appleton &amp; Kindt, 2002, p. 49).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities that work have a clear outcome or result (Appleton, 2002, p. 402).</td>
<td>Activities in which the teachers believe that nothing unexpected would happen during the activities which would confuse them or the students (Appleton &amp; Kindt, 2002, p. 49).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities that work draw on equipment that is really available (Appleton, 2002, p. 403).</td>
<td>Activities for which the teachers have materials readily at hand (Appleton &amp; Kindt, 2002, p. 53).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities that work lend themselves to integration (Appleton, 2002, p. 403).</td>
<td>Activities that fit into the integrated curriculum using themes, which are common in the elementary level (Appleton, 2002, p. 403).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Developed from the findings described in Appleton (2002) and Appleton & Kindt (2002).

Elementary Science Teaching in Thailand

In Thailand, most primary teachers are not science majors and many of them do not enjoy teaching science (Soydhurum, 2001). Also, most elementary teachers are not accredited in science (Office of the National Education Commission, 2001). Only 7.7 percent of the primary school teachers had earned degrees in science (Office of the National Education Commission, 2004). Many elementary school teachers believe that
everybody can teach science at the primary level and the teachers do not need to deeply understand science to teach in these levels (Soydhurum, 2001).

At the elementary level, science has been separated from Life Experience subject to become a single subject encompassing life, physical, and earth science. The current science curriculum in Thailand is designed so that students learn some science concepts by exploration and experimentation. A study on views of Thai elementary teachers and professional developers regarding good science teaching (Musikul & Abell, 2006, January) revealed that Thai elementary teachers believe that being able to apply scientific skills is the primary goal of teaching science in the primary levels, rather than developing conceptual understanding of phenomena. Although the teachers believe that they should change their role in teaching science from knowledge-driven toward activity-driven, and from teacher-centered toward student-centered, they still see themselves as dispensers of facts. The teachers indicated that student ability, time and limited material, and nature of testing were important factors that constrain science teaching.

Summary

The review of literature about the elementary science teaching reveals that there have been few changes in science teaching practice over the past decades. Although there are actions to help the teachers to change the way they teach from traditional approach to more constructivist approach, the general science teaching approach is still far away from inquiry. The teachers are still hesitant to teach science. When science is taught, the teachers frequently use other types of teaching strategies that are appropriate for teaching other subjects, but not in teaching science. In recent years, hands-on activities have been frequently used in science lesson than in previous years. However, the purpose in using
hands-on activities with students depends on the teachers’ perceptions and goals in elementary science education. The obstacles and anxiety in teaching science occur from the lacking of science content knowledge background, self-efficacy in teaching science, and positive attitude toward science teaching and learning. Furthermore, elementary teachers feel science teaching is constrained by time restrictions in the classroom, facilities, equipment, and support from the school and their colleagues.

**Pedagogical Content Knowledge**

Shulman (1986) first coined the term pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) to describe the special type of content knowledge that goes beyond knowledge of subject matter to the dimension of subject matter knowledge for teaching. He explained that,

> Within the category of pedagogical content knowledge I include, for the most regularly taught topics in one’s subject area, the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful analogies, illustrations, example, explanations, and demonstrations—in a word, the ways of representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others (p. 203).

Shulman (1987) described seven types of teacher knowledge: content knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, curriculum knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, knowledge of learners, knowledge of educational contexts, and knowledge of educational aims, purposes, and values. According to Shulman, knowledge for teaching is not simply one’s own understanding of a conceptual area but the adaptation of this understanding so that it can be represented to others and the difficulties that others may have in developing their own understanding are appreciated.

In later years, Grossman (1990) proposed the four central components of PCK. The first component includes knowledge and beliefs about the purposes for teaching a subject at different grade levels. The second component includes knowledge of students’
understanding, conceptions, and misconceptions of particular topics in a subject matter. The third component is curricular knowledge, which includes knowledge of curriculum materials available for teaching particular subject matter, as well as knowledge about both horizontal and vertical curricula for a subject. The final component of PCK includes knowledge of instructional strategies and representations for teaching particular topics.

In 1999, Magnusson, Krajcik, and Broko proposed that PCK is a domain which links content with pedagogy. Specifically, it takes four forms: conceptions of purposes for teaching subject matter (orientations); knowledge of student understandings, conceptions, and misconceptions of particular topics in a subject matter; curricular knowledge; and knowledge of instructional strategies and representations for teaching particular topics. Magnusson, Krajcik, and Broko (1999) present a model of the relationship among the domains of teacher knowledge: subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, knowledge about context, and PCK, which is influenced PCK by the first three domains.

Thus, PCK is a special form of knowledge that bundles subject matter knowledge with knowledge of learners, learning, and pedagogy. These bundles offer a crucial resource for teaching such as helping teachers anticipate what students might have trouble learning, and showing alternative models or explanations to mediate those difficulties. The ability to transform subject matter knowledge requires more than knowledge of the substance and syntax of the discipline. It also requires knowledge of learners and learning, of curriculum and context, of aims and objective, and of pedagogy. Drawing upon these knowledge and skills, teachers are able to translate their knowledge of subject matter into instructional representations (Grossman, Wilson, & Shulman,
In addition, PCK is developed by an iterative process that is rooted in classroom practice, implying that prospective and novice teachers usually have little or no PCK at their disposal (De Jong, Veal, & Van Driel, 2002).

**Elementary Science Teachers’ PCK for Science Teaching**

Wilson et al. (1987) indicated that successful teachers cannot simply have an intuitive or personal understanding of a particular concept, principle, or theory. Rather, in order to foster understanding in their students, the teachers must themselves understand ways of representing the concept for the students. They must have knowledge of the ways of transforming the content for the purposes of teaching. Thus, teachers should learn science and be prepared in ways that are different from future scientists or other careers. They must have a knowledge of the subject matter that includes a personal understanding of the content as well as knowledge of ways to communicate that understanding in order to foster the development of subject matter knowledge in the minds of students (Grossman, Wilson, & Shulman, 1989, p. 10). However, research indicates that teachers, especially elementary teachers, have a perception rather than a conceptual understanding of scientific ideas. The science knowledge that teachers have is fragmented and lacking a connection to other topics within and among other areas in science (Calik & Ayas, 2005; Gabel, Samuel, & Hunn, 1987; Ginns & Watters, 1995; Haidar, 1997; Valanides, 2000; Wallace & Louden, 1992). In addition, many elementary teachers also hold alternative conceptions about the science content they are supposed to teach (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997). These alternative conceptions are often similar to those held by the elementary students (Calik & Ayas, 2005; Haidar, 1997).
Studies on elementary teachers’ PCK in teaching particular science topics are rare. However, there is evidence that although subject matter knowledge is very important for teachers, having subject matter knowledge alone does not guarantee that it will become transformed into representations that will help students comprehend targeted concepts. According to PCK model of Magnusson et al. (1999), PCK for science teaching consists of five knowledge components including 1) orientations for teaching science, 2) knowledge of students, 3) knowledge of teaching strategies, 4) knowledge of science curriculum, and 5) knowledge of assessment methods.

With regards to knowledge of students’ learning, Zembal-Sual, Blumenfeld, and Krajcik (2000) conducted a study with two prospective elementary teachers. The study revealed that although the two prospective teachers maintained their emphasis on planning multiple representations of content that was scientifically accurate, they were generally unable to assist the students in identifying and interpreting the relevant concepts. When unexpected dilemma occurred while the students were doing the activity, the prospective teachers abandoned the representation. Instead, they told the students that the task was too difficult to continue. Zembal-Sual et al. suggested that although prospective teachers and beginning teachers might have good background knowledge, they might not be able to maintain the subject matter emphasis if they did not have opportunities to develop understanding about students’ learning, such as their prior knowledge, learning difficulties, and common misconception for learning a particular concept. Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude (1997) indicated that many teachers believed that the students’ misconceptions should be rare because they were being introduced to such concepts for the first time. Many teachers were unaware that students have prior
knowledge before they receive any formal science instruction, and that a misconception often persists and survives beyond formal science teaching (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997).

With regards to knowledge of science teaching strategies, elementary teachers, especially prospective and novice teachers, have difficulties in knowing what questions they might ask the students and when is the appropriate time to ask, give advice, and give accurate answer. A study conducted by Hayes (2002) revealed that prospective teachers were concerned that an inquiry approach required that the teacher should not give students answers to their questions. The teachers realized that they could give the students some answers to encourage them to continue their investigation as well as a way to eliminate their frustration. However, teachers were still not sure when would it was appropriate to provide some answers to students. The novice teachers do not know how to modify or use other activity or strategy that would help the students understand a particular concept. According to Magnusson et al. (1999), knowledge of teaching strategies also include knowledge about topic-specific activities in which teachers know how the particular activity could help students to understand specific concepts. However, research on elementary science teaching revealed that the elementary science teachers have poor understanding on the activities that they provided to students. Much research by Appleton and colleagues showed that elementary teachers adopt the hands-on activities in their science teaching (Appleton, 1999; Appleton, 2003; Appleton, 2005; Appleton & Kindt, 2002). Many times the teachers’ decision in using the hands-on activity in the classroom is not intended to develop the students’ understanding of scientific concepts.
Research on elementary teachers’ PCK in teaching particular science topics is limited. In addition, most of the research focused on prospective and novice elementary teachers, but few studied experienced elementary teachers. There are several studies about the PCK of secondary science teachers. For instance, De Jong, Veal, and Van Driel (2002) reviewed the chemistry teachers’ PCK in teaching stoichiometric calculations. The result of this study can be summarized as follows:

1. Chemistry teachers with insufficient topic-specific PCK may, at times, provide inappropriate chemical topic demonstrations that could reinforce student misunderstandings. This problem is most likely to occur among teachers who have out-of-field teaching assignments.

2. Excellent SMK, knowledge of how students learn, and knowledge of alternative representations are prerequisites for the selection and use of appropriate and effective analogical explanations.

3. Chemistry teachers’ choice of a strategy for teaching is often not very adequate from the perspective of student learning. Their teaching strategies are often influenced by their preferred conception of the mole. (De Jong, Veal, & Van Driel, 2002)

Elementary science teachers are hesitant in teaching science (Abell & Roth, 1992). Compared to secondary school teachers, elementary teachers do not have adequate science content knowledge (Abd-El-Khalick & BouJaoude, 1997; Abell & Roth, 1992), self-efficacy in teaching science, and positive attitude to science teaching and learning of the elementary teachers (Appleton, 2002; 2003). Furthermore, elementary teachers feel their science teaching is constrained by the time restriction in the classroom, still facilities, equipment, and supports from school and colleagues. Thus, it could be safely assumed that the elementary teachers should have limited PCK to science teaching specific topics similar to the secondary teachers that De Jong and colleagues summarized in their study.
Professional Developers' PCK

A significant amount of research has been done on the PCK for the elementary science teaching (Appleton, 2005; Avraamidou & Zembal-Saul, 2005; Mulholland & Wallace, 2003, 2005; Zembal-Saul, Blumenfeld, & Krajcik, 2000; Zembal-Saul, Krajcik, & Blumenfeld, 2002; Zembal-Saul, Starr, & Krajcik, 2001), but little research has examined PCK from the perspective of the science teacher educator. One study, conducted by Smith (2000), investigated an elementary science teacher educator’s PCK in her science methods class. Smith indicated that the educators of elementary science teachers have a role in helping future teachers construct knowledge for elementary science teaching. These educators should have knowledge about (1) the conceptions of science as science learners that preservice teachers bring to the science method courses, (2) strategies for teaching preservice teachers, (3) curriculum materials and activities that are effective in helping preservice teachers construct knowledge of students’ naïve ideas, (4) representations that would help the preservice teachers learn and facilitate their growth as elementary science teachers. Smith found that the preservice teachers attended the science method class with limited science content knowledge. Smith also found that the teacher education students usually followed activity directions to produce results when they did experiments. The preservice teachers indicated that in regards to the study of science, it required a lot of memorizing of definitions, lectures, and tests which lead to anxiety and possible failure. The findings about the teacher educators’ and the students’ PCK helped Smith to redesign and plan her course in order to reduce students' anxiety and better understand what science actually is. Smith indicated that knowledge helped her
to recognize the underlying assumptions that were common in students and increased her patience and persistence in working with preservice teachers.

As science teacher educators, professional developers play a role in helping in-service elementary teachers to construct knowledge for elementary science teaching. However, I could find no published research, at the time of this study, has been done on the professional developer’s PCK.

Summary

We know that elementary teachers lack subject matter knowledge (Abell, 2007). However, the literature on elementary teachers’ PCK is less robust. The review of the literature about the elementary science teachers’ PCK reveals that the PCK of most of the elementary teachers is still limited. In addition to the subject matter knowledge in science topics, the knowledge base that composes much of PCK, including knowledge about learners, knowledge about teaching strategies, knowledge about science curriculum, and knowledge about assessment for specific topics. Furthermore, research about the professional developers’ PCK to PD is non-existent. Thus, more research on elementary teachers’ and professional developers’ PCK is needed.

Professional Development

Model of Professional Development

Guskey and Sparks (cited in Guskey, 2000) developed a model delineating the major components in the relationship between PD and improvements in student learning (see Figure 2). This model reveals that the quality of PD is influenced by a variety of factors. The arrows in the model represent the direction of those effects. The influence of PD on student learning is accomplished principally through its direct effect on teacher
knowledge and practice and is a primary factor influencing the relationship between PD and improvement of student learning (Guskey, 2000). Administrator’s knowledge and practice about science teaching indirectly, but importantly, influences the improvement of student learning in terms of forming school policies, and supporting and supervising teachers. According to Guskey (2000), all the factors and components identified in the model strongly affect the relationship between PD and the improvement in student learning.

According to the Guskey and Sparks PD model (Guskey, 2000), three factors influence the quality PD. Those factors are (a) content characteristics, (b) process variables, and (c) context characteristics. All three factors are important in determining the quality of PD.

Figure 2. Model of Relationship between Professional Development and Improvement in Student Learning.  

---

The content characteristics refer to the “what of professional development” (Guskey, 2000, p. 73), including the goals and the concerns of the particular PD. Content characteristics also include the aspects relating to the magnitude, scope, credibility, and practicality of the change required to implement the new knowledge and skill. The process variables refer to the “how of PD” (p. 74). This means the type and forms of PD. It also means how the PD activities are planned, organized, implemented, and followed-up. Context characteristics refer to the “who, when, where, and why of PD” (p. 74), which involve the organization, system, or culture in which the PD takes place and where the new understanding will be implemented. Guskey (2000) indicated that teaching and learning were complex endeavors. Thus, PD must be shaped and integrated in ways that best suit regional, organizational, and individual context, such as the local values, norms, policies, structures, resources, and procedure.

The Guskey model also shows that the influences of PD on improvements in students’ learning are accomplished through its direct effect on teacher and administrator knowledge and practices. The bold arrow between teacher knowledge and practices and improvement of students’ learning means knowledge and practices of teachers are primary factors influencing the relationship of PD and students’ learning. If the PD is not able to develop teachers’ conceptual understanding or change the classroom practices they employ, little improvement in students’ learning can be expected.

The model illustrates that administrator also influence improvement of students’ learning, but indirectly. The influences can occur in two ways, including (a) to form school policies regarding school organization, curriculum, assessment, and textbooks; and (b) to interact with teachers through the clinical supervision, coaching, and formative
evaluation. Deal and Peterson (as cited in Guskey, 2000) indicated that the administrator can also develop a learning community within a school.

In order to measure the quality of PD, Guskey (2000) identified five critical levels of PD evaluation. These levels are ranked from simple to more complex, with each level building on the one before. These levels include:

1. Participants’ reactions: focus on measuring teachers’ satisfaction of the PD. The information is generally gathered through questionnaires handed out at the end of PD,
2. Participants’ learning: focus on measuring teachers’ knowledge, skills, or attitudes. The assessment methods are dependent on the goals of PD,
3. Organizational support and change: focus on measuring how school policies support teachers’ teaching and change,
4. Participants’ use of new knowledge and skills: focus on measuring did what teachers learn make differences in their professional practices, and
5. Student learning outcomes: focus on measuring did the PD benefit students’ learning achievement and performance.

A few years later, Loucks-Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, and Hewson (2003) created a professional development design framework for science and mathematics education in light of knowledge gained from research and practice in PD. The model captures a “process of decision-making” (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003, p.3) informed by relevant inputs (see Figure 3) during the planning process.
Figure 3. Design Framework for Professional Development in Science and Mathematics\(^3\).

According to the model, the rectangles connected with horizontal arrows represent a set of sequenced generic planning and implementation on, incorporating the following actions: commit to vision and standards, analyze student learning and other data, set goals, plan, do, and evaluate. The four ovals above and below the planning implementation sequence represent important inputs to the design process that assist professional developers to make informed decisions. The four inputs are categorized as: knowledge base and beliefs, understanding of aspects unique to the context, critical issues common to science and mathematics reformers across contexts, and a range of PD strategies. Arrows from the inputs to the planning sequence boxes indicate when these inputs are most important to start to consider in the planning sequence. The model

assumes that once an input begins to inform the planning sequence at a given phase, it
will continue to do so for the remainder of the phases. The evaluation phase serves as
feedback to inform the vision and goals of the PD. Evaluation also links back to and
potentially impacts all four inputs as well as the developer’s commitment to a reform-
minded vision and standards.

The design framework provides a map for professional developers to achieve the
desired goals for students and teachers. Professional developers’ knowledge and beliefs
play a role in the first designing phase: commit to vision and standard. Five distinct but
related knowledge bases that inform the works of professional developers are knowledge
and beliefs about learner and learning, teacher and teaching, nature of science and
mathematics, professional development, and change process. Understanding of context is
the second input mentioned by Loucks-Horsley et al (2003). In general, professional
developers consider context in the second phase of the planning sequence. Loucks-
Horsley et al. indicated that context is complex, comprising many interconnected and
dynamic influences. Nine features of the context that are important to consider are
students, standard, and learning results; teachers and teachers’ learning needs;
curriculum, instruction, assessment practice, and learning environment; organizational
culture; organizational structure and leadership; national, state, local policies; available
resources; history of PD; and parents and the community. Critical issues include the third
input that plays a role in the set goals phase. Loucks-Horsley et al. indicated that the
critical issues are the “tough nuts” (p.9) that professional developers work to crack as
they design and provide learning experiences for teachers. According to the PD design
framework, professional developers consider a range of strategies to use in PD at the
planning phase. Loucks-Horsley et al. described 18 different strategies for PD that lead to different outcomes. These PD strategies are shown in the Table 2.

Table 2

_Eighteen Strategies for Professional Learning_

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aligning and implementing curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum alignment and instructional materials selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum replacement units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partnerships with scientists and mathematicians in business, industry, and universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examining teaching and learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining student work and thinking and scoring assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immersion experiences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immersion in inquiry in science and problem solving in mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersion into the world of scientists and mathematicians</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practicing teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstration lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicles and mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developing professional developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology for professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshops, institutes, courses, and seminars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lee, Wang, Musikul, and Abell (2006, March) conducted a study to examine the process of designing and implementing science teacher PD by purposefully selecting one PD project as a case to consider in light of a theoretical framework for effective PD design (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003). The findings of this study supported the Loucks-Horsley et al.’s model (Figure 3) in many ways. However, there were instances when the case deviated. This model implied that established goals should inform chosen PD
strategies. However, Lee et al. found evidence that inputs did enter the phases as the theoretical model proposed. The exception was when PD strategies were first considered. In that case, PD strategies were a consideration embedded within the goal setting phase rather than distinctly impacting subsequent planning once the goals were set. They also found that the box labeled as “Plan” in the Loucks-Horsley et al.’s model was somewhat unclear. This phase of planning could encompass both the overall blueprint for design and the additionally planned details for ‘doing the PD’ with teachers. Moreover, given that the boxes collectively represent the generic planning sequence, exactly what the “Plan” phase entails is ambiguous. This study found that there was not a clear distinction between when and how these first three phases of planning were enacted.

Characteristics of Effective Professional Development

Standard-based. The National Research Council, NRC (1996) posited the need for PD within their standards documents. For example, the *National Science Education Standards* (NRC, 1996) presented four standards for professional developers to consider when designing PD for science teachers. Overall, the vision of the national science education standards is to provide teachers with opportunities to engage in the practice of science themselves; reflect on this practice with respect to their classroom teaching and interaction with their students; and improve their content and pedagogical content knowledge. From a content-generic perspective on PD, the National Staff Development Council [NSDC] (2001) provided 12 standards for the design of PD organized into three categories - context, process, and content. Each category focuses on the goal of PD to improve the learning of all students.
The standards for the effective PD described by the NRC and the NSDC are summarized in the Table 3.

Table 3

*Summary of the Effective PD Defined by the Standards*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standards for Staff Development (NSDC, 2001)</th>
<th>National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Standard A: Science Content PD experiences for teachers must build on the teacher's current science understanding, ability, and attitudes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Organize learning communities and align goals with school and district.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Require school and district personnel to become leaders.</td>
<td>Standard B: PCK PD experiences for teachers of science must use inquiry, reflection, interpretation of research, modeling, and guided practice to help science teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provide necessary resources to support adult learning and collaboration.</td>
<td>Standard C: Promoting lifelong learning. PD activities must provide regular, frequent opportunities for individual and collegial examination and reflection on teaching practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Standard D: Coherent and integrated design the PD experience. PD must integrate and coordinate program components; recognize individual and group interests, as well as the various needs of teachers; collaborate among all stakeholders; recognition of the history, culture, and organize the school environment; and do continuous formative and summative evaluations of the PD program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use student data to determine learning priorities, monitor progress and help sustain improvement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use multiple sources for evaluation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Apply research to decision making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Select learning strategies appropriate to the intended goal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Apply learning theories.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaboration among content and education specialists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prepare teachers to provide equitable learning experiences for students.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improve the quality of teaching by deepening teacher content knowledge; modeling research-based instructional strategies; and preparing teachers to use various forms of classroom assessment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provide educators with knowledge and skills to involve families and other stakeholders.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Research-based. Educational researchers have learned a great deal about what comprises effective professional development. For example Loucks-Horseley et al. (2003) described that a quality PD should (a) emphasize inquiry-based learning, investigations, problem-solving and application of knowledge, (b) provide opportunities for teachers to build knowledge and skills and examine practice critically, (c) engage teachers in the learning approaches they will use with their students, (d) provide opportunities for teachers to work with their colleagues and other experts, (e) support teachers to serve in leadership roles, and (f) give priority to student learning. The PD designers should consider the balance among topics to cover, number of activities, and times for discussion and collaboration with other teachers in improve their practice.

Thompson and Zeuli (1999) asserted that PD participants must experience a sufficient amount of dissonance to disturb their existing beliefs, knowledge, and experiences with learning and teaching. Thompson and Zeuli explained that providing teachers with this type of transformative learning experience requires the following: (1) create a high level of cognitive dissonance; (2) provide sufficient time, structure, and support for teachers to think through the dissonance experienced; (3) embed the dissonance creating and resolving activities in teachers’ situations and practices; (4) enable teachers to develop a new repertoire of practice that fits with their new understanding; and (5) engage teachers in a continuous process of improvement. The professional development should prepare teachers in terms of being able to present and explain the current scientific model clearly and to contrast it with student models (Anderson & Mitchener, 1994) and being able to help students connect their new information to their prior knowledge.
Guskey (2003) reviewed 13 lists of characteristics of effective PD from publications produced by various research and policy organizations (e.g., Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Educational Research Service, Eisenhower Professional Development Program). From these lists, he identified 21 attributes of effective PD. Of these attributes, he focused much of his discussion on the five most frequently mentioned: 1) enhancing teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge, 2) providing sufficient time and other resources, 3) promoting collegial and collaborative exchange, 4) establishing procedures for evaluating the PD experience, and 5) conducting school or site-based PD. However, Guskey argued that there is a significant amount of research that asserts that school or site-based PD is not as important as once thought. Rather, “a carefully organized collaboration between site-based educators, who are keenly aware of critical contextual characteristics and district-level personnel, who have broader perspectives on problems, seems essential to optimize the effectiveness of professional development” (Guskey, 2003, p. 749), not necessarily the location of the PD itself.

A common element of effective PD discussed across the literature is the need for sustained support for teachers as they return to their schools to implement the PD objectives (Desimone, Porter, Garet, Yoon, & Birman, 2002; Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001; Guskey, 2003; Loucks-Horseley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003; Thompson & Zeuli, 1999). An important aspect of providing this sustained support is the development of a network of communication between PD facilitators and teachers, and among the teachers themselves. Jauhiainen, Lavonen, Koponen, and Suonio (2002) explained that when teachers return to their schools, lines of
communication are critical for continuing to develop the knowledge and skills addressed during the PD experience. Classroom change depends on providing extended support throughout the school year with opportunities for teachers to collaborate and reflect on their own beliefs and practices (Borasi, Fonzi, Smith, & Rose, 1999).

Despite the consensus about effective PD suggested by research and policy, a disparity between theory and practice still exists. Loucks-Horsley et al. (2003) claimed that PD for science and mathematics teachers (a) lacks in the number and variety of opportunities for educators to participate; (b) is not aligned to the needs or learning goals emphasized in education reform; (c) is insufficient in providing sustained support to educators; (d) focuses on how to change the individual educator rather than organization/school; and (e) provides pockets of innovation with minimal means for impact at the classroom and system levels. Research indicates that teachers could not change instruction in reform-minded ways simply by being told to do so. Teachers would need opportunities to reconsider their current practices and to examine others, as well as to learn more about the subjects and students they teach (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Guskey & Sparks, 1996; Loucks-Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003). Many PD experiences are intellectually superficial and disconnected from deep issues of curriculum and learning, fragmented, and non-cumulative (Ball & Cohen, 1999). Rarely are PD experiences based on a curricular view of teachers' learning. Teachers are taught to need updating rather than have opportunities for serious and sustained learning of curriculum, students, and teaching. Many researches found that experienced teachers adopted a reform-based curriculum superficially, then continued to teach in traditional ways (Keys & Kennedy, 1999; Olson, 1981; Welch, Klopfer, Aikenhead, & Robinson, 1981). Such
research indicates that teachers could not change instruction in reform-minded ways simply by being told to do so. Teachers would need opportunities to reconsider their current practices and to examine others, as well as to learn more about the subjects and students they teach (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Guskey, 2000; Loucks-Horseley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003). However, most PD delivered through short-term sessions and workshops that often lack depth, do not address serious issues related to curriculum and learning are disjointed and non-cumulative (Ball & Cohen, 1999). Rarely do these professional development opportunities seem to be based on a curricular view of teachers' learning. Teachers are taught to need updating rather than opportunities for serious and sustained learning of curriculum, students, and teaching.

In Thailand, the science curriculum has been designed and constructed to respond to the local needs and environment (Soydhurum, 2001) and PD has been designed to facilitate the implementation of that curriculum. There are a number teacher PD programs, particularly inservice training, that are conducted in Thailand. The previous PD programs for teacher PD in Thailand were usually organized by the central agencies in a city and took place in a very short time without consistent monitoring and evaluation (Office of the National Education Commission, 2004). The general consensus amongst educators, parents, and students is that the quality of teachers has regressed considerably in recent years (Sinlarat, 1999). Initially, the Government took action by establishing the Institute for the Promotion of the Teaching of Science and Technology (IPST), charged with the mission to develop quality teachers for mathematics and science (Soydhurum, 2001) and commission projects to provide quality education to rural area. Thus, IPST is entrusted with the duties and responsibilities in developing science, mathematics and
computer curricula, activities and textbooks, and instructional kits in accordance with the prescribed guidelines as stipulated in the National Education Act (Sriphan, 2002). One of the responsibilities of IPST is to develop the teaching profession for K-12 science and mathematics. In regards to the Science Strand, five departments are charged to take care of science curricula and professional development (Soydhurum, 2001):

- Department of Primary Science: oversees the science curriculum for K-6 students and professional development for primary teachers across the country.

- Department of Secondary: oversees the science curriculum for grades 7-9 and professional development for teachers of grades 7-9 across the country.

- Department of Physics: oversees the curriculum of physics for grades 10-12 and also professional development for secondary teachers who teach physics across the country.

- Department of Chemistry: oversees the curriculum of chemistry for grades 10-12 and also professional development for secondary teachers who teach chemistry across the country.

- Department of Biology: oversees the curriculum of biology for grades 10-12 and also professional development for secondary teachers who teach biology across the country.

The decline of quality in Thai teacher development is not new, but the search for appropriate solutions has not been very successful (Office of the National Education Commission, 2004). The continuous poor performance of Thai children in many international tests such as TIMSS and PISA (Soydhurum, 2001) is further evidence of the eroding quality in education. Although many K-12 teachers have participated in PD
workshops and seminars, the evaluation of the PD design and its outcome has been lacking. Most of the evaluations are informal and occur during the PD implementation when the PD providers interact with teachers. Although some PD projects administer a survey to the participants, the majority of the questions ask about teachers’ satisfaction with the PD and their recommendations for improvement and do not address the other 4 levels of Guskeys (2003) PD evaluation model. Some PD programs, such as the PD for master teachers or leader teachers, provide a post-test to participants after the PD programs in order to evaluate teachers’ learning of science content.

Thai professional developers often employ traditional teaching strategies during the PD delivery. Strategies such as debates, brainstorming, excursions, independent work, emphasis on explanation and reasoning were not discussed or demonstrated in many PD projects (Piya-Ajariya, 2001). Although the stakeholders agree that PD is important to improve teachers’ knowledge and practice, PD in Thailand currently does not help teachers build the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to help students construct their knowledge in science (Piya-Ajariya, 2001). The connection between theory and practice in PD is not fully appreciated nor well implemented or evaluated.

Professional Development Strategies

Although the ultimate goal of Professional development is to improve student learning (Hewson, 2007), teachers are central to the process of curriculum reform. To effectively teach a particular subject including science, a teacher should have solid knowledge base for teaching, which includes subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, knowledge about school setting and learners (Shulman, 1986). Based on this concept, PD plays an essential role in successful
education reform. Professional developers should match the strategies to the needs of teachers in order to help them develop all knowledge bases necessary for teaching. Loucks-Horsley et al. (2003) suggested that “strategies in isolation do not constitute effective professional development” (p. 111). Each strategy is one piece of the puzzle in meeting the specific goals and context. Thus, effective PD should plan to use a variety of strategies in combination with one another to form a unique design (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003). The two PD strategies--curriculum implementation and immersion in inquiry in science-- are based on Loucks-Horsley et al summarized in Table 2. I reviewed these two strategies because they were frequently used by the professional developers in Thailand.

Curriculum Implementation. Curriculum implementation is a strategy aimed to help teachers learn new curriculum, activities, teaching methods, and how to implement them in the classroom. This strategy allows teachers to reflect on and share information about teaching and learning the new curriculum in the context of implementing the curriculum with their colleagues or students. In addition, teachers must learn science content, material management, curriculum teaching, and assessment on their own and students’ learning. This strategy benefits PD and teachers as it is a vehicle in aligning teachers’ learning contents, materials, and teaching strategies to classroom practice (Loucks-Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003). An important concern in introducing a new curriculum to teachers is that professional developers and school administrator must plan to support the teachers’ implementation of the new curriculum and to ensure that the teachers continued to use this curriculum after the initial phase.
Dass (2001) studied a PD program that used this strategy. He interviewed 24 teacher participants in the Collier Chautauqua Program (CCP) and the dissemination efforts of the Iowa Chautauqua Program after the first year of implementation. This program provided a 3-week institute for participating teachers to experience constructivist teaching through a Science-Technology-Society Curriculum. This workshop was delivered by lead teachers, university staff, and scientists. They also provided a series of workshops in the fall and spring, monthly meetings, electronic communication, and school visitations. The participants were required to work in teams to develop a 5-day teaching module and implement it in their classrooms. In the call-back sessions in fall and spring, the teachers were asked to review the problems with the module, analyze their current practice and their experiences in constructivist teaching using the module as a frame of reference. In regard to the teachers’ expression about their implementation STS curriculum, many teachers were more familiar with their previous curriculum (FOSS) than with STS (which they had to spend more time in implementing). They stated that the STS curriculum demanded new ways of assessment and unless assessment practices changed concurrently, they were not motivated to fully implement these instructional approaches. The teachers also mentioned materials, resources, and students’ maturity as constraints. Although the teachers stated that by using technology and having more interconnection with nature they saw some improvements among students such as in their reading ability, they were not sure the students really learned. Dass indicated that the teachers attended a 3-week summer workshop doing STS activities, creating a teaching module, and connecting science to technology and society. However, they lacked an opportunity to develop other knowledge for teaching such as
knowledge of students and of assessment. This led to problems when the teachers implemented the curriculum in their classroom. They indicated that they were not sure whether or not students were learning and the assessment was not effective to the new teaching approach. In addition, the teachers in this study also expressed concern about how the schools or district will support this implementation. Thus, the teachers did not fully implement the curriculum since they did not know if they had to revert back to the old curriculum.

Another PD project called Learning Technologies in Urban Schools (LeTUS), was a collaboration between the University of Michigan and Detroit Public Schools to promote standards-based middle school student learning in science (Kubitskey, Fishman, & Marx, 2003; Margerum-Leys, Fishman, & Peek-Brown, 2004). Together, university staff worked with school partners to create a curriculum that emphasized process in addition to science content. Then, the school teachers piloted the materials and provided feedback for researchers to revise the curriculum. The goals of the PD were to have teachers improve their knowledge of technology and enhance knowledge of content and pedagogy, comfort with curriculum, and implement it (Kubitskey, Fishman, & Marx, 2003). The PD designers used five strategies in a series of five workshops to meet their goals: direct instruction, peer exchange, model teaching, curriculum review, and planning the unit. The findings showed that model teaching impacted teachers’ learning while peer exchange allowed the teachers an opportunity to interrogate and reflect on practice with the community. In contrast, direct instruction did not have much impact on teachers’ expressed learning. According to the teachers’ reflections, PD staff shifted strategies by reducing direct instruction and increasing peer exchange in the following workshops. The
researchers observed classroom teaching of three teachers after PD participation. All teachers enacted the activity as modeled at the workshop except for one teacher who modified the activity to meet the needs of her classroom. The results also showed that two of the three teachers had limited science knowledge that influenced their abilities to respond to students’ questions. The researchers concluded that model teaching and peer exchange strategies impacted teacher learning and their implementation in the classroom, but they suggested other forms of PD to help teachers develop in-depth content knowledge.

*Immersion in Inquiry in Science.* Immersion in inquiry in science is the structured opportunity for teachers to directly experience science content and process. First, by becoming a learner, teachers deepen their own understanding of the science content that they are teaching their students. Second, by experiencing the processes for themselves, teachers are better prepared to help students become active, engaged inquirers. Using this strategy is based on the assumption that teachers benefit from experiences grounded on the same principles that they are expected to implement with students. Thus, the key element of immersion in inquiry in science is to provide intensive experience to teachers in building science content knowledge and process as learners. Just as students learn best when they are actively engaged in their learning, teachers are most likely to internalize science concepts and teaching methodologies when both their hands and minds are engaged in the process. The goals of PD using immersion in inquiry as a strategy include having teachers develop beliefs and practices conducive to the implementation of inquiry lessons through an inquiry learning approach (Radford, 1998), getting to know teaching
practice in action, examining, and reflecting upon their enacted lessons (Loucks-Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, & Hewson, 2003).

Radford (1998) studied the effect of a PD program on teacher participants’ science content knowledge, process skills, and attitudes toward science teaching. A 3-week intensive summer workshop focused on integrating concepts from life and environmental science, chemistry, and mathematics. The teachers engaged in hands-on and minds-on activities, learning science and science process skills. Within small groups, teachers explored, discussed, and explained their interpretations to each other. They also had to present their data to the group, which often led to further exploration. The teachers were continually encouraged to use these techniques with their students. The researcher compared attitudes and science process skills of students of trained teachers and non-trained teachers. The results showed that the students of trained teachers had consistently greater achievement in process skills and more positive attitude toward science and their science classroom experiences than the students of non-trained teachers. The students also mentioned that they conducted more experiments and learned more science. During the interviews, the teachers mentioned that the project activities helped them learn more science content and helped them gain confidence in teaching their students through inquiry-based science.

A study by Luft (2001) measured preservice and inservice teachers’ beliefs and classroom practices after they participated an inquiry-based PD. The study showed that the preservice teachers changed their beliefs toward inquiry-based teaching more than their practices, whereas the inservice teachers demonstrated greater change in practices than in beliefs. The students of inservice participants significantly improved in process
skills such as developing researchable questions, designing and conducting investigations, and sharing the results of investigations.

A similar study was done by Basista, Tomlin, Pennington, and Pugh (2001) to investigate a PD program that included a substantive and intensive summer institute integrating science content, pedagogical knowledge, and mathematics. The program included support through the academic year and classroom visitations. In the workshops, teachers experienced inquiry activities and compared these new experiences with traditional teaching methods. During the last two weeks of the institute, teachers in the same grade level worked as a group to develop a unit integrating mathematics and science. The study demonstrated that teachers developed depth of knowledge through inquiry activities in a cooperative learning environment. As in Luft’s work, the teachers also felt that they gained more skills and confidence in how to use inquiry in their classroom. The students of these teachers were asked to complete a survey, which revealed that at the end of the academic year, students ranked science as one of the top three favorite subjects. However, the teachers expressed significant stress due to the combination of intensive content, pace, and time involved in the summer institute. The evaluation by the administrators revealed that the inquiry activities were particularly valuable but that the half-day format was not enough time for in-depth discussions.

Summary

Standards and studies have defined the characteristics of effective PD in terms of outcomes that it develops content knowledge and science PCK for the teachers. Effective PD also needs to provide lifelong learning. The PD design should be coherent and address the teachers’ needs. The research also indicates that the effective PD engages
teachers in the learning approaches they will use with their students, provides opportunities for networking among teachers and experts, and supports teachers to serve in leadership roles. The ultimate goal in providing PD to the teachers is to improve student learning. However, the research reveals that many PD projects provide intellectually superficial content knowledge disconnected from important issues of curriculum and learning, and do not provide cumulative experiences for the teachers. According to these studies, we see that very little progress has been made in PD for science teaching and learning.

Gaps in the Literature

According to this review of literature on elementary science teaching, pedagogical content knowledge, and professional development, there are a number of gaps in the literature that need to be addressed. These gaps include (1) research on the professional developers’ PCK, (2) research on PD in a holistic view, and (3) research about the PD context in Thailand.

Much of the literature defines PCK as a special form of knowledge that bundles knowledge of learners, learning, and pedagogy. This type of knowledge is necessary for teaching. A number of researchers have studied science PCK of science teachers in elementary, middle, and secondary schools. A few studies exist on the PCK of science teacher educators. However, very little research exists that investigates the PCK of professional developers, who have a significant role in providing inservice teacher education. Consequently, the findings from this study will help researchers understand PCK of professional developers, a heretofore unstudied part of both the PCK and PD literature.
Most researchers have studied PD design, implementation, and outcomes separately. This study is significant in that it aims to understand the dynamic of PD design, delivery, and outcomes by examining PD in a holistic manner. The findings from this study will help researchers and educators understand the holistic picture of PD in terms of professional developers’ knowledge and orientations to professional development, the role of knowledge and orientations in PD design and delivery, PD and teacher learning, subsequent teacher practices, and the role of feedback to professional developers.

Finally, few researchers have studied PD in Thailand, especially in terms of how it was designed and delivered. The science curriculum in Thailand has been designed and constructed to respond to the local needs and environment. Consequently, the PD in Thailand has been designed to facilitate the implementation of that curriculum. This study will help the researchers and educators understand the PD context in Thailand.
CHAPTER THREE: THE RESEARCH PROCESS

Research Tradition

Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Unlike quantitative study, in which researchers identify sets of variables and seek to determine their relationships, qualitative studies are best at contributing to a greater understanding of perceptions, attitudes, and process (Glesne, 1999). Denzin and Lincoln (1994) stated that qualitative research involves the collection of a variety of empirical evidence that describes routine and problematic moments and meanings in individuals’ lives. In this research, I utilized qualitative research methods to make sense of the complex world of professional development and teacher learning. I adopted a constructivist-interpretative paradigm as my research paradigm, acknowledging that there are multiple realities from which we construct meaning in real-world settings (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). This study is grounded in a qualitative case study tradition that is appropriate for examining one or more individuals (Creswell, 2003; Yin, 2003). How and why questions were central in the case study to investigate a contemporary set of events within specified boundaries (Hatch, 2002) over which the researcher had little or no control (Yin, 2003). Schramm (1971) indicated that “the essence of a case study is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented, and with what result” (as cited in Yin, 2003). Thus in this qualitative study, I examined one professional development project as a case, rather than analyzing cases of an individual professional developers and teachers. In this case, I tried to understand the dynamic nature of real events associated with a particular PD project in a holistic manner.
The research constructivist perspective to qualitative has ontological, epistemological, and methodological assumptions. In regard to my ontological perspective, I believe that knowledge is subjective, absolute realities are unknowable. The objects of inquiry are individual perspectives or constructions of reality. They are relative depending on context and person. I also hold an epistemological perspective associated with my constructivist paradigm. I believe that knowledge is a human construction that the researcher and participants co-construct understandings (Hatch, 2002). Also, knowledge is developed through negotiation (Patton, 2002, p. 203). Patton (2002) described that knowledge and agreement result from dialogue. Thus, PD researchers might seek to understand the aims of practice from a variety of perspectives, or with different lenses. My constructivist perspective has methodology implication. A case study is appropriate for this study because this study is an exploration of a bounded system or a case over time through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information rich in context (Creswell, 1998). In a case study, the relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated. Researchers use case studies to contribute to knowledge of individuals, groups, organizations, societies, and related phenomena (Yin, 2003). In this research, the case study method allowed me to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events in PD.

Purpose and Research Questions

The purpose of this research was to investigate the dynamic nature of PD in Thailand and its consequences in terms of how science professional developers’ orientations to PD, and knowledge of PD, teachers, science curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment (PCK) play role in PD design and delivery. I also investigated
the relations of PD to participants’ orientations to primary science teaching and their knowledge of students, science curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment. Finally, I explored the relationship between teachers’ implementation and science professional developers’ PCK. Thus, this qualitative research examined an entire Thai PD project including design, implementation, and outcomes, as a case to understand the relations within science PD in a holistic manner as shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4. The Dynamic of Professional Development**

I used Figure 4 to represent the holistic view of PD, including professional developers’ orientations and PCK for PD, and other factors that influence their PCK. The holistic view of PD also allowed me to understand the relation of PD to teachers’ learning and teaching science in their classroom. However it is important to note that teachers’ learning and teaching undoubtedly influenced by other factors that were outside of the PD setting and thus beyond my research questions.

The overarching research question was: What knowledge, orientations, and practices do science professional developers and professional development participants
have and what are the consequences of these understandings? Sub-questions that guided the study were:

1. What are professional developers’ orientations to professional development?
2. What do professional developers know about teachers, curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment for professional development?
3. What knowledge do professional developers take into account during the professional development design process?
4. What happens during the professional development workshop?
5. What happens during classroom teaching that takes place after professional development?
6. What are professional development participants’ orientations to science teaching?
7. What do professional development participants know about students, curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment for science teaching?

Figure 5 shows how each sub-question guided my inquiry throughout the entire process of data collection.

*Figure 5. Research Questions by PD Dynamic*
Context of the Study

Since its inception, the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST)’s mission has been the development and continuing improvement of science curricula and science instruction. Before the science education reform in Thailand, IPST developed a National Science Education Standards and National Science Curricula for K-12 grades. At that time, science was not a separate subject, but was subsumed in the Life Experiences subject. Currently, science is now a separate subject and IPST still has a responsibility in developing science curricula for K-12 grades. However, the Thai government does not limit schools to adopt only the IPST curricula as the National Curricula in science teaching. The schools are free to select other curricula from the private companies. In spite of this latitude given to schools, IPST still has responsibility in developing the National Science Education Standards for K-12. However, as one of many curriculum choices on the market, the development of science curricula in Thailand is highly competitive.

IPST still maintains a role in providing professional development to K-12 teachers. In general, the each department, including the Department of Primary Science at IPST, develop a year-long plan outlining professional development (PD) for public schools teachers and borderline police who volunteer to be the teachers in the borderline schools. To provide PD for the teachers, the staff of the Department of Primary Science developed a PD project proposal researching a budget from IPST in organizing the PD, which IPST has already included in their overall plan. The budget normally includes PD participants’ stipend, materials and handbook, and expenses for lodging and food.
In this case, the private schools requested for the Department of Primary Science an opportunity to provide PD to the private school teachers, although normally providing PD for private school teachers is not the responsibility of IPST. IPST has responsibility to provide PD for teachers from the public schools across the country. However, because of the request of the private schools, the Department of Primary Science developed a PD project proposal to IPST to ask for the authorization and some budget. In contrast to the public school teachers, the private schools teachers who attended PD did not receive stipends. In addition, they were required to pay for the registration fees. The details about specific context of this PD project are provided in the next Chapter.

In order to better understand the context of the teacher participants in the private school PD, I have summarized the typical differences between the public schools and private schools in Table 4.

Table 4

*The Differences between Private and Public Schools in Thailand*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Schools</th>
<th>Public Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Managed by owner of schools following Private School Act</td>
<td>• Managed by school principals of the government following National Basic Education Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Owners of school make curricular decisions</td>
<td>• The school principals need to ask for authorization from the government or follow rules before making any curricular decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Have a lot of money for buying instructional materials</td>
<td>• Inadequate instructional materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lower class size (about 30 students)</td>
<td>• Higher class size (about 40-50 students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Have teachers with science education background who teach primary science</td>
<td>• Lack of science teachers to teach primary science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The data was collected in Thailand from August through October of 2006. Participants included four professional developers from the Department of Primary Science at IPST and four elementary teachers who participated in the PD project. In August, 2006, the Department of Primary Science recruited 1st – 6th grade elementary teachers from private schools across the country to receive PD. The PD project proposal indicated that goals of this PD were (1) to increase teachers’ knowledge and first-hand experiences in a reform science teaching; (2) to promote teachers’ abilities in conducting science instruction; (3) to promote collaborations among teachers; and (4) to improve teachers’ confidence in teaching science. This PD was a 3-day workshop that addressed several science concepts in physics, chemistry, biology, and earth science. These topics comprise half of the science curriculum at any elementary grade level. The chemistry topics in the PD project included material, the property of material, matter and state of matter, and matter and changes. There were two physics sections in this PD: one was sound and electricity, and another one was light, force, and movement. The section I decided to observe was sound and electricity section.

*Professional Developer Participants*

The four professional developers were from the Department of Primary Science, IPST. The reason I selected these four professional developers was because I had worked at the Department of Primary Science for two years before I started my Ph.D. program. My tasks were to develop chemistry curricula for the primary grades (1-6) in Thailand and to provide PD for primary science teachers. In addition, I will return to my IPST position after graduation. I purposefully selected these four professional developers
because they taught physical science lessons in the PD, which related to my former and future career.

Throughout this study I use the pseudonyms Sommit, Piti, Somsri, and Vimon to identify these professional developer participants. Sommit and Somsri designed and carried out the chemistry units while Piti and Vimon designed and implemented the sound and electricity units. I previously worked with Piti and Vimon for two years and with Sommit and Somsri for a year. Piti was once a secondary school teacher, but now is a staff member of IPST. He had more than 15 years of experience in teaching physics before being employed with IPST in 2001. His responsibility is creating physics activity books for student and the teaching manuals for teachers, and providing PD for primary teachers on physics concepts. He also trained Vimon to become a professional developer in regards to the electricity unit.

Likewise, Sommit has worked at IPST for 10 years. He is responsible for developing chemistry activity books for students and teaching manuals for teachers, and providing PD for primary teachers on chemistry concepts. He has many years of experience in providing PD to teachers. Like Piti, Somsri was a former secondary school teacher and a school administrator, who retired eight years prior to the study. Somsri is a part-time staff member of IPST. She started working at Department of Primary Science in 2002 as an academic specialist. Her former task was to advise IPST staff about chemistry concepts and pedagogical strategies for teaching at elementary levels. Somsri was also part of a team that developed activity books for students and teaching manuals for teachers in chemistry. Somsri rarely participated with PD planning and implementation. However, because of my absence, the Department of Primary Science did not have
enough staff to take care of PD in chemistry, and, thus, Somsri was asked to be part of the chemistry PD team.

The last professional developer in this study, Vimon, is a new breed of Department of Primary Science staff. Vimon graduated with a B.S. in physics. She had worked at IPST since 2001 as a support staff following her graduation from the university. Vimon was then promoted to be an academic staff member and was trained by her colleague, Piti, to become a professional developer responsible for the electricity unit. Vimon has 2 years of experience as a professional developer, but no experience in classroom teaching. The professional developers in the Physics team assigned Vimon to take responsibility for the electricity unit because this was her major at college.

Teacher Participants

In the selection of teacher participants, I asked IPST staff for a list of teachers who registered for the PD. I never worked or met these teachers before I received the list from IPST. I purposefully selected teacher participants based on the following criteria: (1) the teachers taught in upper elementary grades (4-6) where most physical science units are taught; (2) each teacher planned to teach at least one PD unit during August-October, the period of my classroom observation; and if possible (3) teachers had similar ranges of teaching experience in science. I also looked for a sample in geographically convenient locations, given the difficulties of travel in Bangkok. On the first day of PD before the first session, I asked several teachers to meet me in a small meeting room so that I could explain my study. Some teachers declined to participate in this study because they were afraid of an overload of work. Some teachers wanted to participate in the study but did not meet the criteria above. I found four teachers whom I gave the pseudonyms
Manee, Chujai, Jinda, and Wanna throughout the study. The four teacher participants were from different four private schools located in Bangkok. After I informally received permission from the teachers, I contacted the school principals of these teachers personally to explain the goals and steps of my data collection. Then, I gave the principals a permission letter and form to sign in order to allow their colleagues to participate in the study (Appendix A).

Similar to the professional developers, I personally contacted each teacher again in order to invite them formally to be the participants of this study. I also asked them to complete the inform consent which required their signature before beginning the study (Appendix B).

I first contacted Manee. I did not know her before PD. Manee worked at Smarty Kids Primary School. She has taught science to grades 4-6 for five years. When I asked her to recall her experiences in science as a learner, she mentioned that she only remembered that she learned science and did science activities when she was at middle school. During the school term in which I observed, Manee taught the topic of matter and states of matter and the sound units to students in grade 5.

Chujai was a beginning teacher at Sunshine Primary School. She only had six months experience in teaching science. Before becoming a full-time teacher, she taught at Demonstration School for one school term for her teaching internship. However, she taught at middle school levels rather than elementary. At Sunshine, Chujai taught science to students in grades 4-6. When recalling her experience in science as a learner, she mentioned that she began to learn science during the primary level and thought science was fun because her teacher usually took students outside classroom. The unit that Chujai
taught after the PD was heat conduction unit to 5th grade students. She mentioned that this was her first time teaching this unit to elementary students.

Jinda has taught science for 10 years. She has taught at Best East Primary School for two years. She graduated in chemistry education for the secondary level. However, she has never taught secondary science. She would rather teach at the primary level because she believed that older level students needed to study harder, and she was not sure whether she could help those students. Jinda stated that she did not do much in science when she was an elementary student. She only sat and listened to the teachers who talked about science. During the study, Jinda taught the sound unit to students at grade 5.

The final teacher participant, Wanna, taught at Happy Child Primary School. She has taught science for 10 years. She taught kindergarten students and also 4th-6th grade students. At the kindergarten level, she taught every subject. In grades 4-6, she only taught science. Similar to Jinda, Wanna mentioned that there was nothing much in science class when she was in primary school. There were no science activities, only a book to read and memorize. She remembered that she did science when she was at college. Wanna taught the matter and states of matter units to grade 5 students during this study.

*Informed Consent*

To gain access with the professional developers, I first contacted the president of IPST and the head of the Department of Primary Science to explain the goals of this research and the process of data collection and data analysis. Then I gave a letter to the IPST president in order to allow me to conduct a study involving his colleagues
The next step was to make personal contact with Sommit, Piti, Somsri, and Vimon to explain my research study and asked them to sign the inform consent form (Appendix D). The meeting with these professional developers was different than the meetings with the IPST president or department head. I needed to spend more time in explaining the research and how I was going to report the study. At first, these professional developers were concerned that the report of this research might put them at risk. Once I clearly explained the purpose and processes of this research, the professional developers felt more comfortable to participate in this study.

To gain access with the teachers, I first contacted the school principals to explain the goals of this research. Then I gave a letter to the school principals in order to allow me to conduct a study involving his colleagues (Appendix A). During the first meeting with the teacher participants, I asked them to read the informed consent letter (Appendix B) and I explained that their participation was voluntary. I explained to them that their refusal to participate involved no penalty or loss of benefits to which they were otherwise entitled. In addition, they were able to discontinue their participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits. Also, they were not obligated to answer every question that they were asked. Then I asked the participants to sign the consent form.

To understand PD in a holistic manner, it was necessary to investigate an entire PD process including design, implementation, outcomes, and reflection. Thus, I also asked permission from teacher participants to share video clips of their classroom teaching with the professional developers. The purpose of sharing the clips was to investigate the professional developers’ reactions to the teachers’ implementation in their classroom and the consequences to their orientations to PD. After explaining the
necessity of audio and video taping, all professional developers agreed to let me tape their interviews and PD sessions. All teacher participants allowed me to audio tape their interviews, while three teacher participants, Manee, Chujai, and Jinda, allowed me to video tape their teaching. Only Wanna did not agree to let me video tape her teaching, but did allow me to audio tape the interviews. Also, she allowed me to take field notes during the observations. All audio and video tapes from this project will be kept on file for three years and all participants’ responses will be kept confidential. I informed all the participants that I would not report any results in a manner that would allow a reader to associate any responses to an individual respondent. Thus, participating in this study would subject participants to no risks greater than those they normally encountered in everyday life.

Design of the Study

Role of Researcher

As a constructivist, I believe that knowledge is constructed and not objective. Thus, researchers and participants join together in the process of knowledge construction. To develop a deeper understanding in this case study, I used both formal and informal collaborations. The formal collaborations occurred during the interview while the informal collaborations occurred during lunch time, breaks, and before and after observations. The informal collaborations helped me and the participants co-construct an understanding of what was happening in the research context.

Patton (2002) described variations in observer involvement: participant observer, onlooker observer, or both. Patton (p. 265) explained that the onlooker observer is one who completely separates himself or herself from the research settings as a spectator.
does; the participant observer immerses himself or herself in the research setting as a full participant. In regards to my observations, I defined myself in the research settings as an onlooker observer throughout the observation process in order to see and hear phenomena occur within context. Lincoln and Guba (1985) indicated that building and maintaining trust is an important task for qualitative researchers. Once the researchers have the trust of their participants, the study will proceed smoothly.

I entered this project with numerous experiences as a researcher in many PD projects, including the Evaluation PD Projects Cycle 1&2 (Park Rogers et al., accepted), the Effective PD project (Pareja, Musikul, Ritzka, Abell, & Chval, 2006, January), a pilot study of Thai primary school teachers’ and professional developers’ views of science teaching and PD (Musikul & Abell, 2006, January), and a case study to understand PD design and implementation (Lee, Wang, Musikul, & Abell, 2006, March). In addition, during my doctoral program I had experiences and developed awareness about primary science teaching through the internships and independent study. Based on my knowledge of primary science education and PD, and my experiences in doing research, I believe that I am qualified to conduct this research and bring a unique perspective to the interpretations.

At the beginning of my data collection phase, I contacted all the participants on an individual basis in order to carefully explain my research goals and activities, build relationship, and develop trust between myself and the participants. In addition, to clarify my role as a researcher, I met the four IPST professional developers and participating teachers about one week prior to data collection in order to help familiarize them with my intentions and role.
Data Collection

I collected data at four different transition points: (a) during the design of PD, (b) at the PD implementation, (c) in teacher participants’ classroom after the PD, and (d) after the teachers’ classroom implementation. Figure 6 shows that I used several primary data sources to answer my research questions at different transition points of my data collection.

Figure 6. The Data Sources for Answering the Research Questions by PD Dynamic

During the design of PD, I met with Sommit, Piti, Somsri, and Vimon to talk to them about their plan and examined the material they prepared for PD activities. I also collected and reviewed PD curriculum and other documents that they were going to give to PD participants. At the PD implementation, as an onlooker observer, I observed both professional developer and teacher participants. At the end of PD, I attended each teacher’s class and observed their teaching. Finally, I returned to IPST to have the professional developer participants view the video tape of teachers teaching science units. I utilized several methods of data collection to achieve a better understanding of the
participants’ knowledge and experience, and to increase the validity of the research through triangulation of the data sources.

*Interviews*

In a qualitative study, researchers utilize interviews to uncover the meaning structures that participants use to organize their experiences and make sense of their worlds. This technique helps the researcher to bring the structures and meanings that are often hidden from direct observation to the surface (Hatch, 2002, p. 91).

I used interviews as a primary data source for the study. I developed and used open-ended interview protocols with the participants in order to allow them to recall and reconstruct their experience within the areas of interest for this study. The interview approach that I used in this study was the semi-structured interview (Patton, 2002). I conducted the interviews with guiding questions, but also followed the responses of participants with probing questions (Hatch, 2002; Patton, 2002). Thus, while a number of basic questions were worded precisely in a predetermined fashion, gave myself more flexibility in exploring certain subjects in greater depth or even undertaking whole new areas of inquiry that were not originally included in the interview instrument.

*Professional developer interviews.* I conducted three interviews with each professional developer participants. I also performed card sort activity (as shown in Table 4) with the professional developers at the same time with the first and the second interviews. The first interview (Appendix E) was in July 2006 when the professional developers were designing the PD. The focus of this interview was to gather data to understand professional developers’ orientations to professional development, their knowledge about teachers, curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment for PD,
and knowledge that they took into account during the PD design process. I conducted the first interview with each professional developer individually and also performed the card sort activity (as shown in Table 4) at the same time.

I interviewed the professional developers again following the PD implementation. The purpose of the second interview was to explore in more depth how the professional developers discussed their PCK in light of the PD. The second interview (Appendix E) included the card sort activity focused on the professional developers’ experience with this PD itself and compared it to previous PD experiences. In this interview, I used a stimulated recall method (Calderhead, 1996) to gain access to the professional developers’ thought processes. I developed a set of questions guided by my observation of their PD implementation. The purpose of these questions was to ask about a particular activity, teaching method, or questions that they used during the PD to encourage them to reflect on their teaching and the knowledge they used.

The third interview (Appendix E) with professional developers was a focus group interview. This interview was held at the end of October, after I finished classroom observations. I asked the professional developers to watch video clips of classroom teaching by each teacher participant. Then, I asked them to reflect on those clips. The aim of this interview was to investigate the professional developers’ reaction to the teachers’ implementation in their classroom subsequent to the PD.

Teacher interviews. I conducted three interviews with teacher participants. The aims of the interviews were to investigate teachers’ orientation about science teaching, and knowledge and beliefs about students, instructional strategies, curriculum, and assessment. I had planned to do the first teacher interview (Appendix F) and card sort
activity (as shown in Table 5) at the PD, while sessions were running. However, because of the schedule, there was not enough to conduct the interview. Instead, I had to arrange the interviews to take place in the evening after the PD sessions. I conducted the second interview and card sort activity with teachers in the two weeks following the PD. I met with each teacher individually and conducted the interview at her school. This interview focused on the investigation of teachers’ orientation to science teaching, and knowledge and beliefs about students, instructional strategies, curriculum, and assessment. In addition, I also focused on their plan of implementing PD units to their classroom.

The third interview was conducted in October 2006, after the teachers taught the PD units. I made an appointment with teachers to conduct the interview and card sort activity with them. Inspired by Seidman (1991), the questions in this phase of the interview series addressed the intellectual and emotional connections between the participants’ work and life. Thus, the questions in this interview focused on their knowledge, the implementation of the units from the PD, and the meaning of teaching a particular science topic. Each interview lasted up to 90 minutes to allow the participants to recall, reconstruct, and reflect on their experiences.

All the interviews and card sort activity with professional developers and teachers were audio-taped. I transcribed the professional developers’ and teachers’ interview for analysis. I did not transcribe the card sort activity, but revisited the tapes to the details of the participant responses.

Card-Sorting Task

The card-sorting task was originally designed as a research tool for eliciting teachers’ purposes and goals for teaching science to a particular group of students.
(Friedrichsen & Dana, 2003). More important than how the teachers sort particular cards, the card-sorting task allows the researcher to hear what participants say during the sorting that offers the most insight into their science teaching orientation. This task helps the participants to clarify what they believe about teaching and learning science.

**Professional developer card sort activity.** I designed card sorts for the professional developers. I used the card-sorting activity as a primary data source to elicit the professional developers’ orientations to PD. I designed a set of 15 scenarios for the card-sorting task (as shown in Table 5) that would elicit participants’ knowledge and beliefs about PD. I developed scenarios for professional developers based on the science orientations offered in Magnusson et al. (1990) and used the scenarios in Friedrichsen & Dana (2003) as a guideline. Then, I asked experts to comment on the validity of the PD cards.

**Table 5**

**Representative Sample of Card Scenarios for Professional Developers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, begin a unit of dissolution by asking students to draw a picture of sugar when putting into water. You facilitate discussion among teachers.</td>
<td>conceptual change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, begin a unit of electricity by having teachers talk about their ideas about electricity. Then you allow teachers to work with a particular circuit and develop their own explanations. You show the scientists’ ideas about electricity and encourage teachers to discuss and compare how their ideas are different to the scientists.</td>
<td>conceptual change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, set up PD lessons for a unit on heat conduction. You introduce heat conduction activities for a 6th grade elementary book. You select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities for PD.</td>
<td>activity-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>When doing laboratory activities, you provide teachers with clear, easy following, step-by-step directions for the activity procedure. Every activity was in the National Curriculum. You also provide the teachers with materials to help them implement the activities at their classrooms.</td>
<td>activity-driven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, engage teachers in discussion about how they are going to teach a sound unit to 5th grade students. You encourage teachers to work in group to discuss and develop a 1-week lesson plan of this unit.</td>
<td>problem-based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, encourage the teachers to place an ice brick on their table. You encourage the teachers to carefully and accurately record their observations in a journal.</td>
<td>process-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>As a professional developer, you want teachers to learn about how sound is produced. You decide the best way to do this is to demonstrate with various musical instruments to verify a science concept of vibration produces sound.</td>
<td>academic rigor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, design a PD lesson on dissolution by encouraging teachers to do activities that their students would do. At the end of session, you assign teachers to discuss within their group, then as a whole about what they learn about dissolution and about teaching this unit.</td>
<td>reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, begin a unit on sound by introducing curriculum, explaining materials, allowing teachers doing activities, and you explaining the concepts at the end of activities.</td>
<td>didactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, have teachers first engage in laboratory activities in a book, class discussion. You will end each activity with your explanation of science knowledge beyond those activities.</td>
<td>didactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Teachers are intrigued with a Thai flute that a classmate has brought to school. As a group, the teachers identify questions and ways to explore how the flute works. You help the teachers organize into investigation teams, and you investigate along with the teachers.</td>
<td>guided inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Teachers have just completed a simple circuit with multiple bulbs. For the next unit on electricity, you ask the teachers to make the bulbs light using a combination of wire, bulbs, and switch.</td>
<td>guided inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, have teachers observe a music instrument and generate questions about how sound is produced. Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s questions.</td>
<td>Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, set up a variety of materials at a back of room for teachers to investigate about sound has different properties such as pitch, volume, and timbre.</td>
<td>Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>As a professional developer, you begin a unit of heat conduction by engaging in activities that you hope the teachers will use with their students. You demonstrate teachers to use whiteboarding and cooperative learning in teaching those activities.</td>
<td>Pedagogy-driven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I conducted the card sort activity with professional developer participants two times. I performed this task within the first interview with the professional developers
about the PD design process. I asked participants to sort the cards based on whether or not the scenario was representative of their PD instruction. Throughout the card sort activity, I encouraged the professional developers to talk about their PD instruction, especially in regards to how their teaching strategies were similar to or different from those described on the cards. After they sorted and selected representative scenario cards, I asked each professional developer to put the cards into three groups, “like me,” “not like me,” and “can’t decide”. After the professional developer grouped all of the cards, I asked him/her to arrange the cards in the “like me” group, ranging from most like them to least like them. I asked professional developers to do the same thing with the cards in the “not like me” group. While the participants were sorting the cards, I encouraged them to describe how the selected scenarios supported their purposes and goals for PD. During the card-sorting task, I took field notes of participant’s reaction when reading scenarios, and his/her pace of sorting each card. I also audiotaped the participant’s thought they made oral comments after reading each scenario. The card sort activity lasted up to 60 minutes for each participant.

During the second interview, I conducted the card sort activity a second time. I asked each professional developer to revisit all the cards then asked him/her to review each card and asked if he/she wanted to arrange the order or group of any cards. Then, I selected certain card scenarios for them to reflect on how the strategies in the scenarios were similar to or different from their PD strategies. I allowed the interviewees to change the scenarios in ways that would more closely fit their teaching strategy. I recorded the participants while they were sorted and reflected on each card scenario. The recoded of participants’ comments on the cards allowed me to revisit the data again during the
analysis process in order to get insight on the professional developer participants’ orientations about PD. The second card sort activity lasted up to 30 minutes for each professional developer.

*Teacher participant card sort activity.* I developed another set of card-sorting scenarios (as shown in Table 6) for the participating teachers to investigate their orientations in science teaching. Each card scenario for the teachers was parallel to the card scenario for the professional developers. I performed the card-sorting task with the teachers three times in order to explore how the PD helps them to develop their orientations in science teaching. I conducted the card sort activity at the same time as the interviews. The first card-sorting task was at the beginning of PD, the second one was right after the PD, and the last one was after PD unit implementation. Similar to the professional developers, I encouraged teacher participants to talk about their teaching and how their teaching strategies were similar to or different from those described on the cards. After the teachers sorted and selected representative scenario cards, I asked them to describe how the selected scenarios supported their purposes and goals for teaching a particular topic. Because of the time constraint and the fact that teachers were exhausted from the PD sessions, the first card sort activity did not seem to work. Unlike the professional developers, the teachers hurried to group the cards and did not give details about their thinking and reflections. Thus, I did not ask teachers whether or not they liked or did not like each scenario.

Two weeks after PD, I conducted the second card sort activity with the second interview at the participants’ schools. I asked each teacher to revisit all the cards that she had sorted and then asked her to review each card again. I asked each teacher participant
to put the cards into three groups: “like me,” “not like me,” and “can’t decide”. After the
teacher grouped all cards, I asked her to arrange the cards in “like me” group from most
like her to least. I asked them to do the same thing with the cards in the “not like me
group.” During the sorting, I encouraged the teachers to describe how the selected
scenarios supported their purposes and goals for teaching science. During the card-sorting
task, I took field notes of participants’ reactions when they read the scenarios, and their
pace in sorting each card. I audiotaped the participants’ thinking aloud after they read
each scenario. The second card sort activity lasted up to 50 minutes for each participant.

The third card sort task occurred after my classroom observation had ended. I
asked each teacher to revisit the cards and allowed her to reconsider whether she wanted
to rearrange the groups or order. Then, I selected some card scenarios for the teacher to
reflect on regarding how the scenario represented or did not represent her teaching. I also
allowed the teacher to change the scenarios in ways that would better match her teaching
strategy. I took field notes and recorded the participants during the sorting and reflecting.
The third card sort activity lasted up to an average of 40 minutes per participant.

Table 6

*Representative Sample of Card Scenarios for Teacher Participants*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit of dissolution by asking students to draw a picture of sugar when putting into water. You facilitate discussion among students.</td>
<td>conceptual change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit of electricity by having students talk about their ideas about electricity. Then you allow students to work with a particular circuit and develop their own explanations. You show the scientists’ ideas about electricity, encourage a class to discuss and compare how their ideas are different to the scientists.</td>
<td>conceptual change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, set up classroom lessons for a unit on heat conduction. Using resource elementary books, you select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities.</td>
<td>activity-driven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>When doing laboratory activities, you provide students with clear, easy following, step-by-step directions for the activity procedure.</td>
<td>activity-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>In an electricity unit, you, as a teacher, give students batteries, bulbs and wires. You encourage the students to find all the possible ways to light the bulb.</td>
<td>discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, have students observe two phenomena, salt in water and ice in water, and generate questions about their changes. Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s questions.</td>
<td>discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, encourage the students to place an ice brick on their table. You encourage the students to carefully and accurately record their observations in a journal.</td>
<td>process-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>As a teacher, you want teachers to learn about how sound is produced. You decide the best way to do this is to demonstrate students with various activities to verify a science concept of vibration produces sound.</td>
<td>academic rigor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, design a science unit around the question, “What’s in our drinking water?”</td>
<td>project-based science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, want students to learn the heat conduction. You decide to ask your students to observe and record about the material used for cooking utensil. Then you and students design an activity around the question, “What are the best materials in making cooking utensils.”</td>
<td>project-based science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit on Sound by introducing curriculum, explaining materials, allowing students doing activities, and you explaining the concepts at the end of activities.</td>
<td>didactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, have your students first engage in laboratory activities in a book, class discussion. You will end each activity with your explanation of science knowledge beyond those activities.</td>
<td>didactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Your students are intrigued with a Thai flute that a classmate has brought to school. As a group, the students identify questions and ways to explore how the flute works. You help the students organize into investigation teams, and you investigate along with the students.</td>
<td>guided inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Your students have just completed a simple circuit with multiple bulbs. For the next unit on electricity, you ask the students to make the bulbs light using a combination of wire, bulbs, and switch.</td>
<td>guided inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, have students observe a music instrument and generate questions about how sound is produced. Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s questions.</td>
<td>inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, set up a variety of materials at a back of room for teachers to investigate about sound has different properties such as pitch, volume, and timbre.</td>
<td>inquiry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Observations

Observations used in conjunction with interviews provide ways to explore participants’ actions more deeply (Hatch, 2002). The goal of observation is to understand the culture, setting, or social phenomenon. Direct observation is a primary source in a case study in order to gather the evidence of relevant behaviors (Yin, 2003). Hatch (2002) suggested five strengths of observational data for qualitative research: (1) permit better understanding of the contexts that phenomena occurs, (2) discover how the participants understand the setting, (3) bring out hidden things from interview to the surface, (4) learn sensitive information, and (5) add to researcher’s experience to analyze the phenomena. My observations took place in two phases; the first phase was during the PD, and the second phase was in school classrooms.

PD observation. This PD project was a 3-day project held in August, 2006, which I observed in its entirety. There were 131 teachers who participated in this PD project. The professional developers divided the teachers to two groups (as shown in Figure 4). Each group attended all seven sessions: 2 physics sessions, 1 biology session, 1 chemistry session, 2 earth science sessions, and 1 session about material development. A session on assessment and evaluation was also planned for the afternoon of the third day. However, this session was canceled at the last minute. Instead, a closing ceremony which awarded certificates to PD participants was shifted to replace the cancelled session.

On the first day of PD, I observed Piti and Vimon teaching sound and electricity units to teachers in group I. There was an opening ceremony at the beginning of first day of PD. This ceremony lasted to an hour. The sound and electricity session ran only two hours, which was the shortest of the PD sessions. The rest of PD sessions lasted about 3
hours. In the morning of the second day, I observed Piti and Vimon teaching sound and electricity units again, but to teachers in group II. In the afternoon of the second day, I observed Sommit teaching chemistry sections to teacher in group I. On the third day of PD, I observed Somsri teaching chemistry units to teachers in group II (All teacher participants were in group II).

My observations during the PD implementation focused on the four professional developers as they taught their sessions and on the four teachers as they participated in PD activities, including the instances when they collaborated with their peers. During all observations, I took field notes and videotaped the events for the purpose of stimulated recall and further analysis. The professional developers’ answers in the first interviews drove my observations of PD. During PD observations, I focused on (1) how the professional developers’ knowledge and beliefs were integrated in action; (2) how the professional developers modeled reformed-teaching in science based on Thai educational reform; (3) differences between PD planning and implementation; (4) how the professional developers promoted teachers’ learning during the PD; and (5) how the teachers constructed knowledge within the PD context. After the observations, the stimulated recall helped me to probe the professional developers’ knowledge and beliefs about how teachers learn and how this particular PD helped teachers learn.

Classroom observation. My observation of each teacher’s teaching in the classroom took place from August to October. As with the professional developers, my observation of each teacher participant’s teaching was driven by their answers on the first and second interviews. My observations focused on the teachers’ integration of knowledge from the PD into classroom teaching, and if the teachers adopted any
reformed-teaching from the PD to their classroom. After I had received permission from school principals to allow me to collect data with the teachers at schools, I set an observation schedule with each teacher about their teaching plans, and implementation. For the 10 weeks of my observation period, I set up and arranged a daily schedule among Manee, Chujai, Jinda, and Wanna to observe their science teaching. They did not teach the same period of time. Because some of their science classes overlapped, so I asked them to rearrange their teaching schedule so that my observations were possible. During observations with each teacher participant, I took field notes. I videotaped Manee, Chujai, and Jinda’s when they taught science, but only took field notes when I observed Wanna in her classroom.

Documents and Records

Documents and records are useful sources of information (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In light of this, I reviewed IPST program artifacts, which included the proposal for the professional development project, for the purpose of documenting issues such as the goals of the program, the intended pedagogies, duration of the program. In addition, I collected worksheets that the teacher participants created for their students after they returned to their classrooms. These artifacts were secondary sources for the purpose of understanding the teachers’ knowledge and practice.

Data Analysis

Data analysis is the interplay between researchers and data. A case study is an exploration of a bounded system or a case over time through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information that is rich in context. In this research, I used grounded theory technique (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to develop an
understanding of the case. Grounded theories are likely to offer insight, enhance understanding, and provide a meaningful guide to action. Theory that emerges from data is more likely to resemble the reality of the case being studied than is theory derived by putting together a series of concepts based on experience or speculation (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The primary data sources were field notes from observations, interview transcripts, and responses to the card-sorting activities. Artifacts, such as PD handbook or PD activity manual served as a secondary data source (Appendix G). I began analysis as soon as data become available and continued throughout the research process.

After interviewing the professional developer and teacher participants, I transcribed all audio-taped interviews verbatim in Thai and then reviewed each interview transcript for accuracy. The next step in the data analysis was to code the interview and card sort transcripts in order to look for orientations and PCK for PD of the professional developers. I applied an open coding process which categorized data from the interview transcripts, observation field notes, and discourse transcripts from card-sorting into discrete parts that I could then examine closely against the professional developers’ teaching practice. I started coding the interview transcripts with professional developers for comments related to professional developers’ orientations to PD, knowledge and beliefs about teachers, curriculum, strategies, and assessment for PD. I also looked for other factors that the professional developers took into account during the PD design process. I generated initial categories from comments in the interview transcripts that were conceptually similar or related in meaning to the professional developers’ orientations, knowledge, and practice. According to this coding process, I developed the categories using the research theoretical framework as a guideline in order to examine
professional developers’ orientation and PCK for PD. I developed definitions of the categories, and then revisited the professional developers’ interview transcripts. The rereading and recoding processes occurred over several rounds until the generated categories were saturated. I performed open coding of the interview transcripts and observation field notes in order to examine the professional developers’ practice during the PD implementation. I recoded the interview and card sort transcripts, and observation field notes in order to support or refute the initial categories I had generated. I then developed explanations of themes and looked for patterns. I performed axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) in order to look for cues about how major categories related to each other.

Observation field notes also served as a primary data source for my analysis. I analyzed the field notes in order to understand the instructional practices of professional developers. In addition to the analysis of field notes of observations, I reviewed all videotapes of PD lessons to confirm the notes that I made. According to the PD implementation clips, I developed teaching descriptions of each professional developer that represented the typical PD implementation. In addition, the reviewing of video tapes allowed me to look at specific events within the lessons that were taught such as, how the orientations related to PD implementation. Throughout the descriptions of the professional developers, I also analyzed the documents and artifacts that I collected from PD, such as handbook and activity manual.

The comments and reflections of participants on the card sort activity served as a primary data source for my analysis in order to explore the orientations of participants. In an analysis of the card-sorting task, the end result of selecting a particular set of cards is
not particularly insightful; rather, it is the discourse that occurs during the sorting process that offers insight into the participant’s science teaching orientation (Friedrichsen & Dana, 2003). I transcribed the card-sorting audiotapes and I revisited the audiotapes to gather details about professional developers’ orientations. I developed initial categories while listening to the audiotapes. The categories I generated mainly relied on the orientations that proposed by Magnusson et al. (Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999). In this study, I defined orientation to professional development as knowledge of the importance and goals of PD to a particular group of teachers. It also refers to the knowledge of the purposes for PD for a particular group of teachers or the overarching conceptions of PD for a particular group. According to Magnusson et al. (1999), there are nine orientations to science teaching: process, academic rigor, didactic, conceptual change, activity-driven, discovery, project-based science, inquiry, and guided-inquiry. In this study, I modified these orientations to science teaching and applied them to orientations to PD. In addition to the nine orientations by Magnusson et al. (1999), pedagogy-driven orientation was a new orientation to PD that I developed during the analysis process. These 10 orientations are explained as follow:

Process – the professional developer introduces teachers to the thinking processes employed by scientists to acquire new knowledge. They engage teachers in activities to develop thinking process and integrated thinking skills.

Academic Rigor – the professional developer challenge teachers with difficult problems and activities. Laboratory work and demonstrations are used to verify science concepts.
Didactic – the professional developer presents information, generally through lecture or discussion and questions directed to teachers are to hold them accountable for knowing the facts produced by science.

Conceptual Change – teachers are pressed for their views about the world and consider the adequacy of alternative explanations. The professional developer facilitates discussion and debate necessary to establish valid knowledge claims.

Activity-driven - teachers participate in “hands-on” activities used for verification or discovery. The chosen activities may not be conceptually coherent if teachers do not understand the purpose of particular activities and as consequence omit or inappropriately modify critical aspects of them.

Discovery - teachers explore the natural world following their own interests and discover patterns of how the world works during their explorations.

Project-Based Science – professional developer and teacher activity centers around a “driving” question that organizes concepts and principles and drives activities within a topic of study. Through investigation, teachers develop a series of artifacts (products) that reflect their emerging understandings.

Inquiry – professional developer supports teachers in defining and investigating problems, drawing conclusions, and assessing the validity of knowledge from their conclusions.

Guided Inquiry – professional developer and teachers participated in defining and investigating problems, determining patterns, inventing and testing explanations, and evaluating the utility and validity of their data and the adequacy of their conclusions. The
professional developer scaffolds teachers’ efforts to use the material and intellectual tools of science, toward their independent use of them.

Pedagogy-Driven – Teachers were encouraged in a learning environment that aims to introduce pedagogical knowledge and PCK that are necessary in science teaching. The professional developer presents information through lecture, activity, discussion and questions in order to develop an awareness of science teaching among teachers. The chosen PD activities may or may not be selected to enhance content knowledge for teachers.

Based on the meaning of orientations toward teaching science by Magnusson et al. (1999), I defined orientations toward PD as professional developers’ knowledge and beliefs about the purposes and goals for providing PD to a particular group of teachers. I used both central and peripheral components to represent the professional developers’ orientations. I defined central components as goals that dominated the professional developer participants’ thinking and appeared to drive the instructional decision-making process. These goals were highly visible during PD planning, PD implementation, and interviewed. The central goal of the majority of professional developers was to provide activities that work (Appleton, 2005) to the teachers. They saw themselves as having a role in exposing the PD teachers to the information about the National Science Curriculum and helping them become aware of how to do and manage those activities in their classroom. The professional developer participants also showed peripheral goals, which I defined as secondary goals that slightly influence to decision-making.

As the next step in the analysis process, I developed an orientation map for each professional developer based on the data that I analyzed from interviews, observations,
and card sort activities. The orientation map guided me to develop claims and assertions that answered the research questions. In the orientation map, each box, oval, line and arrow was supported by the evidence from interview transcripts, observation field notes, and card sorting transcripts.

For the analysis of teachers’ data, I repeated the same analysis steps with the interview transcripts. I coded those transcripts in order to look for comments related to teacher participants’ orientations to science teaching, knowledge and beliefs about students, curriculum, strategy, and assessment for science teaching. During the coding process, I developed categories and subcategories. Then, I generated definitions for each category and subcategory that I had developed. Again, I reread and recoded the teacher interview transcripts for several rounds until the categories were saturated.

For the card sort activity, I transcribed the card-sorting audiotapes and revisited the audiotapes to gather details about teachers’ orientations to science teaching. I developed initial categories while listening to the audiotapes. Similar to the analysis of the card sort with professional developer, the categories I generated mainly relied on the 9 orientations toward science teaching proposed by Magnusson et al. (1999). I compared these categories to the categories that I generated from the interview transcripts and looked for the emerging themes and the relations among categories. I developed claims based on these themes.

I analyzed the observation field notes that I took during classroom observations in order to understand the instructional practices of teachers. In addition to the analysis of field notes of observation, I reviewed all videotapes of classroom teaching in order to confirm the field notes and develop teaching descriptions for each teacher that
represented their typical teaching practice. In addition, the reviewing of video tapes allowed me to look at specific events within the lessons that were taught such as, how the orientations related to the instruction. Throughout the descriptions of the teachers, I also analyzed the documents and artifacts that I collected from classrooms, such as students’ works.

I developed an orientation map for each teacher participant that later guided me to develop the assertions in response to the research questions. I created the orientation map based on the data for teachers that I analyzed from interviews, card sort activities, and observations.

To support my claims with evidence during the writing process, I translated the relevant interview transcripts and card-sort portions to English in order to communicate with my committee members and non-Thai readers about the data. However, the translations reflect more of the important and meaningful ideas rather than a verbatim translation of the Thai language, which may otherwise result in the loss of meaning during translation.

Example:

Thai:
เขาไม่ได้สนใจว่าคุณทำอะไรมาเขาสนใจว่าอะไรเป็นอะไรเพราะอะไร คือคุณต้องทำให้ได้เวลาคุณต้องจำให้ได้นะคะเนื่องจากภาษาไทยไม่ใช่เรื่องที่ยิ่งใหญ่เกินไปเขาเข้าไปใหญ่ก็จะไม่รู้จักมันจึงต้องไม่ได้มันไม่ได้มันเองเห็น มันมีแต่จํา

Verbatim Translation:
They are not care what labs you did. They only care what is what and why. You must read and remember. It emphasizes on content too much so science is too far to them. It is too big, untouchable, cannot see, and better to remember.

Meaningful Translation:
Nobody cares how good at lab performance you are, they care about how much content you know, or memorize. Yet, for students, science is too hard to understand, but it is easier to memorize instead.
Because I worked at IPST for several years before I started my Ph.D. program. I was familiar with the professional developers and also IPST’s mission as it related to providing professional development for teachers across the country. Thus, during the analysis process, I debriefed with my advisor and peers in the Science Education program to ensure that my assertions were supported with data I collected, as opposed to being based on my prior knowledge. The discussion with these individuals also helped me to ensure that the assertions I made were aligned with the research questions.

Trustworthiness

The naturalistic criteria for trustworthiness are credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 219). Triangulation and peer debriefing can establish credibility; thick description can facilitate transferability; auditing can establish dependability and confirmability.

In regard to credibility, I triangulated of data by collecting data from several different sources: interview, direct observation, card-sorting task, and documents and records revision. Credibility was also established through peer debriefing. According to Lincoln and Guba, the purpose of peer briefing is to (1) help the researcher to keep honest to the research questions, (2) provide opportunities to test working hypotheses, (3) allow to develop initially and test next steps in the emerging methodological design, and (4) provide the researcher with an opportunity for catharsis. In this research, I discussed my analysis with my peers in the Science Education program to ensure that my claims aligned with my research questions and to achieve these four purposes of the peer briefing technique.
To establish transferability, I provided the thick description necessary, such as time and contexts. This thick description helps the readers to understand how the findings are transferable to other situations.

In regard to dependability and confirmability, I asked my advisor and committee members to play the role of external auditors to check on steps taken in relation to credibility. This included the appropriateness of my inquiry decisions and methodology, and ascertaining whether the findings were grounded in the data by tracing back through transcripts. I also asked them to examine whether inferences based on the data were logical, looking carefully at analytic techniques used, appropriateness of category labels, quality of interpretations, and the utility of categories.
CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS ABOUT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPERS’ KNOWLEDGE, ORIENTATIONS, AND PRACTICES

The research questions guided the findings of this study. I organize this chapter by beginning with the discussion of the characteristics of the PD project in this study. I also discuss the description of the implementation in PD of each professional developers, Sommit, Piti, Somsri, and Vimon. Then, I discuss the assertions that I developed from data to address the research questions about professional developers’ orientations, knowledge, and practice in professional development.

Characteristics of the PD Project

This PD project was a 3-day project that was provided for private school teachers across Thailand. The PD program and schedule was set by the professional developers based on the primary science textbook. The sessions were organized in a parallel format (see Figure 5). The PD participants were required participate in every session, including Sound and Electricity, Light, Force and Movement, Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Space Science, Sky Map Application, Instructional Material Development, and Assessment. All the manipulatives used for the PD activities were supported by the Kurusapa Business Organization (KBO), under the Ministry of Education. In addition, staff members at the KBO also assisted the professional developers in preparing and distributing out the materials to the teachers during the PD sessions.

According to Figure 7, each PD session was generally lasted 4 hours, except two sessions that were on the first day of PD, Sound and Electricity and Biology, because there were registration and ceremony events prior these sessions.
### Figure 7. Professional Development Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session/Event</th>
<th>PD Participants in Group One</th>
<th>PD Participants in Group Two</th>
<th>All PD Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug 7</td>
<td>8-8.30</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.30-9</td>
<td>Opening Ceremony</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>PD Session: Sound &amp; Electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-1</td>
<td>PD Session: Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-2.30</td>
<td>PD Session: Light, Force, &amp; Motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.45-4</td>
<td>Sky Map Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>Instructional Material Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>PD Session: Sound &amp; Electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PD Session: Light, Force, &amp; Motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PD Session: Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sky Map Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Instructional Material Development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 9</td>
<td></td>
<td>PD Session: Earth and Space Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PD Session: Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PD Session: Assessment of Student Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Closing Ceremony</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the registration, the participants received a package which included a *PD handbook*, *Misconception in Elementary Science* book, and *Science Education Standards*. However, the professional developers only used the PD handbook during PD implementation and did not walk teachers through the other two books that were included in the package. The *Misconception in Elementary Science* book, in contrast to its title, (see Appendix H) provided content knowledge in the areas of science, such as chemistry, biology, and physics rather than misconceptions or learning difficulties that teachers or students might have in the science classroom. The PD handbook had 470 pages included (1) goals of science teaching, (2) pedagogy in teaching science, and (3) activity manual. The activity manual included key concept of the activity, expected learning outcomes, activity time duration, activity directions, materials, suggestions, content knowledge for teachers, content knowledge for students, and examples of observation worksheets with activity results. However, these components were not consistent among the PD sessions. For example, the activity manual for the chemistry session did not provide answers and activity results, while the manual of physics sessions provided the answers and results of activities.

According to the pedagogy for teaching science discussed in PD handbook, the PD defined inquiry as

Inquiry คือกระบวนการสืบเสาะหาความรู้ที่ช่วยให้ผู้เรียนเกิดการเรียนรู้ทั้งเนื้อหาหลักและหลักการ ทฤษฎี ตลอดจนการลงมือปฏิบัติ เพื่อให้ได้ความรู้ที่เป็นพื้นฐานในการเรียนรู้ต่อไป

Inquiry is an investigation process that helps learners to develop content knowledge, concepts, theories, and hands-on experience, which are the fundamental knowledge in further science education (PD handbook, p. 4)
Furthermore, the PD manual also presented an *Inquiry Cycle* as shown in Figure 8, consisting of 5 steps including (1) engagement, (2) exploration, (3) explanation, (4) elaboration, and (5) evaluation.

![Inquiry Cycle Diagram](image)

*Figure 8. Inquiry Cycle*

During the PD implementation, the professional developers chose to use the 5 steps in the Inquiry Cycle to varying degrees as the PD strategy. In addition, some professional developers also attempted to help teachers understand this teaching model and implement it in their classroom.

There were 133 teachers who participated in this PD; the first 66 teachers on the list were grouped as Group One, and the remaining teachers were grouped as Group Two. According to Figure 5, after the opening ceremony the PD participants in Group One relocated to the Sound and Electricity session while the Group Two participants relocated to the Biology session. In regards to this research, I observed two PD sessions -- Sound and Electricity and Chemistry sessions -- for the entire PD project.
In the Sound and Electricity session, there were 10 groups of 6-7 teachers. The teachers independently decided what group he/she wanted to sit. In general, the members of group did not change for the entire PD project, and the teachers from the same school preferred to sit together. There were six activities in the Sound unit and some activities were divided to small parts. The six activities were:

(1) How Sound is Produced – to introduce the key idea that sound is produced by vibration of the sources.

(2) How Sound Moves – to introduce the key idea that energy from vibrations moves to every direction from the sources.

(3) Sound Travels through Media – to introduce the key concept that sound travels through solids, liquids and gases.

(4) How We Hear Sound Differently - to introduce the key concept that frequency

(5) Pitch - to introduce the key concept that high pitch sounds are caused by more vibrations and low pitched sounds are caused by fewer vibrations.

(6) Energy and Loudness - to introduce the key concept that at the same frequency more energy causes louder sound.

The PD time for Sound unit lasted one hour. The teachers were engaged in doing activities two and five because goal of the professional developer, Piti, focused on modeling of pedagogy in teaching science rather than introducing activities or content knowledge. Thus, Piti chose the activities that modeled the 5E model of instruction to the teachers.
In the Magnetism and Electricity unit, there were six activities and some activities were divided to small parts. The six activities were:

(1) Magnet - to introduce key ideas on how magnets work.

(2) Electrostatic - to introduce key ideas on how the charging of various objects causes repelling and attraction forces.

(3) Property of Electricity Conductor and Insulator - to introduce key ideas on how currents can flow through conductor, but cannot flow through insulator.

(4) Simple Circuit - to introduce key ideas on components of simple circuit.

(5) Series and Parallel Circuits - to introduce key ideas on the difference between series and parallel circuits and their effects on bulb brightness.

(6) Electromagnets - to introduce key ideas on how a moving electron (current) generates a magnetic field around the wire.

The professional developer who took care of this unit was Vimon. She engaged teachers in both groups to do all six hands-on activities. Teachers in Group One had only two hours for this unit while teachers in Group Two had three hours.

In the Chemistry session, the organization of groups was similar to the Sound and Electricity session, and teachers sit in the same groups. There were two professional developers who took care of this session, Somsri and Sommit. While Piti and Vimon shared the topics to teach, Somsri and Sommit decided to share the session differently. Somsri was responsible for providing PD for teachers in Group One when Sommit was responsible for providing PD for teachers in Group Two. Similar to the Sound and
Electricity units, the Chemistry unit was comprised six activities, with each activity divided into small parts. These activities included:

1. Materials - to introduce key ideas on how some objects are made from one material while some objects are made from many materials.
2. Properties of Materials - to introduce the key idea that each material has different properties.
3. Matter - to introduce key ideas on components of matter
4. States of Matter - to introduce key ideas on properties of solid, liquid, and gas.
5. Change of Matter - to introduce key ideas of change of state of matter, dissolution, and chemical change.
6. Separation Techniques - to introduce key ideas on different techniques, such as filtration, sublimation, and evaporation, used to separate different types of mixture.

The PD teachers in both groups were encouraged to participate in all hands-on activities. However, Somsri and Sommit used different strategies during the PD implementation. Somsri and Sommit started their sessions by introducing the concept map of chemistry concepts at elementary grades. Before allowing teachers to do the activities, they provided an overview of each activity to teachers. However, teachers in Somsri’s session were engaged in all assigned hands-on activities step-by-step while teachers in Sommit’s session did activities based on Sommit’s recommendation and their own desire. The PD implementation and strategies used of Somsri and Sommit are explained in more details in the next part of this chapter.
According to the PD activities, the professional developers selected activities from the IPST Curriculum. The decision in selecting PD activities was based on personal goals for PD of each professional developer. For example, Somsri and Sommit chose the activities that were doable in terms of they fit with the session time slot. Piti selected the activities that could be modeled using the 5E model of instruction when Vimon selected activities that were fun and exciting. During the PD implementation, the PD provided opportunities for teachers to have hands-on experience. However, the PD participants still served their role as passive recipients of information and the professional developers maintained their role as knowledge and information provider.

The in-depth details about PD implementations of each professional developer are discussed in the following part of this chapter. I also discuss the individual professional developers’ orientations and knowledge bases for PD.

The Individual Cases of Professional Developers’ Implementation, Orientation, and Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Professional Development

Piti’s Implementation, Orientation, and PCK for Professional Development

**PD Implementation**

During the PD, Piti started the session by engaging teachers in an activity and asked teachers to generate questions that they had about sound. He asked each group to share the questions they generated while he wrote those questions on an overhead projector. After all groups shared their questions, Piti only answered a few of them. But, for some questions, he asked the teachers to go back and find the answer themselves. He reminded teachers that in the science classroom the teachers should not immediately answer the students’ questions. Instead, the teachers should encourage students to find the
answer to their questions first. After the demonstration of an engagement step, Piti asked teachers to recall what he did since the beginning of the session in order to engage teachers a sound lesson. Right after his posted question, Piti wrote “1. Engagement” on an overhead projector; then, he explained what the teachers should do to be able to engage students in the science lessons. He also provided the techniques that teachers might use with their students. After explaining the first step of 5E, Piti went back to the questions that teachers raised at the beginning. He indicated to the teachers that the students might come up with many questions, but there will only be one question that will fit the lesson that teachers planned for that day. To model the next step, exploration, Piti selected a question about how sound is produced. Piti allowed teachers to explore a selected activity on the concept that sound is produced by vibration. The teachers had about 20 minutes for exploration while Piti observed each group of teachers. After the teachers finished the activity, Piti wrote “2. Exploration” on an overhead projector and reminded teachers that they needed to allow the students to explore or do activities based on the students’ question. Piti allowed teachers to perform hands-on activities for the concept of sound is produced by vibration. Teachers were asked to fill different types of glass with water. Piti told teachers to wash their hands before rubbing at the edge of glass. After teachers finished the activity, Piti wrote “3. Explanation” on a projector and explained to the teachers that this step was for the students to play a role. He mentioned to the teachers that they should have the students formulate their explanation based on the observation or data that the students collect while doing activities. According to time restriction, Piti told teachers that he would not let teachers to do this step. Instead, he moved on the next step of the 5E model of instruction called Elaboration. Piti indicated
that the students’ explanation may or may not be scientifically correct. Thus, it was the role of teachers to explain or lead the students’ knowledge or explanation toward a scientific meaning. He called this process “elaboration”. Then, Piti modeled the elaboration step by explaining the scientific knowledge about how sound is produced by vibration.

To teach the concept of frequency, Piti spent a few minutes explaining the concept of frequency to the teachers. However, the materials—ruler and play-do—caused some problems. Because the session was shifted to another room, the ruler and play dough were lost for the second session. Thus, the teachers in Group One had an opportunity to do the frequency activity, but the second group of teachers did not. Although Piti indicated that the concept of sound at the elementary level was very easy for the teachers, he only spent 10 minutes to talk about this concept to the teachers, while he spent to 45 minutes on the concept that sound produced by vibration, a topic which he believed teachers would not have difficulties to learn and teach.

Piti prepared two activities that introduced the concept of frequency to teachers. Figure 9 represents the first activity that Piti showed the teachers. He told teachers to place a ruler on the table and press at the other end of ruler and see how fast the ruler would swing. Figure 10 shows the second activity that Piti introduced to teachers about the frequency concept. He asked teachers to put play-do at the end of a ruler and swing the ruler. He asked teachers to compare whether the ruler with or without a play-do swings faster.
Although Piti provided the activities with a ruler and play-do to teachers, he indicated that these two activities were too difficult for the teachers to understand. In addition, Piti only demonstrated these activities to teachers, but did not encourage each group of teachers to perform these activities. According to Piti, to teach this concept, the teachers should directly tell the students what frequency is and what its impacts is to human hearing.

After talking about the frequency concept, Piti returned to the overhead projector to introduce the last step of the 5E model of instruction, the evaluation. For this step, Piti
did not spend much time on it as compared to the earlier four steps. He did not model how to assess students’ or teachers’ learning. He only mentioned that the teachers already knew and did the formative and summative assessment in their classrooms. Piti’s session lasted about an hour.

Orientation

Figure 11 represents my analysis of Piti’s orientation to PD. I found that, during the interviews and PD implementation, Piti’s orientations to PD consisted of 3 central goals and 2 peripheral goals. His central goals were 1) to model teaching science through inquiry; 2) to introduce scientific activities in the IPST curriculum that were aligned with the reformed National Standards; and 3) to develop PD participants’ laboratory skills necessary to make each activity work. Piti clearly indicated in the first and second interviews that his goal for this PD was to model how science should be taught at schools. He did not worry that teachers lacked content knowledge on sound concept.

Because, as opposed to the public school teachers, the majority of science teachers in the private schools had a science education background.

He stated that the physics concepts in elementary science were not too difficult for the teachers. In addition, there were many resources that the teachers could use to find the scientific knowledge, such as science textbooks and the PD manual. Piti indicated that the current problem in teaching science at schools occurred because the teachers did not know how to teach science effectively.
Figure 11. Piti’s Goals for PD

**Modeling 5E Model of Instruction**
- Introduce 5Es by modeling how to use this strategy.
- Give explanation about each step of 5E

**Science Activities in the IPST Curriculum**
- To introduce activities in curriculum
- Encourage teachers to do activities
- To suggest problems in doing activities

**Develop Teachers’ Basic Lab Skills to Make Activity Work**
- Provide clear steps and tips of doing activities in PD manual
- Provide suggestions and tips in doing activities during PD implementation

**Classroom Implementation**
- Demonstration of 5E model
- Show variation tool kits for each activity
- Demonstrate how to duplicate some kits

= central goals; 〇 = peripheral goals
To support these goals, Piti spent most of the PD session explicitly introducing and modeling how teachers could implement the 5E model of instruction in the science classroom.

The activities that the teachers need to see must be the activities that lead to the inquiry process. I think the teachers could develop the content knowledge from the resource books. The most important thing for the PD is to help them have experiences that show how science should be taught. My goal is to show them how to use the students’ questions into the process of teaching and learning. The teachers normally do not use the students’ questions to guide the lesson, but directly tell the students what they are going to teach. (Piti, Interview #2)

Piti’s goal in the PD was to model science teaching by using the 5E model of instruction rather than to develop teachers’ understanding of concept on sound. Hence, Piti selected activities in which he was able to model all steps in the 5E model of instruction rather than selecting an activity that could help teachers understand a concept that most teachers had difficulties in understanding and teaching, such as the frequency concept.

I spend a lot of time at the beginning of the session because I have to show teachers about the teaching techniques without telling them step-by-step and that is the main point for this PD. At the end of the session I only provide knowledge for the teacher without modeling teaching. (Piti, Interview #2)

In addition to having teachers visualize science teaching by modeling the 5E model of instruction in teaching science, Piti also asked teachers to reflect on what he had done in order to engage them to the science lessons. Piti indicated that allowing teachers to...
visualize a good example of science teaching and having them have the same experiences as students were not enough. In order to help teachers develop solid understanding, the professional developers needed to provide knowledge and other important information that were necessary in teaching science.

Professional developers should have teachers to do the same activity as their students. But, professional developer have to emphasize and help the teacher be aware of their role in each step of the 5E. (Piti, Interview #1)

Hence, during the introduction of the 5E model, Piti wrote each step of this model on the transparency sheet and provided an explanation of teacher’s role in each step of the 5E. He thought this would help teachers have a clear vision how the 5E model should be implemented in their classrooms. Piti also provided knowledge and tips of each step in 5E that teachers might use in their classroom. For example,

When students have questions about a phenomenon, teachers might not directly answer those questions. If you notice my teaching, did I tell you the answer? What I told you is you have to search for the answer on your own either by experimentation, or looking at the textbook. So, when students have questions, we engage them to the next step, exploration. In some areas of science, it might use only survey, but in some areas like physics most of exploration methods are experimentation. However, some concepts can’t be learned by experiment such as, heat on the sun. Instead, they can do searching for information, which teachers misunderstand as searching for information only through the Internet. Actually, asking experts is also counted as searching for information, too. (Piti, During PD Implementation)

In addition to increase teachers’ experience in teaching science using 5E teaching strategy by engaging them to participate in hands-on activities that were in the IPST
Curriculum, Piti indicated that teachers’ experience on hands-on activities in the curriculum would lead to the possibility that teachers implemented those activities with their students in the same way that they had learned.

In the PD, I will have teachers do the activities in the same way that they have to teach students in classroom. I select some activities from the IPST curriculum that they use at school. Some teachers are not familiar with the curriculum. So, they can practice then use it with their students. (Piti, Interview #1)

Another central goal of Piti was to develop teachers’ basic lab skills to make activities work. During the PD implementation, Piti kept emphasizing to teachers that:

Teachers have to know how to do the activity and do it correctly. Otherwise, you don’t know how to teach your students. (Piti, During PD Implementation)

For example, when teachers did the activity on rubbing a glass with water, Piti told teachers to wash their hands before rubbing the glass.

I asked you to wash your hand before doing this activity. If you do this activity at school and you forget to wash your hands, it won’t work because you put lotion on your hands before leaving home, right? (Piti, During PD Implementation)

When Piti found many teachers still could not make sound from rubbing the glass, he told teachers to touch at the handle of the glass rather than at the body of glass. He explained the reason to the teachers and warned them that they should know how to do this activity in order to help their students out of the problems when doing this activity.

According to the Figure 11, Piti’s peripheral goals were 1) to develop teachers’ teaching ability using the 5E model of instruction, and 2) to provide ideas and support for
the PD participants to implement activities using the 5E teaching strategy in their classrooms. I defined teachers’ ability to use the 5E model of instruction and teachers’ implementation of the teaching strategy and activities as peripheral goals because Piti stated these two goals during the interviews without taking any explicit action in helping teachers to meet these goals. During his PD session, Piti asked the PD participants to recall what teaching strategies he used at the beginning of the session. He also provided some suggestions to the teachers about what types of questions that they should ask or not ask students, and how the teachers should treat their students in science. Piti provided ideas of how the teachers could modify other materials for science instruction. However, Piti did not have other strategies or follow-up plans in order to help teachers develop their teaching ability in the classroom. He believed that:

It is difficult to say whether or not the teachers will meet my goals. But I hope teachers will implement the 5E model that they have experienced in the PD, especially, the activities that I fully modeled to them. (Piti, Interview #2)

When asked about how PD should be implemented, Piti indicated that to help the teachers understand science teaching aligned with the reform in science education, the strategies used in PD should be similar to the strategies that the teachers needed to teach in the classrooms.

We [professional developers] should teach them the same way that they have to teach their students. We have to challenge them with the questions in order to push them thinking. We push them to have problems or problems. Then, at the end we provide the solution for them. (Piti, Card sort Activity)
During the card sort activity, Piti sorted scenario 11, 7, 8, 5, 3, and 12 as the scenarios that most represented his PD teaching. Piti’s interpretations of the six scenarios are shown in Table 7.

Table 7

Piti’s Arrangement and Interpretation of the Card-Sort Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Piti’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Teachers are intrigued with a Thai flute that a classmate has brought to school. As a group, the teachers identify questions and ways to explore how the flute works. You help the teachers organize into investigation teams, and you investigate along with the teachers. (guided inquiry)</td>
<td>“I believe that I used strategies stated in this scenario during the PD. Instead of using Thai flute, I used other materials, for example, the activity to fill a glass with water and rub it or the activity about making sound with a tuning folk. I encouraged teachers to generate questions that they wanted to know about these things then had them perform activities and wrote down their observations. Teachers had an opportunity to report the findings. It was similar to this scenario.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>As a professional developer, you want teachers to learn about how sound is produced. You decide the best way to do this is to demonstrate teachers with various musical instruments to verify a science concept of vibration produces sound. (academic rigor)</td>
<td>“I used demonstration techniques during the PD implementation. However, this scenario doesn’t tell what teachers have to do after the demonstration. Do they have to make their own conclusion and explanation of the demonstration? Anyway, I arranged this scenario in the second order because I also used this strategy in the PD.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, design a PD lesson on dissolution by encouraging teachers to do activities that their students would do. At the end of session, you assign teachers to discuss within their group, then as a whole about what they learn about dissolution and about teaching this unit. (reflective)</td>
<td>“We should allow teachers to have the same experience as they have to teach in the classroom. So, I agree with this scenario. In addition, the strategies used in the scenario are similar to what we used in the PD.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, engage teachers in discussion about how they are going to teach a sound unit to 5th grade students. You encourage teachers to work in group to discuss and develop a 1-week lesson plan of this unit. (problem-based learning)</td>
<td>“We used to provide PD for teachers by teaching them how to develop lesson plan. So we did this PD before.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Piti’s Reflections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, set up PD lessons for a unit on heat conduction. You introduce heat conduction activities for a 6th grade elementary book. You select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities for PD. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I normally did not overview about the activities in the elementary book because teachers might know that already. Instead, they want to know how to use those activities in the classroom. But, I agree that the activity should be interesting to teachers so they will implement it at school.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Teachers have just completed a simple circuit with multiple bulbs. For the next unit on electricity, you ask the teachers to make the bulbs light using a combination of wire, bulbs, and switch. (guided inquiry)</td>
<td>“I will use this activity for the elaboration step. Actually, the activity in the scenario isn’t clear in terms of the purpose of the activity. What do want teachers to know about the function of a switch? However, I think it can be used to elaborate teachers’ knowledge.” (pedagogy-driven)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 reveals that Piti’s orientation was likely a shift from a traditional, didactic teaching approach to an activity-driven approach. Piti preferred teachers to have experience with hands-on activities when they came to the PD. During the PD, Piti focused on using the 5E model of instruction as a PD strategy. Piti reflected on scenario 11, that he allowed teachers to generate questions from his engagement activity then selected a question for teachers to explore. He also provided an opportunity for teachers to develop their own conclusion and represent their data. Thus, although the scenario 11 was meant to represent guided-inquiry orientation, Piti’s interpretation of this scenario did not align with this orientation and was more of an activity-driven orientation.

Although Piti put scenario 11 in the first order and scenario 7 second, his PD implementation strategies were closer to scenario 7 than scenario 11. Piti elaborated that:

จริงๆแล้วสถานการณ์ที่ 11 จริงๆ คืออันที่เราแสดงการเรียนการสอนนะ นั่นคืออันนี้นะ เขาตั้งคำถามเสร็จ เราให้เขาทดลอง และเขียนข้อสรุปคืออันนี้เลย ส่วนหลังจากนั้นก็ใช้การสาธิต เขาจะเป็นแบบก็ได้จะเป็นข้อมูลเลย์บัคก์ก็ได้ บั้งบังสิ่งที่ไม่ได้ให้เขาทดลอง ใช้การสาธิตเพราะบางอย่างอาจหาทดลองให้สุดสิ้นไม่ได้ แต่จริงๆอยากให้ครูลองฝึกมือทำเอง I think I also used strategies in scenario 11. I had teachers generate questions, explore, and make conclusion and presentation. Only at the end of the session did I use demonstration techniques because there was not enough time to have teachers do every activity, which I don’t really want
to demonstrate. If it is possible, I want teachers to have hands-on experience. (Piti, Interview #2)

Piti seemed to hesitate when he read scenario 7. After he arranged this scenario in second place in the order of the cards that represented his teaching strategy, he explained that:

I hesitate in sorting this card because we demonstrated many activities to teachers during the PD. We did not allow teachers to do the investigation process, which is important. But, we used demonstration because we could not have teachers do every activity. So, we decided to demonstrate to them instead. (Piti, Card Sort Activity)

Piti indicated during the card sort activity that he did not walk teachers through an overview of the entire sound unit because he believed that teachers should know that already or they might do that themselves.

Teachers already know the curriculum so we should not start teaching by introducing the curriculum. We should start by encouraging teachers to do activities and make observations and conclusions. The strategies used in PD should be parallel to classroom teaching strategies. (Piti, Interview #2)

Thus Piti agreed with the PD strategies in scenario 3, which represented an activity-driven orientation, in terms of selecting a variety of fun and easy-to-do activities for PD.

Piti exhibited activity-driven when he encouraged teachers to participate in an activity in order to verify the concepts on sound. Because his central goal for the PD was not to develop teachers’ content knowledge, Piti did not pay attention to whether or not the activities that he provided for teachers develop conceptual understanding among the teachers.
Piti also displayed a didactic orientation when he indicated that some topics that were abstract could not be taught using the 5E model of instruction. Rather, Piti determined that when teaching abstract concepts, it was necessary that knowledge of those concepts would be transmitted by the professional developers to the teachers. As he indicated, some concepts were too difficult for the teachers to develop an understanding on their own. Thus, in his mind it was necessary to tell them. As he indicated, some concepts were too difficult for the teachers to develop an understanding of by themselves. Thus, it was necessary to tell them.

The concept on frequency is abstract, which need to tell teachers directly. Although we have some activities about this concept, they are difficult to understand. (Piti, Interview #2)

In addition to pedagogy-driven, activity-driven, and didactic orientations, Piti minimally displayed a discovery orientation when he indicated that:

My strategy is to make teachers develop problems about the topic and want to find out the answer. In this case, they will be ready to learn because the question is formulated by them rather than a teacher. Then, I will encourage them to do activity in order to find the answer. (Piti, Interview #2)

The excerpt above reveals that Piti displayed a discovery orientation because he tried to initiate a student-centered learning approach by encouraging teachers to formulate questions about sound concepts and perform activities in order to answer their own questions. However, during the PD implementation, although teachers raised several
questions about sound, Piti chose a question for teachers to investigate rather than one the
teachers selected themselves.

In summary, Piti’s philosophy contained multiple orientations to PD. His
orientations that explicitly appeared during the PD implementation were pedagogy-
driven. He also exhibited activity-driven orientation, didactic orientation and discovery
orientation. However, these orientations to PD were not consistent and depended on the
topic or scientific concepts that he taught in the PD. As in pedagogy-driven orientation
case, Piti focused on the development of teachers’ knowledge of using the 5E model of
instruction, which he called inquiry. Opposed to other professional developers, Piti only
presented two concepts in the sound unit to the PD teachers. He consistently was strict in
his role as a model in teaching science using the 5E model of instruction rather than
guiding teachers on the performance of activities and covering all concepts in the sound
unit.

_PCK for PD_

Knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science. Piti demonstrated his beliefs
that the PD participants already had adequate content knowledge for teaching science. As
Piti said, “unlike public school teachers, private school teachers had good basic concepts
in science because most of them had science education background”. (Piti, Interview #2)
In addition, Piti believed that the concept of sound did not lead to any difficulties for
teachers to understand. He believed, this concept was easy and he would not have any
problems with teachers not understanding the concept.
Sound is a fundamental concept, which teachers should know already without any difficulties to learn. They can find content knowledge everywhere. (Piti, Interview #2)

In addition, Piti believed that teachers could look for scientific knowledge from other resources such as a science textbook or the PD handbook. Thus, he believed the essential needs of teachers were how to teach science effectively based on the reformed National Standards. He also indicated that when the teachers did an activity, they would also develop or confirm their existing knowledge. These activities would help the teachers to make sense of the sound concepts.

Furthermore, Piti did not show any awareness of the need to find out teachers’ prior knowledge. For example, Piti did not agree with scenario one of the card sort activity which had teachers draw a picture of sugar when it was put in water. He indicated that this activity is doable so drawing might not be necessary.

I believe that we should allow teachers to have real experience when it is possible. In regards to this activity [drawing picture of sugar in water], we should have teachers do it rather than have them imagine about it. (Piti, Card Sort Activity)

To teach this topic, as Piti reflected on the scenario one, teachers should be encouraged to do hands-on activity by putting sugar in water and observe the phenomenon instead of drawing a picture. He did not seem to realize that drawing a picture of sugar dissolving might provide a window for the professional developer to explore teachers’ prior knowledge before learning a concept on dissolution.

Knowledge of PD strategies. Piti believed that there were 5 steps in teaching science. He explicitly demonstrated that 5E is inquiry. Piti used this strategy in the PD
because this teaching strategy was requested by Science Education Standards and IPST Curriculum.

The IPST Curriculum requires the teachers to teach science using the inquiry process. So, it was our job to help the teachers understand this teaching technique. We tried not to tell them directly what the 5E was, but we modeled it to them by using this technique. (Piti, Interview #2)

In addition, Piti also believed that teachers had more interest in learning and doing science when they were engaged in the inquiry approach.

I think this strategy makes teachers interested to participate in learning science. They have attention in doing the activity. There might be some teachers who did these activities before, paying less attention to it, but I think it’s less than 5%. (Piti, Interview #2)

The excerpt above reveals that Piti used the 5E model of instruction as his PD strategy because the teachers were requested by the Standards to use this strategy in their classroom. Piti thought that inquiry made teachers active in learning science, but it was still the professional developer’s job to provide correct knowledge to the teachers. Piti exhibited the knowledge of the 5E strategy in that he was able to describe each phase of the 5E model, but he only demonstrated some phases to teachers. He also helped teachers to relate their experiences in the PD to a learner to experiences in a classroom.

Furthermore, Piti exhibited orientations to PD which were linked to the use of his PD strategies. For example, Piti reflected on scenario two during the card sort activity, say that having the teachers discuss and share their experiences before doing an activity wasted PD time and that teachers’ discussion could easily be thrown off.
I don’t like this scenario when it said allowing teachers to share their own experiences about electricity. I believe that their discussion will not relate to the lesson that we are going to learn. In the science curriculum, the electricity that they are going to learn is direct current. But, in their everyday life it is alternating current. So if we let them talk about their experiences, it won’t get to the topic that we want them to learn. Connection to the everyday life is good, but it is too difficult for this topic. In addition, at the end the card said having the teachers compare their explanation to the scientists. The explanation by the scientists is too difficult to understand for the teachers and their explanation compare to the scientists would be like a different story. (Piti, Card Sort Activity)

Hence, Piti did not believe it necessary to provide time for teachers to express their knowledge about the particular topics either before or at the end of the PD.

Piti also displayed knowledge of PD strategies when he indicated that he selected only the activities on sound that allowed him to model the 5E model of instruction as well as were easy for teacher to understand the concept by doing activities. However, if he taught different topics in sound unit, such as frequency, he might use other strategies in helping teachers understand the concept.

To teach the concept of frequency, if they don’t know about frequency before or they don’t have knowledge or ideas about it, we have to give knowledge to them directly about what frequency is. Teachers or students cannot learn from doing the activity alone. (Piti, Interview #2)

If Piti had different goals for PD, such as to develop teacher’s content knowledge, the 5E teaching strategy might not be appropriate for the PD. Consequently, it might be possible
that Piti would utilize other ways of representing the concepts instead of the 5E model of instruction in order to meet the new goals.

ส่วนการให้องค์ความรู้อันนี้ก็เป็นสิ่งที่เราจะต้องให้ basic concept แกรุ่ เราใช้กระบวนการทั้งหมดไม่ได้ แต่ต้องให้โครงการที่ให้ความรู้โดยตรง การให้องค์ความรู้นั้นก็ต้องสอนวิธีทำ การทดลองโดยใช้การทดลองพร้อมในห้องเรียนจริงให้เขาลองทำเป็นกิจกรรมการทดลองที่เราได้เสนอแนะไว้ในหนังสือเรียนให้เขาลองทำ แล้วให้ความรู้เค้าอีกทีต้องมีการแน่นเนื้อหา
We have to give content knowledge to teachers. We cannot use the process, but have to direct them to knowledge. In case that the PD has emphasis on developing content knowledge to teachers, they have to do the activity similar to their students. Then, we provide content knowledge to teachers after the activity. (Piti, Interview #2)

Knowledge of PD curriculum. Piti minimally exhibited his knowledge of goals of the PD curriculum and also goals of the Science Education Standards. He indicated that teachers needed to teach science in a way that aligned with the requirement of the Standards.

The PD activities are selected from IPST Curriculum that most teachers use at school. Thus, our PD curriculum surely aligns with the Standards. (Piti, Interview #1)

However, there was not enough information to develop claims about what Piti knew about the PD curriculum.

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. Piti’s knowledge of assessment of teachers’ scientific literacy seemed to be limited in terms of ways and aspects of teachers’ learning that were important to assess within a sound unit. However, Piti expressed that in general the way that he employed to assess teachers’ learning was from the discussion with teachers. He indicated that he noticed whether or not teachers had accurate understanding of the concepts by their questions during the PD.

จริงๆแล้วเราดูจากคำถามที่เขาถามเราถ้ากลับมาไม่มีการวัดและการประเมินผลในการอบรมก็จริง แต่เราสังเกตจากคำถามในบทความที่เขาไม่ค่อยมีพื้นฐานเนื้อหาจะมีปัญหาที่คำถามที่
Piti did not discuss what assessment instruments would be match to his goal for PD of assessing teachers’ ability in teaching science using 5E. As he indicated:

We don’t focus on developing content knowledge for teachers, but we focus on the teaching process, such as how to teach in the classroom. If we did emphasize content, we could use testing. However, if we really want to assess and evaluate them, we have to follow teachers to their classrooms, which is not possible because we don’t provide PD to this group of teachers only, but to many groups in an entire year. In addition, our tasks are not only the PD, we still have other tasks to do. (Piti, Interview #1)

In addition, Piti stated that there was not enough time for assessing teachers’ knowledge of the content that they learned from the PD.

I agree that we should assess teachers IF we have more time. Actually, teachers will get a certificate. So, we discussed in a team many times that if we provide a certificate, we have to assess their learning. But, we don’t have time for that part. As you can see, how do we have to hurry? (Piti, Interview #2)

However, Piti realized that assessment was a weakness of the PD. He stated that although he provided PD for many teachers, he did not know whether most of the PD participants really increased their content knowledge in the topics he taught when they left the PD.
We don’t have any feedback, this is what we need. So, we don’t really know that they learn something. We can only tell from the observation and discussion during the implementation that teachers are able to develop conclusions from activities. But, if some teachers don’t understand it, we will never know. There might be that within a group there are teachers who did activities and had good content knowledge while some teachers didn’t participate in activity or they have poor content knowledge. We will never know. (Piti, Interview #2)

In summary, Piti’s components of PCK for PD were limited. He believed that teachers already had good understanding of science knowledge for teaching primary grade students. He did not exhibit knowledge of teachers’ misconceptions on the concept of sound. Although Piti could explain about the 5E model of instruction, he did not have accurate understanding of the elaboration step of the 5E. Piti did not explicitly display how much he knew about the PD and IPST curriculum. He only mentioned that the IPST curriculum supports the Standards. With regards to the knowledge of assessment, Piti generally used questioning and observation methods in order to measure teachers’ understanding. His knowledge of ways and aspects of teachers’ learning that were important to assess within a sound unit was limited. Piti also did not show how much he understood about assessment methods.

Vimon's Implementation, Orientation, and PCK for Professional Development

PD Implementation

Vimon took responsibility in teaching the electricity and magnetism unit for this PD. She started her session by introducing materials that the teachers would utilize with their students in order to engage them in the science lessons. Vimon stated to the teachers that playing some games or magical science activities would initiate the students as to
how that phenomenon occurred. Compared to other professional developers such as Piti, Vimon explicitly modeled and explained only the engagement step in the 5E Learning Cycle. She did not model or provide knowledge of the remaining four steps of the 5E Model.

During the PD implementation, Vimon did not have the teachers do many magnetic activities. She mainly introduced materials and manipulatives that the teachers could find at the schools. She also talked about students’ prior experiences with magnets. She indicated to the teachers that the students already knew about the topic of magnets before they came to the classroom. However, their understanding about magnets might not be classified as scientific understanding. Thus, it was the job of the teachers to help the students develop scientific understanding of magnets. Vimon was the only professional developer in this study who mentioned a misconception that teachers might have. She mentioned that primary teachers might have the same misconception as the students, which is the idea that magnets stick to all metals. When the teachers had this misconception, they were likely to transmit it to their students as well. To address the teachers’ misconception, Vimon indicated that when the teachers did laboratory activities and observed the results of those activities, they would finally correct their own misconceptions. The magnet topic was the only place where Vimon mentioned the possibility of teachers’ misconceptions.

During the PD implementation, the PD strategy that Vimon utilized was to immerse the teachers in the hands-on activity that she prepared for them. During the PD implementation, Vimon asked the teachers “what materials could stick to a magnet.” When the teachers said, “metals,” Vimon gave examples of many types of metals
including copper, iron, zinc, etc. Then, she asked the teachers whether or not a magnet could stick to all metals. Rather than asking the teachers to formulate their own explanation from the activity, Vimon explained to the teachers that only the metals that have the property to magnetize can stick to the magnet. Vimon only spent a few minutes with the magnet unit. She did not assess the teachers’ understanding of this concept but moved to another topic in this unit.

Vimon utilized the majority of the PD time in introducing how to duplicate unit activities. She prepared extra handouts with directions for creating these materials. The next unit was an electricity unit, which she began with the topic of static electricity. Similar to the previous unit, Vimon used most of the time in introducing materials and how to duplicate those materials. She allowed teachers to do some activities on this topic. Vimon believed that the students would be very excited if the teacher acted like a magician in the science classroom, especially during the engagement phase. She also believed that if the teachers used materials that were colorful, the students would pay more attention to the activities. For instance, at the beginning of the static electricity unit, Vimon engaged teachers with the activities that made her seem to do magic. She wiped a plastic rod with a napkin then placed the plastic rod into a cup filled with colorful foam seeds. When she pulled the plastic rod out of the cup, many colorful foam seeds stuck to it. Vimon asked the teachers, “See, I have magic, right? Did I put glue on the plastic rod? How did the foam stick to it?” One teacher stated that it occurred because of static electricity. Vimon said, “O.K. I have very smart students. So, how do you feel? Do you feel like you want to learn now?”
Then, Vimon reminded the teachers that what she just did was a teaching technique to lead the students into the lesson. Vimon prepared many activities for the static electricity unit. During the time that teachers were doing activities, Vimon presented her PowerPoint presentation about scientific background related to static electricity. However, the teachers paid attention to their activities more than listening to her. In spite of this, Vimon kept showing her slides without stopping or asking for the teachers’ attention. After the activity and Vimon’s presentation, she did not ask teachers what they understood. The last activity for her session was lighting a light bulb with 3 limes. Because the time was limited, this activity was very rushed. Vimon asked the teachers to make a circuit with limes, wire, bulb, and copper metal sheets. Vimon explained the information on circuits and electricity while the teachers were doing their activity. Only the teachers who did not get involved in the activity listened to her presentation.

Orientation

Figure 12 represents my analysis of Vimon’s orientation to PD. I found that, during the interviews and PD implementation, Vimon’s orientation to PD consisted of two central goals and three peripheral goals. Her central goals were 1) to provide scientific activities that work for the PD participants, and 2) to provide ideas and support to the teachers in order to encourage them to implement those activities in their classroom.
recommended in a book or suggest them to duplicate the inexpensive manipulatives to use at their school. (Vimon, Interview #1)

To support these goals, Vimon required as many activities as possible for the teachers to do. Vimon also provided ideas on how the teachers could modify other materials in the instructional kits. Vimon believed that teachers and students were alike in terms of they were attracted with fun and exciting activities, which led them to pay more intention in learning. Vimon also indicated that when the teachers were able to do those activities, knew how to modify other materials to use in the activities, and get excited over the activities, then they would implement those activities in their classrooms because they wanted the students to have experiences like they had in the PD.

If the activities are exciting, such as we do magic things, the teachers will like them and pay attention to activities and learning. Like when they get excited and wonder about the activities, they will want to know the answer. Then, they will do the similar things that they learn at PD with their students because they know this would draw the students’ interest. (Vimon, Interview #1)

Vimon stated that her goal in delivering the Magnetism and Electricity session was to provide activities for teachers rather than to develop their content knowledge. The criteria that she used in choosing PD activities were: 1) easy to implement in classroom, 2) requiring inexpensive manipulatives, and 3) fun and exciting.

You can see in the PD, I mainly introduced activities, helping teachers to know how to make it work, providing tips for them to use this activity with students, or providing results of activities. So, for this PD, teachers will have benefits in terms of knowing techniques in organizing their science classroom. (Vimon, Interview #1)
My goal was not to develop the teachers’ content knowledge, but to provide activities. These activities must be (1) easy to understand, (2) reasonably priced, and (3) exciting. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Vimon believed that, for teaching science at elementary grades, teachers did not need to have deep content knowledge because concepts of any science areas at elementary levels were fundamental and not complicated. As Vimon said:

Teachers only need to look at the teacher-guided book. We provide everything including knowledge for teaching to them. Teachers don’t need to look for other information or knowledge from other resources. Only what we provide for them is enough. So, teachers only know what they have to teach is enough because teachers like to give a lot of knowledge to students, which I don’t understand why. Content knowledge for elementary students is superficial and does not need specific knowledge to help students understand it because most of them are concrete concepts. If the teacher follows the directions, they won’t have problems. (Vimon, Interview #1)

Vimon believed that knowledge provided in a teacher-guided book was enough for teachers to teach science at elementary grades. Teachers did not need to deal with abstract concepts that needed deep content knowledge to be transformed for their students. She mentioned that most of the science concepts at this level were simple and concrete. However, when she was asked about knowledge appropriate for teachers during the PD, Vimon indicated that she would provide knowledge that was slightly higher than it was in the teacher-guided book because there might be some student questions that went beyond the curriculum, so teachers would need to be able to answer those questions.

เราจะให้สูงกว่าเดิมเพื่อเตรียมพร้อมให้นักเรียนที่มีพื้นฐานทางวิทยาศาสตร์สูงก่อนหน้าให้เข้าใจได้
In terms of content knowledge, it might be slightly deeper than it is in the teacher-guided book. Sometimes there are students who have good science knowledge in that classroom, so teachers can have knowledge to explain to them. (Vimon, Interview #1)

Vimon also displayed her belief that teachers came to the PD because they needed to know about activities to use with their students. In addition, the PD did not have enough time to help teachers develop understanding about the concepts. So, teachers needed to help themselves by reviewing the resources in order to recall their existing knowledge.

Vimon’s knowledge and beliefs about the purposes and goals of PD related to her teaching behavior during the PD implementation in that Vimon did not pay adequate attention to teachers’ development of understanding of concepts. Even though she presented some content knowledge on these concepts through the PowerPoint presentation at the end of each concept, Vimon spent most of the PD time talking about tips and techniques that teachers could use with their students in order to capture their attention. She also devoted PD time in providing information to teachers about the methods in making the activity kits that she showed in the session.
Figure 12. Vimon’s Goals for PD

**Develop Teachers’ Basic Lab Skills to Make Activity Work**
- Provide clear steps and tips for doing activities in PD handbook
- Asking questions & observing

**Science Activities that work**
- Provide as many activities as possible for the teachers
- Encourage teachers to do fun and exciting activities
- Enhance ability of teachers by doing activities

**Classroom Implementation**
- Demonstration of 5E model
- Show variation tool kits for each activity
- Demonstrate how to duplicate some kits

**Ideas and Support of Activities Implementation**
- Show alternative tool kits for each activity
- Demonstrate how to duplicate some kits
- Show where to find more resources and activities
- Prepare extra sheets of methods/directions in making those kits.

**Develop Students’ Positive Science Attitude**
- Show games or “magical” science before lesson
- Make science activity interesting
- Avoid failure while doing activity

- = central goals; ○ = peripheral goals
Figure 12 also illustrates that Vimon’s peripheral goals were: 1) to develop laboratory skills that were necessary to make the activities work, 2) to promote classroom implementation using PD activities, and 3) to develop students’ positive attitude toward science. According to these goals, Vimon generally provided clear steps and tips of doing activities in PD handbook and during her implementation. She also provided a variety of activities that introduced the same science concept in order to help teachers to have more choices in selecting activities to use with their students.

I tried to introduce as many activities as possible to teachers. So, they would use some of those activities in their science instruction. For example, I gave them many activities about the electrostatic concept. (Vimon, Interview #2)

In addition, during the PD implementation Vimon always mentioned to the teachers that they needed to make activities exciting for the students. She also warned the teachers that failure to do the activities would develop students’ negative attitude toward science. Thus, it was necessary for the teachers to understand how to conduct activities and how to help students make those activities work.

Most teachers misunderstood about the activity of making a bulb light with a lime. Many teachers don’t try the activity before using with students by following the activity direction. Then, they found that the bulb won’t light, but they don’t know why. So, I have to tell them that they need to try the activity before giving to the students. Otherwise, students will have bad attitude with the failure of the activity. So, if we have students do something that works like making a circuit and seeing the
bulbs light, they will be proud themselves and have intention to learn science. (Vimon, Interview #1)

อาจารย์ต้องลองกิจกรรมก่อนที่อาจารย์จะเอาไปให้นักเรียน เพราะถ้าทำแล้วมันไม่ได้ผล อาจารย์รู้ว่าจะเอาการยกร้านทำร้ายเด็ก ทำให้นักเรียนขยับวิทยาศาสตร์ ทำให้นักเรียนเกลียดวิทยาศาสตร์

If you did not test it yourselves before letting your students do the activity and a failure occurred, you made a critical mistake with your students because you may have made them hate science (Vimon, During PD Implementation).

Table 7 showed Vimon’s arrangement and reflection on the scenarios that she thought they were represented her PD teaching and ideal PD strategies.

Table 8

*Vimon’s Arrangement and Interpretation of the Card-Sort Scenarios*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Vimon’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, set up PD lessons for a unit on heat conduction. You introduce heat conduction activities for a 6th grade elementary book. You select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities for PD. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“It needs to be various because the teachers might not be able to develop understanding within the first activity, but they might understand it in the later activities. It likes repeat it again and again in introducing the same topic.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, have teachers first engage in laboratory activities in a book, class discussion. You will end each activity with your explanation of science knowledge beyond those activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>“This scenario is quite similar to scenario 9. However, there are 3 steps in this scenario including engaging in laboratory, discussing, and explaining. So, I think it is O.K and I use these strategies as well.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, design a PD lesson on dissolution by encouraging teachers to do activities that their students would do. At the end of session, you assign teachers to discuss within their group, then as a whole about what they learn about dissolution and about teaching this unit. (reflective)</td>
<td>“When the teachers do activities that are same ones as the students, they knew in each activity what and where they should observe, what to emphasize to the students, and what knowledge to add to the students. If they did activities that were different to the activities performed by their students, they may overlook the important things that the students should know.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Teachers are intrigued with a Thai flute that a classmate has brought to school. As a group, the teachers identify questions and ways to explore how the flute works. You help the teachers organize into investigation teams, and you investigate along with the teachers. (guided inquiry)</td>
<td>“In order to tell or direct teachers to every single thing, this scenario shows that teachers have questions, which we can encourage them to investigate in order to answer their questions. I like this strategy because teachers generate question themselves without our guidance.” (discovery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>Scenarios</td>
<td>Vimon’s Reflections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>As a professional developer, you want teachers to learn about how sound is produced. You decide the best way to do this is to demonstrate teachers with various musical instruments to verify a science concept of vibration produces sound. (academic rigor)</td>
<td>“This scenario is similar to scenario three. But, I don’t like the word demonstration. I think we should provide hands-on experiences to teachers when they come to PD. If we use demonstration technique, they will use this technique with students as well.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>As a professional developer, you begin a unit of heat conduction by engaging in activities that you hope the teachers will use with their students. You demonstrate teachers to use whiteboarding and cooperative learning in teaching those activities. (pedagogy-driven)</td>
<td>“I think it is good strategy, which I will use it in future. However, we should have teachers do it instead of demonstration.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, have teachers observe a music instrument and generate questions about how sound is produced. Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s questions. (inquiry)</td>
<td>“The strategies stated in this scenario are not doable in the PD, such as design and carry out their own experiment, but I think it is way how science should be taught. But, like classroom teaching, to meet the PD plan, we can’t use these strategies in the PD.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vimon placed scenario first because she mentioned that:

มันควรจะหลากหลาย มันเหมือนทำข้ามันแหนะละ concept เดียวกันแต่ให้ครูทำกิจกรรมหลักๆ แบบ เพราะกิจกรรมแรกตัวอาจจะยังไม่เข้าใจ
It needs to be various because the teachers might not be able to develop understanding within the first activity, but they might understand it in the later activities. It likes repeat it again and again in introducing the same topic (Vimon, Card Sort Activity).

Her reflection during the card sort activity was supported by her implementation in the PD in that she selected many activities from the IPST curriculum that introduced the same concept to teachers. However, instead of allowing teachers to do every activity on the same concept, she chose an activity for teachers to participate in and went through other activities as the alternative ideas. During the interview, Vimon believed that:

ครูเราอยากให้ครูทำกิจกรรม อยากได้การสร้าง ใช้วิธีแนะนำกิจกรรมแนะนำสื่อว่าจะใช้สื่อด้วย สมัยว่าง เน้นไปแต่ละตัวให้มันมาก ไม่ใช่์ไปเร็ว ๆ ถ้าเกิดอย่างกิจกรรมไฟฟ้าสิ่งตัวแรก เลือกเอาสิ่งตัวแรกๆให้มันโผล่ แล้วคอยไปแนะนำตัวอื่นเสริมว่าทำที่ไปเร็วให้เป็นทางเด็ด เขาจะอย่างหนึ่งที่มันหลักสิ่งไปเลย ส่วนมากกิจกรรมที่เราแนะนำสื่ออะไรอย่างนี้ Concept มันจะคล้าย ๆ กัน แต่มันต้องไปอีกบัดหนึ่ง
Teachers need activities, media, and suggestions for doing activities in terms of how to use these activities or media in their science instruction. For example, when teaching the electrostatic concept, I will place more emphasis on one activity than the other in order to help them have clear understanding about that activity. For the remaining activities, I won’t go into many details, but introduce to them as alternative activities. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Vimon arranged scenario 10 in second place because this scenario covered three steps that she used in the PD in that teachers had opportunities to do the activities and discuss them. Then, the professional developer provided explanations of science knowledge at the end of activities.

This scenario is quite similar to scenario 9. However, there are 3 steps in this scenario including engaging in laboratory, discussing, and explaining. So, I think it is O.K and I use these strategies as well. (Vimon, Card Sort Activity)

In addition, Vimon compared this scenario with scenario 9 and stated that the strategies of these two scenarios were alike. However, she did not think the professional developers had to introduce or explain about curriculum to teachers. Vimon indicated that she did not agree that the PD sessions started with introducing the Science Standards and IPST curriculum. As she mentioned before, because teachers already taught science in their schools, they should already know what was required in the curriculum, what they had to teach, and what the students needed to know.

Teachers have to know the curriculum because they use it at school. I won’t talk or explain about the curriculum to them again. Instead, I will suggest what alternative materials they can use when they don’t have materials that are stated in the curriculum. Scenario 9 is closed to me, except explaining the curriculum. (Vimon, Card Sort Activity)
However, although Vimon mentioned that teachers’ discussion about their existing knowledge and experience was important, it was not doable in the PD because of the limited time. She indicated that it was necessary for the professional developer to provide correct scientific knowledge to the teachers.

During the card sort activity, Vimon displayed contradiction about her PD strategies. Vimon agreed with scenario two in that it had all the fundamental steps that teaching science should have. She indicated that:

จริงๆ อันนี้มันเป็นวิธีพื้นฐานเลยนะ คือดูก่อนว่าครูเคารูอะไรมาบ้าง เคยมีความรู้พื้นฐานอะไรก่อนจะเรียนเรื่องนี้บ้าง จากนั้นก็ให้ครูทำกิจกรรมแล้วก็อธิบายผลการทดลองแล้ว เราจะมาเดินทาง นั่นก็คือจากความรู้พื้นฐานมาเปรียบเทียบกับสิ่งที่ถูกต้องว่าที่ด้วยถูกต้องหรือไม่

Actually these are basic steps. At the beginning of the session, we need to check the teachers’ prior knowledge. Then, we allow the teachers to do activity and discuss their results. After that, we have to explain the accurate concepts to them and allow them to compare between their explanations and the scientific explanations. (Vimon, Card-sorting Activity)

However, Vimon indicated that she did not use these strategies in the PD because there were impossible to do in the PD. First of all, she said, the PD time was restricted so she did not have enough time to have the teachers talk about their experiences in order to check their prior knowledge. In addition, many teachers participated in the PD and each PD participant had different prior knowledge. The PD could not check all PD participants’ knowledge. Thus, the only possible way was to teach it with the assumption that teachers did not know anything.

จริงๆ ที่นี่ทำไม่ได้ เพราะเราไม่ได้สอนครูคนเดียว ครูแต่ละคนก็มีความรู้พื้นฐานที่หลากหลาย แล้วเราสอนที่ 50-60 คน เราไม่สามารถไปอยู่ในเรื่องนี้แล้วเราก็สอนตาม concept ของเราไปเลย

Actually, we can’t really do it because we don’t teach only one teacher but we have 50-60 teachers. Each individual teacher has different knowledge background. So, I assume that they don’t know any and keep my teaching on plan. (Vimon, Card Sort Activity)
Another example of a contradiction about appropriate PD strategies occurred when Vimon reflected on scenario four. She determined that the strategies used in that scenario were not flexible. Vimon indicated that she did not like to give materials to the teachers. Giving materials to the teachers developed a misunderstanding with the teachers in that if they did not have their materials, they could not teach those activities at schools.

It is too specific in terms of providing clear steps for teachers. I think it should be more flexible by leaving a space for teachers to modify or making decisions. In addition, I don’t like the idea of giving materials to teachers to use at school because they will ignore to allow their students to do some activities that they don’t have materials for. So, we should train teachers to be able to modify other materials for doing the activity. (Vimon, Card Sort Activity)

Vimon said she would prefer to give a variety of activities for the same concept to the teachers. Then, it was their job to decide what activity they wanted to use with their students. She also provided alternative materials that the teachers could modify when teaching science. However, Vimon was hesitant to put this scenario in the “not like me group,” but put into the “can’t decide” group instead. Vimon explained that if the teachers followed the directions step-by-step, they would learn and practice the correct scientific process.

However, teachers will develop laboratory skills when they follow the steps that we provide in the direction. It sounds like teachers will surely have scientific methods if they followed the steps. (Vimon, Card Sort Activity)

Another example of Vimon’s dual beliefs about PD was exhibited when she reflected on scenario 6 and 14. On scenario 6, Vimon mentioned that she would allow the teachers to explore an ice brick freely based on their interest. Vimon determined that
sometimes the teachers’ observations were beyond professional developers’ expectations. Thus, the professional developers should not direct the teachers what to observe.

However, when Vimon was asked to reflect on scenario 14, she indicated that she disliked the strategy of having the teachers investigate a variety of materials at the back of a room.

เราวางคิดเห็น (ครู) ด้วย เทมิอนมีคุณย้วยคิดเห็นเองใน ทำให้การที่จะไปได้ถึงเป้าหมายจะง่ายกว่าการปลอดตัวไปแบบละเลยจะไปทำว่าจะได้ concept ซึ่งเราก็ไม่รู้ว่าจะได้หรือเปล่า แล้วบางครั้งไม่ได้เราไม่รู้

We need to give them (teachers) some ideas. If we help them, they will easily meet the goals. It takes a long time for them to learn something if we let them explore and learn on their own. And we won’t be able to know whether or not they learn something. (Vimon, Card-sorting Activity)

She mentioned that scenario 14 was too broad and seemed uncontrolled. When asked to change the strategies in the scenario to parallel her own strategy, Vimon stated that:

เราวางคำสั่งว่าต้องไป ไม่ใช่ไปลดละจะทำไปแบบนี้ เหนื่องส∉นันไม่มีอะไรเลยกับไป ไม่ได้ concept ซึ่งเราก็ไม่รู้อีก

We [the professional developers] have to guide to the teachers on what to investigate. This also includes having the teachers discuss with each other. Otherwise, the teachers would be out of track and the professional developers would have difficulties in guiding them to the concepts. (Vimon, Card-sorting Activity)

Vimon indicated that it was similar to teaching science in the classroom. The teachers already planned what they wanted the students to learn. If the teachers used the strategies in scenario 14, they would not be able to meet their goals. In addition to providing guidance in discussion and exploration, Vimon stated that explaining the correct concepts to the teachers should also be added to scenario 14. She elaborated her idea by stating that wrapping up the scientifically correct concepts was needed to make sure that every teacher knew what they should learn from those activities.
Vimon arranged scenario 8 in third place in terms of how its strategy was similar to her PD strategies. Vimon indicated that PD should be designed in a way that the PD participants were involved in the activities as if they were their students because they needed to know how the activities worked. In addition, the teachers also needed to develop an awareness of the activities that they would teach. This claim was supported when Vimon did the card sort activity. She agreed with scenario 8 that the professional developer should prepare activities for the teachers that were similar to their students’ activities. As Vimon said, the professional developers should adopt the role of the teacher and model to the teachers how teaching science should be.

When the teachers do activities that are same ones as the students, they knew in each activity what and where they should observe, what to emphasize to the students, and what knowledge to add for the students. If they did activities that were different to the activities performed by their students, they may overlook the important things that the students should know. (Vimon, Card-sorting Activity)

Vimon’s reflection on scenario 7 supported her reflection on scenario 8 in that professional developers should provide hands-on experiences to teachers as much as possible because teachers would implement the same techniques that they learned from PD in their classrooms.

This scenario is similar to scenario three. But, I don’t like the word demonstration. I think we should provide hands-on experiences to teachers when they came to PD. If we use demonstration technique, they will use this technique with students as well. (Vimon, Card-sorting Activity)

In summary, it appears that Vimon tried to introduce many activities for each unit. As opposed to other professional developers, she neither focused on developing teachers’
understanding of the 5E model of instruction nor modeled how to teach her units using the 5E strategy. During the interview, Vimon indicated that the teachers knew more than her about pedagogical knowledge because they took courses in college and had more teaching experiences in primary grades than her. Vimon indicated that one of the problems in teaching science at school was that the teachers did not allow their students to do activities. She mentioned that the primary teachers made excuses that they did not have materials. During the PD implementation, Vimon emphasized how the teachers could find materials in their schools and elsewhere. She also introduced many alternative activities and ideas that teachers could use to generate projects for students after they learn these units. In addition to the introduction of materials and ideas, she also focused on providing direct experiences with the activities that they could use in their classrooms.

Lastly, Vimon believed that it was her job to guide teachers on how to make the activities work, and how to find alternative materials that were inexpensive and attractive to students. Vimon believed that the teachers knew the concepts well enough in these two units. They could also look for additional knowledge in other resources such as science textbooks, the PD manual, and/or by asking experts. She did not see herself as eligible to provide the content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge to the teachers because of her age and her less experience in teaching science. Vimon displayed multiple orientations to PD including an activity-driven orientation and a didactic orientation. Vimon exhibited activity-driven orientation in that she believed that the teachers should learn and do the activities that their students would do in the classroom. During the PD, Vimon provided as many activities as she had planned for the teachers. She did not pay attention as to whether or not the activities that she provided for teachers helped them develop
conceptual understanding about the particular concepts. Vimon believed that, during the PD, professional developers might allow the teachers to explore independently, but they needed to provide the accurate scientific knowledge at the end of the activities. Vimon displayed a didactic orientation in that she believed that content knowledge could be transmitted through textbooks, other written resources, and direct explanation.

Vimon displayed her belief that teachers should learn in the way that they had to teach. Thus, when sorting the cards, Vimon did not only think about the strategies used in the PD, but expressed concern about whether or not those PD strategies could be implemented in the typical science classroom. Thus, sometimes Vimon liked the PD strategies represented in the card scenarios. However, she put those cards in the “not like me” or “can’t decide” group if she believed the strategies stated in the scenarios were not doable in the classrooms. Vimon’s existed experiences in providing PD and knowledge about PD guided to her dual beliefs about how PD should be implemented. For example, many times that Vimon agreed with the strategies in the card sort scenarios in terms of good PD strategies, but believed those strategies were not doable in the PD.

*PCK for PD*

*Knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science.* Based on Vimon’s knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science, her belief was similar to other professional developers’ beliefs in that teachers, especially the private school teachers, had adequate knowledge in science for the primary (1-6) grades, including the topic of magnetism and electricity. She believed that the teachers might not have difficulties in either understanding or teaching the magnet unit. However, she believed that some teachers, such as the female teachers, may have some difficulties in the electricity unit.
Private school teachers and public school teachers are different. Most public school teachers graduated in other areas that are not related to science, such as primary education or health education. So, I will give more content knowledge to the public school teachers than the private school teachers who already have good science knowledge. But, I won’t give the content in depth because it may confuse teachers because they don’t have solid background. (Vimon, Interview #1)

I don’t think these teachers [private school teachers] will have any difficulties about the concepts because they have good background. Based on my observation during the PD, I think they understand it because they are able to do activity. (Vimon, Interview #2)

The second excerpt demonstrates Vimon’s belief that she related teacher’s ability in doing activity to the understanding of content knowledge. In other words, Vimon illustrated that teachers would have accurate understanding of the science concepts when they were able to perform activity.

According to her knowledge of areas of teacher difficulty, Vimon demonstrated that teachers exhibited a particular misconception in magnetism and have learning difficulties in electricity concepts.

I believe that teachers have misconceptions because students are like a white cloth. They don’t know anything. But, teachers transmit their misconceptions to students which lead students to understand the concept in the same way as their teachers. For example, teachers showed their misconception when they said magnets attract to all metals. (Vimon, Interview #2)
However, she seemed to have limited knowledge for helping teachers to overcome these difficulties. For example, when asking Vimon in what way she could help teachers to correct their misconception, Vimon indicated that she could provide hands-on experiences and accurate answers for them. However, it depended on teacher themselves whether or not they would believe in the activity results and her explanation.

The excerpt above reveals that Vimon seemed to ignore teachers’ misconceptions or struggled for ways to respond to their misconceptions. She demonstrated her limited knowledge of ways to help teachers correct their misconceptions, thinking only of in helping teachers to correct their misconception by supplying more detailed explanation.

In regards to Vimon’s case, it reveals that although professional developer realized possible teachers’ misconceptions, it does not guarantee the ability to respond effectively during instruction.

Knowledge of PD strategies. Vimon indicated that she used inquiry as her PD strategy. When probed on her understanding about inquiry, Vimon stated that:

Inquiry ก็คือกระบวนการนำเสนอกระบวนการสอนอย่างหนึ่งที่มีลำดับขั้นตอนการนำเสนอที่มีลำดับขั้นตอนที่มีเกิดความสนใจให้เด็กเกิดความสนใจอย่างรุ้เร้นเรียนอย่างหาคำตอบขั้นตอนที่ 2, 3 จริงๆ ทำเช่นนั้นไม่ได้แยกกันขั้นตอนต่อไปจากกันได้ตลอด เพื่อทำให้การสอนของนักเรียนเค้าเกิดการสอนทำคําตอบของนักเรียนเพื่อหาคําตอบของเขาเองเพราะการที่เขาได้ทดลองหาคําตอบเองเป็นสิ่งที่จะทำให้เขาเข้าใจมากกว่าที่ครูบอกเลย เขาได้คําตอบแล้วเขาเองก็อยากจะนำเสนอสิ่งที่เขาเรียนรู้ให้เขา นำเสนอให้เขาได้พูดไปโดยที่ครูยังไม่จำเป็นต้องบอกว่าสิ่งที่เขาพูดถูกหรือผิดอะไร แต่ครูจะมาทําในขั้นตอนที่ 4 คือที่เขาพูดแล้วอะไรที่ยังเป็นความเข้าใจไม่ถูกต้องครู ก็ช่วยแนะนำรับมือกับข้อนี้เป็นอย่างหนึ่งแล้วครูที่เป็นคนสรุป ateşสรุปให้ออกที่หนึ่งว่าสิ่งที่
Inquiry is a teaching process that includes steps in a clear order, including engagement, exploration, explanation, elaboration, and evaluation. Students will take responsibility in the first three steps of inquiry when teachers will take responsibility in the second last steps. For elaboration, the teacher will provide correct explanation. For evaluation, now we try to encourage authentic assessment to teachers. However, I think it will increase teachers’ workload.

Vimon exhibited an activity-driven orientation to PD which linked to her use of PD strategies. For example, Vimon’s goal for PD was to introduce hands-on activities to teachers and provide suggestions about ideas and methods in duplicating manipulative.

Vimon only used the first two steps in the 5E learning cycle. She explained that:

I try to use the inquiry method, but I will only use the first two steps of inquiry including engagement and exploration. After that, I will suggest ideas, techniques, activities, or other electronic tools like games or animations to teachers. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Vimon used engagement technique because she wanted to call attention to teachers before she started introducing activities.

Teachers and students are alike. If we show exciting games or activities or playing magic, they will like it and pay more attention. They want to know how I do it because they want to use this with their students, too. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Although Vimon could describe the phases in the 5E model of instruction, she did not exhibit her ability to demonstrate this strategy and it phases effectively, which led to
questions about whether or not she had adequate understanding about this teaching strategy.

Furthermore, during the interview and observation, Vimon seemed to have limited knowledge of topic-specific strategies in that she did not demonstrate knowledge of ways to represent the concepts that she taught in order to facilitate teachers’ learning of the concepts or address their misconceptions even though increasing teachers’ content knowledge was not her goals for this PD. In addition, she seemed to hesitate in helping teachers increase their content knowledge. She indicated that:

If I give knowledge to teachers who already know it, they won’t pay attention. Sometime I feel like they try to test my knowledge. So, I decide to suggest the activities to them instead of giving knowledge to them. I will tell them this activity will introduce what concept. Or, what materials they can use instead of the materials that are shown in a book. I give the ideas for teachers about how to reduce the budget by introducing alternative instructional tools. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Knowledge of PD curriculum. Vimon mentioned that the PD curriculum was developed by each professional developer selected some activities from the IPST Curriculum.

ผมให้ความรู้อยากบางที่ครูฯแล้วเข้ากำหนดพื้นฐานแล้วเข้าบุกไม่รู้สึกสนใจ แล้วบางที่เขากลัว

ถามลองคำถามบางที่อย่างนี้ เขาจะเข้าใจได้ใช้ทำงานตรงนี้ เขาถึงตรงนี้

ได้มีความรู้พื้นฐานมาบางคราวๆ ๆ บางคนที่สอน Concept เข้าดังนี้เรา

ไม่ได้เจอเนื้อหาที่จะสอนแต่ Concept นึงกับครู แต่การใช้กลุ่มบางอย่างที่เขาสอนได้

แต่บางที่เขาอาจจะใช้ไม่ค่อยถูก เราคาจะพยายามจะบอกเขาบางอย่างที่เขาไม่มี

สื่อที่จะมาสอนครูเข้าสื่อไม่ได้ เค้าบอกเราบางคนที่เขาสอนบางคราวของเรา

ทำสื่อหลายๆอย่าง แต่ครูบางคนที่จะมีความต้องการบางอย่าง เขาก็มากกว่ามาสอนบางคราวบางคราว

แต่บางคราวบางคราวบางคราว บางคราวโดยเราบอก

เราก็จะทำสื่อบางอย่างนี้แล้วเข้าบอกให้บางคราวคือ

If I give knowledge to teachers who already know it, they won’t pay attention. Sometime I feel like they try to test my knowledge. So, I decide to suggest the activities to them instead of giving knowledge to them. I will tell them this activity will introduce what concept. Or, what materials they can use instead of the materials that are shown in a book. I give the ideas for teachers about how to reduce the budget by introducing alternative instructional tools. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Knowledge of PD curriculum. Vimon mentioned that the PD curriculum was developed by each professional developer selected some activities from the IPST Curriculum.

ถ้าเราเข้าจากหนังสือเรียนต้องเข้าจากหนังสือเรียนนี้ sheet เข้ามาบางบางในบางกิจกรรมที่ครูมี

เอกสารบางไม่เขียน concept เข้ามาบางเนื้อหาบางกิจกรรมบางอย่าง เข้าจากหนังสือเรียน

บางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางคราวบางครา

I selected activities from the IPST Curriculum. I made some extra activity worksheets or handouts for teachers about the methods in duplicating manipulatives. (Vimon, Interview #2)
Vimon mentioned that this PD curriculum would help teachers know how to set up their science classroom and activities when they were back to the classroom. When asked to talk about the PD curriculum that she used, Vimon indicated that she wanted to revise the curriculum for the next PD to provide clear steps of activities in order to help teachers who did not have solid knowledge to be able to follow the directions. She also wanted to add a section about alternative ideas and activities in the curriculum to provide more choices in selecting activities for students.

I think I may revise the PD curriculum in the way that provides clear steps for teachers because some teachers do not have good content knowledge and laboratory skills. If we write it clearly, these teachers can follow it easily. I will also add a section about alternative ideas, activities, or materials so teachers can have choices in making decision. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. Vimon indicated that she used authentic assessment during her PD session in order to assess teachers’ learning. Like other professional developers, Vimon used discussion and observation of teachers doing activities to inform her whether teachers learned something.

Now we emphasize using authentic assessment to assess student learning. This assessment method may not assess the teachers’ content knowledge, which isn’t our goal neither. We use authentic assessment by observing whether teachers pay attention to activity, listening to us, showing any responses, and their attitude. This method is integrated into teaching process. (Vimon, Interview #2)
However, the questions that Vimon used with teachers were mostly close-ended questions. In addition, Vimon did not provide many opportunities for teachers to question or show their thinking. Vimon mostly served a role as explainer of the activity, direction-giver, and information-supplier about the activity. She always ended her explanation by asking teachers whether they understood without waiting for their reply. When asking Vimon how she knew teachers understand science concepts without testing them, Vimon indicated that she did not agree with testing because it gave teachers the idea that they had to test students every time after teaching.

In order to see whether or not teachers understand the concepts, Vimon noticed teachers’ performance doing activity. As Vimon indicated, it teachers could finish activities without any questions, that meant they understand it.

According to the excerpts above, Vimon had limited knowledge of assessment of teachers’ learning. She did not display her knowledge of what aspects of teachers’
learning of the topics she taught were important to assess. Vimon exhibited her belief that if the teachers were able to perform activity, they would develop conceptual understanding. Vimon also had limited knowledge of methods of assessment. Although she mentioned authentic assessment, her purpose to employ this assessment strategy was to assess teachers’ intention in learning rather than to assess important aspects of their learning and thinking. She indicated that:

วัดผลเดี๋ยวนี้มันก็วัดตามสภาพจริงใช้สิวิธีดูจากที่เขาทำกิจกรรมแล้วมันทำได้หรือเปล่าอย่างนี้มันก็เป็นการวัดผล เพราะฉะนั้นผู้สอนทุกคนเขามีการวัดผลตลอด เขาว่าทำงานไปแล้วผู้เรียนก็จะทำดีไหม ผู้เรียนมีการตอบสนองไหมอะไรอย่างนี้ Now we focus on authentic assessment by observing whether teachers can do activities. So, every professional developer assesses teachers using this technique to see teachers’ intention and reflection. (Vimon, Interview #2)

In summary, the data for Vimon reveals that she had limited PCK for PD. Similar to Piti, Vimon believed that teachers already had good understandings of science knowledge necessary to teach primary grades. Although Vimon mentioned about teachers’ misconception on magnets, she did not have appropriate knowledge for helping teachers to overcome those difficulties. In addition, Vimon believed that teachers’ learning occurs when they are able to perform activities. Vimon’s understanding of the 5E model was similar to Piti. She held a misunderstanding of the elaboration steps of the 5E in terms of teachers’ and student’s roles and learning goals for this step. Similar to other professional developers, Vimon did not explicitly show her understanding of the IPST curriculum. Although Vimon indicated that she used authentic assessment during the PD, she only used questioning and observing teachers during the PD activities. Vimon used these methods in order to check teachers’ attention rather than teachers’ understanding of the concepts. Finally, Vimon did not agree with providing pre- and post
testing for teachers during the PD. She believed this assessment method would develop misunderstanding among teachers about teaching to the test.

_Somsri’s Implementation, Orientation, and PCK for Professional Development_

**PD Implementation**

Somsri saw herself as helping the teachers enhance their science teaching methods, content knowledge and, activity management. Somsri indicated that her job was to help teachers solve the problems they might have in the classroom. Similar to other professional developers, Somsri indicated that the chemistry content at the elementary level was easy. She did not think the teachers would have any difficulties either in learning or teaching the chemistry content for elementary grades.

During the PD implementation, Somsri started her session by introducing all chemistry concepts for primary students. These concepts were in the IPST Curriculum. Somsri explained to the teachers about the purposes and content of each concept that primary students were expected to learn. There are many chemistry concepts in the primary level. However, Somsri worked with Peter to select some activities that covered particular topics for this PD. Those topics were material and matter, properties of material such as heat conduction and toughness, states of matter and its properties, dissolution, and chemical changes. Teachers did one activity for each concept. Somsri indicated that her criteria in selecting the PD activities and concepts were 1) reasonable time limit in which they could finish the activities and, 2) availability of activity materials. Somsri mentioned that she removed some activities that would take a long time to observe, such as the separation activity using the suspension method. She also
indicated that activities of the primary levels were easy, which (she thought) the teachers
would not have any problems in implementing in their classrooms.

For this PD, Somsri focused on introducing activities in the IPST Curriculum,
modeling teaching science using 5E learning cycle model, and helping the teachers to
have direct experiences with the activities.

The purpose is to help them [the teachers] know curriculum. They need
to know what activities are in the curriculum before they teach the
students. We [professional developers] suggest to them what significant
things they need to emphasize to the students. Then they have more
confidence to teach because they are trained well. They also have the
opportunity to check themselves about what they have done in the past.
Our role is to supplement them with additional information so they can
do the same thing with the students. (Somsri, Interview #2)

Somsri’s other goal was to improve the teachers’ lab skills, which would help the
activities work. Somsri indicated that the majority of teachers had less experience in labs.

Thus, the teachers did not have confidence in implementing science activities with their
students. Somsri also mentioned that although she believed that the PD teachers already
understood the chemistry concepts they taught at school, she still wanted to explain that
content knowledge to the teachers in order to help them recall and confirm their
knowledge.

After introducing the curriculum, Somsri modeled the engagement step by asking
teachers to fold a strip of paper and a banana leaf. Then, she asked the teachers to explain
what the purpose was of this activity. Before doing each activity, Somsri asked the
teachers to carefully read the activity instructions in the PD manual before starting the
activities. At the same time, she clearly explained to teachers what they needed to do and observe. For example, during the heat conduction activity, Somsri warned teachers to touch each spoon about 1 centimeter from the end. Rather than encouraging teachers to design their own investigation, Somsri directly told teachers when they should start and stop timing. After the teachers finished each activity, Somsri led the discussion about results and conclusions. She also explained to the teachers what scientific concepts and lab skills they needed to know of each activity. However, at the end of this activity, Somsri reminded teachers to lead the discussion with their students about the activity in terms of its design and limitations. She mentioned to the teachers that although she did not have the teachers design their own experiment, the teachers should encourage the students to do it. In addition, the teachers might be able to use other materials or activities with the students in order to introduce the concept of heat conduction. During the activities, Somsri traveled from group to group and asked questions that checked the accuracy of the teachers’ observations and focused the teachers along a path that would lead them to a correct conclusion. She also asked the teachers to hurry, because she was afraid that if the time ran out, the teachers could not do every activity. In addition, Somsri was afraid that she would not have time to provide important information on each concept to the teachers.

I would like to ask you to hurry in doing activities so we could have time to talk about the details of activities. Otherwise, I would not have a chance to tell you about many things that you need to know. So hurry and make conclusions. Otherwise, you would not know the concepts and you would not able to talk to your students when you return to your classroom. (Somsri, During PD Implementation)
Although Somsri modeled the 5E model of instruction to the teachers, she believed that it was not necessary to implement all 5 steps for every science activity. She mentioned that it depended on the content and the nature of the activities. For some activities, it was impossible to implement all 5 steps. Somsri indicated that only some activities that required labs would have all steps. In addition, the observations of her PD implementation and interview revealed that Somsri believed that teachers had an important role in leading students to scientific knowledge. After the end of each activity, the teachers still needed to provide the scientific facts directly to the students.

*Orientations*

Figure 13 represents my analysis of Somsri’s orientations. I found that, during the interviews and PD implementation, Somsri’s orientation to PD consisted of four central goals and one peripheral goal. Her central goals were 1) to introduce scientific activities in the IPST curriculum that were aligned with the reform National Science Standards; 2) to develop PD participants’ laboratory skills that were necessary to make the activities work; 3) to develop teachers’ conceptual understanding of the chemistry concepts that were taught in PD; and 4) to model teaching science through inquiry to the teachers.

Teachers will learn teaching techniques, content knowledge, and practice their performance in doing activities. I will also help them solve some problems that occur during the activities. I’m not sure that they might be better than I thought, but I will give teaching methods, discussion, conclusion, and other techniques to them anyway. (Somsri, Interview #1)

To support these goals, Somsri saw her job as a way to have the PD participants recognize the chemistry concepts that were required to teach for the primary grade level.
She tried to cover many activities in the IPST Curriculum by either explaining directly to the teachers or allowing the teachers to do the investigation.

I introduced curriculum to teachers such as how it aligns with standards, how many activities there are. I think this way helps teachers have more confidence about the curriculum. I provide opportunities for them to practice activities before they have to teach students. So, they can check themselves whether or not they did it right in the past. I will also suggest necessary knowledge, teaching techniques, so they can do the same things with their students (Somsri, Interview #2).

They [teachers] did not do every activity because we didn’t have time. However, I explained either knowledge or techniques of every activity to them although they did not do hands-on activities. But, I think if they had a chance to do it, they could do it anyway because it isn’t difficult. (Somsri, Interview #2)
Figure 13. Somsri’s Goals for PD

- **Modeling 5E Model of Instruction**
  - Introduce 5Es by modeling how to use this strategy.
  - Recall and repeat modeling each step in 5Es

- **Science Activities in the IPST Curriculum**
  - Introduce activities in National Curriculum
  - Encourage teachers to do selected activities
  - Solve problems that teachers commonly have during activities

- **Develop Teachers’ Basic Lab Skills to Make Activity Work**
  - Have teachers read activity directions carefully before doing activities
  - Warn teachers if they deviate from the activity instructions
  - Provide clear steps and tips for doing activities in PD manual
  - Express wish to have pre-lab for teachers in the future PD

- **Classroom Implementation**
  - Using 5E model of instruction by modeling for teachers how to teach.
  - Using PD activities by providing activity findings and explanation.

- **Develop Teachers’ Conceptual Understanding**
  - Give clear explanation about concepts and terminology after each activity
  - Provide explanation of chemistry topics in PD handbook.

□ = central goals; ○ = peripheral goals
Somsri added that another goal for PD was to help teachers understand the chemistry concepts in grades 1-6. This PD was mixed with teachers who taught 1-3 grade levels and 4-6 grade levels. Somsri mentioned that these teachers needed to understand the curriculum vertically they needed to know what students learned in the previous years and what they would learn in the next grade level. In addition, Somsri indicated that teachers themselves needed to understand 1st to 6th grade curriculum because they might have to teach different grades in the near future.

Some teachers did not use our curriculum before, some teachers only teach at 1st-3rd grades while some teachers teach 4th-6th grades. But, I think teachers need to know the curriculum along 1st-6th grade in order to understand what students have to learn at these levels and to be able to teach in any grades. (Somsri, Interview #2)

To help teachers to understand about the 5E model of instruction, Somsri used this teaching strategy as her PD strategy. Somsri selected one activity for fully modeling how this teaching approach could be used in science classroom. Like Piti, Somsri reminded teachers about her techniques that she had done at the beginning of the session.

The department asked us to model teaching science using all 5 steps in inquiry. We were free to decide what activity in what grade that we would use for modeling. So, I modeled for teachers how science should be taught and after that reminded teachers about each step I did. (Somsri, Interview #2)

In order to develop teachers’ conceptual understanding, after each activity, Somsri explained the results, conclusions, and scientific knowledge to the PD participants. In
addition to activities, Somsri indicated that she should help teachers develop laboratory
skills and techniques that were necessary to do activities.

Somsri, as a professional developer, also determined her role in providing
guidance to the teachers before they started doing activities. The teachers needed to know
what to observe, how to conduct the activities, when to start measuring, and explanations
for those activities.

For example the ammonium hydroxide activity, teachers did not have
ideas about how many drops they should put into the test-tube and when
they dropped it, then it’s done. They did not stir or observe carefully what
else happened excluding changing color. I did not emphasize this because I wanted to see their ideas. But, if we did not tell them, they wouldn’t do anything. Finally, I had to tell them what they needed to observe, what would happen, and why. I think providing pre-lab to teachers might be a good idea, so they would know what to do. (Somsri, Interview #2)

To help teachers improve their laboratory skills, Somsri orally explained to teachers about the activities, and asked teachers to read and followed the activity directions while they were doing activity. Somsri warned teachers when she noticed teachers deviate from the activity directions.

Sometimes teachers don’t emphasize to students, so I have to warn them not to forget teaching their students. Or, when they don’t use lab techniques correctly, I will warn them and tell them the right thing. Otherwise, they will teach something that is not correct to students. (Somsri, Interview #2)

Figure 13 also reveals Somsri’s peripheral goal, which was to promote classroom implementation using the 5E strategy and PD activities.

Somsri’s orientation for PD was also displayed when she reflected on the scenarios during the card sort activities. Table 9 shows Somsri’s interpretation and arrangement of the card sort scenarios into an order that most represented her PD teaching.
### Table 9

*Somsri’s Arrangement and Interpretation of the Card-Sort Scenarios*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Somsri’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, have teachers first engage in laboratory activities in a book, class discussion. You will end each activity with your explanation of science knowledge beyond those activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>“This scenario is similar to my teaching. We will provide opportunity for teachers to discuss, but we have to provide correct knowledge to them at the end of the activity.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>When doing laboratory activities, you provide teachers with clear, easy following, step-by-step directions for the activity procedure. Every activity was in the National Curriculum. You also provide the teachers with materials to help them implement the activities at their classrooms. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I employ the same strategies stated in this scenario, except I don’t give materials for teachers to take to school. They have to find their own.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, design a PD lesson on dissolution by encouraging teachers to do activities that their students would do. At the end of session, you assign teachers to discuss within their group, then as a whole about what they learn about dissolution and about teaching this unit. (reflective)</td>
<td>“Because we want them to implement the activities with their students when they go back to school. The activities that teachers do in the PD are in the curriculum that teachers have to teach. Then, PD provides opportunities for them to practice those activities.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, begin a unit of electricity by having teachers talk about their ideas about electricity. Then you allow teachers to work with a particular circuit and develop their own explanations. You show the scientists’ ideas about electricity and encourage teachers to discuss and compare how their ideas are different to the scientists. (conceptual change)</td>
<td>Actually, this scenario is too broad. Maybe I am not an expert in physics, but I think it’s too broad. However, we use this strategy in the PD, except comparing ideas with scientists. I don’t do that and don’t understand why it is needed. If this sentence means compare teachers’ findings with scientific theory, I do that. I give teachers the correct answer of the findings and provide explanations. (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, begin a unit on sound by introducing curriculum, explaining materials, allowing teachers doing activities, and you explaining the concepts at the end of activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>For my session, I introduced and explained the framework of the Chemistry concepts that are in the Standards, and then told teachers what they had to do in this session, and then allowed them to do activities following the directions in a book. (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, set up PD lessons for a unit on heat conduction. You introduce heat conduction activities for a 6th grade elementary book. You select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities for PD. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>During the implementation, I told them that rather than the activity they did on that day, they still had other activities that introduced the same concept. They can decide which activity would be better for their students. Actually, if we had more time, I would have them do many kinds of activities. But, it was not possible. Thus, what we could do was to give them suggestions. (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Somsri indicated that the strategies in scenarios 10 and 4 were close to her PD strategies. Somsri reflected on scenario 10 that:

I do the same way stated in this scenario. I have teachers to do activities in order to help them have hands-on experience. Then, I encourage them to discuss within their groups. Actually this phenomenon occurs automatically without telling them. Then, I encourage them to discuss as a big group when I lead them to the conclusion and discussion of the activities. Then, I provide the explanation and knowledge for those activities. (Somsri, Card Sort Activity)

According to Table 9, Somsri’s reflection on each scenario was quite consistent with her implementation: teachers would be engaged in hands-on activities and be provided activity findings and content knowledge. At the end of the activity, Somsri led teachers to come up with the conclusions of the activities. Somsri also provided content knowledge that she felt was necessary for teachers to teach at school, and also other teaching techniques that they needed to know. Somsri’s reflection on scenario 9 corresponds with the beginning of her session, when she introduced the curriculum to the teachers in order to help them understand the framework and objectives of the activities in the curriculum. She preferred teachers to perform activities following the activity directions rather than challenging them to design and carry out their own investigations.

For my session, I introduced and explained the framework of the Chemistry concepts that are in Standards, and then told teachers what they had to do in this session, and then allowed them to do activities following the directions in a book. (Somsri, Card Sort Activity)

Somsri’s orientations were a combination of didactic, activity-driven, and pedagogy-driven orientations. Somsri strongly exhibited the didactic orientation. For
example, although she allowed the teachers to explore many activities, she always provided the explanation of activities and scientific knowledge to the teachers rather than provide opportunities for the teachers to construct and communicate their own explanations. She led the discussion with teachers in order to provide them with the correct activity results, conclusions, and knowledge of the concepts that were taught.

Somsri held a didactic-driven orientation, as seen when she rushed the teachers in doing activities. Somsri also asked the teachers to follow the activity instructions in the activity manual strictly.

I had problems during the teaching of chemical change because teachers did not read the directions closely. So, they did not make observations carefully without my guidance. (Somsri, Interview #2)

This claim was also supported with the card sort activity when Somsri agreed with scenario 10. This scenario indicated that after the teachers did the activities, the professional developers provide explanations. Somsri’s reflection on scenario 2 also confirmed her didactic orientation. She did not agree with scenario 2 at the beginning because to have the teachers share their own experience about electricity without leading questions was too broad. She explained that they (the professional developers) should be more specific about what “we want them to talk about” (Somsri, Card Sort Activity). She also mentioned that she did not like the statement at the end of the scenario that had the teachers compare their own explanations with the scientists. Somsri indicated that she already informed the teachers of the correct science concepts and scientific theories.
I don’t do that and don’t understand why teachers need to compare their finding with the scientists. If this sentence means compare teachers’ findings with scientific theory, I do that. I give teachers the correct findings and provide explanation. (Somsri, Card Sort Activity)

However, she agreed with the strategies in scenario 2 that required the teachers to discuss specific questions, do activities, discuss their results, and be provided with the correct responses at the end of each activity.

Somsri slightly displayed an activity-driven orientation. During the PD implementation, she would try her best to cover all of the activities that she prepared for the PD, especially at the end of the session, rather than focusing on the teachers’ understanding of the activities or the scientific concepts. Although Somsri provided content knowledge of each activity to teachers, she did not know whether or not teachers understood her explanations.

I try to give correct knowledge to them as much as I can. However, I’m not sure whether they understand it in the way that I want them to understand. I try to make each concept clear for them. (Somsri, Interview #2)

I don’t reduce the number of activities. Instead, I control the timeframe by rushing teachers to hurry finishing the activities and I will quickly provide explanations. (Somsri, Interview #1)

In line with the pedagogy-driven orientation, during the PD implementation Somsri encouraged the teachers to relate their direct experiences as learners in the PD to the pedagogical strategy that they might use in the classroom. Somsri frequently
informed the teachers which element she believed was important and should be emphasized to the students. However, Somsri indicated that she did not agree that professional developers had to model teaching science using the 5E model of instruction because it was wasted time and caused her to rush teachers at the end of the session.

In this PD, I fully modeled the teaching strategy, which I only partially modeled the strategy in the previous PD. I think it wasted time, I couldn’t have teachers finish all activities that I expected them to do. I think, I won’t have teachers participate in every phase like this PD. So, I will have enough time for the activities at the end. (Somsri, Interview #2)

Somsri indicated that she might not fully model the 5E teaching strategy in future PD projects. According to the excerpt, Somsri did not have as strong a pedagogy-driven orientation as compared to Piti.

In summary, Somsri held multiple orientations, a similar trait she shared with other professional developers. She believed that whether or not the teachers understood the concepts before participating in the PD, her role was to instruct or re-enforce content knowledge, which included science knowledge, teaching knowledge, or knowledge in doing laboratory activity. Because of the time constraint, Somsri indicated that professional developers should have the activities that introduce important and difficult concepts. In order to save time, the professional developers could directly describe to the teachers the fundamental science concepts rather than having them to engage in an activity.
PCK for PD

Knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science. Somsri exhibited that she did not know much about the PD participants, such as educational backgrounds, perceived needs, or their problems at schools. She indicated that:

I don’t know their problems, what they need because they are from private schools, which I am not familiar with. But, I assume that they have the same problems as the public school teachers in that those teachers do not have science education background. Thus, they don’t have solid content knowledge, which leads to inability in doing an activity, making conclusions and explanations. They may not know about the teaching techniques and laboratory skills either. (Somsri, Interview #1)

According to the excerpt, Somsri did not have information about teachers’ needs for learning a particular chemistry topics or knowledge of teachers’ abilities and skills.

However, based on her experience working with public school teachers, she assumed that these teachers might have the same problems.

Somsri displayed that her knowledge of areas of teacher difficulties was also limited. She mentioned that the chemistry concepts at primary grades were superficial, and teachers did not need to have knowledge in depth in order to understand these concepts. Somsri explained that teachers should not have any problems with the content knowledge for teaching primary grades. In addition, the activities that IPST designed for primary students were easy to do, and curriculum developers provided clear steps for the activities in a teacher-guided book.
The content knowledge and activities in our curriculum are not difficult. I think teachers seem to understand all of them. (Somsri, Interview #1)

Somsri indicated that in teaching the concept of heat conduction, the difficulties that teachers might have would be knowledge about the kinetic energy. However, this knowledge was already provided in the teacher-guided book.

I don’t go into details about kinetic energy during the PD, but I tell teachers that they can look at the teacher-guided book. (Somsri, Interview #1)

In addition, Somsri mentioned that the concept of kinetic energy might be too high for the teachers to teach at primary levels. Thus, she preferred to emphasize only the concepts that teachers had to teach.

The content knowledge that I will provide to teachers during the PD will be the same level of knowledge for students. (Somsri, Interview #1)

Knowledge of PD Strategies. Similar to Piti and Vimon, Somsri demonstrated her knowledge that there are 5 steps in inquiry including engagement, exploration, explanation, elaboration, and evaluation. Somsri indicated that she used inquiry as her PD strategy because it provided opportunities for teachers to participate in hands-on activities. This strategy helped teachers to understand the science process and develop laboratory skills when professional developers led teachers to discussion and provided correct knowledge at the end of activities.

Because they have real experience by doing the activities, and together with my explanation, I think they will develop knowledge. (Somsri, Interview #1)
Hence, Somsri displayed her knowledge of PD strategies in that she was able to describe and demonstrate the 5E to teachers during the PD. She also helped teachers to relate this strategy to their use in their classrooms.

Somsri exhibited her knowledge of representation of specific topics by providing direct explanations to the teachers. Somsri claimed that during the PD:

“If you do not hurry, I won’t have opportunity to explain to you. So, if you want to have the concept, you need to hurry. (Somsri, During PD Implementation)”

Her PD implementation revealed that Somsri only demonstrated one way of representation in order to facilitate teachers’ learning. In addition, the excerpt above also reveals that Somsri believed that without her explanation, the PD activities alone could not be used to help teachers comprehend important information about the specific concepts.
Knowledge of PD Curriculum. Somsri exhibited her knowledge of the PD curriculum in that she described to teachers the framework of the IPST curriculum and how it served the Standards. In addition, she was able to explain what activities were necessary to put into the PD curriculum and why.

Somsri knew that there were not answers in the activity worksheets, which were in the activity handbook. Thus, she rushed teachers to finish activities, so she could have more time to provide answers and information for answering the questions on the worksheets.

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. Somsri was the only professional developer whose central goal was to develop teachers’ content knowledge in the chemistry topics that they had to teach in their classroom. However, she did not explicitly display her knowledge about what aspects of teachers’ learning were important to assess within the chemistry concepts in the PD. The information about teachers’ learning of the concept she taught was only from her senses--by discussion and interaction with teachers during her session.

The problem is there are too many contents. We don’t have time if we do assessment in the PD. If we want to do it, we have to extend the days. Actually, we have a session for evaluation, but it is not for assessing...
teachers. We just give general assessment knowledge to teachers. (Somsri, Interview #1)

We don’t have time to talk to teachers after the session or PD. I can only tell the success from teachers’ performance in doing the activity. If they do an activity actively, so it might succeed in terms of they may understand it and use it with students. But, we don’t have a follow-up plan to observe that whether or not they really understand and use it. But, I believe that this group of teachers has more knowledge than the public school teachers, so it might work. (Somsri, Interview #2)

According to knowledge of methods of assessment, Somsri did not display this type of knowledge. She mentioned that she did not have enough time to do the assessment of teachers’ understanding of science concepts. She indicated that if she included assessment, then she had to reduce the number of activities for teachers, which she did not want to.

None of the PD sessions do the assessment. It is not possible under the time restriction. If the department really wants me to do assessment, that means I have to reduce the labs, which I don’t want to. I want teachers to have many labs (Somsri, Interview #1).

In summary, Somsri held moderate understanding about the IPST curriculum. She could explain the framework of content knowledge that was in the IPST curriculum. However, similar to other professional developers, Somsri held limited PCK for PD on understanding teachers’ learning, PD strategies, and assessment methods. Somsri did not
know teachers’ prior knowledge, learning approaches, or misconceptions. Although Somsri mentioned about the 5E model of instruction, she did not display how much she knew about this teaching strategy, using only engagement activities in the PD. Somsri believed that the 5E strategy provided opportunities for teachers to participate in hands-on activities and helped teachers to practice and understand the science process and develop laboratory skills, but she did not use the entire learning cycle. In regards to her knowledge on assessment, Somsri did not explicitly display her knowledge about what aspects of teachers’ learning were important to assess within the chemistry concepts in the PD. Somsri used discussion and interaction with teachers during her session as ways to observe teachers’ understanding.

**Sommit’s Implementations, Orientations, and PCK to Professional Development**

**PD Implementation**

During the PD implementation, Sommit started his session by introducing chemistry topics that were in the IPST Curriculum. He indicated to the teachers that he hoped they already knew about the 5E model of instruction from the previous PD sessions. Thus, he did not explain this teaching strategy again. The activities that Sommit introduced to the teachers in his session were exactly the same as the activities that Somsri provided to the teachers in another group. However, his PD strategy was completely different from Somsri’s. Sommit believed that the PD teachers already had good content knowledge in primary science and those activities in the IPST Curriculum were easy for the teachers. Thus, he let the teachers decide which activities they wanted to do, based on their interest. Sommit indicated that the teachers did not have to do the activities that they already knew.
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For the basic activity, which means teachers used to doing it before or
we have pictures of that activity in the resource book, I will skip or just
give details of that activity. However, if I notice that the teachers won’t
understand it only by telling them, then I will have them do the activity.
Indeed, the teachers need to do and understand every activity because
they have to allow the students to do every activity as well. But, if the
activity is too easy, I have materials for them so they can practice it if
they want. (Sommit, Interview #1)

Before the teachers started doing activities, he explained which activities he
recommended that they do and what alternative activities that each group could decide to
do. Then, he let each group of teachers explore the activities on their own. While the
teachers were doing the activities, Sommit visited each group to observe them performing
the activities. As opposed to Somsri, Sommit did not have every group of teachers do
each activity step-by-step by following the suggested instructions. Rather, he encouraged
the teachers to design their own investigations.

ถ้าเราปล่อยให้ครูเขาคิด ถ้าครูเขาคิดได้ เต็มที่จะคิดได้ครบครูกะดานให้ครูเขาคิด
ช่างก็เลยคงได้สิ่งที่อยากได้ ครูก็จะคิดเอง เราเข้าไปบอกให้ครูก็คิดเอง เราไม่ได้เห็น
พฤติกรรมของครูทำอะไรแปลกๆ

If we have the teachers thinking on their own, they will be able to pose
questions. We are trying to encourage them to think, and be observant.
When they ask some questions, I try not to answer those questions. I
want them to think on their own and, at the same time, I can see what
they are going to do. Hopefully, they will do it like this with their
students, too. (Sommit, Interview #1)

However, his endeavor did not seem to succeed because the teachers still followed the
activity instructions when they did the activities. During his visits with each group,

Sommit asked several questions to the teachers in order to initiate their thinking about the
activities. However, his questions were closed and subject-centered. It appeared that Sommit did not pay attention to the teachers’ responses to his questions. He did not revisit the groups to observe how his questions influenced the teachers to action. Sommit rarely responded to teachers’ questions, but informed teachers that they needed to check those out when they left the PD. Unlike Somsri, Sommit did not seriously explain science concepts to the teachers, because he indicated that the knowledge of those concepts was already in the PD manual. Thus, the teachers should go back and read it.

Sommit also explained about the activities. They need to find those explanations by themselves. It is like in the classroom. Sometimes when the students have questions, we can’t answer all of the questions. Sometimes, it is new to the teacher, too. So, they need to try out the activity and find the explanation later, which, of course, they can find it somewhere. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Similar to other professional developers in the PD, Sommit took a major role as a lecturer. However, his lecture consisted mostly about his experiences with previous PD projects with teachers or informing the teachers of general knowledge or things that they should be aware in doing each activity, rather than focusing on providing scientific knowledge. Unlike Somsri, Sommit only provided brief conclusions after the teachers finished the activities. He did not explain specific science knowledge, but only reviewed general knowledge or techniques that the teachers needed to know. During the PD implementation, Sommit mentioned that sometimes the students already knew the concepts that they were going to study. Thus, the teachers need to check the students’ understanding of a topic before the instruction. He instructed them that if the students were familiar with the concept, the teachers could either abandon that concept or expand the concept in more depth. It was interesting that when Sommit was teaching his session,
he always mentioned to the participants about TV programs that used scientific knowledge to solve particular problems. He suggested that teachers videotape those programs to use in their science classrooms. The teachers could use those tapes either before the instruction to engage students in the science lesson or after the instruction to check students’ understanding of the concept. Sommit indicated in the interview that the teachers should watch these programs because they can answer the students’ questions when asked.

However, when Sommit implemented the PD, it appeared that although he showed an activity that he called “science show activity,” he did not focus the teachers as he stated during the interview. For example, the science show activity that Sommit demonstrated to teachers was called a magic cup. Sommit started this show by pouring water into one of three plastic cups. Then, he rotated those cups quickly and asked teachers what cup had water in it. He did the same pattern for three times and then turned each cup down.

Teachers were very surprised when they found that water had disappeared. Sommit asked teachers where the water was. Teachers said that there might be something in the cup that could absorb water. Sommit responded to this by telling teachers what material he put in the cup. Sommit also named other materials that could absorb water. However, Sommit
seemed to miss his goal of stressing to teachers see the purpose and importance of the engagement activity to students’ learning. In other words, instead of helping teachers connect this experience to classroom teaching, Sommit only told teachers that they could use this activity with their students and then he walked teachers through other activities in the manual.

Orientation

Figure 14 represents my analysis of Sommit’s orientation to PD. I found that, during the interviews and PD implementation, Sommit’s orientation to PD consisted of two central goals and three peripheral goals. Sommit’s central goals were quite similar to Somsri in that they pertain to the following: 1) to introduce scientific activities in the IPST Curriculum that were aligned with the reformed National Science Standards, and 2) to develop PD participants’ laboratory skills necessary to make the activities work.

Sommit believed that his job is to expose teachers to the information and make them aware of that information. His job was also to help teacher improve their laboratory skills and understand the purpose and importance of the activities through performing hands-on activities.

We must believe that the teachers are willing to change. They have to be willing to change because they want to keep up with the new trends in education. We must believe that they are capable of doing this. We must believe that they are capable of doing this.

We must believe that the teachers are willing to change. They have to be willing to change because they want to keep up with the new trends in education. We must believe that they are capable of doing this. We must believe that they are capable of doing this.
I want to improve their techniques because most of teachers follow the textbook or activity book without appreciation of the activities. They don’t know the purpose and learning goals of the activities. What students will achieve when they do those activities. I want them to realize how excited they are when they are engaged in the activities. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Sommit demonstrated that improving content knowledge in chemistry was not his primary goal for this PD. He indicated that:

I don’t give explanation about knowledge to teachers because it already is in the manual. Teachers can read that explanation from there. What I want them to have is seeing the problems. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Sommit indicated that Somsri and he already provided all necessary knowledge for teachers in the PD handbook. Hence, they could read this knowledge anytime after PD.

Sommit gave an example of one activity in the PD that introduced the concept that a gas can change its shape based on its container. According to this activity, teachers had to tie one end of a plastic tube to a balloon containing air and tie another end to a rubber glove. Teachers had to observe what happened after they released air in balloon through the tube.

For example in the balloon activity, some groups tried to squeeze the balloon to move air inside it into the rubber glove. But, they found that they couldn’t do it. Teachers didn’t know why they couldn’t. So, they have curiosity and want to know the answer. But, they have to find the
answers on their own. If I teach them, they won’t understand it because there are many concepts to explain about this phenomenon. Teachers won’t understand about pressure or elasticity of the balloon. I encourage them to do this activity because I want teachers to have curiosity and think about it. Then, they will do the same thing with their students. However, they have to find the answers on their own by asking expert or reading from the textbook. I cannot answer all the questions. (Sommit, Interview #2)

The excerpt above reveals that Sommit saw himself as having a role in initiating teachers’ curiosity, while the teachers had to take responsibility in finding the correct answers themselves. He wanted the teachers to get excited with the activities and focused less on teachers’ understanding of the scientific concepts beyond the activity.

I want them to have curiosity. I may provide some information to them, but if they really want the answer they might find it from the internet, expert, or IPST staff (Sommit, Interview #2).

However, during the explanation phase, Sommit provided general knowledge, such as the connection of the concept that was taught to everyday experience rather than helping teachers develop understanding about that particular concept. For example, after teachers finished activities on chemical changes, Sommit provided knowledge about advantages and disadvantages of chemical changes rather than conceptual understanding on this topic.

I want them to recognize pros and cons of chemical reactions. So I will provide information about the pros and cons and also link to their real-life experience. (Sommit, Interview #1)
Figure 14. Sommit’s Goals for PD

**Develop Students’ Positive Science Attitude**
- Show games or “magical” science before lesson
- Make science activity interesting
- Provide animation CD

**Science Activities in the IPST Curriculum**
- Introduce activities in the curriculum
- Encourage teachers to do selected activities

**Classroom Implementation**
- Encourage teachers to do activities

**Develop Teachers’ Lab Skills, Techniques, and Confidence**
- Provide clear steps and tips of doing activities in PD manual
- Briefly explain directions of activity

**Develop Teachers’ Knowledge**
- Expose teachers to the information and awareness
- Provide knowledge about topics that were taught in PD handbook
- Suggest pedagogy for classroom teaching

= central goals;  = peripheral goals
In addition to reviewing activities in the IPST Curriculum, Sommit also compared
the activities in previous and current IPST Curricula in terms of their advantages and
convenience.

I compare activities in previous and new curriculum to teachers, how the
new one is better than the previous one. However, they have to make their
own decision what activity they are going to use. It doesn’t matter if they
use the old one, but it is better if they use the new one because it saves
time and chemicals (Sommit, Interview #2).

I anticipate that teachers will recall what they learned form us. Our
curriculum is aligned with the Standards that they have to teach at school.
We try to use activities that introduce the concepts that are required in the
Standards. We give them a choice, but we cannot do anything if they don’t
use it. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Sommit provided current IPST activities to teachers and made comparisons between the
previous and the current curricula because he wanted teachers to have more choices in
selecting activities for students. However, the purposes in giving activities were related to
teachers’ convenience in preparing materials, time, and other factors rather than the
relation to student learning.

In order to help teachers to develop laboratory skills, Sommit visited each group
of teachers to observe their skills during the activity. Sommit warned the teachers when
they did not demonstrate good laboratory skills or when the teachers used too
many chemicals in an experiment. He also suggested the teachers use alternative ways in
doing the activity.
Sommit’s peripheral goals were to (1) develop knowledge and techniques necessary for teaching to teachers, (2) promote classroom implementation of PD activities, and (3) promote students’ positive attitude toward science. Sommit indicated that he did not have time to provide content knowledge to teachers during the PD, but the knowledge that was necessary for teaching was already in the PD handbook. Thus, teachers would increase their knowledge if they read the PD handbook after they left the PD.

To meet his goal on promoting students’ positive attitude toward science, Sommit provided the participants with a CD that had animation games. He indicated to the teachers that they should encourage students to link their knowledge in the science classroom to their everyday experiences. He believed that when the students saw the connection of science knowledge to their lives, students would have a more positive attitude toward science.

Table 10 showed the arrangement and reflection on the cards sort scenarios that Sommit selected as most representative of his PD teaching. Sommit indicated that scenarios 8 and 9 closely represented his PD strategies for this PD. Sommit indicated that he used these strategies in the PD. Sommit’ reflections on these two scenarios were also supported with interview data.

บางกิจกรรมให้เขาทำให้เขาได้ลงมือปฏิบัติแล้วให้เขาได้ข้อสรุปจากการปฏิบัติจริง ๆ เราจะไม่สอนว่าอันนี้ Concept ว่าไง จะไม่เป็นแบบบรรยาย ให้เขาทำให้เขารู้ตรงนั้นแล้วค่อยทำกิจกรรม เสร็จแล้วค่อยสรุปว่าตรงนี้มี Concept อะไร ข้อควรระวังมีอะไรบ้างหรือว่าถ้าทำการเรียนการสอนเท่ากับชินนี้เกิดผลอย่างนี้แล้วครูจะทำอย่างไร ครูจะถามอะไรกับเด็กเพื่อกระตุ้นให้เด็กเกิดความรู้สึกง่าย I won’t explain or give knowledge about the concept to them right way. I will have teachers to do the activity and then I will tell them the concepts, awareness of safety, questions that they should ask students to encourage their interest. (Sommit, Interview #1)
I will provide a framework of chemistry concepts shown in the Standards, such as what chemistry knowledge primary students need to learn. I will provide an example activity and its worksheet to teachers. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Although Sommit placed scenario 9 in a group that represented his teaching strategies, he determined that he did not want to model science teaching. Sommit believed that the teachers did not need to follow his way of teaching. Instead, the teachers had their own teaching styles. They only needed to adjust what they learned in the PD to their own teaching style.

I don’t want them to copy my teaching, it isn’t necessary. Teachers have their own way of teaching. So, I will only help them to develop ideas, activities, skills, teaching skills and then they will modify to their own teaching. (Sommit, Interview #1)

However, Sommit put scenario 9 in the “like me” group because the team’s purpose of this PD was to help the teachers understand the activities in the IPST Curriculum. He mentioned that if it was possible, he would like to use a problem-based strategy or other strategies in the next PD.
### Sommit’s Arrangement and Interpretation of the Card-Sort Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Sommit’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, design a PD lesson on dissolution by encouraging teachers to do activities that their students would do. At the end of session, you assign teachers to discuss within their group, then as a whole about what they learn about dissolution and about teaching this unit. (reflective)</td>
<td>“This is what I do in the PD. Teachers need to do the same activities that they have to teach students. Then, I encourage them to discuss about their results. I may have them compare their results to other groups. Then, I provide more information about the activity, such as its application.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, begin a unit on sound by introducing curriculum, explaining materials, allowing teachers doing activities, and you explaining the concepts at the end of activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>“Introducing curriculum to teachers to help them have a big picture about the curriculum, such as what’s in there. For this PD, I do everything similar to this scenario because I want teachers to know curriculum, be able to do activities, and use with students. However, I may change strategy in the next PD.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>As a professional developer, you begin a unit of heat conduction by engaging in activities that you hope the teachers will use with their students. You demonstrate teachers to use whiteboarding and cooperative learning in teaching those activities. (pedagogy-driven)</td>
<td>“I introduced the heat conduction kit, then encouraged them to guess which material best conducts heat. Then, teachers explored on that kit and did the activity and compared their results to other groups. I encouraged them to find reasons in case their results deviated from other groups. We used whiteboard to present the findings because I saw this example when I visited the US and then I brought this idea to teachers.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>You, as a professional developer, set up a variety of materials at a back of room for teachers to investigate about sound has different properties such as pitch, volume, and timbre. (inquiry)</td>
<td>“This scenario represents what I like to do. I want teachers to explore the activities based on their interest. I provide the overview of each activity at the beginning and tell teachers that I prepared materials for them at the back of room. So, they can decide what activities they want to do. They don’t have to do the activity that they already know.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Teachers have just completed a simple circuit with multiple bulbs. For the next unit on electricity, you ask the teachers to make the bulbs light using a combination of wire, bulbs, and switch. (guided inquiry)</td>
<td>“We can have teachers do the activity before, like trial and error things. Then, we explain to them later about function of each material.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sommit also mentioned that he asked teachers questions when they were doing activities in order to help teachers develop their creativity by guiding them to solve some other problems that were not included in the activity manual.
He expected teachers to develop curiosity and then find out the information later. In addition to developing teachers’ creativity, he also wanted teachers to recognize how curiosity led them to want to learn science. He anticipated that teachers would bring this feeling back to school and use it with students in order to develop students’ thinking skills. However, his endeavor about increasing teachers’ creativity did not show any relation to the development of knowledge. Sommit stated that the time restriction of the PD session did not allow him to provide explanations or answers to his questions.

In addition to the time restriction, Sommit explained that he did not provide content knowledge on heat conduction to teachers because he believed that teachers already understood this concept. Thus, he decided to provide its application instead of the body of content knowledge.

As indicated in Table 8, the strategies in scenario 14 were ones that Sommit would like to do. After he introduced the IPST Curriculum and its framework, the
teachers were provided with materials for each activity. He wanted the teachers to predict the results before doing the activities. His reflection on this scenario confirmed his belief about the role of the professional developer when he explained that he would observe the teachers doing their activities and post critical questions to the teachers when necessary. If some groups of teachers did not have the same results as other groups, he would not answer their questions. Instead, he would encourage them to try the activity again.

I want to have the teachers do activities that they really want to do. After explaining the framework of the National Curriculum, the teachers might explore the activities based on their interests. We will set all materials out for them, but we don’t need to prepare all materials for every group. Just set the materials for each activity at the back of the room. When they finish the activity, they should have time to share their results with other groups. If their results do not match with other groups, I would encourage them to think and redo the activity again. (Sommit, Card Sort Activity)

Sommit believed that PD should provide activities and knowledge as much as possible. He explained that “it was like they were hungry, so it is our job to give them food. We [the professional developers] have to give them enough food to help them
survive. Then, it was their job to digest the food we give them.” Sommit explained that this analogy, in his opinion, represented the nature of PD, professional developers, and teachers. The teachers needed knowledge and information about teaching and learning science. The professional developers had a role in helping them to address their needs. After the PD, the teachers need to recall what they learned from PD and construct their own knowledge based on what they learned from the PD.

In summary, Sommit seemed to exhibit activity-driven and didactic orientations. However, these orientations were blurry, which led to his confused teaching during the PD implementation. He believed that during the PD, the professional developers should encourage teachers to think on their own. He did not want the teachers to follow his instructions or the activity instructions in the resource book. He was aware that this transformation might not occur immediately during the PD implementation. The teachers needed time after PD to construct their own knowledge of teaching and learning science. Sommit wanted the teachers to adjust all the knowledge and information they learned from the PD to their own teaching style. According to his orientations, Sommit introduced many activities and general knowledge for doing the activities. He rarely explained the scientific concepts because he believed that the teachers were able to find those facts in the PD manual or other resources. In addition, he liked to challenge the teachers into engaging in critical thinking. However, he did not follow up with the teachers to see if they were meeting his expectations. For example, Sommit threw questions to teachers without waiting for responses or other follow-up plans in order to
help teachers develop critical thinking skills. In regards to his goal in developing appreciation and thoughtfulness of teachers from doing activities, Sommit only let teachers to do the recommended activities and other activities that teachers were interested to do. However, he did not demonstrate other techniques to ensure how his goals could be met. Although Sommit adopted many strategies during the PD, he used them superficially. This led to the questions of to what degree the PD teachers would meet his goals.

*PCK for PD*

*Knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science.* Similar to many professional developers, Sommit indicated that most of the private school teachers graduated in science education, in which they took many science courses. Thus, Sommit believed that the PD participants were already had good content knowledge in science.

I think these PD teachers should have science education background when compared to the public school teachers. Some teachers graduated with master degree. I used to see some teachers with a Ph.D. also. (Sommit, Interview #1)

Sommit’s belief about teachers’ knowledge background led him to the decision to ignore providing content knowledge to teachers. Hence, Sommit emphasized developing teachers’ laboratory skills because he believed that most teachers did not have correct laboratory skills when they studied at schools or college.
I select the activity that help teacher practice the laboratory skills and other skills that are necessary in learning science. I want teachers to do as many labs as possible because they didn’t have adequate experience when they were at school or college. So, they don’t have confidence in having students do labs. I think the chemistry concepts at primary level are not difficult. They shouldn’t have problems. Rather, I want them to improve their lab skills. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Sommit displayed his knowledge about teachers’ learning difficulties for concepts of chemical change and heat conduction. According to the chemical change concept, Sommit indicated that teachers generally did not know when the chemical reaction occurred, which led to their ineffective use of chemicals during the activities.

Teachers don’t have evidence in doing labs. They don’t know how much chemical they should put into a reaction. So, they like to use excessive amounts of chemical to have the reaction occur, which is not good for the environment and wastes the chemical. (Sommit, Interview #1)

When asked about teacher learning difficulties on the heat conduction concept, Sommit indicated that he did not think teachers find this concept difficult to learn because teachers did not to learn on a molecular level in that heat is transferred from one molecule to another molecule.

I never have problems with the heat conduction concept because we only focus on the rate of conducting. We don’t go to the concept about molecule yet. (Sommit, Interview #1)
Sommit also exhibited his knowledge about teachers’ misconceptions on some scientific concepts.

Teachers have the misconception that when I ask putting salt in ice it causes the ice to melt slower or faster. They will say slower because they know the temperature will be lower. They don’t know because they didn’t learn it before so they cannot explain even though they see this phenomenon when they make ice cream. But, if we ask students in a country that has snow, they could be able to answer this because they see it. (Sommit, Interview #1)

However, the interview and observation of PD implementation of Sommit revealed that although he had some knowledge about teachers’ difficulties and misconceptions, he commonly lacked important knowledge necessary to help teachers overcome those difficulties. For example, Sommit decided to deliver the correct knowledge to teachers directly by either oral or written format rather than using any conceptual change strategies to help the teachers. In addition, Sommit did not display that he could respond
in appropriate ways when teachers exhibited misconceptions. He seemed to ignore the teachers’ misconception of the concept and tried to push the task to the teachers themselves in order to find out the accurate knowledge on their own.

To teach the concept of chemical changes, many teachers get confused with exothermic and endothermic reactions. I know they don’t understand it because I notice this when I walked to each group. But, I did not explain about this concept to them because this content is in the PD handbook so they can go back and read. (Sommit, Interview #2)
This technique can be used with the students because they like to draw. But the teachers are different from students. Only the teachers who are good at drawing will like this activity, but the other teachers will not do it. In the PD, I think it is better to let the teachers do the activity and ask them to observe that change. We may not tell them before observation what we are going to teach. After the activity, I will explain to them about the dissolution and solution concept. Then, I will use a CD animation to display the dissolution of Copper (II) Sulfate in water. I think these strategies may help teachers to understand better about these two concepts. (Sommit, Card Sort Activity)

Knowledge of PD strategies. Sommit overviewed his instructional sequence in the PD including providing knowledge to teachers about the Standards and its framework, allowing teachers to do activities, and providing necessary knowledge and techniques.

In general, the earlier sessions will introduce about the 5E model already. So, I will suggest to them only how to engage students, how to ask...
students about this activity. I will use these techniques without telling them these are my techniques. I will encourage them with questions. I am interested in investigating students’ thinking. Before teaching students, we need to know first what’s in their head. In general, teachers like to teach every single thing even though students know it already. So, if they know it, we don’t have to teach it again. But if they misunderstand it, we can help them understand it correctly. I try to tell teachers about these techniques and encourage them to use this technique with their students. (Sommit, Interview #1)

Sommit mentioned about using another strategy, such as problem-solving, in the PD.

Sommit displayed his knowledge on this strategy in that it initiated teachers’ thinking more critically about the activities. During the PD implementation, it found that his instruction through the problem-solving strategy involved throwing out questions to teachers without any efforts in helping teachers become knowledgeable about this strategy or about the content knowledge.

The excerpt above reveals that a lack of pedagogical content knowledge including purposes of the strategy, and knowledge of teachers’ learning science was linked to the ineffective use of strategies. It is also evident that Sommit’s use of problem-solving strategy was influenced by his beliefs about roles of teachers and himself in the PD--teachers had to take their own responsibility in finding the knowledge. He believed that
knowledge already existed, which could be found anywhere. His goal for using this strategy was to encourage teachers to see the importance of reasoning and critical thinking skills and then use this technique with their students.

Also, Sommit did not either explicitly model science teaching to teachers nor explain and help teachers to connect the PD strategy to the classroom strategy. This made me question how much and to what degree Sommit’s knowledge bases for PD, such as knowledge of students’ and teachers’ learning, classroom and PD strategies, and context of changes of teachers’ teaching behavior were connected. He provided much information, such as students’ prior knowledge and teaching techniques, but he did not make explicit to teachers how these chunks of knowledge were important to classroom teaching.

Knowledge of PD curriculum. Sommit indicated that the PD curriculum contained everything that teachers could use for their classroom teaching--activity directions, worksheets, materials needed, and knowledge for teachers. He indicated that the curriculum was designed in a general way, which contained knowledge that teachers needed to know. Thus, he, and also other professional developers, did not redesign the curriculum to fit with the needs of these particular PD participants. However, he indicated that he prepared himself in terms of content knowledge, and teaching approaches for these teachers because they had better knowledge than the public school teachers.
We designed a curriculum by talking to each other about what we want primary teachers to know and what contents or activities that primary teachers need to know. So, this curriculum is appropriate to every primary teacher in terms of content and activities. However, the teaching approach during the PD will be different depending on teachers. For example, I well prepare myself for teaching these private school teachers more than teaching the public school teachers because they know more than the public school. So, I have to be solid. (Sommit, Interview #1)

Although Sommit believed that the PD curriculum and IPST curriculum covered all requirements stated in the Standards, he did not know whether or not teachers appreciated this curriculum and used it in their classroom.

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. Sommit demonstrated that he did not agree with assessing teachers’ learning during the PD. In addition to the time
restrictions to assessment processes, Sommit believed that teachers would not fully
develop understanding on the concepts that they learned during the PD, but they need
several times to recall their PD experience and then construct knowledge. Further, his
view to PD, as a warehouse and the teachers’ learning as a cow ruminant, shaped his
knowledge of assessment in the PD.

I think it isn’t fair if we assess teachers when they don’t digest the
information we give them yet. When the assessment should be is a
critical question because if we assess them right away, they will use their
prior knowledge to do the testing. But, if we do it after PD, how do we
know they do it themselves. In addition, teachers will be too stressed
when they know they will be assessed, which I don’t wan. I want them to
enjoy the PD. (Sommit, Interview #1)

Sommit believed that assessing the teachers’ understanding right after the PD
might not be sufficient because the teachers did not have enough time to transform and
absorb what they learned from the PD yet. In addition, it was very difficult to evaluate
whether or not the professional developers succeeded in the PD by testing the teachers. In
addition, Sommit mentioned that it would compromise the work of the professional
developers to design a good test that assesses all of the knowledge that the teachers
should have. In other words, Sommit indicated that when the teachers did not get the
right answer on some test items, it did not mean that they were unknowledgeable or the
PD was not effective. The teachers might know other things that were not asked on the test.

In summary, Sommit displayed limited PCK for PD. Although he indicated he knew about teachers’ misconceptions of some concepts in chemistry, he did not display knowledge in helping teachers to overcome those misconceptions. Sommit believed that teachers’ learning occurred after they left the PD. Teachers had to digest all the information that they had from the PD and develop their own understanding. In addition, Sommit believed that science knowledge is facts that teachers could find from books or asking people. Thus, he did not focus on providing content knowledge to teachers.

Sommit mentioned about the 5E and problem-solving strategies. However, he did not explicitly show his understanding about how those strategies valued teachers’ learning.

Similar to Vimon, Sommit did not agree with providing testing to teachers. He indicated that he did not know how to design the test that would provide accurate results about whether or not the PD helped teachers to increase their understanding of science.
The observation of PD implementation of all professional developers through an entire PD project revealed that, in the PD sessions, the professional developers talked about 90% of the time with very little input by the participants. The data reveals that the professional developers believed science as information that was there to be discovered and that science instruction means helping the learners to discover this body of information through activities, experiments, or telling from teachers. The professional developers believed that sometimes doing activities alone could not help teachers to understand the scientific concepts. Thus, the professional developers had to provide accurate science knowledge to teachers either by oral or in print. All professional developers indicated that the PD handout that they gave to teachers contained clear information and background knowledge for each activity. Thus, the teachers would be able to find out information on their own in the PD resource book anytime they wanted.

Although the professional developers indicated that they would provide opportunities for the class discussion, the observation revealed that there was little opportunity for the teachers to share their ideas. The professional developers did not question the PD participants much and the communication during PD implementation was mostly one way. In other words, the PD participants were mostly passive recipients of information and the professional developers maintained their role as lecturer. In addition, the professional developers’ questions, discussions, and teaching strategies failed to check PD teachers’ comprehension. The professional developers’ questions were designed to lead toward their expected answers. Their questions were closed and subject-
centered and did not prompt the teachers’ critical thinking. The professional developers offered few opportunities for the PD participants to communicate orally. For example, although some of those professional developers, such as Piti and Somsri, focused on modeling using the 5E teaching strategy in the science classroom, during the explanation step, they provided few opportunities for the teachers to communicate their findings. They only asked one or two groups out of 10 to share their findings from the activities.

Furthermore, all professional developers believed that the PD participants who were from private schools had better science knowledge than the teachers from public schools because the private schools could hire teachers who had a background in science education. The professional developers believed that the teachers in the private schools might have different needs from the teachers in the public schools. However, the professional developers did not design a new PD curriculum that best served the needs of these PD participants. They report that the amount of activity, scientific knowledge, and teaching strategies they used in this PD project were essentially the same as the previous PD that they provided to the public school teachers.

The observations of PD implementations also showed that the professional developers paid less attention to assessing teachers’ learning. This may be because all of the professional developers believed that the PD participants already knew the science content that they were teaching in the primary grades. When I asked them how they would know if the teachers learned during and at the end of their session, all of the professional developers brought up the idea of summative evaluation. According to them, the evaluation of teachers’ learning would be impossible for the PD because of the time constraint. Some professional developers, such as Piti and Sommit, indicated that the
teachers’ questions during the activities could provide them with an idea of whether or not the teachers understand or develop any knowledge throughout the PD. Furthermore, some professional developers mentioned that if the teachers did the activities on their own, they would understand that concept. In addition, the PD also provided a PD manual, which contains clear explanations of each activity. Thus, the teacher would be able to review the manual at their convenience. It was also interesting when Vimon indicated that she did not agree that teachers should take tests before and after PD, it was because she did not want the teachers to view testing was important in teaching and learning. She believed that the teachers should alter the way in assessing students’ learning to be more authentic.

The remaining of this chapter presents the 4 assertions that I developed from the data in order to answer my research questions.

Assertion 1: The Individual Professional Developers Displayed Multiple Orientations which were Internally Related. These Orientations Deviated from the Reformed Science Education Standards.

All professional developers in the study reflected multiple orientations, which complicated the research. These orientations included activity-driven, didactic, and pedagogy-driven orientations. The majority of professional developers shared activity-driven and didactic orientations although two professional developers, Piti and Somsri, held a strongly pedagogy-driven orientation. Table11 shows the orientations for PD that each professional developer displayed.
Table 11

**Orientations of the Individual Professional Developers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Developers</th>
<th>Orientations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piti</td>
<td>Pedagogy-driven, Didactic, Activity-driven, and Discovery-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vimon</td>
<td>Activity-driven and Didactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somsri</td>
<td>Didactic, Pedagogy-driven, Activity-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sommit</td>
<td>Activity-driven and Didactic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Activity-driven orientation.* To support this claim, all professional developers tried to cover the PD activities that they planned for the PD. For example, Vimon had a strong activity-driven orientation. She provided many activities in order to encourage the teachers to try those activities with their students. She did not seem to be concerned about whether or not the activities developed coherent understanding of the scientific knowledge and purposes of activities. Sommit also demonstrated the activity-driven orientation during the PD implementation. After his introduction of Science Education Standards and the chemistry concept map, he allowed the teachers to do the activities independently. The teachers could decide which activity they desired to do and which activity they did not want to do. Sommit did not pay close attention to whether or not the teachers developed the important concepts and/or understood the purpose of the activities. Piti’s implementation in the PD demonstrated partly an activity-driven orientation as well. Although Piti did not provide as many activities as the other professional developers, he did not explicitly help the teachers to conceptually understand the purpose and the critical aspects of the activities. His purpose for the PD was to model science teaching. Thus, Piti selected activities in which he was able to model all of the 5 steps of the 5E model of
instruction. Piti allowed the PD participants to do hands-on activities and reminded the teachers what he had done in terms of teaching techniques.

The professional developers also believed that they should provide opportunities for the teachers to do many activities in order to increase the teachers’ confidence in implementing those activities with their students. In addition to developing teachers’ confidence, the professional developers indicated that direct experiences in doing activities helped the teachers realize why they need to provide these experiences to the students as well.

I wanted the teachers to do many activities as much as possible because some teachers never had experiences in doing laboratory. They did not have science background. So, they were afraid and lacked confidence to implement the activities with their students. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Didactic orientation. The professional developers also displayed a didactic orientation. In general, all professional developers maintained their role as a lecturer during the PD implementation in order to provide explanations of the results, conclusions, and scientific knowledge for each activity. The clearest example of didactic orientation was Somsri. Somsri explained and provided scientific knowledge for every PD activity although she did not have the teachers do those activities during PD implementation. For the activities that Somsri had the teachers perform, she discussed the activities and shared the correct answers and explanations. However, on the activities that the teachers did not do, Somsri directly informed the teachers about the purpose, conclusion, explanations, and scientific concepts of those activities.
The teachers will learn teaching strategy, content knowledge, and activities. We also help them with the problems they have in the classrooms. I am not sure whether or not they know better than us. But, we will train them anyway about teaching techniques, explanations, conclusions of activities, and other important techniques. (Somsri, Interview #1)

Somsri was not the only one to display this orientation. The other professional developers also gave facts to the teachers, especially in regard to the scientific concepts that they did not perform with hands-on activities. For instance, Piti only spent a few minutes talking and allowing the teachers to do a frequency activity, although he stated that this concept was the most difficult concept in the sound unit at the primary level. When Piti introduced this activity, he did not seem to expect that the teachers would conceptually understand the frequency concept, because he believed that this concept could not be taught by the 5E model of instruction or inquiry teaching methods to develop teachers’ and students’ understanding. He indicated that for this abstract concept, it was necessary to use other teaching strategies, such as directly telling the teachers, and also the students, frequency is and what its impact on human hearing.

*Pedagogy-driven orientation.* This orientation was the major orientation of two professional developers, Piti and Somsri. Piti displayed a strong pedagogy-driven orientation. He believed that the teachers should be able to develop their teaching ability if they had opportunities to see good examples of teaching science. Piti also indicated that the primary teachers normally did not have many experiences in learning science. They also did not take courses about primary science teaching methods that aligned with the reformed science education when they were in college. Thus, the teachers did not have good examples of how science should be taught in the classroom. Piti determined that his
goal for the PD was to help the teachers address this need. During the PD design, Piti selected the activities in which he could model the 5E model of instruction. During the PD sessions, Piti kept reminding teachers about the teaching techniques that he used with them before, during, and at the end of each activity.

Somsri also displayed a pedagogy-driven orientation. However, her PD implementation, shaped by orientation, was different with from Piti’s. Somsri kept emphasizing that teachers needed to have an accurate understanding about scientific information and laboratory skills in order to be able to instruct their students when they were asked. Somsri also implicitly modeled the traditional role of teachers in that the teacher should be the “container” of knowledge for the students. During PD implementation, Somsri asked the teachers to closely follow the activity instructions, whereas Piti did not. Somsri explained the scientific knowledge of every single activity to the PD teachers, whereas Piti sometimes challenged the teachers to develop their own explanations. Thus, although Piti and Somsri shared a pedagogy-driven orientation, their pedagogy used in the PD was completely different from each other.

*How the Multiple Orientations Fit within Individual Professional Developers.*

Although the professional developers had multiple orientations to PD, which influenced their implementation in the PD, these orientations fit together and sometimes they were blended together. As in Piti’s case, he strongly displayed a pedagogy-driven orientation. In addition, he also exhibited activity-driven, didactic, and discovery orientations. In teaching a topic such as “sound,” one of four orientations that Piti had might play a dominant role another orientation might play a dominant role in teaching other concepts. For example, in regards to teaching the concept that that sound is produced by vibration,
the orientation that played a dominant role in implementation was the pedagogy-driven orientation, because Piti believed that he could demonstrate the 5E model of instruction to teachers when they were engaged in the PD activity. In addition, Piti believed that most of teachers did not have difficulties to learn this concept—that this concept would be easy enough for teachers to develop understanding by reading the PD handbook. During the activity, the discovery orientation played role when Piti encouraged teachers to do the activity in order to discover how the sound is produced. However, when Piti had to teach the concept of frequency to teachers, his orientation changed from pedagogy-driven to didactic, which led to the use of a different teaching approach. Piti decided to provide knowledge directly to teachers because he believed that this concept was difficult for teachers to develop understanding by doing an activity or reading in the PD handbook.

อันนี้คือกระบวนการสืบเสาะหาความรู้ เพราะจะไม่แล้วเรื่องกระบวนการเรียนการสอนต่อไปเป็นเรื่องที่ต้องแนะนำ คือเรื่องของความถี่
What I just demonstrated was the inquiry process. Now, we finished talking about the process of teaching and learning. Next, I will talk about a topic that needs to be directly informed. That is the frequency topic. (Piti, PD Implementation)

ความถี่เป็นเรื่องที่เด็กเค้าทดลองเองไม่ได้ ทำได้แค่ส้นเร็วเป็นอย่างไร สั่นช้าเป็นอย่างไร ถ้าคนที่สอนจะปรับทางด้านของซ่วนๆ ฟี้ฟ้กิ้นสิวนั้นข้างๆ เซ็นข้างๆ คำว่าวอติชิ้นๆ ลิ้น ที่สรุปได้คือของที่สั่นเร็วหนึ่งใน 1 วินาทีจำนวนรอบที่สั่นจะเยอะ ส่วนของที่สั่นช้าจำนวนรอบที่สั่นจะน้อย ฉันนี้ต้องให้ความรู้ว่าจำนวนรอบที่สั่นต่อ 1 วินาทีเรียกว่าความถี่ มีหน่วยเป็นเฮิร์ตซ์ จำนวนหนึ่งจะเป็นความรู้ในส่วนนี้ อย่างนั้นจะได้ยินเสียงที่ความถี่เท่าไร ฉันนี้ก็ต้องให้ความรู้กันโดยตรง
The students cannot do experiments on this concept. What they can do is to observe a ruler vibrate fast or slow. We have that experiment by placing a ruler on the table and pressing at the end of the ruler. Then, moving the ruler ahead and doing the same thing. Or, we can hold the ruler and make it wave. Then, we put play-do at the end of the ruler and wave it again. The students can observe how fast the ruler waves with and without play-do. Then, the teachers tell the students that the number of time the ruler move back and forth in 1 minute is called frequency. (Piti, PD implementation)
In Vimon’s case, she exhibited two orientations including activity-driven and didactic orientation, which fit together. Based on the beliefs of Vimon, teachers, especially these particular PD teachers, already had good content knowledge in science. In addition, she believed that teachers would develop understanding and also correct their misconceptions when they did the activities. Furthermore, Vimon believed that the teachers came to PD because they needed to know many activities in order to use them with their students. Hence, the activity-driven orientation played a dominant role in Vimon’s design and implementation for the PD. Vimon tried to introduce as many activities as possible to teachers with less attention to teachers’ understanding of the concepts. The didactic orientation played a secondary role in her design and implementation for the PD. Vimon believed that content knowledge could be transmitted through textbooks, other written resources, and direct explanation. Thus, Vimon ended her session by providing a PowerPoint presentation about the content knowledge and its application to teachers. She also indicated that teachers could refresh their existing knowledge by reading the PD handbook or teacher-guided book.

In regards to Somsri’s case, she displayed a combination of activity-driven, pedagogy-driven, and didactic orientations. Somsri strongly displayed a didactic orientation. She also exhibited process and pedagogy-driven orientations. The didactic orientation played a dominant role in PD design and implementation for Somsri. Somsri believed that teachers should be knowledgeable persons who possessed knowledge for answering and guiding the students in the activities and explanations. Teachers should be able to instruct or tell students whenever they had problems or questions. Based on her orientations, Somsri always emphasized, the importance of science knowledge, activity
techniques, and pedagogical knowledge. She often used the statement: “You need to know this in order to be able to tell your students.” In addition, she believed teachers should be able to perform activities using scientific laboratory skills correctly. According to these beliefs, Somsri allowed teachers to perform activities and she ended each activity by presenting information and knowledge of every single PD activity to teachers. The didactic orientation played a role over the activity-driven orientation when Somsri preferred to provide knowledge to teachers rather than giving time for them to do the investigation when the time is rushing. Somsri decided to warn teachers to finish their activities, and then she could give the correct answers of the questions on the worksheet and knowledge of the topics to the teachers. The pedagogy-driven orientation played the third role in this PD because Somsri only selected some activities to fully model the 5E teaching strategy at the beginning of her session. After she fully demonstrated the 5E model, Somsri kept reminding teachers about each phase of this model and mentioned to teachers about teaching techniques that teachers could use with students without modeling them to teachers. The didactic orientation played a role over the pedagogy-driven orientation in that although Somsri modeled how to teach science in the spirit of reform, she also held a teacher-centered view. Somsri was aware that the teachers might allow the students to explore the hands-on activities or get the students involved in a science lesson beyond the traditional way of teaching. However, she explicitly modeled that the teachers still had the primary role of lecturing the knowledge to the students, as seen in the way she gave explanations for all of the activities that the teachers were doing. Somsri’s orientations to PD might not be consistent when she expressed that implementing the 5E model of instruction in the PD was a waste of her time when she
would rather introduce to the teachers the hands-on activities and explain the content.

This concern led her to express that she might redesign the future PD to not fully model the teaching strategy.

According to Sommit’s case, he held blurry activity-driven and didactic orientations. Sommit displayed the latter orientation, believing that science knowledge is facts that can be transmitted through reading the textbooks or direct explanation from experts. These two orientations were fit together when the activity-driven orientation played a dominant role in design and implementation of the PD over the didactic orientation. For example, in teaching the chemistry topics in the activity manual, Sommit encouraged teachers to perform the activities in order to verify the science concepts. Although he exposed teachers to the information and awareness related to those concepts, he did not provide adequate efforts in helping teachers develop understanding of the concepts from the activities. This related to his beliefs that knowledge could not be developed directly from doing the activities. However, the activities provided windows for teachers to discover the ending results of the activities, which teachers could later
verify with the factual knowledge in the textbook, and then construct to their own
understanding. The didactic orientation played a secondary role when Sommit
demonstrated that he had a role in providing knowledge that was not written in the PD
handbook, such as teaching techniques and application of knowledge that related those
activities to teachers.

*Considering the Orientations of Professional Developers in Light of the Reformed
Science Education.* The activity-driven orientation of the professional developers drove
their PD design and implementation in providing hands-on experience that similar to
classroom activities to teachers. This orientation fit with the reformed National Science
Curriculum Standards (2003) in that the standards request teachers to change their
science teaching from rote learning toward inquiry by providing more opportunities for
students to develop investigations in science classroom.

Learning process is a process that learners have to investigate and research
for information through various methods in order to develop meaningful
knowledge. (Standards, p. 219)

During the PD, some professional developers provided a few opportunities for class
discussion. The professional developers tried to use questions, discussions, and
engagement techniques to encourage teachers to perform investigations, but these
opportunities were rare.

In comparing the cases with the Science Education Standards, there were
instances when the cases deviated. The Standards indicate that sustainable learning
occurs through a variety of learning processes, which include the inquiry process, rather
than by telling.
I found evidence that all professional developers displayed a didactic orientation instead of inquiry, guided-inquiry, or other orientations that could serve the request of the Standards. The professional developers still believed that science knowledge is facts, which could be learned by reading or telling from experts. Thus, many professional developers still served their role in telling knowledge to teachers at the end of activities.

In addition, the PD implementation of the professional developers revealed that they used activity in the PD as a tool in developing teachers’ laboratory skills and also a tool for discovery or verification of the existing knowledge. Thus, the professional developers provided a set of activities for teachers to investigate rather than challenging them to define problems and design their own investigation.

The professional developers displayed that their understanding about the 5E model of instruction deviated from the Standards. Also, their orientations, which were activity-driven and didactic orientations, led their PD implementation to be different from...
the purpose of the Standards. As the Standards explained each phase in the 5E model of instruction, the explanation phase was described as:

Explanation and conclusion is for learner to analyze and interpret data or information from the exploration phase. Learner should be able to explain whether or not their analyzed data supports or refutes their hypothesis. (Standards, p. 220)

However, I found that although the professional developers allowed teachers to perform the activities in the exploration phase, they did not promote teacher learning through the processes stated in the Standards. They rarely encouraged teachers to analyze information that teachers had from observations, conclude or develop explanations based on the data and evidence, or communicate their findings and learning to the peers. The professional developers viewed these processes as wasting their time. Thus, they decided to skip this part, but verbally reminding teachers to do these steps with their students. The professional developers preferred teachers to have hands-on experience from doing as many activities as possible and also preferred to provide much information for teachers. Their teaching behavior during the PD was influenced by the activity-driven and didactic orientations.

Assertion 2: The Professional Developers’ Components of PCK for PD were Limited. These PCK Components were Associated with their Orientations.

Knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science. Rather than having solid knowledge supported by research, it is evident that the information on PD participants’ knowledge background and understanding of science held by professional developers was mainly from their perspective gained from the previous PD experiences. Based on their
belief that teachers already had good science content knowledge, the professional developers overlooked considering teachers’ understanding of science in their PD design. Also, they seemed to have limited knowledge on how teachers best learned science and pedagogy in a sustained and in-depth way, so that they were able to teach science effectively in the classroom.

The standards indicates that learner learn more when new information is structured and related to their prior knowledge and experience, when they are assigned academic tasks at appropriate levels of difficulty, and when they are provided with adequate feedback on their task performance.

The professional developers’ orientations and knowledge were not consistent with the learning philosophy stated in the Standards. The didactic orientation that the professional developers exhibited and their limited knowledge of how people learn and influences of prior knowledge to learning limited them in designing a PD that connected with or challenged prior knowledge of teachers. Also, they paid less attention to providing opportunities for interaction among teachers and challenging teachers’ existing ideas.

Knowledge on PD strategy. As indicated earlier, the didactic and activity-driven orientations did not seem to fit with the reformed Standards. During the PD, it was evident that the didactic orientation led the professional developers to play a primary role
as lecturers or discussion leaders when teachers were typically presented with science content, and laboratory activities. In the case of the professional developers who displayed both didactic and pedagogy-driven orientations, it is evident that they did not effectively change their role to accommodate the new instructional approaches that aligned with the Standards. Instead, these professional developers still used a didactic teaching strategy in teaching teachers about the 5E model of instruction. In other words, they modeled *inquiry* teaching methods through a didactic teaching approach. In addition, they paid less attention to helping teachers to recognize the differences between the traditional role and the new role of teachers in the science classroom.

As the Standards explained, the elaboration phase is a phase to encourage learners to use their new knowledge or model in explaining or understanding a new situation.

> Elaboration is a process of learners connecting new knowledge or information to their prior knowledge or ideas. Learner might use new knowledge, models, or conclusions to explain other circumstances in order to make connections and extensions their knowledge. (Standards, p. 220)

The professional developers displayed their understanding that this phase was for the teachers to explain or restate students’ explanation into scientific meaning.

> Teachers will take responsibility in step 4 by correcting students’ explanation from the previous step. Teachers also suggest and help students make correct conclusions about the concept. (Vimon, Interview #1)
Elaboration phase is for teachers to explain or rephrase students’ explanation to accurate scientific explanations. Students have little knowledge background, so their written explanations may not be correct. (Piti, During PD Implementation)

Thus, the professional developers modeled this phase of the 5E model of instruction by directing teachers to the correct scientific knowledge, not to solving new problems as discussed in the Standards.

The 5E model of instruction also includes the evaluation phase. The professional developers paid less focus on this phase either by developing understanding about assessment and evaluation techniques for teachers or implementing the assessment in order to assess teacher learning. The type of questions used by the professional developers during the PD teaching revealed two possibilities, including (1) limitation of knowledge of questioning or (2) an orientation that framed ways to formulate questions that were less inquiry-oriented.

It is evident that the professional developers tended to view hands-on activity and science content instruction as two separate activities. Rather than teaching content through hands-on activity using the inquiry process as stated in the Standards, the professional developers supplemented the hands-on activities with more didactic or activity-based lessons.
I do not go into too many details about the content because I want to introduce the activity. If I talk about the content, there might be some teachers who don’t understand it. My goal is to give many activities to teachers and encourage them to use these activities with their students. For example, there are many activities about electrostatic concepts that I prepared for them. I try to suggest to them how to use the activity with students in an easy way. If teachers have a misconception, I will help them to correct it. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Teachers can read for gaining content knowledge. I want to improve their techniques rather than the content because I’m sure that these teachers follow the activity directions without understanding and appreciation of the activities. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Also, some professional developers exhibited a perceived need to retain control of the learning process in order to ensure teachers were successful in performing activities. For example, Somsri liked to have every teacher move through each activity at the same pace, suggesting that when the teachers did not perform the same activity at the same time, she felt she was losing control of the PD session.

Some teachers used to the activities before they came to the PD. So they did the activities ahead of other teachers, which I think it was very disorderly and uncontrolled. I had to tell them to wait for other teachers because the teachers from other groups were interested in the activities they did instead of paying attention to their own work or my explanations. This should not happen. (Somsri, Interview #2)

In addition, the professional developers rarely provided opportunities for teachers to engage with their peers in focusing on classroom teaching practice and how to make practice effective.
Metaphors for PD could have a strong impact on what professional developers taught during their PD implementation. There were obvious connections between professional developers’ images of PD and their teaching behavior. For example, one professional developer had a magician metaphor, which led to the selection of activities that looked miracles, fun, and exciting to teachers. Or, one professional developer held a metaphor of the warehouse and cow ruminant, which meant teachers could not develop knowledge immediately at the PD, but they needed times to recall the activities, explanations of professional developers and then read the PD handbook for content knowledge in order to construct new knowledge. This metaphor led the professional developer provided much information to teachers with little attention to helping teachers to increase knowledge and make connections of PD experience to classroom teaching.

Knowledge on PD curriculum. There is little evidence revealing how much and to what degree the professional developers understood the PD curriculum. However, the data reveal that the professional developers believed that the PD handbook that they provided for teachers contained enough information, such as an activity and its directions, content knowledge for students and teachers, and student worksheets, necessary for teaching. Thus, the PD teachers could review the PD handbook whenever they needed to find information or refresh their existing knowledge. In addition, the professional developers ensured that the PD curriculum was designed to serve the Standards’ requirement for content aligned with primary grade levels.

Knowledge on assessment of scientific literacy. Rather than relying on summative assessment only, the reformed Standards recommend teachers use formative and authentic assessment strategies as alternative ways in assessing student learning.
Assessment and evaluation are important to the teaching and learning process. Authentic assessment aims to evaluate students' abilities in 'real-world' contexts. In other words, students learn how to apply their skills to authentic tasks and projects. Authentic assessment does not encourage rote learning and passive test-taking. Instead, it focuses on students' analytical skills; ability to integrate what they learn; creativity; ability to work collaboratively; and written and oral expression skills. (Standards, p. 231)

Although the professional developers indicated that they used authentic assessment to assess teachers during the PD, as recommended by the Standards. However, the professional developers only used asking questions and observing teachers’ performance, in the assessment process. As the Standards indicated, the purposes of authentic assessment included:

1. Assess learner’s ability in order to recognize what should be supported and adjusted, 2. get learner involved in the assessment process of themselves and of peers, 3. reflect to teacher whether or not he or she can address the needs of individual learner, and 4. assess learner’s ability in making connections knowledge to real-life experience. (Standards, p. 232)

It is evident that the professional developers did not provide opportunities for teachers to get involved in the assessment process in order to reflect on their learning achievement.

In addition, it is also evident that the professional developers did not ensure that their PD implementation would help teachers to increase their knowledge and implement this knowledge and experience with students. Furthermore, the professional developers did not spend enough time to help teachers develop understanding of assessment strategies or
make connections for teachers to classroom practice, such as what they could learn by examining student work, thinking, performance, and discourse. Hence, the analysis and interpretation of professional developers’ knowledge of assessment of teacher’s scientific literacy led me to question how much the professional developers know about authentic assessment, to what degree they thought this assessment could be used in the PD, and what factors, excluding time restrictions, influenced the professional developers to not fully perform authentic assessment.

Assertion 3: The Activity-Driven Orientation and Time Restrictions were the Main Influences the Professional Developers’ Design of and Selection of PD Activities.

It was evident that the activity-driven orientation of the professional developers influenced their design and implementation of the PD. Many professional developers provided activities that work (Appleton, 2003)-- that met various goals, introduced the science content and science teaching strategies that were required by the Science Education Standards, were hands-on and fun to do, were manageable in the classrooms, and manageable in the PD. They felt limited by time in designing the PD and selecting activity.

The activities that work were required by the reform science education standards. The professional developers stated that the PD activities were selected from the IPST Curriculum, which was developed under the National Science Education Standards framework. Consequently, the PD activities introduced the scientific concepts the students needed to acquire by the end of each grade level. For the PD, the professional developers indicated that the teachers needed to understand the mission and requirements of the reform Science Education Standards. The Standards requested the teachers teach
science as inquiry and get the students more involved in science. The professional developers were anxious that the teachers understood and were able to do the science activities that were required by the Standards. The professional developers believed that the teachers, as well as the students, would understand some easy science concepts if they got involved in the hands-on activities. Thus, it was necessary for the PD to provide opportunities for the teachers to do those activities before they implemented them in their classrooms. The professional developers also mentioned that if the teachers used the IPST Curriculum and PD activities in their science instruction, they would not have any anxiety that they would not meet the requirements stipulated in the Standards.

We wanted the teachers to know what was in the Standards. We also wanted them to know the activities in the curriculum. Some teachers may have used these activities with their students before they came to the PD. But, it would be a great opportunities for them to reconfirm whether or not they did it right in the classroom. We also explained more to them so they could do the same thing with their students as well. (Somsri, Interview #2)

The reformed Science Education Standards also required the teachers to teach science using the 5E model of instruction. This requirement also guided the professional
developers to select activities in which they were able to model the science instruction using the 5E framework. For example, the requirement in using the 5E model of instruction guided Piti to select PD activities that fit the 5E model of instruction. As Piti indicated, “The activities that the teachers need to do in the PD must be the activities that lead them to understand the inquiry process” (Piti, Interview #2).

Vimon and Somsri expressed concern that it was necessary that the PD activities were exactly the same activities as the students. In addition, Somsri and Piti indicated that the teaching strategy used in the PD should be the same as the teaching strategy that they needed the teachers to adopt in the classrooms.

The professional developers believed when the teachers had to teach a particular science concept, they would certainly adopt the activities that they had directly experienced in the PD and had seen with the full array of teaching techniques. However, the teachers might not fully implement the activities that they only had experiences in doing activities and had not seen teaching examples.
คาดหวังว่าในกรณีที่เราแสดงให้ดู เช่นแสดงให้พบเปลี่ยนก็ได้จากการสั่นของแหล่งกำเนิด เดิมระบบที่เราสนใจไปอยู่ แต่ถ้าเราไม่ได้แสดงให้ดูเดิมรูปแบบคงไม่ค่อยได้ใช้เพราะเขายังไม่เห็นตัวอย่างราวจะใช้ ใช้อย่างไร
We expect that all things that we fully modeled to them, they would implement it in their classrooms. But, they might not use it if they only had experiences with doing the activities, but did not see the sample of how to teach it. (Piti, Interview #2)

คาดหวังว่าสิ่งที่ครูได้จากเราจะนำส่งผลต่อนักเรียน นักเรียนจะสนใจการเรียนการสอนวิทยาศาสตร์มากขึ้น แล้วก็มีความรู้ทางวิทยาศาสตร์หรือ science literacy มากขึ้น หวังว่าครูจะได้ระดิมนั้นไปเปลี่ยนแปลงตัวเองที่ไม่ยอมรับวิทยาศาสตร์หรือที่รักวิทยาศาสตร์ให้รักวิทยาศาสตร์ยิ่งขึ้นหรือให้เขาสนใจ ช่างคิด ช่างสังเกต อะไรให้มากขึ้น เราหวังว่าอย่างนั้น
We expected that the teachers might use the activities with their students, which helps to increase the students’ positive attitude to science or develop the students’ scientific literacy. We wanted the teachers to help the students to have more scientific skills. (Sommit, Interview #2)

The activities that work were hands-on and fun to do and that teachers could learn from. All of the professional developers indicated that they selected the PD activities because they were hands-on activities that would capture the teachers’ interests.

The professional developers drew on what had interested the PD teachers from their previous experiences in PD. The professional developers indicated that if the activities interested the teachers, they [the teachers] would think those activities would be interesting to the students as well.

กิจกรรมมันตื่นเต้น สมมุติเราเล่นกลทุกคนจะชอบ น่าสนใจ เสียควรมุ่งเอาไปสอนนักเรียน เลยครูเหมือนเด็กครูก็เหมือนเด็กสื่อหน้าห้องเรียกความสนใจเขาคิดว่าเอาแนวคิดนี้ไปใช้กับเด็ก
The activities were exciting. If we did magic things, the teachers would like them and pay attention to them. Then, they would do these with their students because they knew this would draw the students’ interest. (Vimon, Interview #1)

ครูได้ร่วมมือกัน แบ่งงานกันทำ ถ้าครูได้กิจกรรมได้ทำแบบนี้ ครูก็ต้องทำก็จะงดได้ทำลักษณะแบบนี้เมื่อถึงกัน ครูบางรายจะเห็น point ว่าครูจะได้กิจกรรมของแผนภูมิมา อันนี้สมมุติหรือมีการศึกษาที่บางกลุ่มมีความเสี่ยง สมมุติมีประเด็นเหมือนกัน
The teachers had opportunities to do the activity, plan, and discuss, which I think the teachers might give the same opportunities to their students as well. When doing these, the teachers might understand why they had to do these processes and when they understand it, they will use it when they return to the schools. (Sommit, Interview #2)
The professional developers also believed that having the teachers do hands-on activities not only helped them to develop conceptual understanding, but also developed laboratory skills. For instance, Somsri indicated that the teachers might not have used the IPST Curriculum before they came to the PD. Other curriculum materials, developed by private companies, usually emphasized content knowledge rather than hands-on activities. Thus, these teachers might not have had many experiences in conducting the activities, and also might not have ideas on how to implement those activities in the classrooms. Somsri mentioned that she selected the activities that allowed the teachers to participate in order to help them understand the content knowledge and improve their laboratory skills.

Our curriculum had many hands-on activities, which the teachers would have opportunities to do. Most curriculum from the private publishers usually had no hands-on activities. Whether or not the teachers used our curriculum before, they would have a chance to do the hands-on activities and we would end up by providing them with explanations. (Somsri, Interview #1)

Vimon was another professional developer who believed that the teachers might develop conceptual understanding of the static electricity concept after they did the activities.

We did not explain the concept in depth. But, they might understand it later because we taught them as if they were students. We had them do the activity and taught them the same way that they had to teach the students. (Vimon, Interview #2)
The excerpt above revealed that Vimon selected the hands-on activities because she believed that these activities might help the teachers to develop better understanding of the physics concepts that she taught in the PD. In addition, Vimon stated that when the teachers learned something or enjoyed the activities, they would certainly adopt those activities into their classrooms.

*The activities that work drew on equipment that was available in the classroom.*

The professional developers indicated that they selected the PD activities based on the materials and equipment that were already available in the classroom. Indeed, the decision of using the activities that needed simple materials occurred before the IPST Curriculum was even developed. Most of the science activities in the IPST Curriculum used science equipment commonly found in schools, rather than more expensive and professional materials. In addition, they also designed the activities that used materials that the teachers could easily find inside or outside of the schools. During the PD sessions, the professional developers tried to introduce the teachers to alternative materials that the teachers could adapt in the science classroom.

Vimon indicated that primary teachers usually ignored teaching science in a way that aligned with the Standards because they did not have the resources and equipment to follow the Standards’ suggestions. In addition, it would not be possible for the PD to provide the equipment and material to all schools across the country. Thus, the PD should provide the teachers with alternative ways to modify other materials for doing the science activities. Otherwise, the teachers would not give the students opportunities with hands-on activities. In the selection of PD activities, Vimon chose activities that only needed
common equipment. She also provided alternative ideas about adapting other materials to do the activity.

We gave them [the teachers] ideas rather than taught them. We introduced the instructional materials that they could use in the classroom. (Vimon, Card Sort Activity)

Piti indicated that the teachers might not use the sound activity because the materials in teaching this unit were expensive. Some of the materials also took much time to prepare. For example, in the activity using the metal string to produce sound, Piti cut the metal rods of a television antenna and used them as metal strings to teach sound. In addition, Piti realized that the schools needed to spend a lot of money to buy tuning forks for each student. Thus, he introduced the teachers to a tuning fork made from a curved steel rod from a window. Piti demonstrated to teachers how to use this tool instead of the more scientific tuning fork.

The activities that work were manageable in the PD. The major aspect of management to which the professional developers referred was the amount and types of activities that were needed to fit within the PD time restriction. In selecting the activities, the professional developers chose activities that introduced the science concepts that were in the Science Education Standards. However, the activities needed to be manageable.
within a limited PD duration. For instance, Somsri selected PD activities from the IPST Curriculum. She left out the activities that were too simple, or too time consuming.

Sommit mentioned that he would like to add activities about the acid and base concept if he had a longer PD period. The acid and base concept was included in the Science Education Standards for the primary level. However, it was very superficial at the primary level. Thus, Somsri and Sommit left this activity out. However, Sommit believed that this concept was very important and related to the teachers’ and students’ everyday life. Thus, if he had more time in the PD, it would be a great opportunity for the teachers to have direct experience with the acid and base activities.

All professional developers indicated that their PD design and implementation decisions were framed by the time constraints. The professional developers indicated that they had to design the PD activities to fit within a 3-hour PD session. In addition, the time restriction was also a major factor of the professional developers in selecting the PD strategies and managing their PD sessions.

บาง Concept คัดองใชเวลาในการเรียนรู้ ระยะเวลาไม่จำกัด 3 ชั่วโมง เคือ 3 ชั่วโมง
ฟิสิกส์ 3 ชั่วโมง อีกบางเวรไม่รู้จะที่จะไปตามครูทุกกลุ่มได้ บางครั้งล้มนี่ก้าก้าทำ
ยื้อเริ่ยม ติ่กตันไปแล้วผ่านขั้นนั้นไปแล้ว ค่อนข้างที่จะลำบาก แต่เราพยายามที่จะไป
พร้อม ๆ กัน
The teachers need to have more time to develop understanding of some concepts. The 3-hour sessions are not enough. In addition, we couldn’t closely look at every group because they did not do the same thing at the same pace, although we tried to have them do it. (Sommit, Interview #1)

บางเช่นการแยกสาระ ไม่ได้ให้ด้าทำเพราะเวลาไม่มี แต่เราบอกให้ด้าทำเริ่
อย่างที่เป็นเทคนิคที่ดี แต่ก็ไม่ได้สอนให้ทำ แต่ก็ให้ทำด้วยแล้วมีผล
จริงๆ ฉันก็ทำได้เพราะมันไม่มีอะไรยาก แต่ก็ไม่ได้สอนให้ทำอย่างที่เป็นอย่างไรมา
แต่จะทำอย่างไร ฉันไม่ได้สอนให้ทำ หรือไม่ได้สอนให้ทำที่ครับ
We did not have the teachers do the activity about the separation technique because we don’t have time. We only told the teachers, but did not have them to do it. But, I think they can do it anyway even though we did not have them do it in the PD because this was easy. The problem was we did not have enough time to talk, discuss, or question. (Somsri, Interview #2)
The teachers in the first group did not see everything and we had to make it short because they had a shorter time than the second group, which we could show them all the things that we prepared. The first group only had about an hour for the sound topic. (Piti, Interview #2)

The excerpts above indicate that the professional developers’ decision-making about the PD strategies and activities were strongly influenced by time. For example, Sommit indicated that having the teachers do all activities based on their interest solved the problems with the time constraints. If possible, he wanted to allow the teachers to do and finish each activity at the same time and discuss the topic as a group similar to Somsri did in her session. However, the observation of Somsri’s teaching led Sommit decide to keep his PD strategies as planned because he noticed that there was not enough time for the teachers to do the activities at the end of the PD curriculum.

The other professional developers exhibited the same concerns over the time constraint of the session. For instance, Vimon believed that the PD session needed to be longer than 3 hours to develop the teachers’ knowledge of the discipline. She indicated that providing activities and having the teachers explore the hands-on activity is at that is possible for the time duration provided in the PD.

Sommit revealed that if he had more time or more sessions in the PD, he would use different PD strategies. As Sommit indicated, a longer period of PD would allow him
to design his PD session toward problem-based learning or inquiry instruction. It would also allow him to have time to help the teachers develop an understanding of the scientific concepts.

We were fixed by time to what activities we would use in the PD. These activities needed to be easy for the teachers to understand. They also needed to learn how to implement the activities in the classrooms and to search for the results and knowledge themselves. We did not have time to answer all of their questions, so we ended up telling them that they needed to search the answers on their own. However, if we had more time, we could have the teachers search [for the answers and information] and come back to share it. We could also model the 5E model of instruction or problem solving strategy. In addition, the teachers also need more time to understand some concepts. (Sommit, Interview #2)

Other aspects of management, including equipment, numbers of PD participants, and the teachers’ needs, did not affect the professional developer selection of PD activities. In regard to the number of PD participants, the professional developers indicated that the PD normally had 100 to 200 PD participants. This PD only had 135 PD participants, which they believed, would not be a problem for them to manage. The Kurusapa Business Organization (KBO) provided scientific resources, such as the materials and equipments for the PD session.

In summary, the findings of this study indicate that the professional developers’ orientations influenced their PD design and implementation. The professional developers’ central goals for PD dominated the PD design and implementation, as demonstrated during the interviews and during the PD sessions. In addition, the PD design and
implementation were also framed by the time restriction. Although the professional developers had many ideas and strategies that they could adopt in the PD, they believed that they were forced to select the strategies that fit the time they were allotted.

*Assertion 4: The Professional Developers' PCK for PD Influenced the PD Design and Implementation.*

It is evident that limited knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science influenced the design of the PD. All of professional developers believed that the PD teachers had good content knowledge in science because most of them had science education background. Also, they believed that the content knowledge in primary science was superficial, which would not lead to any teaching difficulties for the teachers. Furthermore, the professional developers were not concerned about the teachers’ alternative conceptions in science. When asked about the teachers’ learning difficulties of the particular topics, the professional developers indicated that the primary science topics were simple. The teachers, especially these private school teachers, would not have any problems in understanding the concepts.

Although Vimon mentioned that the teachers might have some misconceptions about magnetic concepts, she indicated that these misconceptions would not persist after the teachers finished with the PD activities.

The teachers usually have basic concept about the sound topics. The understanding of the concepts is not a problem, but the teachers don’t know techniques like why there is no sound when they rub the glass that was filled with water. (Piti, Interview #2)

Although Vimon mentioned that the teachers might have some misconceptions about magnetic concepts, she indicated that these misconceptions would not persist after the teachers finished with the PD activities.
They should change the way they think when they are engage in the activities because they will do it and see it. Thus, they should realize that what they know before is wrong. (Vimon, Interview #2)

Vimon, and other professional developers, did not seem to realize that the teachers might have alternative conceptions that were not scientifically accurate before they went through the PD sessions and that those misconceptions often persisted and survived beyond the PD. The unawareness of teachers’ understanding of science led the professional developers to disregard the redesign the PD curriculum and strategies that could address the needs of these particular PD participants.

Knowledge of PD strategies also influenced the PD implementation. The understanding of each phase of the 5E model of instruction led professional developers to model this teaching strategy to teachers in ways that deviated from the Standards. In addition, the analysis leaves questions about how well the professional developers understand the PD strategies they used and the complexity of their knowledge structure. These factors influenced the professional developers’ implementation. For example, some professional developers only adopted breadth, but not depth of teaching strategies during the PD implementation, which might lead to the development of superficial and disconnected knowledge among teachers.

Their knowledge of assessment had little to no influence on PD design and implementation. The professional developers were neither concerned about the assessment of the teachers’ prior knowledge before the PD, nor their learning outcomes at the end of the PD. The professional developers realized that the assessment of teachers’ learning was important in order to determine whether or not the teachers’ learning really
occurred. They also indicated that the assessment outcomes would allow them to assess if
the PD was effective, what made it ineffective, and how to address those defects.

We need to have some feedback from teachers about whether or not they
understand or able to use it. (Piti, Interview #2)

I can’t answer it because I don’t really know how successful we are. We
don’t follow teachers to their schools and observe them. We don’t have
extra time after the session to talk to teachers. (Somsri, Interview #1)

However, the professional developers did not try to integrate assessment within
the PD plan. The professional developers explained that although the assessment was
important, they did not think the PD had enough time to assess the teachers’ learning.

The problem is there are too many contents. We don’t have time if we do
assessment in the PD. IF we want to do it, we have to extend the days.
Actually, we have a session for evaluation, but it is not for assessing
teachers. We just give general assessment knowledge to teachers. (Somsri,
Interview #2)

In addition, they were not certain how to assess the PD teachers when the goal of
the PD was to develop the teachers’ teaching ability. Another professional developer,

Sommit, indicated that it might be difficult to evaluate the teachers immediately at the
end of the PD.

It’s difficult to do. We don’t know what assessment format we should do.
Should we do it right after the PD or after they are back to school. And
how will we know if it is fair, how will we know they do the test
themselves or have other people to help them. (Sommit, Interview #2)
He believed that the evaluation outcomes might not be accurate because the teachers needed time to absorb and “transform” what they learned. He believed that this transformation needed time to occur. The teachers might use their prior knowledge before the PD to complete the testing rather than the knowledge that they earned from the PD.

Based on these constraints, the professional developers ignored the assessment process in the PD design and implementation. Instead, the professional developers assumed that the teachers might not have any misconceptions. In addition, they might learn something if they did not have any questions at the end of each activity.

ก็เวลาสอนก็จะถามเค้าตลอดว่าเข้าใจหรือไม่ หรือมีปัญหาอะไรบ้าง ก็ไม่เห็นมีใครถามอะไร แล้วเค้าก็ทำกิจกรรมได้ ถ้าสอนว่าเค้าเข้าใจกันดี อันนี้ก็ไม่รู้นะ จริงๆ เค้าอาจมีปัญหา เหมือนกัน แต่เราไม่ได้วัดผลอะไร ก็ต้องก鲨ายของให้จําเลยไป
I always ask for their understanding, but I don’t hear any teachers have problems. I think when they see the results of activity, they will understand it. I don’t know… I might be wrong. However, I don’t have time to assess them, so I give them credit by assuming they understand all.

(Vimon, Interview #2)

Summary

The findings discussed in this chapter reveals that the professional developers displayed multiple orientations. These orientations included activity-driven, didactic, and pedagogy-driven orientations. The individual professional developer could exhibit more than one orientation when they designed and implemented the PD. These orientations within an individual professional could be either consistent or inconsistent when they taught different topics or lessons. In addition, there is evidence that the orientations that were found among the professional developers mostly deviated from the reformed Science Education Standards.

The professional developers seemed to lack PCK for PD, including knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science, PD strategies, PD curriculum, and assessment of
teachers’ scientific literacy. The limitation of one type of knowledge affected other types, including orientations.

The professional developers’ knowledge and orientations influenced their decisions of selecting PD activities and teaching approaches. The professional developers implemented their teaching using the activities that work (Appleton, 2003), including (1) introducing the science content and science teaching strategies that were required by the Science Education Standards, (2) using activities that were hands-on and fun to do, (3) using activities that were manageable in the classrooms, and (4) using activities that were manageable in the PD.

Professional developers’ orientations, PCK, and time constraints influenced their design and implementation of the PD.
CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS ABOUT ELEMENTARY TEACHERS’ KNOWLEDGE, ORIENTATIONS, AND PRACTICES

I organized this chapter by beginning with a description of classroom implementation, orientations, and PCK of each of the elementary science teachers, Manee, Chujai, Jinda, and Wanna. Then, I present the cross-case analysis and assertions that I developed from the data to address the research questions about the primary science teachers’ knowledge, orientations, and practices in primary science teaching.

The Individual Cases of Professional Development Participants’ Implementation, Orientation, and Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Science Teaching

Similar to the previous chapter, I defined central component of orientations as goals that dominated the primary science teacher participants’ thinking and appeared to drive their instructional decision-making process. These goals were highly visible during classroom instruction, the card sort activity, and interviews. I defined peripheral goals as secondary goals that hardly seemed to influence decision-making. The science teacher participants might have stated something about these goals, but they were not demonstrated during the classroom instruction.

Manee’s Implementation, Orientation, and PCK for Science Teaching

Classroom Implementation

The first day that I observed Manee’s classroom, she was going to teach about the properties of liquid to the 5th grade students. In regard to this lesson, Manee used the IPST Curriculum and activity worksheet that was included in the curriculum. The activity that Manee prepared for the students on that day aimed to develop the students’ understanding that liquid has constant mass and volume, but its shape will change by the
shape of the container. Before the class, Manee prepared needed materials on each table. She drew a data table on the whiteboard in front of the classroom for the students to put their observation data. When the students came to science classroom, they were assigned to sit in groups of six students. Manee reminded the students of previous instruction by telling them that they had learned about the properties of matter in the solid state in a previous week and today they were going to learn another state of matter called the liquid state. Then Manee asked the students to open the activity book and put the date on the top of the activity sheet. Manee asked the students to look at the materials on the table while she introduced each material and its function. At the same time, Manee wrote the name of the materials on the whiteboard. She told the students how she wanted them to do the activities, to observe, and to record the data in the table. Manee strictly followed the activity directions in the teacher-guided book. She asked the students not to start doing the activity when she was explaining to them how to perform the activity, but to carefully listen to her explanations. Although Manee reviewed the activity directions with the students before allowing them to do the activity, she manipulated the students’ investigation by telling them to perform the activity step by step following her guidance. Manee believed that the students learn better when they are engaged in hands-on activity and see the results of the activity before hearing her instruction.

Students will see and do activity and then they will have interests about the activity. They can answer questions because they have that image and teachers don’t have to tell them everything. If we only tell them or have them read from a book, they won’t know it because they don’t see it themselves. (Manee, Interview #1)
This belief drove Manee’s decisions and actions in her classroom. After she clearly explained to the students what she wanted them to observe, she provided opportunities for the students to engage in hands-on activity. Following the instructions about implementing the activity, Manee prepared many containers for each group of students, such as a graduated-cylinder, flask, soft drink bottle, and beaker. In order to find the mass of water, Manee asked students to put a graduated cylinder in a plastic bag and weigh the cylinder with a balancing scale. Then, Manee told the students to pour colored water into a graduated cylinder and put it in a plastic bag to weigh water with a balancing scale. Manee asked students to subtract these two numbers and record on the white board in front of classroom. Manee told students that they had to subtract the weight of graduated cylinder and the plastic bag from the weight of water plus the graduated cylinder plus the plastic bag because they needed to find out the weight of water only.

Manee then organized the students to do the next activity, which aimed to find that the volume of liquid is constant, no matter what shape the liquid takes. Manee had students pour colored water from a beaker into a cylinder until the volume was 25 milliliters (ml). Manee waited until every group finished this process and then asked each group to put the volume of the water on the board. Then, Manee told the students to pour the water from the cylinder into a flask, from the flask to a glass, and from the glass to a beaker. Finally, Manee asked students to pour the water in the beaker back into a cylinder and read the volume of the water. Manee told the students to put the resulting volume on the board. While the students were doing the activity Manee traveled from group to group to observe the students’ investigation. She told the students to redo the activity again when the students did not see the expected results. During the activity, Manee continually
reminded the students to use the materials scientifically correctly. For example, Manee warned students to put the graduated cylinder on a table, make their eyes at the same level of water in the cylinder, and then read the number. During the activity, Manee asked students to write their observation data on the board in front of the classroom. When students finished the activity, Manee asked them to open their activity book and look at their observation sheet. Manee asked the students to enter the data from their observation onto the observation sheet. Rather than asking the students why they did not have the same weight of water, Manee directly told the students that “each group might not have the same volume of water because you used different graduated cylinders and they were made from different materials” (Manee, Classroom observation). In regards to the second activity focused on finding the volume of water, Manee asked students whether or not the volume of water changed after students poured the water from a cylinder to several containers and back to the cylinder again.

Manee:    Why did the volume of water of some groups decrease?
Students: Water is left.
Manee:    Where is water left?
Students: In the containers.
Manee:    Yes, some groups had volume of water less than the beginning because there is some water left in each container.
Manee:    Can the volume of water increase?
Students: No.
Manee:    If volume of water increases, that means you added some water in the cylinder.
Manee:    O.K. Copy what I just said on your worksheet.
(Manee, Classroom Observation)

It was during the time that the students were putting data on the worksheet that they asked Manee what the unit they should use to represent the amount of liquid because they saw the milliliter (ml) on the graduated cylinder, but cubic centimeter (cm³) on the
activity worksheet. To response to the students’ question, Manee had the students change the words ‘cubic centimeter’ to ‘milliliter’ without any explanation for the change. Then Manee demonstrated the next activity to students. This activity aimed to develop students’ understanding that the shape of water is changeable. Manee asked students to observe the shape of colored water in a soft drink bottle and then she poured water into a flask. Manee asked students to observe shape of the water in the flask before she poured the water into a beaker. Then, she asked students what shape the water looked like when it was in the soft drink bottle, flask, and beaker. Manee instructed the students to write the property of liquid in terms of its shape on the worksheet. During the conclusion step, Manee told students to write the conclusion following what she told them. At the same time, she wrote the conclusion on the whiteboard for the students to copy onto their observation sheet.

It appeared that Manee rarely provided opportunities for the students to formulate their own explanation using their observation data. Manee’s questions did not challenge the students to develop critical thinking, but focused them on telling the facts. Manee ignored the wrong answers of the students many times. She only asked the students who were able to give the right answer to restate their answer for the students in the class.

In the next science class, Manee introduced the properties of gas. She wanted the students to understand that gas has mass, but its volume and shape will change by the container. Manee used similar teaching strategies that she used in teaching the properties of liquid. She started by reminding the students that they had already learned the properties of matter in solid and liquid states. She introduced each material that students had to use in the activity and wrote the names of materials on the board. Manee
overviewed the activity directions and directed the students to perform the activity step-by-step following her guidance. Similar to the activity on properties of liquid, Manee used the IPST Curriculum and observation sheet. She strictly followed the activity instructions. Students followed Manee’s directions even though they found that Manee misunderstood the activity directions. For example, in the activity that aims to introduce the concept that the volume of gas is changeable, the activity directions indicated that students had to get air into a syringe, plug the end of syringe, press the stalk of the syringe, and then read volume. Then students had to release the hand that pressed the stalk of the syringe and read the volume again. Instead of having students follow these steps, Manee told the students to unplug the end of syringe and read the volume. The students seemed to be puzzled, but followed what Manee told them to do. Manee got through this activity very quickly even though she realized that the students still did not understand this concept.

After doing all of the activities, Manee asked the students several questions that focused on facts rather than challenging the students to think about what they found out from the activities. Although Manee provided opportunities for the students to discuss their findings with their peers, she only allowed 1-2 minutes for the students to discuss. Manee did not encourage the students to show their ideas. Manee asked the students to copy her words onto their observation sheet. Manee wrote the conclusion on the whiteboard for the students to copy down on their observation sheet.

Another science lesson that I observed Manee teaching was a Sound Lesson. The activities that Manee provided for students included making sound from different materials, such as a brandy glass, a plastic straw, and two tendon strings that were pulled
tight liked guitar strings. According to the brandy glass activity, students were asked to pour 50 ml into a glass and rub the glass to make sound. Manee asked students to observe water in the glass. According to the plastic straw activity, Manee asked students to cut one end of the straw to a “V” shape. At the beginning, Manee asked students to blow the end of the straw that had not been cut. However, students told her that the direction stated to blow at the other end. Manee went back to check the teachers guidebook and found that she misunderstood the activity direction. Then Manee asked the students to blow at the end that had the “V” shape and observe what happened after blowing the straw.

Manee provided a new straw to each student and asked the students to cut the new straw shorter than the first one. Manee asked students to compare sounds from the two straws. Manee had only one kit for the tendon string activity. Thus, she took this kit to each group of students and asked them to play on the thick string and thin string. Again, Manee asked students to compare the sound from the two strings. To teach this lesson, Manee still used the same teaching strategies as when she taught the lesson on properties of matter. Manee still directed students to do activities, fill in activity results on the observation sheet, and copy explanations and conclusions from the whiteboard onto their worksheet.

The next day, Manee showed a guitar to students. She played the guitar by making sound from the thinnest string. Manee asked the students how they liked the sound. Then she played the guitar again, but made sound from the thickest string and then she asked students to compare the sounds they had heard. Then, Manee focused students on the concept on pitch.
Manee: We learned yesterday that sound is made by the vibration of …
Students: Objects.
Manee: Or sources.
Manee: Today I bring a guitar. Does each guitar string have the same size?
Students: No.
Manee: The strings of guitar are similar to the tendon strings that we played yesterday. Do you remember?
Students: Yes.
Manee: If I play the thickest string of guitar, the sound will be …
Students: Low tone.
Manee: If I play the thinnest string on the guitar, the sound will be …
Students: High tone.
(Manee, Classroom Observation)

Then, Manee had the students develop their own concept map about sound.

However, Manee continued to direct the students while they developed the concept map. She wrote a format of the concept map on the whiteboard for the students. She asked the students to write the statement “the musical instruments make sound” in the middle of a page. Then she had the students put glue on pictures of musical instruments that they brought to the class. Manee had students draw a line to link between the pictures and the statement above. Then she asked the students to write near the pictures about the action that students had to do with those instruments to make sound. Manee urged the students to color their concept maps. It seemed that Manee did not use the concept map for the benefit of observing how the students scientifically understood the concept of sound. Manee focused on the artistic work rather than the students’ conceptual understanding on this topic. When the students did not make their map colorful, she asked the students whether or not they wanted to redo their map -- otherwise they would not get a good score on their map.
Teaching Orientation

Figure 15 represents my analysis of Manee’s orientation. The data from the interviews, card sort activity, and classroom observations with Manee indicated that her orientation to primary science teaching consisted of two central goals and three peripheral goals. Manee’s central goals for teaching primary science were to 1) develop students’ accurate science content knowledge, and 2) develop students’ laboratory skills. Manee’s peripheral goals for primary science teaching were to 1) prepare students for higher science education, 2) help the students capably apply science knowledge and process skills to everyday life, and 3) develop students’ positive attitudes toward science.

In order to develop students’ content knowledge in science, Manee exposed students to the manipulative activities. Students were obliged to follow her directions step-by-step in order to move at the same pace and see the expected results. Manee asked students to repeat the activity again if they did not achieve the anticipated results. At the end of the activity Manee provided results and conclusions for the students because she wanted to ensure that every student understood the same thing. It is evident that this goal influenced her teaching when she mentioned that students should have opportunities to do hands-on activities and after that the teacher could provide them with the correct information or factual knowledge.
Figure 15. Manee’s Goals for Primary Science Teaching

- **Develop Science Content Understanding**
  - Provide extra class to lecture and wrap-up concepts
  - Provide verbal and written activity results and conclusions
  - Provide content knowledge to students

- **Develop Laboratory Skills**
  - Provide clear steps to students before doing activities
  - Expose students to manipulative activities
  - Direct students during the activity

- **Apply Knowledge to Real-Life**
  - Give correct terminology and make connection between classroom and phenomena

= central goals;  = peripheral goals
After students finish an activity, teacher will give content to them. It is like repeating to them again in order to help them understand the concept. (Manee, Interview #1)

Manee’s other central goal for teaching science was to develop students’ laboratory skills. In order to meet this goal, Manee introduced each material before students did the activity. She explained the function of the materials and demonstrated how to use them. During the activity, Manee walked around to each group and warned students to use the scientific materials correctly.

In regards to Manee’s peripheral goals, Manee reflected on scenario three (as shown in Table 11). She stated that she selected fun and easy-to-do activities for her students because she wanted them to enjoy learning science. In order to help students apply their knowledge to phenomena, Manee indicated that she used a concept mapping technique. This helped students understand how the musical instruments make sound.

Students hear sound since they were born, thus, it’s very closed to them. But, they don’t know about it yet. In addition, many students join the school band and they have music class. So, it is the phenomenon that they experience everyday. After the activities, I will have them do the concept map so they will know how each musical instrument makes sound. (Manee, Interview #1)

Table 12 shows Manee’s arrangement of and reflection on the orientation scenarios that she chose to represent her views of teaching science.
### Table 12

**Manee’s Arrangement and Interpretation of the Card-Sort Scenarios**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Manee’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, set up classroom lessons for a unit on heat conduction. Using resource elementary books, you select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I select activities from many resources, not only from the IPST Curriculum. I will select an activity that is appropriate for students in terms of age and ability. And the activities have to be fun so students will not get bored. Students love to do fun things so if I have them do a hands-on activity, they will really enjoy it.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Your students are intrigued with a Thai flute that a classmate has brought to school. As a group, the students identify questions and ways to explore how the flute works. You help the students organize into investigation teams, and you investigate along with the students. (guided inquiry)</td>
<td>“I agree with this scenario but the Thai flute may not be a good example for teaching this concept. I will use other instruments, such as a guitar because I think students can easily see the guitar strings vibrate.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit on Sound by introducing curriculum, explaining materials, allowing students doing activities, and you explaining the concepts at the end of activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>“I do it sometime. I explain about the materials and directions to students before they do the activity because some students don’t understand what they have to do. If the activity is easy, I will manipulate them to give me the right answer about how the activity should work. But, if the activity is difficult or the result is not clear, I will explain to students prior to the activity about what they have to observe.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, have students observe a music instrument and generate questions about how sound is produced. Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s questions. (inquiry)</td>
<td>“We may use other materials, such as a bottle instead of musical instruments. In general, I don’t have students design their own experiment. But, I ask them to follow the directions in the activity book.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, want students to learn the heat conduction. You decide to ask your students to observe and record about the material used for cooking utensil. Then you and students design an activity around the question, “What are the best materials in making cooking utensils. (project-based science)</td>
<td>“If I teach this concept, I will do the same thing. But, our students don’t have to design the activity because we have a heat conduction kit. My school bought this kit last year. So, every group will do the experiment with this kit.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>When doing laboratory activities, you provide students with clear, easy following, step-by-step directions for the activity procedure. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I agree with this scenario because it stated that teachers provide clear steps of the activity to students. I do this too, because if we provide a clear explanation to the students and have them follow the steps when doing the activity, it will make them understand it better.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to the goal of teaching science in terms of developing students’ content knowledge, Manee demonstrated a didactic orientation when she was engaged in the card sort activity. Manee indicated that the teaching strategies in scenario 11 were parallel to her strategies in teaching science. At first, Manee put this scenario in the “can’t decide” group because she indicated that she did not directly provide an explanation of the activity results to the students every time. If she noticed that the activity was not too difficult for the students to understand, she would just ask them questions that guided them to the correct answers.

However, if the activity was too abstract for the students, she had to explain or guide them about where and what to observe before letting the students do the activities.

During the second interview, Manee was asked that why she had to write the information, such as activity results, and conclusion on the whiteboard. Manee explained that:
Actually they need to work in a group and then discuss as a whole class. Then, we need to tell them what to write on the observation sheet in order to have the correct concept. If we don’t do that some students like to think other things that are not right. So, we have to frame them by giving them some information and then leading them to the right answer as much as possible. (Manee, Interview #2)

Thus, Manee put scenario 11 in the “like me” group when she was asked to reconsider the groups and order of the cards during the second card sort activity. She indicated the teaching strategies in this scenario were close to her teaching style. By writing everything on the board, Manee could ensure that every student would have the right answer and factual knowledge. In addition, Manee also explained the reasons for having students engage in the hands-on activities, following the activity directions and progressing through the activity one step at a time. Manee indicated that:

If we provide a clear explanation to the students and have them follow the steps when doing the activity, it will make them understand it better.

(Manee, Card Sort Activity)

Manee’s didactic orientation appeared again when she reflected on scenario 2. Manee put the scenario 2 in the “not like me” group very quickly. She indicated that she did not agree with the strategies in this scenario. She thought, in teaching the electricity lesson that the teachers had to instruct the students prior to having the students do the activity. During instruction, she would explain about the circuit and components of simple circuits. Then, she would direct students to make different types of circuits following her instructions.
When asked about having the students share their experiences and knowledge about electricity, Manee stated that the teacher might ask students whether or not they know what the circuit is. Manee also viewed having students express their ideas about this topic in terms of application of knowledge in this concept rather than the main idea of the concept.

Yes, I may ask them whether or not they know what electrical devices they have in their house. Or, do they want to know how the circuit works. (Manee, Card Sort Activity)

The excerpt demonstrates that although Manee provided opportunities for the students to participate in the hands-on activity, she believed it was her responsibility to develop students’ learning rather than believing that the students were responsible for their own learning.

Also, Manee indicated that scenario 3 was parallel to her planning when teaching a lesson. Manee explained that she did not design her own curriculum. Rather, she mainly used the IPST Curriculum in her classroom. In addition, Manee also looked for activities from other resources that were fun and developed students’ understanding of the desired concept. Manee indicated that she did not have to worry about lacking materials because her school bought all the necessary materials for doing science activities. She usually
used the manipulative activity kits that were designed for a particular activity. Although she put scenario 10 in a group that represented her teaching style, Manee indicated that she did not provide opportunities for the students to design and carry out their own experiments. Rather, she gave the materials to each group of students and assigned them to do the activity following the directions in a book or her guidance.

The students don’t design their own experiment because we have materials for them. For example, to learn about heat conduction, we have the heat conduction kit for each group of students. However, sometimes we find additional activities from other resources for the students. (Manee, Card Sort Activity)

Although scenario 13 represented a guided-inquiry orientation, the way that Manee interpreted this scenario was not close to this orientation, but was representative of a didactic orientation. Based on the observation of her teaching, Manee brought a guitar to demonstrate to students how each string of a guitar makes sound differently. However, it is evident that the strategy she used with students deviated from the strategy stated in scenario 13. Manee did not have students identify questions and ways to explore how the guitar works. Manee used a guitar in order to summarize with students about the pitch concept. According to the dialogue between Manee and her students (see p. 228), it is evident that the questions Manee asked her students focused on factual knowledge rather than conceptual knowledge. Furthermore, although Manee arranged scenario 4 last among those that represented her teaching strategies, it is evident that she frequently used the strategies in scenario 4 more than the strategies stated in many scenarios that she placed before this scenario.
As Manee reflected on scenarios 10 and 15, she said that she did not allow students to design or control their own investigations. Manee preferred to use manipulative activity kits with her students for doing science activities. As Manee reflected on scenario 16, she said that she did not agree in putting materials at the back of classroom and having students explore independently.

ขั้นนี้ไม่เห็นด้วยเลยค่ะ เพราะมันจะรุนรายไปหมด คุมอะไรไม่ได้ เพราะเด็กเค้ายังเล็กเค้าก็จะเล่นอะไรประหยัดไป เราจะแจกอุปกรณ์ให้เลย เอาวางไว้ที่โต๊ะแล้วเค้าจะเด็กทดลองกันที่โต๊ะ

I don’t like this one because it will be uncontrolled. Students are too young to control themselves so they will play around and learn nothing. I will put materials on their table and have them do it at their table. (Manee, Card Sort Activity)

This excerpt confirmed that Manee did not display guided-inquiry or inquiry orientations.

In summary, Manee displayed a didactic orientation about primary science teaching. Manee displayed a didactic orientation in terms of believing that science is composed of factual knowledge that can be transferred from the teacher to the student by telling, lecturing, and giving the right answer. Furthermore, she also demonstrated her belief that there is only one right answer for each question. Thus, Manee asked students to repeat the activity when they did not have similar results to the teacher guidebook. She also had an activity-driven orientation in that she believed that the students should have the opportunity to participate in hands-on activities. Based on the observation of her teaching, Manee paid less attention to whether or not the activities helped the students to develop understanding of the concepts that were taught. Although Manee stated that students would learn science when they visualized the results of the activities, it was more likely that the students would memorize the activities rather than understand the concept from the activities. When the students were doing the activity, Manee expected the students to see what she intended and to have correct answers rather than focusing on
students’ ideas and thinking. Manee did not demonstrate guided inquiry, inquiry, or project-based orientations although she sorted the scenarios that represented these orientations into piles that would indicate she held those orientations. It was evident that her didactic and activity-driven orientations influenced her interpretation of these scenarios.

**PCK for Primary Science Teaching**

*Knowledge of students’ understanding of science.* Manee indicated that in order to help students understand science concepts, such as sound and states of matter, she would allow students to do activities to learn some ideas about those concepts. Then, she would ask questions to the students to help them relate the activity results to science concepts.

Manee exhibited understanding about the differing ability levels of students with regard to learning. She indicated that some students liked to think over the main point while others chose not to hit the main ideas. Thus, she had to provide guidance and direct them to get close to the right answer as much as possible.

> ในการสอนเน้นให้เด็กทำกิจกรรม ทำกิจกรรมด้วยการถามแล้วให้ นักเรียนตอบหรือว่าตอบคำถามในกิจกรรม แต่มันก็มีเด็กบางคนที่จะคิดเกินหรือไม่ตรงประเด็นเราก็ต้องดึงดูดให้เข้าใจ แต่มันก็ต้องอธิบายเพิ่มเติม แต่ถ้ามันก็ตอบ ที่นั้นควรจะเป็นมากที่สุดโดยที่เราให้ท่าน headlineล่ะ ให้นักเรียนทำกิจกรรมนั้น แล้วถามให้ตรงคำถาม ที่นักเรียนจะเข้าใจ แต่ก็ควรจะเป็นมากที่สุดโดยที่เราให้ท่าน headlineที่เหมาะสมกับที่นักเรียนเข้าใจ

> I will teach by having students do activities. I will question them and see their responses. They also have to work on the activity sheet that I give to them. At the end, I will provide the correct answers and knowledge to the students because some students like to think differently than what we expect. So, I have to manipulate them to have the right answer. (Manee, Interview #2)

In the sound lesson, Manee indicated that the frequency concept was the most difficult concept for students to learn. She stated that the students got confused with terminology about this concept.

> ความถี่เสียง เหมือนกับเด็กเขาไม่ค่อยเข้าใจว่าความถี่เสียงมันเกิดขึ้นได้ยังไง ความหมายมันคืออะไร แต่การเสียงสูง เสียงต่ำ เสียงแหลม เสียงทุ่ม เนอะหรือยั้งคนเคยได้ยินประชาอยู่
Manee indicated that in order to help students understand this concept, she prepared many activities for students including the “ruler activity” that she learned from the PD. Then, she helped students answer questions on a worksheet and provided an explanation about the concept to the students at the end.

The concept on states of matter is not difficult. Students can understand it. However, some objects, such as jelly, cause confusion because it is very difficult to identify. (Manee, Interview #1)

Manee indicated that she helped students to overcome this confusing by giving them the answer. However, she was not sure whether or not her answer was correct.
I tell them directly that it is in solid state. But, I told them that it looks in between solid and liquid. I really don’t know actually (laughing). Students will understand that objects that are in solid state will be hard. If it soft, it is not solid. These are their understanding. And then jelly isn’t hard, but it’s soft. Doesn’t it have mass? Students don’t know that. So, I have to tell them think about gloves. One pair of gloves might not weight a lot, but many pairs of glove do. So, we have to help them think. (Manee, Interview #1)

The excerpt above reveals that Manee had limited knowledge on states of matter, which linked to her limited use of an analogy to help students’ comprehension of this knowledge. In addition, her didactic orientation drove her decision to provide the answer to students.

In addition, it is evident that Manee displayed limited knowledge on learning processes--that prior knowledge of learners influence learning. When reading scenario 1, Manee quickly put this scenario in the “not like me” group. She explained that the students should have directed hands-on experience. Manee did not agree to have the students draw a picture of sugar in water when they could actually do it. When she was asked about using this activity as an engagement activity in order to explore students’ thinking, Manee replied that:

Manee: ไม่เห็นด้วย ควรให้เค้าเห็นของจริงดีกว่า เธาของจริงมาให้นักเรียนดูเลยดีกว่า เพราะถ้าวาดรูปเค้าก็ไม่ทราบหรอก ถ้าเห็นของจริงจะเข้าใจ
No, I think we should let the students see it for real. They can’t understand when drawing, they have to see it. It is not difficult at all to find sugar and water.

I: ถ้าใช้เป็นกิจกรรมก่อนเข้าสูบทเรียนเรื่องการละลายเพื่อดูความคิดเค้าล่ะ
How about using this activity prior to the dissolution lesson in order to see the students’ thought?

Manee: ของจริงเลยดีกว่า ทำให้เห็นเลยดีกว่า
I still think we should let them do it, have them observe it for real.

(Manee, Card Sort Activity)

This dialogue reveals that Manee did not demonstrate an awareness of students’ prior knowledge, and the importance of knowing students’ thinking. Manee paid more
attention to students’ performing the activities than what and how they were thinking about the events.

Based on Manee’s explanation of students’ learning and understanding of science, she believed that hands-on activity might initiate students’ ideas, but learning occurs when the teacher transmits correct knowledge to students. When transferring knowledge to students, Manee did not anticipate students’ misconceptions on sound or states of matter concepts. Rather, she believed that students would develop correct understanding on those concepts after they listened to her explanation.

*Knowledge of science teaching strategies.* Based on Manee’s reflection of the card sort scenarios, she believed that science teachers should provide opportunities for students to do activities. Teacher’s decision on providing an overview of activity directions and anticipating results to students prior or after the activity depended on the level of difficulty of concepts and activities. For example, during the cart sort activity, Manee indicated that when teaching electricity to students, she preferred to give knowledge about circuits to students before having them to do the activity.

บางครั้งก็ต้องอธิบายก่อน ไม่ใช่ให้เด็กทำเลย เพราะบางที่เด็กก็ไม่เข้าใจ บางการทดลองมันยาก เราต้องอธิบายก่อนแล้วค่อยให้นักเรียนสังเกตผลว่าเป็นยังไงในพยายามที่ทำทดลองวันนี้ก่อน ให้เด็กบอกด้วยว่าต้องสังเกตตรงไหน

I need to explain activity directions and activity results to students before allowing them to do the activity. The activities about circuits and electricity are difficult and the results sometimes are not clear. So I have to tell my students what will happen and where to observe. (Manee, Card Sort Activity)

Observations of Manee’s teaching revealed that she had limited knowledge of ways to represent and knowledge of the strategies to help them comprehend the specific concepts or relationships. As mentioned in the section on classroom implementation, Manee demonstrated misunderstanding about the procedure and the purposes of activities
many times. In addition, she did not demonstrate her appreciation about the selection of activities that could help students to comprehend the difficult concepts, such as frequency.

I don’t remember what activities about the frequency topic that I provided for students last year. But, one of them was a ruler activity that is in IPST Curriculum. In general, I have students to do activities. But, to help them understand the concept, I will give explanations to them. (Manee, Interview #1)

This excerpt reveals that Manee believed that explanation from teachers was the best way to help students understand the concept.

*Knowledge of science curriculum.* Manee displayed her understanding about the reformed science curriculum. Manee explained that the new curriculum contained more activities than the previous one. The reformed curriculum focused on students having hands-on experience. The hands-on experiences were designed to help students find information and knowledge in order to explain the phenomenon. In regards to the new curriculum, teachers needed to get student involved in learning by doing activity and develop their own explanation without teacher direction.

Manee also indicated that the activities in this curriculum were clear in terms of process and results. This aspect of the curriculum made it easy for students to follow and understand the lesson. In addition, compared to the previous curriculum where all grades
had to study light and sound, these concepts were clearly separated in this curriculum.

For instance, light was in 4th grade and sound was in 5th grade.

This curriculum is different than the previous one. The previous one, students in 4th-6th grades have learn light, but now it is clearly separated. In addition, this curriculum has more activities than the last curriculum, which make students’ more excited. (Manee, Interview #2)

Hence, it reveals that Manee displayed her knowledge of the curriculum in terms of which concept was taught in what grade. She also demonstrated her knowledge of the differences between previous and current science curricula in terms of goals and objectives for students’ learning.

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. In order to assess students’ understanding of science concepts, Manee used many methods. These included: questioning, testing, concept mapping, students’ responses, and students’ work.

I use many methods including questioning during class, seeing their work and their attention, testing after finishing each unit, midterm and final testing. Sometime I have students do the concept map. (Manee, Interview #2)

Manee gave the reasons for using many assessment methods that each method gave different meaning. For example, questioning and students’ work showed whether students understood particular concept. Testing, such as midterm or final examination, provided big pictures of students’ understanding because tests included many concepts. Manee also explained that students had to participate in laboratory testing in order to assess their ability in doing laboratories.
I use many methods because one method cannot tell everything. Some students can do a good job on exams, but aren’t good in lab. Testing after each unit can tell how much they understand this unit when exams can tell the bigger picture. However, a combination of all results shows how much this student knows. (Manee, Interview #2)

Manee exhibited knowledge of assessment in terms of ways that might be employed to assess specific aspects of students’ learning. Her assessment methods fit with her central goals for teaching science. In addition, she demonstrated her knowledge about aspects of students’ learning that were important to assess when they learned sound.

Students have to understand how sound is produced, what its advantages are. Students have to know what medium that sound can move through, safety, pitch, and frequency. I will assess students from their responses to my questions, their work, and concept maps. (Manee, Interview #2)

However, Manee still directed students when they were doing the concept map. In addition, this might be explained by two reasons. First, Manee did not have understanding about this assessment instrument. Thus, Manee seemed to focus on the artistic quality of students’ concept maps rather than students’ conceptual understanding, and connection between topics. Second, the didactic orientation showed up when she implemented the concept map in the way that she did it with her students.

In summary, Manee displayed moderate understanding about the science curriculum. However, she did not display adequate knowledge on other knowledge components of PCK, including knowledge of students’ understanding of science, science teaching strategies, and assessment.
Chujai’s Implementation, Orientation, and PCK for Science Teaching

Classroom Implementation

Chujai was teaching a unit about properties of matter. The topic that she taught, when I observed was heat conduction. Chujai utilized the IPST curriculum and observation sheets for this topic. The activity that Chujai used with her students was the activity that she learned from the PD. This activity was to have students touch spoons that were made from different materials, such as stainless steel, plastic, and aluminum. Then, the teacher poured hot water into a bowl and let the students observe - by touching the spoons - when they could feel hotness.

The students were assigned to sit in groups of six students. At the beginning of the class, Chujai asked each group to look at their table and tell her what they saw. Then, Chujai showed each type of spoon and asked students what material it was made from. The students were interested in the materials and made noise while Chujai kept warning them to be quiet and listen to her. Chujai engaged students by asking them to think whether or not they had ever seen these spoons in their kitchen at home. She also asked the students to think about other utensils in the kitchen that become hot when heated. Chujai allowed students to answer her question and then told them that they were going to do an activity about the heat conduction property of materials. Chujai asked the students to pay attention and listen quietly to her overview of the activity directions. Interestingly, the information that Chujai briefed with her students was similar to what she had been told by Somsri during the PD. For example, Chujai told her students to touch each spoon from its end about 1 cm. In addition, Chujai directly told the students when they must start timing rather than encourage students to discuss and design their
own investigation. During the activity, students seemed embarrassed because they did not feel anything by touching the spoons after Chujai poured hot water into a bowl. Instead, they felt hot when they touched the small bowl that contained hot water and spoons. Many students discussed within their group how they were going to record their data because by touching the spoons they only felt warmness rather than the hotness that Chujai insinuated that they would feel. The students then decided to put the number of times that they felt warmness from touching the spoon. When students finished the activity, Chujai asked them about their results. She asked students to consider the materials that the spoons were made from and encouraged them to make conclusions based on the activity. Under Chujai’s guidance, students were able to conclude that stainless steel conducts heat in the shortest period of time whereas plastic does not conduct heat. Then, Chujai asked students:

Chujai: Why do different materials conduct heat differently?
Chujai: In terms of conducting heat, how should we use these materials based on their property?
Chujai: Should we use the materials that will conduct heat in everyday life? Should we carry things made from these materials with our hands only?

Students: No.
(Chujai, Classroom Observation)

Chujai asked students many questions at a time and she did not provide enough wait time for the students to think and respond to questions. Sometimes Chujai asked and answered her questions by herself, without waiting for students to answer them. In addition, the questions that she posed to students mostly were close-ended or looked for factual information rather than exploring students’ thoughts and understandings.

During the explanation step of her instruction, Chujai provided an explanation to students that focused on terminology and application of the heat conduction concept.
Chujai seemed to miss the important aspect and purpose of this activity. Rather than developing an understanding about the heat conduction concept, Chujai’s explanation mainly focused on the decision in using materials based on their properties. In addition, when asking questions, Chujai ignored student answers which were not correct or were not what she wanted to hear. Instead, she only picked students’ answers which she expected to hear. For example, when she was talking about materials in terms of heat insulation, she asked students:

   Chujai: Look at yourself, what is an insulator?
   Chujai: Do you think your clothes are insulators?
   (Chujai, Classroom Observation)

Without any responses from the students, Chujai explained that cloth has the property of insulation, that it can prevent heat. One student asked Chujai:

   Student A: How about black cloth?

Chujai did not have any response to this comment. She neither stopped nor asked Student A to elaborate upon his question and what he was thinking. Instead, Chujai continued her explanation by giving the example that people used a kitchen towel to carry hot cooking utensils. Chujai repeated her question to students again:

   Chujai: Do you think cloth conducts heat?
   Students: No.
   Chujai: In terms of conducting heat, how should we use these materials based on their property?
   Without wait time, Chujai jumped to the explanation that:
   Chujai: Cloth doesn’t have the heat conduction property. Like plastic, cloth is insulation. So, if anyone say plastic conducts heat, it’s wrong.
   (Chujai, Classroom Observation)

   On the second day of teaching this topic, Chujai taught students using typical classroom questioning and lecturing strategies. She reminded students about the activity
they had done on the previous day. She asked them to state again what material in the activity had the ‘best’ and ‘worst’ heat conduction property. Then, Chujai asked students if they were going to eat hot soup, what type of spoon might they use? Most of the students said they would use a plastic spoon. Chujai stopped the class for few seconds and asked students who would have soup with a plastic spoon. Several students raised their hands up while Chujai indicated to students that they could use a plastic spoon in hot soup only when that plastic could tolerate heat. Chujai continued to explain that, in everyday life, people use spoons made from stainless steel with hot soup because they are durable. The students showed that they were getting confused with Chujai’s explanation because it contradicted what they learned from the prior day’s activity. Chujai realized this confusion so she decided to do the activity about heat conduction again.

On day three, Chujai demonstrated another activity that she adopted from another curriculum. Chujai dropped wax candles in a row on a steel rod. She clamped the rod tightly then lit the alcohol lamp at the end of the steel rod and asked students to observe what happened to the wax candles. Chujai repeated this activity again, but changed the steel rod to a plastic ruler. Compared to the activity on day one, the students were excited even though they did not have the opportunity to do this activity, but only observed the teacher’s demonstration. After the activity, Chujai used the same questioning strategy she had employed before by asking and answering her own questions. At the end of class, Chujai provided science content knowledge on the heat conduction concept to the students. Chujai provided an oral explanation of the terminology relevant to the concept. She also used an analogy of how one particle transfers heat to other particles. First, she had volunteer students line up. Chujai then pretended she had a hot object on her head,
which made her uncomfortable. She proceeded to pass that object to the student who stood next to her. Then, she asked that student what he would do if he received that hot object from her. The student passed the hot object to his friend next to him. Students seemed to enjoy this analogy. However, Chujai realized that some students still did not understand the notions of “particle” and “transferring.” Thus, she decided to give up her attempt to help students develop a more clear understanding of this concept. She told students who were interested to come to ask her for clarification after class.

**Teaching Orientation**

Figure 16 represents my analysis of Chujai’s orientation to science instruction. The interviews, card sort activity, and classroom observation with Chujai all demonstrate that her orientation to teaching the heat conduction concept at the primary level consisted of two central goals which included: 1) developing accurate understanding of science content for students, and 2) connecting classroom knowledge to everyday experiences and developing awareness about phenomena. Chujai’s peripheral goal for teaching this concept is not clear. However, it seems her peripheral goal for teach this concept was for students to develop positive attitudes toward science.
Figure 16. Chujai’s Goals for Primary Science Teaching

- Develop Science Content Understanding
  - Provide extra class to lecture and wrap-up concepts
  - Provide content knowledge to students

- Develop Positive Attitude toward Science to Students
  - Provide easy and fun activities

- Develop Relevance of Science Knowledge to Students’ Daily Lives
  - Provide connections of scientific knowledge to life experience
  - Develop awareness among students about how to live safely

□ = central goals; ○ = peripheral goals
I want students to learn from real experience. Then, they could explain what materials are heat conductors or insulators. I want students to do this activity because it is close to their life. So, students will know what utensils they can safely touch with their hands. I also expect them to have a correct understanding about the concept of heat conduction. In addition, they should be able to share the knowledge with other people. (Chujai, Interview #1)

Data sources compiled for Chujai reveal that her teaching strategies were inconsistent during her interview, implementation, and card sort reflection. The observation of Chujai’s classroom while she was teaching the concept of heat conduction reveals that the strategies she used in teaching this concept were different to what she explained during the card sort activity. During the card sort activity, Chujai stated that she would emphasize students sharing ideas and experiences, and formulating explanations of activity results. However, these opportunities rarely happened during her classroom teaching. Based on the IPST Curriculum, the activity that Chujai provided for students on the first day of teaching was designed for third grade students. The heat conduction activity for the fourth graders would need a particular kit for this concept. However, Chujai’s second central goal for teaching this concept drove her decision to select this activity. Chujai explained that she decided to use this activity because she thought it helped students connect their knowledge of heat conduction to everyday experiences. She indicated that students should develop an awareness of phenomena around them using knowledge they learned in the science classroom.
I will use this activity because after doing the activity students could apply their knowledge to their living experience. Students will know what material they should be aware of when it is heated. (Chujai, Interview #1)

According to the card sort activity, Table 13 shows Chujai’s arrangement of and reflections about scenarios she thought would represent her science teaching. Chujai explained that to teach science a teacher needed to look at a variety of resources and carefully decide what activities would be appropriate for students before teaching a particular topic. She also explained that, prior to the lesson, a teacher had to provide opportunities for students to share their ideas about and experiences with that topic. Teachers should also encourage students to work in groups to develop a hypothesis about the study, let them explore during the activity, and then report their findings.

Table 13

Chujai’s Arrangement and Interpretation of the Card-Sort Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Chujai’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, set up classroom lessons for a unit on heat conduction. Using resource elementary books, you select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“Books are basic resources that we have to know. The activities for students have to be fun and not too difficult for students to do and understand.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>In an electricity unit, you, as a teacher, give students batteries, bulbs and wires. You encourage the students to find all the possible ways to light the bulb. (discovery)</td>
<td>“It is a good activity. We can use either way between giving the activity devices to students and encouraging them to create the ways to make the bulb light. Or, we can have them follow directions first and then encourage them to do it on their own.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit of electricity by having students talk about their ideas about electricity. Then you allow students to work with a particular circuit and develop their own explanations. You show the scientists’ ideas about electricity and encourage a class to discuss and compare how their ideas are different to the scientists. (conceptual change)</td>
<td>“To teach any topic, I’ll start from something that is close to students’ lives. I’ll talk to them about their experience to see how much they know about this topic. Then, I’ll provide activities to students and give opportunities for them to explain about the activities. If they can give an explanation, it means they understand this topic. I haven’t used the technique comparing students’ and scientists’ ideas. But, I think it’s interesting.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>Scenarios</td>
<td>Chujai’s Interpretations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit of dissolution by asking students to draw a picture of sugar when putting into water. You facilitate discussion among students. (conceptual change)</td>
<td>“I think drawing a picture is a first step of teaching. If we begin with having students drawing picture, we will see their thoughts about that topic, which I believe students have various ideas about sugar melting in water. It is also an opportunity for the teacher to encourage them to orally share their ideas before doing an activity by asking them what happens to sugar after putting it into water.” (conceptual change)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>When doing laboratory activities, you provide students with clear, easy following, step-by-step directions for the activity procedure. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I follow these steps. I will provide clear explanation about the activity directions so they can do it correctly.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, have students to observe two phenomena, salt in water and ice in water, and generate questions about their changes. Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s questions. (discovery)</td>
<td>“I think these are good strategies that are appropriate in teaching science to primary students. I will encourage students to guess about these phenomena and then have students do an activity in order to test their guesses. I like the idea of having students compare phenomena. It makes student develop their observation skills.” (discovery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit on Sound by introducing curriculum, explaining materials, allowing students doing activities, and you explaining the concepts at the end of activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>“We might have volunteer students come in front of the classroom or maybe every student touches their neck while saying something. Then, we discuss how sound is produced. After that, the teacher provides a brief overview of the lesson, gives manipulatives and explains their function to students. During and at the end of the activity, there might be some students who still don’t understand the concept so teachers have to provide correct content knowledge about that concept to students in order to help them have accurate understanding.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>As a teacher, you want teachers to learn about how sound is produced. You decide the best way to do this is to demonstrate students with various activities to verify a science concept of vibration produces sound. (academic rigor)</td>
<td>“The best method is to have students touch at their neck and then say a word. I think it is better than bringing a musical instrument to teach this concept. The musical instrument should be used when teaching pitch.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, encourage the students to place an ice brick on their table. You encourage the students to carefully and accurately record their observations in a journal. (process-driven)</td>
<td>“I agree that students need to have opportunities to do experiments, observe, and collect data.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus, according to the card sort activity, Chujai saw the connection between scenarios 2 and 5. She mentioned that she would use teaching strategies in these two scenarios when she had to teach an electricity lesson. Chujai indicated that when teaching science, she liked to provide opportunities for students to express their ideas. Hence, Chujai saw the strategies in scenario 5 as the engagement in order to encourage students to think how they would light the bulb using their own ways. Chujai also indicated that she might allow students to talk about their ideas about this topic, as stated in the beginning of scenario 2 as her engagement technique. Then, she would have students participate in a hands-on activity under her guidance. Chujai explained that:

At the beginning of each lesson, I will start by talking to students about their experience that relates to the topics that they are going to study. This discussion will allow me to know how much knowledge on electricity the students have. Then, I will allow them to perform activity and develop an explanation from doing the activity. If they are able to explain what they have, then it means they learned something. But, I haven’t ever tried to have students compare their ideas with those of scientists, which I think is interesting and I will try this strategy in the future. (Chujai, Card Sort Activity)

The excerpt reveals that Chujai believed that if she had to teach this concept, she would allow the students to share their experience and knowledge in order to explore how much the students knew about a concept prior to instruction. Then, she would lead the students in a hands-on activity, provide opportunities for them to share the findings, and give information and content knowledge to the students at the end of the activity.

Unlike other teachers, Chujai put scenario 1 in the “like me” group and stated that she often used this strategy in her classroom. Chujai explained that a teacher would know
what students were thinking from their drawing. She also mentioned that drawing a picture was one technique to encourage students to express their ideas. She believed that students would show a variety of ideas when putting sugar into water.

I think drawing a picture is a first step of teaching. If we begin with having students draw a picture, we will see their thoughts about that topic, which I believe students have various ideas about sugar melting in water. It is also an opportunity for the teacher to encourage them to orally share their ideas before doing the activity by asking them what happen to sugar after putting it into water. (Chujai, Card Sort Activity)

However, Chujai did not further explain whether or not students’ ideas would influence her teaching. She only indicated that she graded student drawings as artwork, which she might return to students or keep to show in an exhibition.

Some students make their picture very pretty. With the students’ picture, I will give them a score and then return it to students. Sometime I will keep it for showing in a school exhibition. (Chujai, Card Sort Activity)

During the card sort activities with Chujai, I observed that when Chujai recognized crucial teaching strategies for teaching science in the scenarios, she would quickly put those scenarios in the “like me” group. When Chujai did not have any experience in teaching the concepts stated in scenarios, she would consider whether or not the strategies were appropriate to teach science. If they were, then she put those scenarios into a group that represented her teaching.

However, I also observed that if Chujai had experience teaching a particular concept stated in the scenario, she would consider it more carefully and show her thoughts in more depth. For example, based on her experience in teaching this concept to
middle school students, when reading scenario 8, Chujai stated that a good way to help
students understand that sound is produced by vibration would be to ask students to touch
their neck while they were saying something. Chujai indicated that:

การที่จะให้นักเรียนเข้าใจว่าเสียงเกิดจากการสั่นสะเทือน วิธีที่ดีที่สุดคือให้เค้ารับที่คอด้วยแขนที่พอดูจะมีดีกว่า ส่วนการนำเครื่องดนตรีมาใช้ก็จะเป็นการสอนเรื่องอื่น เช่นเรื่องระดับเสียง เสียงทุ่น เสียงแหลม อะไรประมาณนั้นมากมาย
The best method is to have students touch their neck and then say a word.
I think it is better than bringing a musical instrument to teach this concept.
The musical instrument should be used when teaching pitch. (Chujai, Card Sort Activity)

When reading scenario 13, which represented a guided-inquiry orientation, Chujai
mentioned that the students might not get excited with the Thai flute and she never had
her students design their own experiment. As she indicated that:

ยังไม่เคยให้นักเรียนได้ออกแบบการทดลอง เพราะสร้างการครูจะ set การทดลองเอาไว้แล้ว เด็กเลยไม่ต้องออกแบบเอง
I haven’t tried to have students design their own experiment. Generally, I
will set an activity and manipulative for them. So, they don’t need to
design their own. (Chujai, Card Sort Activity)

Chujai insisted that having students touch their neck would be an appropriate activity to
teach this concept. She indicated that rather than having them explore the Thai flute--
which she was not sure whether or not her students would be interested in--she might ask
students to touch their neck in order to engage them and encourage them to think how
sound is produced. Then, she would encourage students with a hands-on activity that was
in the curriculum. At the end of activity, she would explain the sound concept to the
students again in order to ensure that every student understood this content knowledge.

We might have volunteer students come in front of the classroom or
maybe every student touch their neck while saying something. Then, we
discuss how sound is produced. After that the teacher provides a brief
overview of the lesson, gives manipulatives, and explains their function to students. During and at the end of the activity, there might be some students who still don’t understand the concept, so the teacher has to provide the correct content knowledge about that concept to students in order to help them have accurate understanding. (Chujai, Card Sort Activity)

The excerpt above reveals that when reading scenarios about sound concepts, Chujai would refer back to her past experience in teaching this concept. She demonstrated that strategies in her prior teaching about sound had consisted of doing a hands-on activity, questioning and discussing, and providing a teacher-generated explanation. Her reflections on scenario 13 were closer to a didactic orientation rather than a guided-inquiry orientation to science teaching.

In addition to the scenario 13, there were many scenarios that Chujai did not select as representative of her teaching strategies. However, her reflection on those scenarios demonstrated her didactic orientation. For example, Chujai put scenario 14 in the “not like me” group because she believed that to help students understand about circuits and electricity, the teacher had to provide a clear explanation to students about the device and its function. She stated that students might not know about circuits and how to make a simple circuit. So, the teacher needed to provide the fundamental knowledge about simple circuits prior to encouraging them to make each type of circuit by following the teacher’s direction. The teaching strategies which Chujai thought would be appropriate to teach circuit and electricity concepts were similar to the strategies used in scenario 11. Chujai stated that a teacher could use teaching strategies as stated in scenario 14 only when they were sure that students already knew all of the necessary information.
The teacher should begin by giving an explanation about the function of each manipulative to students. Then, students make circuits following the teacher’s direction. After that we can have students perform the activity that was stated in the card. (Chujai, Card Sort Activity)

During the card sort, it appeared that Chujai’s didactic orientation was not explicit. Based on what she said while sorting the cards, she indicated that her science teaching would be focused on providing opportunities for students to share their experiences and prior knowledge, get involved in hands-on activities, and communicate their findings of the activities. However, the observation of her classroom teaching revealed that the didactic orientation shaped the way she taught science. Chujai did not provide many opportunities for the students to communicate their ideas during her classroom teaching. The discourse that occurred in the classroom was almost a one-way communication in which Chujai asked and answered her own questions. In addition, the questions that Chujai asked her students were close-ended and looked for factual knowledge, not critical thinking. Chujai’s implementation of the heat conduction activity with students showed she did not have solid knowledge in the topic that she taught. Chujai’s limited content knowledge led her to direct the activity clearly in order to help students understand the concept and see the connection between this concept being taught and their preexisting, familiar life experiences. In addition, Chujai did not appear to be sensitive to the student ideas. It could be said that the limitation of both content knowledge and knowledge of students forced Chujai to ignore hearing and extending students’ thinking, or be able to mediate students’ ideas. Instead, she mainly focused on directing students towards what she perceived to be the right information. Finally, it was
clear that Chujai did not understand the purpose or relevance of the activity in terms of how this activity led students to understand the concept.

In summary, Chujai displayed a didactic orientation to science teaching. Although Chujai provided opportunities for students to perform activities, it seemed that the activities did not have any relevance to students’ learning of the concept. In the classroom, Chujai still played the major role in presenting information to the students. Her questions aimed to direct students to knowing the facts or the answer that she expected to hear. Although Chujai selected scenarios that represented other orientations, such as conceptual change, academic rigor, process-driven, and guided-inquiry orientations, Chujai interpreted these scenarios through her didactic lens. In addition, it is evident that the didactic orientation directly influenced her classroom teaching.

PCK for Primary Science Teaching

Knowledge of students’ understanding of science. Chujai indicated that it was her first time to teach the concept of heat conduction to primary students. Based on her preservice teaching experience with middle school students, Chujai mentioned that students did not have any problems learning this concept. However, she found that students did not understand how to do the laboratory work, for instance, why they had to set a control when doing the activity.

ส่วนมากนี่นักเรียนจะมีความข้องใจว่าทำไมเราต้องทำการทดลอง เราจะต้องควบคุมสิ่งต่างๆให้เท่ากัน อย่างเช่นกลุ่มบางกลุ่มเพื่อทำวิธีการทดลองรับเวลาไม่ถูกต้องอย่างนี้ เราถ้าลองพิจารณาทำความเข้าใจก็ต้องบอกเขาให้เขาเข้าใจว่าสิ่งที่เราต้องควบคุมมันจะทำให้การทดลองของเราถูกต้อง
The majority of students don’t understand why we need to set controls when we do experiment. For example, students don’t understand that they have to start timing right after I pour hot water into a cup. So, I have to tell them that the control will help them do the experiment correctly. (Chujai, Interview #1)
Chujai indicated that primary students might have different problems with learning this concept. Thus, in order to help these students, she would prepare to answer students’ questions. In contrast to teaching middle school students, Chujai implied that in teaching primary levels, teachers need to pay more attention to students’ work and provide a clear explanation of activity directions.

In the excerpt, Chujai believed that primary students needed to be controlled during learning science because they were not able to take responsibility for their learning when compared to middle school students.

Chujai did not anticipate or acknowledge that student might have difficulties with this concept. However, after Chujai taught this concept to her students, she found that students had difficulties understanding the meaning of conduction and that heat occurs through the transferring of heat energy from one particle to other particles.

In the excerpt, Chujai indicates that primary students might have different problems with learning this concept. Thus, in order to help these students, she would prepare to answer students’ questions. In contrast to teaching middle school students, Chujai implied that in teaching primary levels, teachers need to pay more attention to students’ work and provide a clear explanation of activity directions.

The excerpt reveals that Chujai believed that primary students needed to be controlled during learning science because they were not able to take responsibility for their learning when compared to middle school students.

Chujai did not anticipate or acknowledge that student might have difficulties with this concept. However, after Chujai taught this concept to her students, she found that students had difficulties understanding the meaning of conduction and that heat occurs through the transferring of heat energy from one particle to other particles.
I want elementary students to know the meaning of this word because it appeared in the textbook that heat conduction is a process of transferring heat from one particle to other particles. So, I have to explain and give an analogy to my students. I tell students that particles are small part of iron. For example, I was one particle in the iron rod and there are some other particles lined up together to form the iron rod. I believe that if I go too far with this, there may be a lot of questions. So, I decided to stop and tell students that they can come to talk to me later if they want. But, no one came to see me after that. (Chujai, Interview #2)

To help students overcome this difficulty, Chujai provided an analogy of how particle transfer heat energy to other particles and gave meanings for the terminology. However, Chujai did not spend a long time on the explanation about particles and conduction of heat because she believed that this was too difficult for students to understand.

According to the excerpt above, it is evident that Chujai learned about what concept or terminology she should give or leave to students. However, this also implies that Chujai believed that when students understood the scientific terminology, it meant they conceptually understood that concept.

Knowledge of science teaching strategies. Similar to other teachers, Chujai indicated that she would begin her science teaching by using questions and discussion in order to engage students with the topic that they were going to study, provide activities, give directions to students, have students do activities, and finally give the correct science knowledge to students.
First, I will engage students with the discussion about the materials that they use everyday that they believe might conduct heat. Then, I will let students to do the activity that I prepared for them. When they finish the activity, I will explain to them about the main idea of heat conduction. (Chujai, Interview #1)

I will emphasize having students to do hands-on activity and develop understanding of the concept. I will provide clear activity directions to students and check for their laboratory skills while they are doing the activity. (Chujai, Interview #2)

Although Chujai indicated during the interview and card sort activity that students would share their experiences about the concept that was being taught, she did not demonstrate knowledge about why having students share is important to the teaching and learning process. Thus she had limited knowledge about teaching strategies. In addition to the didactic orientation that she displayed, a lack of knowledge of strategies led her to teach science in ways that were opposite to what she expected to happen or opposed to what she stated during the card sort activities.

Chujai demonstrated her understanding about using teaching strategies such as doing activities, and answering teachers’ questions. These strategies did not only help teachers to understand students’ ideas, but would also allow students to check whether or not their understanding about each concept aligned with the correct scientific knowledge.

Asking questions can initiate students’ curiosity of the phenomena that they see everyday. I may have those answers in my notes, but I won’t tell them until they do the activity and see its results. Students can check
themselves from my posted question and from doing the activity that their understanding might be wrong. Some students think that their understanding before doing an activity is correct and there might be something wrong with the activity results. So, when I give them the answer they could change this misunderstanding. (Chujai, Interview #1)

Based on the observation of Chujai teaching, it is evident that she did not demonstrate adequate ability in putting her teaching strategies into a sequence that helped students develop understanding of the concept in the ways that she stated in her goals. As illustrated in the section on Chujai’s classroom implementation, she seemed to be nervous about the students’ questions. Thus, she ignored students’ questions and ideas many times. This could be due to her lack of subject matter knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. Furthermore, Chujai did not demonstrate her knowledge of specific strategies that could help students comprehend the concept of heat conduction. Although she used an analogy to represent how one particle transfers heat to other particles, she did not display knowledge about the conceptual strength and weakness of this analogy in relation to students’ ability to understand about the transference of heat through particles.

Knowledge of science curriculum. Chujai demonstrated her knowledge of science curriculum and how the new curriculum was different from the previous one. Chujai explained that science was separated from the Life Experience subject, which made students learn science content knowledge more than the previous curriculum. In Chujai’s school, she indicated that having science as a separate subject helped to reduce her workload in terms of planning for teaching. For example, instead of teaching all disciplines, including science, social studies, and health education that were integrated in the Life Experience subject, her school assigned teachers to teach a discipline based on their educational background. In regards to this idea, Chujai believed that she would help
students learn science better than teachers who did not have science education background.

This new curriculum is different to the previous one. When science was included in Life Experience subject, teachers had to prepare the lesson plans for three disciplines, which many times teachers might have more solid knowledge in one discipline than the other two disciplines. In the new science curriculum, I only prepare lesson for science. It reduces my workload. In addition, science is my knowledge background so I have more confidence than other teachers who did not graduate in this area in order to help students to develop solid scientific knowledge. (Chujai, Interview #2)

In regards to the excerpt above, Chujai also indicated that the reform curriculum had up-to-date content knowledge, and also integrated technology to teach science, such as through the Internet.

In addition, Chujai mentioned that the new curriculum allowed students to have more opportunities to do hands-on activities than the previous one. However, Chujai did not demonstrate her knowledge about a particular component or activity in the curriculum that helped students to develop important ideas in science.

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. Chujai displayed that in teaching the concept of heat conduction, she would assess students’ understanding of the terminology on the conduction of heat. After doing the activity, students should be able to identify what materials had conductor and insulator properties.
Students must understand the meaning of heat conduction. They need to know what materials can conduct heat and what materials cannot. This knowledge is important to them because they face it everyday. (Chujai, Interview #1)

Similar to other teachers, Chujai provided worksheets for students in order to assess their understanding of this concept. Chujai indicated that if student’s answers on the worksheet were similar to her answers, it meant the student understood the concept. I will look at the students’ answer on the worksheet. If their answer is similar to mine, so they understand the concept. Some students like to think on their own. They don’t think from the activity or my explanation. These students don’t do the activity and listen to me seriously, but just play around. Thus, their answers in the worksheet will not be correct. I will also assess students from their intention and participation during class. If I find at least 5 students don’t understand the concept I taught, I will re-teach that concept to students although it will waste my time. (Chujai, Interview #2)

The excerpt above reveals that Chujai’s orientation, and knowledge of students’ understanding of science, shaped her knowledge of assessing scientific literacy. The didactic orientation shaped Chujai’s belief that students would develop correct understanding of science when they paid attention to her explanation. In addition, Chujai’s limited knowledge of students’ learning process had relation to her limited knowledge of assessment in order to find and interpret students’ ideas. Furthermore, the limited knowledge of students’ misconceptions and of assessment resulted in her not...
assessing students’ prior knowledge. Finally, the didactic orientation shaped Chujai’s decision by providing extra hours to instruct students in order to help them overcome the difficulties to understand this particular concept.

In summary, Chujai displayed a lack of PCK. She was not knowledgeable in students’ learning approach or difficulties. Chujai failed to transform knowledge of conduction of heat to students in an understandable way. She did not know how to put her teaching strategies into a sequence that would help students to learn the concept. In addition, similar to other teachers, Chujai did not demonstrate the understanding about the strengths and weaknesses of teaching strategies, activities, and analogies that she used with students. She did not pay enough attention to whether or not the analogies she demonstrated to students would lead students to misconceptions about the conduction of heat. Lastly, in addition to not knowing about the activities and having inadequate subject matter knowledge on the topic that she taught, Chujai did not get to the main ideas of the concept and made students confused.

_Jinda’s Implementation, Orientation, and PCK for Science Teaching_

_Classroom Implementation_

On day one of teaching the sound concept, Jinda planned to provide an activity that she learned in the PD. Jinda prepared various types of glass, such as tumbler, brandy, and plastic glass filled with either water or colored water for each group. Jinda indicated that the purpose of doing this activity was to develop students’ knowledge that sound is produced by vibration, which could be observed through water vibration. In order to help students see this phenomenon better, Jinda asked students to compare sound and vibration between glasses containing water or colored water. When the students came to
the science classroom, Jinda turned on music for the students. She also asked one student to play a Chinese dulcimer. She asked several questions to students, such as why they hear sound and where does sound come from. Jinda explained to students that in order to answer these questions, they needed to do the activity. Then Jinda explained the activity directions to the students and introduced the materials needed for the activities. Jinda repeated the directions twice in order to ensure that every student had a clear understanding of what they needed to do. Instead of giving observation sheets to the students, Jinda gave a sheet of plain paper to students to report their findings and conclusions. During the activity, Jinda did not provide any directions to the students, but let them independently work within their group. However, when Jinda noticed that the majority of students seemed to not understand the activity, she re-explained the activity directions to them. Jinda walked around the classroom to observe students’ performance and to provide some guidance. After finishing the activity, students worked within their group to develop conclusions from the activity. At the end of the activity, Jinda called two representative students from each group, one group at a time, to report their group’s work in front of the classroom. Jinda asked students several questions designed to connect the concept that sound is produced by vibration and so, when they see vibration in their glasses that corresponds to a sound that is produced.

Jinda: What happened when you rubbed at the edge of glass?
Students: Sound
Jinda: Where does sound come from?
Students: Glass
Students: Water
Jinda: Why did I tell you to put water in the glass?
Students: To make sound.
Jinda: Did any of you notice what does water look like when you hear sound?
Students: Waving
Jinda: Why did I ask you to put water in one glass and colored water in another glass? Was the sound from both glasses similar?
Students: yes
Jinda: So, why did I ask you to do that?
No answers from the students.
Jinda: In what type of water were you able to see it wavering easier? Some students said colored water, but some students said plain water.
Jinda: I put color in water to make it easier to see the vibration. When you rub the glass, the glass will vibrate and make sound. You can see the glass vibrates from water waving.
Jinda: Tell me again what makes sound?
Students: Vibrations.
Jinda: What did vibrate?
Students: Glass
Jinda: How did you know it?
Students: Because water vibrates.
(Jinda, Classroom Observation)

Then, Jinda had students do another activity. She asked students to pair up and to have one of them put their ear on the back of their friend and listen quietly. The students took turns listening to each others’ backs. Jinda asked the students whether or not they heard anything. The students replied that they could hear their friend’s heartbeat. Next, Jinda asked students to hold fingers to their neck while answering her questions. The students responded that they felt vibration inside their neck. Jinda explained about vocal cords and how they vibrate and make sound. At the end of class, Jinda repeatedly asked students how sound occurs.

On day two, Jinda started her classroom session by reminding students about the previous activities. She gave a blank sheet of paper to each group of students and explained the activities that they were about to do. Similar to day one, Jinda provided clear directions to students twice in order to ensure that they understood the activity. It should be noted that during Jinda’s directions, the students carefully listened to her (at the beginning of the school term, Jinda said she and her students came to an agreement that
the students needed to quietly listen to her and when they needed to talk they had to raise their hand. If any of the students did not follow this rule, Jinda would deduct points from the group). For day two, Jinda prepared two activities, which were in IPST Curriculum, for the students. To begin the first activity, Jinda asked the students to fill four flasks with water with different volumes. However, instead of following the activity directions as provided to her, Jinda modified the activity. She asked each student in a group take turns blowing on the edge of each flask instead of knocking at the flasks (as the original directions said to) to see what happened. Before doing the activity, students were sure that they would make sound when they blew on the flask. However, during the activity, the students hardly heard sound. In addition, the findings and the conclusion that the students made were absolutely opposite the results in teachers’ guide from tapping the flasks. Jinda asked the students to repeat the activity and suggested that each student blow on each flask with the same amount of energy. With students getting the same results as the first time they did the activity. Jinda decided not to give the correct information to the students right away, but encouraged them to try the activity again at home. Then, Jinda asked the students to do the second activity by covering a box with plastic bag. Jinda asked the students to compare the sound produced by both tight and loose plastic bags. The representative students for each group came to the front of the class and reported their findings. The group findings did not agree. The results from some groups indicated that the sound from a tight plastic was louder than the loose one while other groups indicated the opposite. Again, Jinda did not tell the students which answer was right or wrong, but encouraged them to try the activity again after class.
Science instruction on day three was in the typical classroom instead of a laboratory classroom. Jinda aimed to wrap up for the students what they had learned in the science classroom. At the beginning of the class, Jinda demonstrated to the students the activity that filled four flasks with water. This time, Jinda decided to follow the original activity directions by using a pencil to knock at each flask. Jinda asked students to closely observe what happened to the water while she was knocking at each flask.

Jinda asked students to compare the phenomenon in each flask.

Jinda: Water in which flask vibrate fastest? And water in which flask is slowest?
Students: Small amount of water vibrates fastest and large amount of water vibrates slowest.
Jinda: How is sound from these four flasks different?
Students: The flask that has least amount of water produces highest tone of sound [pitch] when the flask that has largest amount of water produces lowest tone of sound.
Jinda: What makes sound have different tones?
Students: water
Students: weight
Jinda knocked at the flask that has smallest amount of water
Jinda: Tell me how fast the water vibrates when you hear the high tone.
Students: very fast
Jinda: How about the flask that produces the lower tone?
Students: slower
Jinda: So, what makes sound have different tones?
Students: Vibration of water
Jinda: What conclusion can you make from this activity?
Students: When water vibrates very fast, it produces sound in a high tone. When water vibrates slower, the tone of sound will be lower.
Jinda: Is it necessary that sound is made from water vibration only?
Students: No

Jinda: So, what could we say then?
Students: High tone is made when matters vibrate fast and low tone is made when matters vibrate slowly.

(Jinda, Classroom Observation)
Then, Jinda explained to the students that people used knowledge of pitch to make musical instruments. Jinda asked students whether or not they had ever seen a guitar. She asked students about the differences in the guitar’s strings. Then, she asked students to explain what pitch they would hear from the biggest string and from the smallest string. Again, Jinda repeatedly asked students what makes sound and pitch.

Before the end of the class, Jinda gave an assignment to students in order to assess their understanding about this concept. In this assignment of the “sound” instruction, Jinda provided the activity directions that the students did on the first day. She asked the students to write down what types of pitch they expected to hear from brandy glasses that contained differing volumes of water. Jinda walked around the classroom to observe students’ working. Jinda noticed that many students still did not write the correct answer on the assignment. At the end of the class, Jinda tried to correct students’ understandings by asking them twice about how sound is produced and how they know that.

**Teaching Orientation**

Figure 17 represents my analysis of Jinda’s orientation. I found that, during the interviews and classroom teaching, Jinda’s orientation to teaching the concept of sound at the primary level consisted of two central goals, which included 1) developing accurate understanding of science content and 2) creating positive attitudes toward science. Jinda’s peripheral goals in teaching this concept were 1) to help students connect classroom knowledge to everyday experience and develop awareness about the phenomenon and 2) develop analytical reasoning and communication skills.
Figure 17. Jinda’s Goals for Primary Science Teaching

- Develop Science Content Understanding
  - Provide content knowledge to students
  - Guide students to come up with correct explanation of activities

- Develop Positive Attitude toward Science
  - Make science fun and easy
  - Engage students in hands-on activities

- Develop Analytical Reasoning and Communication Skills
  - Encourage students to report their findings to their peers

- Develop Relevance of Science Knowledge to Students’ Daily Lives
  - Provide connection of knowledge to life experience

□ = central goals; ○ = peripheral goals
Science is in students’ everyday life. They have to live with science, so it is important for them to have fundamental knowledge of this discipline because it is helpful for their lives. (Jinda, Interview #1)

In order to develop students’ understanding of science content, Jinda led students to the content knowledge either through questioning, demonstration, or explanation. Jinda expected that students should be able to apply knowledge that had been taught to real-life experience.

Students must understand how sound is produced. Just knowing is not enough, they should be able to apply this knowledge in their lives. (Jinda, Interview #1)

Although Jinda wanted to help students develop understanding of science, development of positive attitude toward science among her students seemed to be her primary goal for teaching primary science. Jinda indicated that science at primary grades should be fundamental and not difficult.

Students must enjoy learning it. It should not be too difficult otherwise students will get bored. I want to help students to feel that science is easy and fun and they can apply this knowledge in their life. Students should have real experience in learning science and be able to share their knowledge with other people rather than just knowing for the test. (Jinda, Card Sort Activity)

In addition, Jinda mentioned that the activities for primary students should be fun and exciting to them so students would not get bored.
Science activities for primary students should be exciting, fun, and use high technology. For example, students will like to do the dissection of the frog to see its anatomy. I think the sound activities are too boring for students. I want to have activities that are amazing for students so they will be happy to learn. I think we should leave content knowledge to the higher levels, but prepare primary students for the laboratory skills and developing positive attitude toward science. We should make students love science. (Jinda, Interview #1)

According to Table 14, Jinda realized that the teaching strategies in scenario 8 and 12 were closer to her teaching techniques.

Table 14

### Jinda’s Arrangement and Interpretation of the Card-Sort Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Jinda’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>As a teacher, you want teachers to learn about how sound is produced. You decide the best way to do this is to demonstrate students with various activities to verify a science concept of vibration produces sound. (academic rigor)</td>
<td>“I will bring a Chinese dulcimer to class to play in front of students and ask them how it makes sound. Then, I will allow them to explore activities that I prepare. I agree about having students do many activities because some students can’t develop understanding from doing just one activity.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, have your students first engage in laboratory activities in a book, class discussion. You will end each activity with your explanation of science knowledge beyond those activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>“I won’t start by having them to do the activity in the book. Instead, I will use other things, such as games, songs and questions in order to call their attention. I will provide opportunities for students to develop their own explanation of the simple activity. But, if I find the activity results are unclear to them, then I will give an explanation.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, set up classroom lessons for a unit on heat conduction. Using resource elementary books, you select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I’ll do the same things as stated in the scenario. I’ll also look for activities from other resources, such as Internet because I want students to do many activities instead of one activity for one concept.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Your students have just completed a simple circuit with multiple bulbs. For the next unit on electricity, you ask the students to make the bulbs light using a combination of wire, bulbs, and switch. (guided inquiry)</td>
<td>“This activity is appropriate when students already learn about circuits and know how the circuits work. When they know it, we can let them try to apply their knowledge to solve other problems.” (discovery)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to scenario 8, Jinda indicated that in her science classroom she liked to provide first-hand experience to students by having them participate in hands-on activities or science projects. She also agreed that students should have opportunities to do many activities addressing a particular concept in order to help them develop a clearer understanding of that concept.

While Jinda reflected on this scenario, she mentioned her plan for teaching the sound lesson as an example. She stated that she might use only one musical instrument instead of using many instruments. The purpose of using the musical instrument was to encourage students at the beginning of the class to think about how they could hear sound and how the musical instrument made different pitches. Then, she would encourage the students to explore using the activities that she prepared for them.

---

Table 14 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Jinda’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>In an electricity unit, you, as a teacher, give students batteries, bulbs and wires. You encourage the students to find all the possible ways to light the bulb. (discovery)</td>
<td>“This is the way that I like to do because it helps students to develop analytical thinking.” (discovery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, begin a unit on Sound by introducing curriculum, explaining materials, allowing students doing activities, and you explaining the concepts at the end of activities. (didactic)</td>
<td>“I won’t explain the curriculum, but I’ll start by engaging them with an exciting activity or game or other things. When the students get excited, they will be ready to learn. Then, I’ll assign them to do the activities that I prepare for them. Students have to develop their own explanation and conclusion of the activities. I will wrap-up and explain about the content after that.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

According to scenario 8, Jinda indicated that in her science classroom she liked to provide first-hand experience to students by having them participate in hands-on activities or science projects. She also agreed that students should have opportunities to do many activities addressing a particular concept in order to help them develop a clearer understanding of that concept.
According to scenario 12, Jinda mentioned that she did not provide explanations and information about the activity to students every time. Rather, she would let the students work within groups to develop their own explanations and conclusions and report their findings and conclusions to the class. She mentioned that:

อันนี้ก็ถึงนะ เพราะบางอันก็ไม่ทุกครั้ง กิจกรรมง่ายๆ เด็กสามารถอธิบายความรู้ออกมาได้เลย ครูไม่ต้องสรุปให้ แต่กิจกรรมใหญ่ๆ ก็จะช่วยเค้าอาจจะยอมบาลเค้าก่อน หรือหลังจากกราฟทดลองตามแต่เนื้อหาหน้านี้
I cannot decide for this scenario because I don’t give explanations to students when the activity is simple. However, when the activity is more abstract, I will give explanation or instruct them either before or after they do the activity. (Jinda, Card Sort Activity)

In the second card sort activity, Jinda indicated that she would guide the students to the conclusion of an activity that she thought it was too abstract for the students.

According to scenario 3, Jinda indicated that she agreed with this scenario in terms of selecting easy and fun activities for students. However, she did not select the activity from only one resource, but looked for other activities and information from other resources, such as Internet.

ส่วนใหญ่เราจะเอากิจกรรมในหนังสือที่เรามีให้เรียนของหลายๆสถาบัน เราจะนำตามนั้น เราจะไปดูกิจกรรมจากหลายแหล่งด้วย อย่างบางทีเราหาทาง Internet หรือไม่ก็ให้เด็กไปหาแล้วนำมาให้ฟัง
I usually select activities from many resources. I don’t stick to only one curriculum. Sometime I also find activity or information from the Internet. Or, I ask students to look for information from the Internet as well. (Jinda, Card Sort Activity)

Although Jinda strongly agreed that students should have opportunities to engage in hands-on activity, she did not agree with many scenarios, such as scenario 6, 10, and 15, where students designed their own experiments. Jinda realized that this strategy was crucial in science learning, but she did not believe that primary students could take this level of responsibility. Jinda’s comment on these scenarios was based on her teaching experiences. She explained that:
I might have students do this activity except design and carry out their own experiment. I think it is too difficult for students, they cannot do it. Sometimes adults, such as me, still have problems with designing activities and teaching that could be easy for students to understand the expected concept. So, I don’t think students can do it although I never tried with students before. (Jinda, Card Sort Activity)

Jinda indicated that she never tried to allow the students to carry out their own experiment. This anxiety came from her experience where even she, who had more knowledge than students, still had difficulties in designing an activity that would be appropriate for a particular grade of students. Hence, she did not think that students, who had limited knowledge and experience, would be able to complete this task without teachers’ guidance. Thus, it appeared in her teaching that Jinda preferred to provide guided activities to students rather than having them design their own investigations.

Jinda’s anxiety about students’ ability appeared again when she reflected on scenario 5. Jinda’s comment on this scenario was that students could do the activity stated in the scenario only when they already had knowledge of electricity and circuit concepts. In other words, Jinda indicated that the students should do other activities that provided basic understanding of how simple circuits worked before doing the activity stated in this scenario.

To do this activity, students have to learn the electricity unit before. When students know how to make simple and parallel circuits, then I think they can do the activity as stated in this scenario. If they don’t know it before, I
think this activity will be too difficult for them and I don’t think they can
do it. Like myself, I am teacher, but I still get confused about how to make
the circuit complete. I still have to ask other teachers who are male
because they are good about electricity. (Jinda, Interview #1)

The excerpt reveals that although Jinda wanted to help students to develop skills that
were necessary in learning science, such as analytical skills, her anxiety about students’
ability caused her to avoid providing opportunities for students to perform science
without her guidance.

Furthermore, when she was asked about the purpose in giving students a blank
sheet of paper instead of an observation sheet, Jinda’s answer showed that the reason for
doing this was irrelevant to science instruction. Jinda indicated that many of students had
poor writing skills. So, having them write down their results on a blank sheet of paper
would help them with the Thai writing skills.

Students don’t have good writing skills. I want them to improve this skill.
Furthermore, students can better memorize when they have to write
everything on their own than when they just fill in the blank on an
observation sheet. (Jinda, Interview #2)

Through specific interview probes on teaching the sound concept, Jinda wanted
students to understand on how sound is produced, the properties of sound, and how
people hear sound. In addition, to develop content knowledge on sound, Jinda wanted
students to be able to apply the knowledge that they learned to everyday experience, such
as keeping themselves away from dangers caused by sounds.

Students must know how sound is produced and how and why we hear
sound differently. The most important thing is they need to know what
types of sound can be dangerous to them so they can know how to take
care themselves. (Jinda, Interview #2)
Although understanding accurate content knowledge in science was one of Jinda’s central goals, Jinda mentioned that the current reformed standards required primary students to learn content knowledge in science that was too deep and beyond the students’ needs. She indicated that:

I think it [science] is more difficult for students. Some concepts they should learn at middle or high school rather than primary school. For example, I don’t agree with having third graders learn circuit and electricity. Based on my experience as a college student, this concept was really confusing to me and I need to get some help from male teachers. I remember that it was not this difficult when I was at primary level. I am afraid that it will make students hate science. We should wait until students are ready. (Jinda, Interview #1)

Jinda stated that although she believed in students’ capabilities and their abilities to learn all the concepts that were requested by the standards, she also believed that some concepts, such as circuit and electricity should not be taught at the primary level. She indicated that she felt too much content knowledge would put too much pressure on students to do well and, as a result, they would hate science. Hence, in Jinda’s opinion, content knowledge for primary students should be superficially presented through first-hand experiences which were fun and exciting in order to develop positive attitudes toward science. Also, elementary science teaching should emphasize improving students’ scientific skills, such as reasoning, communication, and laboratory skills, which they might use later in higher science education.
It is too deep. We should emphasize scientific skills at this level. I am disappointed with the new curriculum because it contains too much content knowledge for students. In teaching at the primary level, we do not have to go in depth. Students should only know the part of information that will be helpful for their daily life. Primary students should be trained to develop laboratory skills. We should make them love science rather than hate science. We can just leave the content knowledge to the middle school students. (Jinda, Interview #2)

Jinda revealed that if she could design her science teaching independently, her science curriculum would include general knowledge in science that related to students’ life and society.

In summary, like other participants, Jinda displayed multiple primary science orientations, which influenced her teaching. Jinda displayed an activity-driven orientation, which supported her central goal for teaching primary science. Jinda’s central goals were to develop accurate science content knowledge and to instill a positive attitude toward science. In order to meet these goals, Jinda chose to use first-hand experience through hands-on activities as the means in her science classroom. Jinda displayed an activity-driven orientation in terms of having students participate in hands-on activities in order to discover the expected outcomes. Jinda’s modification of the sound activity revealed that she had limited content knowledge of the concept of sound and did not clearly understand the purpose of doing that particular sound activity. In addition, Jinda preferred to expose primary students to the fun and amazing hands-on activities as a way to make students enjoy learning science rather than to develop...
understanding of the concepts. In other words, Jinda saw hands-on activity as a tool to make students love science rather than a tool to facilitate their learning science.

In addition to the activity-driven orientation, Jinda also displayed an academic rigor orientation. Although Jinda did not agree with the standards that covered too many concepts at primary levels, she allocated time for the students to understand the concepts that were in the standards. Jinda used several teaching strategies, such as posing and repeating questions, providing activities, and demonstrations to help students verify the concept of sound. Classroom observations and specific interviews also reveal that Jinda’s belief about primary science teaching, her anxiety about primary student’ capabilities and her content knowledge in science influenced her decisions in the designing and implementation in the classroom.

**PCK for Primary Science Teaching**

*Knowledge of students’ understanding of science.* In the sound lesson, Jinda indicated that the concepts involving components of ears and frequency were the most difficult concepts for students. However, it was revealed that Jinda saw these two concepts are difficult to learn because Jinda herself did not have solid understanding of the concepts.

> The components of the ear are difficult for me to teach because I don’t have biology background. I like to have students learn from hands-on activity or real experience, but this concept seemed to be difficult to teach that way because it is invisible. (Jinda, Interview #1)

Thus, she worried that she might not do a good job in facilitating students’ understanding of these concepts. In addition, she did not want students to learn by memorizing even
though she did not know ways to help students to understand these concepts without memorization.

Regarding knowledge of student difficulties, Jinda indicated that she did not think students would have any learning difficulties if they had opportunity to do the activity. Similar to other participants, Jinda exhibited limited knowledge of the learning process where prior knowledge and experiences of learners influence learning. This claim is evident when Jinda reflected on scenario 1 during the card sort activity. She did not agree with scenario 1 that had the students draw a picture of sugar in water. Jinda mentioned that this activity was simple and students could do it in the classroom. She thought teachers should allow students do this activity and then discuss as a whole class about the phenomenon they observed.

\[\text{ใช้ของจริงเลยซิคะ ทำไมต้องวาดรูป เราให้เด็กเขียนดูเลย ครูให้เด็กได้เห็นของจริง ทำการทดลองก่อน แล้วมาอภิปรายกันว่าเกิดอะไรขึ้น} \]

Students should see and do it. Why do we have students to draw picture when they can do it by putting sugar into water and observe? We should provide direct experience to students first and then discuss with students about that experience. (Jinda, Card Sort Activity)

Jinda’s activity-driven orientation and knowledge about students learned through first-hand experience led her to overlook an other teaching approach that could influence the learning process.

Knowledge of science teaching strategies. Jinda’s experiences in science as a learner and as a teacher led to her distrusting students’ abilities in controlling their own learning. This belief led to Jinda’s decision to use a teaching strategy that required students to follow activity directions closely.

\[\text{อันนี้ให้สำรวจ แต่ออกแบบการทดลองเราไม่ได้ทำ อาจจะเพราะว่าเราอย่าไม่มั่นใจในตัว} \]

I have students do the investigation. I don’t have confidence that 5th grade students can design their own experiment. (Jinda, Card Sort Activity)
Thus, Jinda taught science by providing opportunities for students to do activities and create their own explanation about the activities. For the abstract concepts, Jinda provided explanations instead of having students generate ideas. However, Jinda did not demonstrate her knowledge about each step in teaching science in terms of its importance in facilitating students’ learning.

Jinda indicated that she worried about teaching the components of ears and she believed that students might have difficulties learning this topic. In order to help students learn this topic, Jinda exhibited knowledge of ways to represent this topic by preparing a PowerPoint presentation on ears. She also prepared a model to represent each component of the ear that functions to enable people hearing. She also asked students to look for information about ears through the Internet.

I prepared PowerPoint presentation about components of ears to students. I will also show the ear model to student and let them remember the ear’s components. Then, I will have students write these components on the worksheet so they can remember them. I will also assign students to search for more information about ears. (Jinda, Interview #1)

However, I found that comparing Jinda’s teaching strategies for this topic to other topics, she focused on providing information and knowledge to students directly in order to help students memorize components of the ear and their functions.

It seems like I just think from my side that the components of ears might be too hard for students to understand. I feel like it is difficult to teach and worry whether or not students will understand my explanation. But, after teaching by showing them an ear model, asking them to memorize each
component of ear and write those names on the worksheet, I find that students understand it. They can answer the questions I give to them. (Jinda, Interview #2)

Jinda used the same strategies when she taught the concept of frequency. However, she stated that she did not worry whether or not students could memorize this information. She only wanted students to develop awareness about what types of sounds were dangerous to their ears.

I think teaching frequency at the primary grade is too much. But, I am not too serious with it. I just want my students to know the danger of loud voice, so they can take care themselves about safety. I won’t emphasize making my students memorize that information, but I will help them to apply knowledge to their life. (Jinda, Interview #2)

Jinda’s instruction on the concept of pitch revealed that she had modified the activity by having students blow on top of each bottle containing water instead of knocking it. This reveals that in addition to her limited subject matter knowledge, Jinda also displayed limited understanding of the activity that could help students to develop understanding of pitch. She did not understand the relationship between the activity and the concept of vibration and pitch.

I wonder why we have to knock it only. Can we use other methods to make sound? Then, I know that when we blow at the top of bottle, it has sound. I did a pre-lab before having students do it, and it worked. So, I tried this new method with my students. (Jinda, Interview #2)

Jinda believed that this activity did not work because students did not have as good skills as an adult in order to perform well on the activity.
They didn’t observe carefully. Unlike us, they don’t have good skills. Some students were shy to blow the bottle so they blew it gently when some students blew each bottle differently. So, the results were different from what it supposed to be. (Jinda, Interview #2)

Knowledge of science curriculum. Based on the interview and card sort activity with Jinda, she did not clearly demonstrate her understanding about curriculum. Jinda only determined that the new science curriculum was more difficult for students than the previous one. Jinda indicated that the content knowledge in this curriculum was too advanced for teaching at primary grades.

I don’t understand why they have to put difficult things in elementary grades, such as physics, chemistry. I think these two areas of science should be included in middle or high school rather than in elementary levels. Science teaching at elementary grades should be fun, develop writing and reading skills. That should be enough. (Jinda, Interview #2)

During the interviews with Jinda, she did not show an appreciation of the new curriculum. She indicated that she wanted the curriculum to reduce content knowledge and get rid of some concepts, such as electricity. Jinda believed that knowing content knowledge in depth might not be the first priory in teaching science at the primary levels.

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. Jinda displayed her general knowledge about assessment. She indicated that she adopted several assessment methods to assess students’ understanding, including student-generated products, attention and responses to questions, and scores on tests.

This interview highlights the importance of understanding students’ perspectives and the challenges they face in learning science. Jinda’s insights provide valuable insights into the current science education landscape and the need for curriculum adjustments to better meet the needs of primary students.
I use many ways, such as providing worksheet, and questioning. Some students are not good in communicating through writing, but they can orally explain. Students at some grades, such as grade 4, cannot write properly. So, I cannot assess them from only testing. I also do authentic assessment by observing their attention and interaction during classes. If we use only one method, it means we are hurting students. (Jinda, Interview #2)

However, Jinda did not clearly exhibit her knowledge of specific instruments or activities that she used during teaching the sound unit to assess important aspect of students’ learning.

In summary, Jinda exhibited poor PCK. She did not have enough understanding about students’ understanding of the sound concept that she taught. She did not display knowledge about either students’ learning difficulties or misconceptions of the sound concept. The difficulties about the components of the ear that she mentioned during the card sort activity and the interview were due to her limited subject matter knowledge in biology. Thus, she felt it was difficult for her to teach this topic. Jinda also exhibited poor knowledge of teaching strategies, curriculum, or assessment. She did not explicitly demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of the teaching strategies and assessment instruments she used. In addition, it is evident that her lack of subject matter knowledge influenced the effective use of other types of knowledge. For example, Jinda did not like to have students learn through memorization. However, her lack of subject matter knowledge in biology led her to teach the ear lesson through rote learning. Furthermore, poor subject matter knowledge in the sound concept led her to modify the activity such that it did not support the concept that she expected to teach.
Wanna’s Implementation, Orientation, and PCK for Science Teaching

Classroom Implementation

Wanna was going to teach concepts on the properties of liquids and gases to fifth grade students during my observations of her teaching. On day one, Wanna asked her students whether or not they could give names of types of matter that were not in a solid state. Students raised their hands and gave several names. Then, Wanna told students that they were going to explore the properties of matter in the liquid state. Wanna recalled students’ knowledge about properties of solid by asking students:

Wanna: Does matter in solid phase have mass?
Students: Yes.
Wanna: Does it have volume?
Students: Yes.
Wanna: How is its volume?
Students: Consistency. Not change by its container.
Wanna: How is its shape?
Students: Consistency.
Wanna: How about matter in the liquid phase? Do you think it have mass?
Students: Yes.
Wanna: Are you sure? How about volume? Is it consistent?
Students: No [do not sound confidently]
Dang: Do you mean 2 liquids are mixed together or only one liquid?
Wanna: Only one liquid. Does it change volume when you change the container?
Dang: So, it is consistent because it is the same liquid then no matter how many time you change the container, its volume is still the same.

(Wanna, Classroom Observation)

Wanna asked other students whether or not they agreed with Dang, a student who was a school representative for academic competitions. When Wanna saw most students agreed with what Dang said, then she asked students to read the activity directions. The activities that Wanna provided for the students were from IPST Curriculum. These activities were
the same activities that Wanna participated in during the PD. After students finished
reading, Wanna asked students to explain to her what they had to do rather than her
explain about the activity to the students. For example, instead of explaining to students
about the process of finding the mass of water and letting students do the activity,
Wanna asked students to explain the reasons for their actions. Wanna also asked students
that:

Wanna: Why can’t we just weigh water without a graduated
cylinder?
Students: Because water will spill over.
(Wanna, Classroom Observation)

After Wanna ensured that students really understood what they had to do, she
allowed them to perform those activities independently while she walked to each group
of students. When students finished all activities, Wanna gave a (18’ W x 24’ L)
whiteboard to each group of students and asked them to design a table that would
represent their findings. When Wanna noticed that all groups finished this task, she asked
each group to put their board in front of the classroom. Wanna asked students to vote for
each table and gave the reason of their decision. At the end of class, Wanna asked
students to orally explain their findings and provide a comparison of the properties of
liquid to solid.

On day two, Wanna gave a problem sheet to each student. The problem had a
picture as shown in Figure 18.
Wanna asked students to color the picture that represented the level of water after it was poured from container A to container 1. Wanna adopted this activity from another resource. She used this activity to elaborate students’ understanding about liquid. Wanna allowed students to do this activity for about 10 minutes. While students were coloring the picture, Wanna observed each student and noted that students colored the picture differently. Then, Wanna asked some students to volunteer to explain the reason behind their coloring. Several students raised their hands. However, Wanna picked students whom she noted had thought differently about the pattern of water flowing into each tube and its level.

Wanna noticed that students displayed a variation of ideas about water flowing. She allowed students to discuss and ask questions. Instead of answering students’ questions herself, Wanna asked other students to answer their peers’ questions. Wanna provided about 15 minutes for questions and discussion then she provided an explanation to students and showed a picture by some students that had the correct answer. After
Wanna explained to students, she asked whether or not students agreed with her. A portion of discussion between Wanna and students is shown:

Wanna: When we pour water from container A into tube 1, the air pressure over tube 1 will push water down to the tube and fill the horizontal tube. Then, the remaining water will be pushed into tube 2, 3, and 4 at the same time. At the end, each tube will have the same level of water.

Wanna: Does anyone doesn’t agree with this explanation?
Several students raised their hands. Then, Wanna asked Sombat, one of those students.

Sombat: I don’t think each tube will have same the level of water because they have different shapes.

Wanna did not respond to this comment, but called another student, Pong.

Pong: Tubes 2, 3, and 4 should have air pressure over each tube like tube 1, why does water in the horizontal tube still go up into the tubes?

Wanna: Because there was plenty of water in tube 1, so it flowed down.

Pong: Does water in tube 1 replace air in tubes 2, 3, and 4?

Wanna: Yes.

(Wanna, Classroom Observation)

Then, Wanna decided to stop the conversation and asked students to write down their conclusion regarding the properties of solid and liquid in their journal. She did not come back to Sombat’s question. Instead, Wanna gave a whiteboard to each group of students and asked them to design a table that presented a comparison of properties of liquid and solid. Similar to the previous day, Wanna had students vote for the table that had the best presentation. Wanna asked several of the students to read their conclusion about the properties of liquids. The majority of students asked Wanna about the meaning of molecule when one student used this word in his conclusion. Wanna used an analogy of students holding their hands tight and loose to represent the molecules of solid, liquid, and gas.
Wanna taught the property of gases on day three of my observation. Wanna’s teaching strategies on this topic were different from those used to teach about liquids. Wanna stated that she was forced by timeframe (during that month there was an unexpected issue that caused schools in Bangkok area to be off for several days). Thus, Wanna only had 1 hour to teach the concept on gases. The activities of gas concept were selected from the IPST Curriculum, which also were the same activities that the PD provided for teachers. Unlike the liquid activities, Wanna told students what they should observe during the activity. Rather than allowing for a class discussion, Wanna decided to explain the activity directions to students before allowing them to participate in the activities. However, Wanna still provided opportunities for students to develop their own explanation from doing activities. She also allowed students to ask questions. Rather than answer those questions herself, Wanna asked other students in the classroom to help answering the questions. Regarding the activities, some students did not totally agree with their friends’ or Wanna’s explanation. However, unlike day two, Wanna did not provide an opportunity for those students to share their ideas. Instead, she decided to ignore those questions and moved on to the next planned activity. In order to help students visually understand that gas molecules spread over the container, Wanna demonstrated an activity, which she chose from other resource, by lighting a joss stick and putting it in a bottle. Wanna asked student to observe smoke of the joss stick. Wanna asked students if the smoke represented gaseous molecules, how they would conclude the property of gas in terms of its volume. At the end of the class, Wanna asked students to write about the property of gases based on the activities in their journal and hand to her.
Teaching Orientation

Figure 19 represents my analysis of Wanna’s orientation. I found that Wanna’s orientation to teaching states of matter topic consisted of two central goals, including 1) developing students’ understanding of science content and 2) developing scientific skills necessary for doing science. Wanna’s peripheral goals for teaching primary science were to 1) develop understanding of phenomena and making connection of this understanding to students’ experience and 2) prepare students for academic competitions at the local and national levels.

Wanna stated that the main purpose of teaching science at the primary level was to help students understand phenomena because they were around these things. Also, Wanna said that science is fundamental knowledge that students need to know. However, science content knowledge for primary students should not be too abstract; rather the content should be familiar to students or closed to their life. As Wanna said:

To teach any topics, I will start from something that is close to students’ experience. Because I don’t know if I talk about something that they have never seen, they will understand what I am saying. They may think something differently to what I anticipate them to do. So, I will make sure that students know or have some ideas about my talking. And, I think doing this way is appropriate in that I can help students to develop understanding about the phenomenon that they already have experienced.

(Wanna, Interview #1)

Wanna also indicated that students should have opportunities to develop skills necessary for doing science. To meet this goal, Wanna designed her teaching by having students participate in hands-on experiences. Furthermore, Wanna stated that in the second term of school year she would provide laboratory testing for her students. Each student picked the
topic through drawing. Then, they had a week to design and prepare an experiment on that topic.

In the second school term, I will assign students to prepare for performance testing. Students will draw for a topic that they have to prepare. They already did the activities on those topics in the first term. So, they just go back to the book and prepare materials. Some topics have many activities, so students can decide what activity they want to do. I think students did a good job on this task. In addition, our school always sends students for competitions so we have to train them. (Wanna, Interview #1)

Wanna indicated that this strategy helped students develop laboratory skills and also prepared them for competitive events.
Figure 19. Wanna’s Goals for Primary Science Teaching

- Develop Science Content Understanding
  - Provide extra class to lecture and wrap-up concepts
  - Provide content knowledge to students

- Develop Science Process Skills
  - Expose students to do manipulative activities
  - Test students’ ability in conducting laboratory

- Help to Explain the Phenomenon and Develop Relevance of Science to Students’ Daily Lives
  - Provide connection of knowledge to life experience

- Prepare Students for Science Academic Competition

□ = central goals; ○ = peripheral goals
In regard to Wanna’s reflections on the scenarios in the card sort and her interviews, Wanna would begin her class by calling students’ attention using several techniques, such as asking questions, telling a story, or playing games. Wanna either informed students to read activity instructions before they came to class or within a class. Before having students do an activity, Wanna would make sure that students understood what they had to do by repeating the activity instructions to students or asking students to explain to her about the instructions. At the end of the activity, Wanna allowed students to discuss their findings from the activity. Wanna ended her class by providing an accurate explanation of the activity to the students.

Table 15 shows Wanna’s arrangement and reflection on card sort scenarios that she thought they closed to her teaching strategies.

Table 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Wanna’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>As a teacher, you want students to learn about how sound is produced. You decide the best way to do this is to demonstrate students with various activities to verify a science concept of vibration produces sound. (academic rigor)</td>
<td>“I will start from something that is close to them, such as having them to touch their neck and say something. When they have ideas about vibration, then I will move to other activities. I agree to use many activities with students so they will see many examples. To teach this concept, I will use activities, such as a brandy glass or musical instrument in order to help students develop clear understanding about the concepts.” (academic rigor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, want students to learn the heat conduction. You decide to ask your students to observe and record about the material used for cooking utensil. Then you and students design an activity around the question, “What are the best materials in making cooking utensils. (project-based science)</td>
<td>“I did this activity before. I used a spoon activity from IPST curriculum. Students can explain what materials are conductors and insulators. Then, I will link to their life. Students know why a pot needs to have a handle. They know if they want to carry a pot that doesn’t have a handle, how to do it.” (academic rigor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 15 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Wanna’s Interpretations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>When doing laboratory activities, you provide students with clear, easy following, step-by-step directions for the activity procedure. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I will explain activity directions to students. Sometime I design a data table for them or give an observation sheet to them. Students need to know what they have to do about the activity. Otherwise, they can’t do it correctly.” (didactic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, have students observe a music instrument and generate questions about how sound is produced. Each group designs and carries out their own experiment to test a hypothesis related to the group’s questions. (inquiry)</td>
<td>“Students can create hypotheses. But, I don’t have students design their own investigation. I use activity kits that IPST designed. Instead, I encourage students to design their own data table sometime because students have seen many examples from books. So, they should be able to do it.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>You, as a teacher, set up classroom lessons for a unit on heat conduction. Using resource elementary books, you select a variety of fun, and easy-to-do activities. (activity-driven)</td>
<td>“I will select activities from many resources. The activities need to be exciting and amazing. I will ask students to compare these activities to the activities in IPST curriculum.” (activity-driven)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>In an electricity unit, you, as a teacher, give students batteries, bulbs and wires. You encourage the students to find all the possible ways to light the bulb. (discovery)</td>
<td>“To teach this topic, I will encourage students to bring other objects that students think might conduct electricity, such as buckle and necklace. Students get surprised by doing this because they don’t know before that these objects conduct electricity. They know that buckle and necklace are made of metal, so they can conclude that metal conducts electricity.” (discovery)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to scenario 8, Wanna did not see this scenario similar to her teaching science during the first card sort activity because she did not like the activity in the scenario. Wanna indicated that the best way to help students understand that sound is produced by vibration was to have them touch at their neck while they were talking. However, during the second card sorting, Wanna was asked to consider closely the teaching strategies in this scenario. After reading this scenario again, Wanna rearranged the group to “like me” group because in teaching a particular concept she also selected a variety of activities for the students to do in order to understand the concept.
Wanna stated that teaching strategies in scenario 10 were similar to her teaching techniques. However, her comments on this scenario revealed that she had a different orientation than intended by this scenario. She explained that:

I will start from something that is close to them, such as having them touch their neck and say something. When they have ideas about vibration, then I will move to other activities. I agree to use many activities with students so they will see many examples. To teach this concept, I will use activities, such as a brandy glass or musical instrument in order to help students develop clear understanding about the concepts. (Wanna, Card Sort Activity)

After reading this scenario, Wanna quickly put this card in the “like me” group and stated that she already did this activity with students. Wanna explained that she used a “spoon activity” that was in the IPST Curriculum rather than encourage or work with students to design their own experiment. Wanna also mentioned that she would ensure that students clearly understood the activity directions before having them do the activities. In addition, at the end of activity Wanna helped students to connect the activity results to their everyday experience by explaining to them how they should select and use any utensil safely.
Some students bring stainless steel to class to drink milk. Our school will provide hot milk to students on every afternoon. I led the discussion about this by asking them that from what activity they did, should they use a cup that is made of stainless steel to drink hot milk. I also asked them what types of cups should be appropriate. (Wanna, Card Sort Activity)

Wanna also stated that scenario 15 was close to her teaching. However, similar to her reflection on scenario 10, the way she explained about her teaching was different from the strategies in this scenario. Wanna indicated that she did not have students design their own experiment. Instead, she encouraged students to design the observation table. Wanna indicated that she was not sure whether or not students would be able to design the experiment. But, she stated that they were able to design the table to represent their data because they saw some examples in the books.

I don’t have them design experiments, but encourage them to design their own data table sometimes because students have seen many examples from books. So, they should be able to do it. (Wanna, Card Sort Activity)

Wanna also indicated that students were able to determine what table would best represent the data and be the easiest to understand.

In regards to scenario 3, Wanna indicated that although she agreed that the teacher should choose easy and fun activities for students, and she did not select the activities from only one resource. Wanna mentioned that when she designed her plan of teaching, she would look at other resources in order to find activities that were exciting for students.

I will select activities from many resources. The activities need to be exciting and amazing. I will ask students to compare these activities to the activities in IPST curriculum. (Wanna, Card Sort Activity)
Wanna put scenario 5 last because she indicated that students could do this activity in the classroom. However, when asked to focus closely on teaching strategies used in the scenario, Wanna took more time than during the first card sorting task to think about the scenario. Then, she mentioned that boys would like this activity more than girls. This would be especially true of students who had experience playing with their toys. Wanna indicated that instead of having students talk about their experiences, she might ask students to think about equipment that need to use electricity in order to make it work. Then, she would provide information about circuits and electricity before allow students to do activity.

Students can do this activity, especially boys, because they have experience playing with their toys. In general, to teach this topic, I will discuss with students about the electric devices in their house. Then, I will provide knowledge about electricity and circuits and then have students do the activities. (Wanna, Card Sort Activity)

Wanna demonstrated that the teaching technique used in this scenario was more appropriate for the students who already had experience in making electrical circuits. However, some students who did not have this kind of experience might not be able to make circuits on their own without the teachers’ explanation. Wanna indicated that if she had to teach this topic, she would provide basic knowledge on electricity and simple circuits to students prior to allowing them to do the activity stated in this scenario.

Wanna’s reflection on this scenario partly came from her experiences learning this concept when she was a student, which influenced her belief about gender equity.
During my analysis, I found that Wanna displayed dual beliefs about the teacher’s roles in teaching science; these beliefs contradicted to each other. During the interviews, Wanna indicated that it was not necessary for the teacher to know everything.

บางครั้งเราต้องเรียนไปกับเด็ก เราไม่รู้ทุกอย่าง บางทีเราก็ไม่ได้คำตอบให้เด็กหรอก ให้เด็กไปหาเองแล้วหาคำตอบให้เราฟังด้วย ซึ่งเราก็เรียนไปกับเด็กนั่นแหละ แต่เราก็ไม่บอกเค้าหรอกว่าเราไม่รู้

Sometimes we have to learn with students. We don’t know everything. I don’t give the answers to students every time. Instead, I encourage them to find the answer and come to share with me and their peers. But, I don’t tell them that I don’t know the answer. (Wanna, Interview #1)

Wanna mentioned that whether or not teachers knew the right answer; they should allow students to explore phenomena based on their interest. On the other hand, Wanna displayed her anxiety about teaching the concepts, such as electricity, and other physics concepts, that she did not have good experience with when she was a student. Wanna indicated that she did not want to be unknowledgeable in front of students. Wanna indicated that although she mainly used IPST Curriculum, she still needed to look for activities or content knowledge from other resources because some students took extra tutorial class after school or during weekends. So, these students often talked about what they learned at the tutorial class with their peers or with Wanna herself. Thus, she needed to prepare by looking for the information that students might ask.

บางทีเราไม่รู้ เราก็ไม่กล้าให้เด็กทำกิจกรรม เพราะถ้าเด็กถามแล้วตอบไม่ได้ หรือตอบคิดไปผิด หรือบางครั้งเราก็ต้องเพิ่มเติมให้เขามองหนังสืออ่านเอง นอกเหนือจากการทดลอง บางครั้งต้องให้ความรู้เพิ่มเติมก่อน เพราะบางครั้งเขามาถามมาก่อนหนังสือ หรือเจอในที่รียิ่ง เขาจะได้รู้ หรือเด็กบางคนคิดไปเรียนเพิ่มเติมมากกว่าก็เอามาแล้วถามอาจารย์

Sometimes when I don’t know about the concepts, I don’t dare to have students do the activities because I am afraid that I can’t give the answer that would help them to understand when they ask questions. It isn’t good if I give them wrong answers. Sometimes I have to add knowledge beyond the curriculum because some students take extra tutorial classes and they often ask questions that are not in the curriculum. (Wanna, Interview #2)
In summary, Wanna displayed two elementary science teaching orientations, which were academic rigor and discovery orientations. Wanna held the academic rigor orientation when she encouraged students with questions or activities that help students to understand the relationship between particular concepts and phenomena. During the observation of her teaching, I found that Wanna challenged students with questions and problems in order to help students understand the concepts of liquid and gas. She also used activities—a joss stick activity—and also the analogy of having students to hold their hands to represent the molecule configuration of each state, to help students to understand the concept of properties of gaseous state. These teaching practices of Wanna also were supported by her other orientation toward science teaching, the discovery orientation. Other evidence to confirm that Wanna displayed a discovery orientation was showed when she reflected on scenario 13 during the card sort activity. Although scenario 13 represented a guided inquiry orientation, Wanna’s reflection on this scenario was toward a discovery orientation when she indicated that the purpose of this activity was for students to discover how the Thai flute makes sound rather than develop the students’ process of thinking. However, Wanna did not put this scenario in the group that was close to her teaching style.

In ชูจะมีเสียงสูงเสียงต่ําเกิดขึ้นได้รูว่างำใด เพราะอะไร ถ้าคุณอยากรู้เรารักให้คุณหาคำตอบต่ําเป็นเพราะอะไร ให้คุณไปทดลองหาคำตอบต่ําล่วงมาฝึกทำเรามิใช่ เพราะบางทีเราก็ไม่รู้หรอก แต่เราไม่บอกเพราะเราไม่รู้เรารักให้คุณไปหาแล้วเราก็เรียนไปกับคำ Thai flute makes sound in different pitches. If students want to know about how the flute works, I will encourage them to explore and find the answers on their own. Then, I will ask them to share what they find with the class. We [teachers] cannot know everything. Some questions that students ask me, I don’t know, too. But, I won’t tell them I don’t know the answer. I will let them find out and then I will learn from them. (Wanna, Card Sort Activity)
PCK for Primary Science Teaching

Knowledge of students’ understanding of science. Wanna indicated that in order to help students understand science concepts, such as states of matter, she would allow students to do an activity to have some ideas about the concepts. Then, she would encourage students, as a whole class, to develop an explanation and conclusion about each activity. Wanna indicated that she might provide some information for students when she found that students got confused with their ideas.

The teacher should be a facilitator rather than the director. We should provide opportunities for students to try out things on their own. They might have many curiosities and brings several questions, but we should not answer them. I will tell my students if they want to know, they have to find it out. (Wanna, Interview #1)

In regards to students’ prerequisite knowledge, Wanna indicated that students did not know anything when they came to classroom. Wanna stated that, in general, students would understand science concepts only when they came to class. Wanna demonstrated that students did not have any ideas about science concepts, such as state of matter, before they came to the classroom, unless they took extra tutorial program outside school. Wanna indicated that if students read a textbook before coming to class, which hardly ever occurred, they might develop some understanding about the topic that they were going to study.
matter. So, these students may share with their peers before class. Or if I assign students to read before coming to class, they will have ideas about this concept. But, in general, students don’t know it until they study in classroom. (Wanna, Interview #1)

The excerpt above reveals that Wanna did not demonstrate an understanding that students commonly had knowledge that helped them to make sense of the world around them and they usually brought that knowledge to class whether or not they had studied about that topic before. Wanna’s unawareness concerning students’ prior knowledge also became apparent during the card sort activity. Wanna did not agree with the teaching strategy in scenario 1 of having students draw a picture of sugar in water. Similar to most teachers, Wanna indicated that she would prefer students to have real experience of this phenomenon instead of having them to draw a picture.

In addition, it is evident that Wanna did not realize about the students’ difficulties in learning the concept of states of matter. As she indicated in the excerpt below:

I think this topic [properties of matter] is not difficult for students. I think students will have fun with the activities. For example, when learning about the concept of density students can find the mass of an object and its volume. Then they can calculate the density of that object. They are also excited with the materials, such as eureka cup or alcohol lamp. Students already know how to use eureka cup so I don’t think they will have problems with this activity. They may have questions about some
materials that they have never used. But, I will help them to find that in an activity book. (Wanna, Interview #1)

Wanna demonstrated that she did not know the common misconceptions of properties of matter that had been identified by the educators or researchers. This could lead to confusion about using instructional strategies and/or activities that helped to interpret students’ actions and thought.

Knowledge of science teaching strategies. Based on Wanna’s reflection of the card sort scenarios, she believed that in teaching science teachers should provide opportunities for students to do activities, analyze results to reach answers for questions, and make decisions and conclusions of the activity based on reasonable use of data.

I will let them do the activity and discuss after that by using data that they have. I will get them involved by allowing them to express their thinking about each activity or phenomenon. (Wanna, Interview #1)

However, during the card sort activity, Wanna indicated that she would make sure that students really understand how to do the activity. Thus, she would provide activity directions for students before allowing them to do the exploration.

Before students do the activity, I will explain to them what and how to do the activity. Sometime I give them the observation sheet to record their data. I need to clearly explain the direction in steps, otherwise they cannot perform it correctly. (Wanna, Card Sort Activity)

Wanna’s teaching strategy stated during the card sort activity was apparent when she taught the concept of properties of gas to students. The teaching strategies that Wanna used were different from those used on the days that she taught concept of properties of liquid. Wanna provided activity directions to students and dictated to students the
expected activity results. Hence, it could be said that although Wanna displayed knowledge about how science should be taught, her teaching strategies were inconsistent depending on what topic that was being taught and the timeframe.

In addition, although Wanna used many ways of representing in order to facilitate students’ learning, there was not enough information to develop claims that what she knows about the specific strategies, activities, and analogies helped students to comprehend the concept of states of matter. For example, when asking Wanna about the joss stick activity, Wanna only indicated that this activity helped students to see that gas could spread into the container.

Gas is difficult to see. For example, we cannot see air. I put smoke into a bottle because I want my students to see that gas can spread all over the container. After I did this activity, students understood about the property of gas in terms of changing shapes. (Wanna, Interview #2)

However, she did not understand the strengths and weaknesses of this activity in terms of developing students’ understanding of this concept. Wanna also did not demonstrate the awareness that the activities and analogies she used might develop misconceptions among students. For example, Wanna did not display her understanding that using the holding hand model to represent the molecules of matter in each state might lead students to misunderstand about characteristics of atoms and molecules.
I will have students hold hands very tight to represent molecules of matter in solid state. I will ask them to move around to see that how difficult the movement occurs. This represents that why a solid has a constant shape. Then, I will ask students loosen their hands and move in order to refer to the matter in the liquid state. Finally, I will have students release their hands and see how easy they can move. This analogy represents the matter in gas state. Then, I will discuss with students about the properties of matter in each state. If we only instruct them to know the molecule, they could not understand it. But, this analogy helps them to picture how the molecules of solid, liquid and gas look. (Wanna, Interview #2)

Knowledge of science curriculum. Wanna indicated that, in regards to the reformed science standards, students should have opportunity to get involved in learning as much as possible. For example, rather than telling everything to students, teachers should encourage students to respond to their own learning, such as developing their own explanations in order to sharpen their thinking skills.

It is good that students have opportunities to learn from their experiences. Teachers have to change the roles from telling everything to letting students try things out on their own first. When students do the activities, they will see what happens and can explain and make conclusions based on their observation. They will be proud of themselves when they are able to do it. I think they like this way. (Wanna, Interview #1)

Also, Wanna indicated that the new science curriculum contained more content knowledge that students needed to learn than the previous curriculum.
Students learn more content when we used this curriculum. Science content in the previous curriculum was superficial because it had to share with other two disciplines, including social studies and health education. (Wanna, Interview #1)

Wanna believed that the new curriculum provided information and knowledge about each concept in more detail, which she really liked.

**Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy.** Similar to other teachers, Wanna indicated that she adopted many assessment instruments in order to assess students’ understanding of science and performance of doing science laboratories. In addition to the common formative and summative assessments, such as asking questions, assigning worksheets, and testing, Wanna also used performance assessment in order to assess students’ ability in doing laboratories.

I will assess them from their participation in the classroom. I also assess their laboratory ability by giving them choices of activities. Then, they have to draw what activity they need to study and prepare. I will give them one week to prepare about the activity. It might be pressure to them, but they seemed to like it, too. (Wanna, Interview #2)

Students had to participate in this assessment in the second school term. Wanna would give choices of experiments for students to select and prepare to complete in class.

According to the performance assessment on laboratory skills, Wanna would score students on their ability in using the scientific materials.

Although Wanna used many types of assessment instruments, she did not demonstrate knowledge about what important aspects of the concept of states of matter
that students should understand and how those important aspects could be assessed with
the assessment instruments she used. In addition, Wanna did not exhibit her knowledge
about the advantages and disadvantages of using these instruments associated with
students’ learning.

In summary, Wanna displayed that she had limited knowledge of students’
understanding of science and science teaching strategies. Wanna did not show her
understanding concerning students’ difficulties with learning the concepts she taught. In
addition, she did not know the common misconceptions about the properties of matter
and atoms and molecules among elementary students. Hence, the limitation of knowing
students’ knowledge of science led to her ignorance in eliciting students’ ideas before
teaching. In addition, Wanna also demonstrated that she did not know the weakness of
her analogy used to students in order to explain about molecules of matter in each state.
Finally, there were not enough evidence to develop claims about to what degree she
understood curriculum and assessment. However, the interviews with Wanna showed that
she did not explicitly demonstrate her knowledge about the strength and weakness of
each assessment instrument that she used with students.

The Cross-Case Analysis of Primary Teachers’ Implementation, Orientations, and PCK
for Primary Science Teaching

Observing the classroom teaching of four professional development participants
through the entire PD topic series that they taught revealed that the teachers filled the role
of information provider and there was very little input by their students. Encouraging
students to talk during science lessons generally occurred at the beginning and at the end
of the lesson when the teachers asked some questions. This teaching practice revealed
that the teachers believed science to be factual knowledge that could be discovered and that science instruction helped the learners understand this body of knowledge through activities and teachers’ explanations. None of the teachers appeared to take students’ ideas and experiences seriously. The teachers did not seem to have knowledge about students’ learning difficulties or prior knowledge before the students came to the science classroom. The teachers explained that students did not have any difficulties understanding the concepts when they left the science classroom because the students could develop an understanding of the concepts by doing activities, listening to teachers’ explanation of the scientific knowledge, and providing verbal and written answers to questions.

Many teachers provided hands-on activities to students without knowing why or how those activities were relevant to the particular concept they were teaching. Observing classroom teaching also revealed that there was little opportunity for students to conduct their own learning and discussion. Most of the time, communication during science lessons was unidirectional, with students being passive recipients of information. In addition, the teachers’ questions, discussions, and teaching strategies did not seem to develop conceptual understanding of the concepts under study. The questions asked in the classrooms were close-ended and subject-centered and did not prompt students’ critical thinking, but instead led toward factual knowledge.

Observations also revealed that the limitation of content knowledge in the topics that teachers taught was an important factor that influenced their decisions during instruction. For example, Manee and Chujai decided to direct their students to the right answers by asking leading questions or directly giving the answers. Jinda struggled with
unexpected activity results, which came from her modification of a sound activity. Rather than challenging students to discuss the unexpected outcomes, Jinda decided to skip this part and encouraged her students to try this activity again at home. In regards to Wanna’s case, although she seemed to provide more opportunities for students to discuss and share their ideas than the other teachers, she decided to stop students’ questions when she realized that she would not be able to answer those questions. Instead, Wanna provided unclear answers that could develop student misconceptions. The teachers’ orientations to science teaching and other knowledge bases for teaching science are discussed in the following assertions.

Assertion 1: The Professional Development Participants Displayed Didactic and Activity-Driven Orientations in Teaching Particular Science Concepts. These Orientations Deviated from the Science Education Standards, but were Similar to the Professional Developers’ Orientations.

During science teaching, the teachers attempted to teach particular topics through inquiry using the 5E model of instruction approach. However, the orientations teachers displayed were more toward the didactic orientation rather than the inquiry or guided-inquiry orientations. Table 16 shows the orientations for science teaching that each teacher displayed.

Table 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Orientations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manee</td>
<td>Didactic, and Activity-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chujai</td>
<td>Didactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinda</td>
<td>Activity-driven, and Academic Rigor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanna</td>
<td>Academic Rigor and Discovery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the interviews and card sort activities, the teachers referred to science as a collection of factual knowledge. It appeared that they directed students through activities, discussions, lectures, and questioning so that the students would respond with answers that the teachers expected to hear. The teachers also mentioned that the activities that they provided to students only had one right answer. During the activities, the teachers instructed students to repeat the activity when the students found outcomes that were unlike the answers in their textbook. Although many teacher participants displayed a didactic orientation in terms of directing students toward understand the scientific content knowledge, their teaching approaches were different from each other. For example, in Manee’s classroom, students had the opportunity to participate in a hands-on activity following Manee’s directions. She provided step-by-step instructions for students and wrote the activity results and conclusion on the board at the end of each activity.

During the activity, Manee informed students who had unexpected results to repeat the activity. In the discussion step, Manee asked close-ended questions to lead students to the right answer according to the textbook. When she found that some students did not have the correct answer, she directly told them that their answer was incorrect and told the students to write the correct statement on the observation sheet. It also appeared that Manee relied heavily on the teacher guide-book. She read the conclusion and results
statement in the guide-book directly to the students in order to have students write that statement down in the activity sheet.

In Wanna’s classroom, students had more opportunities than Manee’s students to discuss and share their ideas. However, Wanna still directed students toward the factual knowledge at the end of the activity looking at the properties of gas. According to Chujai, she believed that science concepts and theories are unchangeable. So, students should have accurate knowledge on those concepts.

บางกิจกรรมเราร้องถามนี่ตอบว่าไงๆ แล้วมาสรุป เพราะบางเรื่องถ้าเขาไม่มีความเข้าใจตรงกัน คุณไปคิดเอาเองในสอนไปแล้วเด็กก็จะเข้าใจคลิกไปเรื่อยๆ ถ้าหากว่าหัวข้อนั้นไม่สมควรให้เด็กคิดเองเพราะบางเรื่องถ้าเขาไม่มีความเข้าใจที่ถูกต้องและสรุปให้ตรงกันหัวข้อง แต่บางเรื่องก็ให้เขาคิดเองว่าจะเป็นอย่างไรบ้าง

Some activities, I have to make conclusions for them to ensure that every student understands the same things. If we let the students think on themselves without our help, they may hold a misunderstanding. Especially, if it is law or theory, they need to understand it correctly and cannot think differently to that. Thus, as teachers, we need to give correct knowledge to students. But, if it is a simple concept, I will let them think on their own. (Chujai, Interview #2)

In addition to the didactic orientation, some teachers also displayed other orientations to science teaching such as: activity-driven and academic rigor. In regards to the activity-driven orientation, none of the teachers used hands-on activities as a tool to promote conceptual thinking among students. Rather, it appeared that their utilization of hands-on activities in science classroom was solely for verifying and discovering science concepts. The orientation of teachers also led them to develop a teacher-centered and knowledge-centered learning environment rather than a student-centered learning community. The teachers did not provide an opportunity for students to design their own activities to investigate phenomena based on their interests. Instead, the teachers typically gave the students manipulative kits that were designed by the curriculum developers and
instructed students to follow the activity directions in the curriculum and then instructed students about that concept. Many times the teachers demonstrated that they did not conceptually understand the purpose of activity that was provided for students. Hence, it appeared that the teachers inappropriately implemented the activity with their students and failed to help students develop understanding of the teaching topics. For example,

This activity is not perfect because students’ feeling are varied. Another problem is timing. I cannot control anything when students are doing this activity. During the activity, students don’t understand the same things in terms of what they have to do. While their peers are doing the activity, some students play and don’t have attention to the activity even though I called them several times. In my opinion, this activity is not clear. At the end of the activity, I noticed that students were still confused with it. Finally I have to provide knowledge to them about the concept of conduction of heat and how this knowledge is useful for their life. Students always have a lot of questions that many times I don’t expect those types of questions. So, I have to tell them that I will find the answer and tell them later. Sometimes if we don’t have solid knowledge, we may give them wrong answers and lead them to have misunderstandings about that concept. (Chujai, Interview #2)

This except from Chujai provides an example of how the didactic and activity-driven orientations fit together. Chujai chose an activity because she wanted her students to understand that different types of spoons conduct heat differently. She attempted to use the results of this activity to demonstrate to people how people have hot soup using a spoon made of stainless steel. However, this activity was not as conceptually coherent to students as she anticipated. In addition to her limited knowledge about the concept of
heat conduction, this particular activity, and pedagogy, Chujai ignored the confusion of her students and provided a direct explanation about heat conduction and its application.

In Wanna’s case, it is evident that she also displayed an academic rigor orientation when she taught about the properties of matter. She challenged students with a problem to verify the students’ understanding of the properties of a liquid and the relationship of this concept to phenomena around them. Wanna provided an opportunity for the class to discuss the topic. However, her limited content knowledge on the topic constrained her teaching.

In summary, it appeared that during science instruction, teachers displayed multiple orientations when they taught a particular topic. The multiple orientations that teachers held, such as didactic and activity-driven orientations, seemed to fit well in the science classroom. For example, teachers directed students through hands-on activities in order to guide students to observe the expected results stated in the curriculum. The teachers did not seem to recognize whether or not the activities would facilitate students understanding because they would instruct students again after they finished the activities. Furthermore, it is evident that the teachers’ orientations to teaching science were not consistent dependent upon the topics that they were going to teach.

*Considering the Orientations of Professional Development Participants in Light of the Professional Developers’ Orientations and the Reformed Science Education Standards*

The activity-driven orientation of the PD participants influenced their science instruction as evident by when they provided hands-on activities to students and explained the science content after the activities. This teaching approach was similar to the professional developers’ teaching in the PD when the professional developers
emphasized providing hands-on experiences that were similar to the classroom activities before providing the teachers the correct explanations of each activity. Both professional developers and teachers, as instructors, seemed to use hands-on activity as a tool to engage learners in learning science facts rather than for understanding science concepts.

Similar to the professional developers, the activity-driven orientation that the teachers displayed fit with the reformed Science Education Standards with respect to the standards requesting teachers to provide opportunities for students to participate in science activities. Thus, the teachers tried to use questions in order to initiate students’ curiosity and attention to learn science. Teachers also encouraged students to perform hands-on activities that were in the curriculum.

Although the PD participants provided opportunities for students to perform science activities, the purpose for this learning event was different than the purpose stated in the standards. The standards indicate that teachers should allow students to investigate phenomena and activities in order to facilitate students developing meaningful understanding of the phenomena. However, the teachers used hands-on activities with students in order to attract students’ interest and verify the knowledge that was shown in the textbook.

กระบวนการเรียนที่ผู้เรียนจะต้องสืบค้น เสนาราย สำรวจตรวจสอบ และค้นคว้าด้วยวิธีการต่างๆ จะทำให้ผู้เรียนเกิดความเข้าใจและเกิดการรับรู้ความรู้ใหม่อย่างมีความหมาย The learning process is a process that learners have to investigate and research for information through various methods in order to develop meaningful knowledge (Standards, p. 219).

ชอบสอนเรื่องแรง เพราะว่าเรื่องแรงมีกิจกรรมให้เด็กทำ ค่อนข้างเยอะแล้วเด็กค่อนขอนะจะสอนเรื่องอะไรก็ตามที่เด็กมีการทดลองเอง เขานะจะชอบมีกิจกรรมกับเด็กๆ นอกเหนือจากเรื่องนี้ต่างๆ เด็กเขาก็จะสนใจแล้วทำได้ ลองไป อย่างสอนเรื่องส่วนประกอบของตุ๊กตาไม่มีตุ๊กตาเด็กจะชอบ ให้เด็กเอาตุ๊กตา เอาตุ๊กตาที่เขามีเอง แล้วพัฒนาให้เป็นตุ๊กตาตามที่สอนเนื้อหาตามหนังสือเด็กก็ชอบยิ่งสอนตอนบ่ายๆ ยิ่งว่างหลับไปเลย คือกิจกรรมไหนถ้าเด็กสนใจเราก็ชอบ
I like to teach concepts of force because there are many fun activities in this unit. Students will enjoy doing activities because it is like playing with their friends. If we teach them through rote learning, they will get bored. Especially they look sleepy when science class is in the afternoon. But, if we have some activities for them to play, they will get excited. I like to teach science when there are activities that students will enjoy. (Manee, Interview #1)

ทดลองของแข็งไปแล้ว เราถามว่าของแข็งมีมวลไหม เด็กบอกว่าของแข็งไม่มีมวล ที่ด้วยวิธีที่คุณทำไปเมื่อก่อน ทว่าบางของแข็งไม่มีมวลได้อย่าง เฮ้าเราก็เริ่มใหม่มาใส่ปิกโกลเรื่อย เลย น้ำล้นออกมา ตกของแข็งมีมวลนี่ละ มีค่ะ นี่แหละดีครับจะเริ่มได้เลย I ask them after they did activity on properties of solid whether solid matter has mass. They said no. They cannot relate the activity of putting play-do in eureka cup. So, I started doing this activity again and when some water came out from the eureka cup after putting in the play-do, I asked them again about solid matter containing mass or not. Then, students started to know it. (Manee, Interview #2)

การทำการทดลองครั้งแรกเด็กยังงงก็มาทำการทดลองอีกทีแล้วก็ถามอีกที่พอเริ่มต้นขึ้น ครั้งแรกทำการทดลองเขายังไม่รู้ครั้งที่ 2 เริ่ม get ชิ้นหน่อย พอพูดครั้งที่ 3 ก็รู้เริ่มกับเขาบ้าง ต้องพูดเยอะๆ Students get confused when doing an activity for the first time. Then, I repeat the activity again and explain the content about it. Students demonstrate their knowing after doing the activity the second time. Then, I explain the content to them 2-3 times. The majority of students seem to increase understanding. (Chujai, Interview #2)

In comparing the perspective of the teachers about teaching science within the Science Education Standards, there were instances when the teachers deviated. The Standards indicate that sustainable learning occurs through a variation of learning processes, which include the inquiry process rather than telling by teachers. The standards require learners to be encouraged to develop their thinking process, ability to learn, investigative process, problem solving skills, and the ability to search for and create new knowledge.

The teaching/learning of science emphasizes the learner as the person doing the learning and discovering by him/herself so that process and knowledge are acquired from the pre-school years through education at tertiary level and post graduate level and even at the work place. (Standards, p. 4)
The didactic orientation that teachers exhibited could not fulfill science teaching and learning as requested in the Standards. It was evident that the teachers believed that knowledge is facts, which students could learn directly from teachers. Thus, many teachers acted as knowledge experts by transferring knowledge to students at the end of activities. The teachers directed students to do the hands-on activities in order to discover or verify existing knowledge. In addition, the teachers did not demonstrate their appreciation of students’ prior knowledge and how this affects their learning of new knowledge. Hence, teachers failed to elicit students’ knowledge before learning a particular topic. The standards suggest that teachers facilitate student learning by employing various teaching methods, such as inquiry. It is evident that the didactic orientation that teachers displayed did not fit with this perspective of the standards.

During the interview, observations of classroom teaching, and the card sort activity, none of the teachers mentioned the inquiry teaching approach. In addition, teachers did not indicate an appreciation of teaching science through an inquiry process. The teachers explained that the learning cycle consisted of 3 steps including: engaging students in the topics that were taught, providing hands-on activities, and explaining correct science knowledge to students.
To teach science at the primary level, we will emphasize doing the activity and the teacher will explain knowledge to students to help them understand it correctly. Although students have opportunities to perform activities, the teacher needs to provide clear steps to them before having them start doing the activity. Some activities that might have danger for students, we should demonstrate the activity to them rather than having them perform it. Although students might not understand the demonstration, they will have attention to what the teacher is doing. I think at the primary level, if we give much content knowledge to students, they are not able to deal with it. If the content knowledge does not relate to their lives or is not fun, they won’t learn it although we try to explain to them so many times. (Chujai, Interview #2)

マツelmethe teacher will explain knowledge to students to help them understand it correctly. Although students have opportunities to perform activities, the teacher needs to provide clear steps to them before having them start doing the activity. Some activities that might have danger for students, we should demonstrate the activity to them rather than having them perform it. Although students might not understand the demonstration, they will have attention to what the teacher is doing. I think at the primary level, if we give much content knowledge to students, they are not able to deal with it. If the content knowledge does not relate to their lives or is not fun, they won’t learn it although we try to explain to them so many times. (Chujai, Interview #2)

Science teaching begins with making students have curiosity about some things. Then, they want to do the activity in order to know the answer. I provide a wrap-up opportunity to see if students are able to answer the questions; that means they have understanding. I also assign students to answer the questions after the activity directions in the curriculum. After that, I will explain content knowledge to students again in order to develop clear understanding. (Manee, Interview #2)

เวลาที่เขาทดลองเขาจะตื่นเต้นมากเลย อย่างตัวอย่างที่อากาศมันมีแรงดันจริงหรือให้เขาจุดไฟในแก้วพอไฟดับเสริมลูกโป่งมันก็ยุบลงไปที่มันเปรี้ยงงี้ คือเขาไม่รู้ว่าเป็นเพราะสภาพดุลยภาพเขาทดลองแล้วเขาจะตื่นเต้นมากยิ่งขึ้น

Students will get excited when they do the activity. For example, when I have students do the activity about air pressure, they are very excited when I asked them to blow a candle in a glass and then cover with a balloon. When students see a balloon get into the glass, they are amazed with the results. They don’t know how this phenomenon happens. So, I will explain to them at the end of the activity. (Wanna, Interview #1)

It was only during rare opportunities that teachers promoted students’ learning through the processes stated in the Standards.

Assertion 2: The Professional Development Participants’ PCK was Limited. Their PCK was Associated with their Orientations.

Knowledge of students’ understanding of science. Teachers indicated that in order to help students develop science content knowledge, they had to provide correct
explanations about that topic to students. Teachers might direct students to do the hands-on activities either prior or after the instruction depending on the level of difficulty of the topic. For example, to teach the concepts of sound and heat conduction, the teachers might provide opportunities for students to explore the hands-on activities and then the teachers would give the correct explanation about these concepts at the end of the activities. However, teachers might provide instruction about the circuit and current prior to have students doing hands-on activities when they have to teach about electricity.

In addition, none of teachers believed that elementary school students could take responsibility for investigation without help from teachers.

Teachers did not demonstrate knowledge about learning styles nor how ability levels might be different among individual students.

In regards to areas of student difficulties, the teachers did not display knowledge or beliefs that students might have difficulties learning science. The teachers believed that if they provided a clear explanation to their students, the students would be able to understand the scientific knowledge. In addition, some teachers, such as Chujai and Jinda, indicated that their goal for teaching science was to develop the relevance of science knowledge to students’ daily lives. Thus, they preferred to develop an appreciation about science in terms of its application and ignore developing a meaningful understanding of the scientific concept.
I think the concept on frequency is the most difficult in the sound unit. But, I don’t seriously emphasize developing knowledge about this concept to students. I only want them to know the danger of sound when it is too loud. So, they can live safely. (Jinda, Interview #2)

In addition, none of the teachers demonstrated knowledge about common misconceptions that their students might have before or after science instruction. This limited knowledge about student learning and ability to learn science led to limited decisions about teaching strategies to teach particular science topics.

Knowledge of science teaching strategies. While the PD sometimes focused on helping teachers adopt the 5E model of instruction for teaching science at their classroom, there was no explicit instruction about the 5E model of instruction they were expected to use. As indicated earlier, the common teaching strategies that teachers explicitly used in their own learning cycle included only 3 steps: engagement, exploration, and explanation by teachers. In addition, it is evident that a lack of subject matter knowledge and pedagogical knowledge influenced the misuse of science teaching strategies. There were many times when teachers decided to directly tell students the correct answers or knowledge when they struggled or faced unexpected circumstances.

It is difficult to control students. Teaching the concept is not difficult to me, but how to have students do the activity carefully and seriously is more difficult. Students are not similar to adults. When I do the activity, I pay attention to it. But, the students don’t. They like to play and make a mess in classroom. I don’t mean that the science classroom needs to be quiet, but I want students to listen to me. Some times I have to stop them.
from the activity and explain the results to them instead. (Chujai, Interview #2).

The Thai Science Education Standards request that teachers use diverse teaching strategies to serve the needs of individual students.

In providing science instruction, teachers should make use of diverse learning strategies to respond to the needs, interests and learning methods of the learners. (Standards, p. 3)

However, to teach a particular science topic, teachers did not offer various representations to help students develop an understanding of the topic concept. Although some teachers, such as Manee, directed students to do many activities, they did not facilitate students in developing relationships between the activities and the phenomenon. In other cases, some teachers indicated that they might invent other representations, such as analogies or models, to help students understand the concept that was taught. For example, Chujai, Wanna, and Jinda indicated that they would have students touch their neck in order to develop the idea that vibration makes sound. Wanna also indicated that to teach students about the arrangement of molecules in liquid, solid, and gas states, she would use an analogy related to students holding their hands differently. However, the teachers did not indicate knowledge about the disadvantages and risks, including that models and analogies might cause student misconceptions about that concept being taught. For example, Wanna’s analogy related to students holding hands might cause students to believe that atoms within a liquid are longer than atoms within solids and gases; this analogy may represent that there was something physically connecting two atoms together.

Teachers displayed limited knowledge of the activities they used in the classroom. Teachers implemented hands-on activities that were in the IPST curriculum or in the PD
handbook with their students. However, it was evident that the teachers did not have enough knowledge about the activities or how these activities were supposed to help students comprehend the specific concepts or relationships. The observations revealed that the teachers had limited content knowledge of the topic they taught. This lack of content knowledge led to the misunderstanding of the activities. In addition, the poor content knowledge caused teachers to inappropriately modify critical components of the activities.

In addition, there might be relationships among teachers’ appropriate use of activities, their teaching experience, and their PCK. For example, both Manee, who had a strong didactic orientation, and Wanna, who had academic rigor and discovery orientations, taught the concept of the states of matter to their students. The activities that they selected for their students were similar since they were in the IPST Curriculum. Classroom observation of these teachers revealed that there were differences between the teaching approaches of these two teachers. In addition, Manee and Jinda’s teaching approaches were different when they taught the concepts of sound. Teachers did not demonstrate their knowledge of variation of teaching approaches for understanding the specific science concepts. Hence, the teachers did not use a variety of representations to develop meaningful understanding to all students. Instead, they used the same teaching approach in teaching each science topic. In addition, the decision about
using teaching strategies was influenced by the teachers’ beliefs about how science
teaching might constrain their teaching practice. For example,

I can control students to pay attention to the activities or lessons whenever they are off track. I am confident to do that. However, I feel uncomfortable with the idea that teaching science needs to be fun. I am not that kind of person. So, sometimes when I try to make a joke with my students, I feel it is unnatural because it isn’t my personality. (Jinda, Interview #2)

The excerpt above reveals that Jinda thought teaching science in the elementary levels had to be fun. The elementary teacher needs to be a playful person who has a lot of jokes to share with students. Jinda indicated that this personality was opposed to hers. Consequently, Jinda demonstrated her anxiety that students might not be happy when coming to her classroom.

Knowledge of science curriculum. All teachers indicated that the current science curriculum was different than the previous one since science was now included in the Life Experience subject. According to this new curriculum, teachers indicated that there were many hands-on activities and a lot of content knowledge that students needed to understand. Some teachers indicated that their knowledge about the new curriculum included an understanding that students would be involved in learning by doing activities and developing their own explanations while the teacher’s role was to assist in facilitating this learning environment.
The new curriculum focuses on students to have real experience. The teacher does not have to tell everything to students, but gets students involved in the learning by encouraging them to develop reasoning and create knowledge through investigation. I try to follow this new teaching process by encouraging students to share their thinking. I found that students are proud when the teacher recognizes their answer. So, they try to answer questions and make conclusions. I feel students enjoy learning this way. (Wanna, Interview #2)

In addition, teachers indicated that the new science curriculum contained many fun activities that were appropriate to students. However, the teachers indicated that they also looked for other exciting activities from other resources.

Knowledge of assessment of scientific literacy. The interviews and card sort activities with each of the teachers revealed that the teachers displayed limited knowledge about assessment in terms of knowing what important aspects of the particular concepts needed to be assessed. In addition, the teachers’ questions during classroom instruction focused on asking students to recall factual knowledge rather than asking for their understanding of the concept.

All of the participant teachers indicated that they planned to use different methods of assessment during the school term. These methods included asking questions and observing students’ responses during classroom teaching, looking at students’ work and their participation in hands-on activities, concept mapping, and scores from multiple-choice and laboratory practical examinations. The teachers believed that using many assessment methods helped them generate a clearer understanding about how students understand the science content knowledge and that the use of multiple assessment methods was also fairer to students.
In addition to the activity worksheet and examination, I use other assessment instruments with students because some students cannot well communicate well through writing, but verbalization. I also observe their intention in the classroom. I think this is fair to the students. (Jinda, Interview #2)

However, the use of assessment instruments by teachers focused on assessing students’ knowledge of scientific facts more than other important aspects that teachers should monitor students during the learning process, such as students’ alternative conceptual understanding.

Also, the teachers indicated that they knew many ways to assess students’ science learning. However, there was not enough evidence to support claims about how much knowledge teachers had about each assessment method, why they decided to use these methods, and why these methods were more appropriate to use during a specified timeframe in order to assess a specific aspect of student learning rather than others.

Observations of the use of assessment methods revealed that sometimes the teachers used the assessment instrument without knowing how to use the instrument appropriately. For example, Manee encouraged students to develop a concept map after they learned concepts about sound. The way in which Manee directed students to develop the concept map did not properly assess students’ understanding about how vibrations make sound. Instead, Manee preferred students to make their maps beautiful rather than focusing on the thoughts and connections between concepts that the students developed.

Summary

This chapter reveals that the professional development participants displayed didactic and activity-driven orientations and two teachers, Wanna and Jinda, also
exhibited the academic rigor orientation. The individual teachers could exhibit more than one orientation when they taught a particular science concept. This orientation was either consistent or inconsistent when they taught different topics or lessons. In addition, the orientations that the teachers displayed deviated from the reformed Science Education Standards.

The professional development participants exhibited limited PCK, including knowledge of students’ understanding of science, science teaching strategies, and assessment of scientific literacy. The teachers displayed moderate understanding about the curriculum they used. However, they exhibited poor knowledge of other three components of PCK. Similar to the case of professional developers, it is evident that the limitation of one type of knowledge resulted in the ineffective use of other types of PCK.

Coda

*Reflections of the Professional Developers after Watching the Video Clips of Teachers’ Teaching*

After I finished collecting data with the teachers--Manee, Chujai, Jinda, and Wanna--I asked all professional developers to watch teaching video clips that I had made of the teachers. There was only one teacher, Wanna, who did not agree to be videotaped during her teaching. For Manee, she taught many science concepts including properties of liquids and gases, and sound. Thus, I did not have the professional developers watch every clips of Manee, but selected the video clip when she taught properties of liquids to her students.

When the professional developers watched all the video clips together as a group, I conducted a focus interview with them. According to the interview, the professional
developers looked surprised with the teachers’ teaching. They realized that the teachers did not have strong content knowledge of the concepts that they taught. Piti discussed Jinda’s modification of the activity from knocking to blowing at the bottle, recognizing that she did not have content knowledge of pitch, frequency, and resonance of sound.

When we blow at the bottle, it introduces the concept of resonance. I asked them to hit at the bottle to see how the water in each bottle waves differently. This can also lead to the concept of frequency. (Piti, Focus Group Interview)

Sommit, on the other hand, mentioned that teachers might not have strong content knowledge of the topics that they were video taped. However, the teachers might have good content knowledge of other concepts that I did not observe.

We can see that in teaching the particular concept either physics or chemistry, teachers did not have good content knowledge. However, they might have good content knowledge in other concepts that we did not see the clips. And I think they have good teaching techniques. (Sommit, Focus Group Interview)

Somsri indicated that the video clip of teachers’ teaching helped her to know that teachers from the private schools did not have good content knowledge just as teachers from the public schools. In addition, she realized that these teachers held misconceptions on the topics they taught.

These clips help me know that these teachers don’t have good knowledge. They also have misconceptions, but they don’t realize it. They thought students did not pay attention to them so they didn’t understand the main ideas of the concepts. To watch these clips I know that I cannot assume that teachers know science content. I cannot ignore the details. I have to explain everything to them. (Somsri, Focus Group Interview)
During watching the video clips, Somsri also stated to the other professional developers that the clips told them that they could not assume that the private school teachers had good content knowledge. The excerpt above also implies that Somsri may design future PD that emphasizes developing content knowledge to teachers.

When the professional developers were asked about how the teachers’ teaching met their goals or the PD goals, they indicated that in general the teachers had good teaching techniques. However, the ways that the teachers taught in classrooms did not align with the objective of the Standards. The professional developers also indicated that if teachers followed the IPST curriculum strictly, they would teach in the way required in the Standards. They indicated:

For the general teaching techniques, I think they are O.K. But, for the techniques in teaching science based on the Standards, I think they did not do it well. They did not follow the steps that we provided for them in the IPST curriculum. In the curriculum, we provided clear teaching steps that align with the Standards. (Piti, Focus Group Interview)

It is interesting that Piti, who held the pedagogy-driven orientation, was not disappointed with teachers’ teaching strategies as much as Somsri. Piti did not closely look at the sequence and quality of teachers’ use of the 5E model. He only indicated that if teachers used and followed the IPST curriculum, they would not have problems in teaching science. However, Somsri indicated that watching the video clips helped her to know that teachers did not teach science using the 5E model of instruction, which the professional developers tried to encourage them to do.
For Chujai, her first two steps of the 5E are O.K. But, she did not do a good job on explanation and conclusion, which brought the confusion in the elaboration step. She did not have good content knowledge in helping students to understand about this concept [heat conduction]. But, she didn’t know it. She taught, but students did not pay attention to her, which is not right. (Somsri, Focus Group Interview)

Somsri indicated that Chujai did not realize that her poor understanding of the concept she taught led to confusion among students. The video clips of teachers’ teaching led Somsri to have the idea of providing a pre-lab before teaching science.

I can see how the teachers have misconceptions and how they teach in the classrooms. This clip brought me the idea about providing pre-lab to the students before the formal teaching. For example Manee, she should provide pre-labs to her students rather than telling students to follow her. So we can see that students did not learn any things. They didn’t know what the main idea is. (Somsri, Focus Group Interview)

The excerpt above reveals that Somsri did not agree with Manee’s teaching strategies that she directed students to follow her step-by-step during the activity.

However, Piti and Sommit indicated that they were satisfied with Manee’s and Chujai’s teaching. They indicated that at least the teachers allowed students to participate in hands-on activities.

No matter it is right or wrong, I think at least teachers are brave to teach science and have students to do experiments. (Piti, Focus Group Interview)

Teachers also opened to students to use materials and equipments, which normally they were hesitant to do that. (Sommit, Focus Group Interview)
The excerpts above reveal that the professional developers believed that the PD was successful in that the teachers were not hesitant to teach science. In addition, there was a positive sign in that teachers allowed students to use scientific materials and equipment.

When asking Piti about how these clips helped him in terms of teachers’ knowledge and future PD design, he indicated that:

I know that some teachers might not know the content and the pedagogy. But, we cannot do every activity. We cannot tell every step and learning outcome of each step because we have too many concepts to cover within a limited timeframe. Thus, we have to select the activity that is not too time-consuming. (Piti, Focus Group Interview)

When Piti was asked about future PD projects, he still mentioned that his PD design and implementation was limited by time restrictions.

I wish I could model the steps of 5E clearer than I did. But, it is not possible because I only have about one hour for teaching sound concepts and another professional developer will have about an hour to teach electricity and magnetism. Thus, we cannot model teaching of every activity. (Piti, Focus Group Interview)

The professional developers learned from watching the video clips of teachers’ teaching that teachers from the private schools also had limited content knowledge in science. They also learned that the teachers did not implement the 5E model of instruction in their classrooms. However, they still believed that the absence of all 5 steps of the 5E in the classroom was because these teachers did not follow the IPST curriculum seriously. In addition, the professional developers still believed that they could not
provide a full version of the 5E implementation during the PD because of the time restriction. The focus interview with the professional developers showed that although the video clips of teachers’ teaching helped them realized about teachers’ learning and teaching science, this information seemed to have little impact on their PCK for PD. Somsri was the only professional developer who mentioned that she would redesign the future PD by emphasizing more content knowledge to teachers. Other professional developers still believed that their PD design and implementation were limited by time restrictions. In addition, Piti and Sommit were happy that, although teachers did not have strong content knowledge, they did not hesitate to implement hands-on activities with their students. This could be explained by the orientations for PD that each individual professional developer displayed. For example, the video clips helped Somsri, who held didactic orientation and belief that teachers are knowledge tellers, to learn about teachers’ knowledge of science. Watching the video clips influenced her belief about PD design in that she realized should not leave out the simple concepts, assuming that teachers might know them already. According to Sommit, the activity-driven orientation led him to be satisfied when teachers used hands-on only in the science classrooms without helping students connect the activities to conceptual understanding. Although Piti also held an activity-driven orientation, the orientation that served as a dominant role in this PD was pedagogy-driven orientation. Thus, I was surprised with his reflection on teachers’ teaching when he agreed with Sommit that at least teachers allowed students to do science activities in the classrooms. He did not reflect on the teachers’ use of 5E teaching approach in the classrooms. In addition, it seemed that the video clips of teachers’ teaching would not influence his future PD design, although that remains to be seen. In
regards to Vimon, she watched the video clips quietly and did not mention anything during the focus group interview. Thus, it was difficult to claim how these clips influenced her PCK for PD.

In summary, the focus group interview with the professional developers helped me to understand that the orientations for PD influenced the ways that professional developers viewed the success of the PD. In addition, professional developers’ learning about PD and their own teaching practice were also blocked by their orientations.
CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The purpose for examining this entire PD project as a case was to understand the
dynamic nature of science PD in a holistic manner. Research questions that guided
analysis and writing up included: (a) What happens during the professional development
workshop? (b) What are professional developers’ orientations to professional
development? (c) What do professional developers know about teachers, curriculum,
instructional strategies, and assessment for professional development? (d) What
knowledge do professional developers take into account during the professional
development design process? (e) What happens during classroom teaching that takes
place after professional development? (f) What are professional development
participants’ orientations to science teaching? (g) What do professional development
participant know about students, curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessment for
science teaching?

This chapter includes a synopsis of the findings, discussion of the findings in
relation to the research literature discussed in Chapter Two, and implications for
professional developers, science educators and researchers. I end this chapter with the
recommendations for future research.

Synopsis of Findings

The first research question is to understand nature of the PD workshop. Based on
my observations with the professional developers, I assert that the professional
developers displayed a role as a knowledge provider while the professional developer
participants were mostly passive recipients, who had less opportunity to communicate
ideas, experience, and knowledge. The professional developers exhibited beliefs that
knowledge of science could be simply discovered through hands-on activities. In addition, all professional developers believed that they already provided necessary information, such as content knowledge, hands-on activities, lists of materials, and answers to each question in the activity worksheets and PD handbook. Thus, teachers must review that information on their own after they left the PD. Some professional developers, such as Piti and Somsri tried to model the 5E instructional approach to teachers during the PD workshop in order to encourage them to teach science using this teaching strategy. However, Piti and Somsri only emphasized the first three steps, but ignored the remaining two steps of the 5E model. Vimon and Sommit, on the other hand, focused on providing hands-on activities to teachers in order to help teachers have choices of activities to use with their students. The professional developers displayed their confusing about the explanation and elaboration steps in the 5E model.

According to second question of this study, the professional developers displayed multiple orientations, including activity-driven, discovery, didactic, and pedagogy-driven orientations. The majority of professional developers held activity-driven, discovery, and didactic orientations. The professional developers tried to cover the PD activities that they planned for the PD while providing correct information and knowledge to teachers. With regards to this study, I found a new orientation called pedagogy-driven orientation. I defined this orientation as the orientation in which the professional developer introduces pedagogy knowledge that necessary in science teaching. The professional developer presents information through lecture, activity, discussion and questions in order to develop an awareness of science teaching among teachers. In this orientation, the professional developer does not necessarily select PD activities to enhance content
knowledge of teachers. For example, the two professional developers who strongly exhibited the pedagogy-driven orientation emphasized content development less. Piti’s belief about poor pedagogical knowledge of the elementary teachers about teaching science through inquiry led Piti to plan the PD to help the teachers address their needs. Rather than focusing on developing content knowledge about the concept of sound to teachers, Piti emphasized selecting and modeling the activities that would represent the 5E model of instruction. In addition, Piti kept reminding teachers about the teaching techniques that they should use in their classrooms.

Also, my analysis revealed that the four orientations displayed by the professional developers deviated from the Science Education Standards in Thailand. I found evidence that all professional developers displayed didactic, activity-driven, and pedagogy-driven orientations instead of inquiry, guided-inquiry, or other orientations that could serve the request of the Standards.

Science concerns learning about nature by man, who uses observation, investigation and experimentation of the natural phenomena and takes the results to formulate systems, principles, concepts and theories. Therefore the teaching/learning of science emphasizes the learner as the person doing the learning and discovering by him/herself so that process and knowledge are acquired from the pre-school years through education at tertiary level and post graduate level and even at the work place. (Standards, p. 4)

The analysis revealed that the professional developers believed that knowledge is facts which can be learned by reading or telling from experts. In addition, the activity-driven, didactic, and pedagogy-driven orientations led to the results that the PD implementation of professional developers could not meet the aims of science teaching/learning as requested in the standards.
Furthermore, the professional developers exhibited inadequate PCK for PD, including knowledge of teachers’ understanding of science, knowledge of PD strategies, knowledge of PD curriculum, and knowledge of assessment of teachers’ scientific literacy. It is evident that the limitation of one type of knowledge resulted in limiting other types of PCK. The professional developers’ knowledge and orientations influenced their selection of PD activities and teaching approaches. There was a relationship between the orientation of professional developers and their decisions in selecting the PD activities. I found that the professional developers selected the activities using 4 criteria, including: (a) introducing the science content and science teaching strategies that were required by the Science Education Standards, (b) hands-on and fun to do, (c) manageable in the classrooms, and (d) manageable in the PD.

According to teachers’ knowledge, orientations, and practices, the majority of teachers displayed a didactic orientation to the science topics they taught. They also exhibited other orientations, including activity-driven, discovery, and academic rigor orientations. The orientations of these teachers were aligned with the professional developers in that they believed that knowledge was facts that could be transferred from teachers to students. The teachers provided hands-on activities to students without enough knowledge about the content that could be developed from doing those activities. To compare the teachers’ orientations with the standards, their orientations were critical factors that influenced the absence of science teaching/learning strategies that aligned with the Standards.

The teacher participants demonstrated limited PCK. Their knowledge of students’ learning of science, science teaching strategies, science curriculum, and assessment were
not adequate to teach science effectively. None of the teachers displayed an awareness of students’ prior knowledge and difficulties to learn the concepts that were taught. They also did not demonstrate the specialized knowledge (Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005) in terms of knowing strategies or models to represent knowledge, understanding how these strategies work, knowing why the model, activity, and teaching strategy are useful in developing student understanding, and understanding the meaning of strategies, models, and procedure in teaching. The limited PCK led to the lack of an appreciation of science reasoning, understanding the meaning of scientific ideas and procedures, and knowing how ideas and procedures connect.

After watching the video clips of teachers’ teaching, the professional developers acknowledged that teachers did not have adequate content knowledge of the topics they taught. However, the professional developers did not worry about the teachers’ content knowledge or knowledge and ability in teaching science through the 5E approach. Rather, they were happy with the teachers’ use of hands-on activities with their students. At the end of the focus interview, Piti and Sommit confirmed that what they did in the PD was the best they could do under the time restrictions.

Discussion and Conclusion

What Can Be Learned From This Study?

The overarching research question of this study was: What knowledge, orientations, and practices do science professional developers and professional development participants have and what are the consequences of these understandings? In response to the questions on knowledge, orientation, and practice of professional developers, I learned that the professional developers displayed orientations that
obstructed inquiry-based instruction as required by the Thai Standards. In addition to their orientations, limited PCK influenced the PD implementation and outcomes. Although I did not assess content knowledge of PD participants before and at the end of PD, the observation and discussion with teachers helped me to learn that teachers did not have sufficient content knowledge to teach science. In addition, the PD did not benefit teachers in developing in-depth structured content knowledge, or PCK of students, instructional strategies, curriculum, or assessment. Although the professional developers introduced the 5E model of instruction through modeling or instruction, they did not develop the teachers’ ability to use this teaching model. Consequently, the professional developers did not meet their goal in terms of the PD participants’ use of PD activities in their classroom through inquiry-based teaching approaches.

This study allowed me to learn that in order to develop teachers’ knowledge, orientations, PCK and teaching practices we need to alter the professional developers’ orientations and PCK for PD by recognizing the Dynamic of PD (as shown in Figure 20). However, where in this PD cycle that we should start? My four years of learning experiences in the Ph.D. program might help to answer this question.
Figure 20. The Dynamic of Professional Development

My orientations and PCK for PD at the start of my doctoral program were similar to those of Vimon, one of the professional developers in this study. Before I started the Ph.D. program, I was trained to be a professional developer by the staff in the Department of Primary Science, IPST. I did not have classroom teaching experiences. The ways I learned about designing and implementing PD were from observation of my colleagues’ teaching. Thus, I believed that, at that time, I held the activity-driven and didactic orientations. However, during the Ph.D. program, I continually developed knowledge and awareness about elementary science teaching and professional development through coursework, talking with experts, observing PD, and working on several PD research projects. At the end of the Ph.D. program, I strongly believe that my orientation and PCK for PD are toward inquiry, although I still have not had formal classroom teaching experience. To relate my development of knowledge, orientation and PCK to the Dynamic PD cycle, I believe that we need to create cognitive dissonance in
the professional developers. In other words, we need to intervene in the PD Cycle at the phase that the professional developers observe and reflect on teachers’ teaching. This dissonance experience will help the professional developers realize and develop awareness about teachers’ teaching in their classrooms. It is important that the PD should include follow up opportunities for the professional developers to visit teachers’ classrooms to observe their teaching, and chances to reflect with other professional developers what they can learn from these observations. These opportunities would help the professional developers to develop reflective thinking about the relations of teachers’ practices and PD, which may lead them to think about their own teaching during the PD implementation. However, my experiences in the Ph.D. program indicated that this process of changing take time.

With regards to the teachers’ knowledge, orientations, and practices, I learned that these teachers did not have adequate content knowledge or PCK in the topics that they taught. In addition, the teachers’ orientations shaped their science teaching. Throughout the observations, teachers taught science from a didactic perspective and emphasized the development of students’ factual knowledge rather than inquiry skills or conceptual understanding.

Extending the Magnusson et al. model of PCK, I noticed that the relations among knowledge components of PCK might be more complicated. The study showed that the lack of one type of knowledge influenced the use of other types of knowledge. For example, the teachers who displayed a didactic orientation believed that knowledge is transferable from one person to other persons. Thus, this orientation influenced decisions in assessment strategies and teaching methods. In addition, the limitation of knowledge of
students’ learning difficulties and misconceptions led to the misuse of teaching strategies, curriculum, and assessment methods.

What Is The Significance Of This Study In Relation To The Research?

In Chapter Two, I discussed three gaps in the research literature that this study addresses. These gaps were (a) research on the professional developers’ PCK, (b) research on PD in a holistic view, and (c) research about the PD context in Thailand. The findings of this study can address these three gaps in the literature as follows.

*PD orientations and PCK.* The first gap was research on professional developers’ PCK for PD. I found no studies in the science education literature that focused on PCK of professional developers. This study contributes to the research literature in that I conducted a study with professional developers to investigate their PCK for PD. With this aspect, I designed a tool to explore professional developers’ orientations for PD. I developed a set of scenarios for a card sort activity. I encouraged professional developers to reflect on each scenario and then sorted the scenarios that represented their own teaching from most to least.

At the beginning of the design of this study, I hypothesized that the PCK for science teaching (Magnusson et al., 1999) framework could be adapted to the study of professional developers’ PCK for PD. The findings of this study show that the Magnusson et al. model can serve as a conceptual framework for understanding the professional developers’ PCK for PD. I found that the professional developers in this study held didactic, activity-driven, and discovery orientations, which are similar to the orientations for teaching science. I also found that the orientations were held simultaneously and consistently. The professional developers’ orientations for PD,
knowledge of teachers’ learning, of PD curriculum, of PD strategies, and of assessment influenced their design and implementation of the PD.

Furthermore, this study allowed me to find a new orientation that could be added into a model of PCK for PD. This orientation is a pedagogy-driven orientation. Professional developers who held this orientation will focus on introducing teachers to particular teaching strategies through either lecture, modeling, or doing hands-on activities. The professional developers who have the pedagogy-driven orientation pay less attention to developing content knowledge in teachers.

*Holistic view of PD.* The second gap in the research literature that I found was that, although many researchers conducted studies on design, implementation, and outcomes of PD, these typically were done in separate pieces. According to these research pieces, researchers found that PD experiences are intellectually superficial, disconnected from deep issues of curriculum and learning, fragmented, and non-cumulative (Ball & Cohen, 1999). In addition, teachers adopted a reform-based curriculum superficially, then continued to teach in traditional ways (Horizon Research, 2002; Keys & Kennedy, 1999; Olson, 1981; Welch, Klopfer, Aikenhead, & Robinson, 1981). With this gap in the literature, I hypothesized that investigating the nature of PD in a holistic view might help us to develop understanding of the dynamic of PD design, delivery, and outcomes. In addition, the holistic study would help us to understand other factors in the PD process that influence the design, implementation, and teachers’ learning. In this study, I found that these factors include professional developers’ orientations, PCK for PD, and knowledge about context (Guskey, 2000; Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999)--teachers and schools.
Although Lee, Wang, Musikul, and Abell (2006, March) conducted a study with one PD project to understand the PD process in holistic manner, they did not observe the PD design, classroom teaching, or professional developers’ reflection on teachers’ teaching. Thus, the study could not deeply explain how the PD influenced teachers’ learning and teaching, or how the outcomes of PD influence professional developers’ learning about PD and about their own practice. The findings of the present study allowed me to learn that the professional developers’ orientations for PD deviated from the Standards. Their orientations did not support teachers’ learning and beliefs about science teaching. Thus, it was not surprising that teachers only adopted the PD activities and curriculum superficially and continued to teach in traditional ways.

The professional developers showed several conflicts between their knowledge and implementation. First of all, they believed that teachers had adequate knowledge for teaching science at primary grades. In addition, they believed that teachers could learn science content from doing activities during the PD. However, these professional developers also held another belief that teachers could not learn difficult contents from doing the activities. To teach difficult content, professional developers needed more time for telling. Thus, the professional developers did not spend adequate time to develop teachers’ learning of the difficult science concepts. Instead, they selected activities that they believed that teachers could learn the science from by doing the activities. However, although the professional developers believed that teachers already understood the easy concepts and they could also learn from doing activities, three of four professional developers still provided content knowledge to teachers through lecture.
The second conflict was the role of activities in PD implementation. At the beginning, the professional developers discussed that doing activities could help teachers learn science content. However, probing their beliefs and their reflections on the video clips of teachers’ teaching show that the professional developers held other beliefs about the role of PD activities. They believed that having teachers do the activities in the PD as they would teach in their classrooms would increase their confidence in teaching science. The second role of PD activities was to develop teachers’ laboratory abilities. Taking into account both the first and second conflicts, there is no surprise that the professional developers did not see learning science content and doing activities as fitting together at some points. This also explained that why didactic and activity-driven orientations were integrated within the individual professional developers’ beliefs.

The third conflict that I found within the professional developers was their belief about inquiry. Although the professional developers wanted teachers to implement inquiry-based approaches in their classrooms, they did not use the inquiry approach in the PD. The professional developers believed that teaching science through inquiry was time-consuming, while their time for PD was limited. Thus, the professional developers did not fully implement the 5E inquiry approach during the PD. They also did not make the strategies nor the benefits of inquiry in teaching and learning explicit to teachers. They anticipated that teachers would see the importance of inquiry and use it with their students. However, the third conflict of professional developers could be understood when they reflected on the video clips of teachers’ teaching. These professional developers did not hold inquiry orientations for PD. Thus, they were not disappointed when they found that teachers did not implement inquiry in the classrooms. In addition,
the activity-driven orientation of professional developers led them to be satisfied when they knew that teachers adopted the PD activities, but still taught it in their own way without understanding the concepts.

Loucks-Horsley et al (2003) suggested in their model that the evaluation of PD outcomes would return back to and influence the professional developers’ knowledge and beliefs. However, I found that the professional developers’ learning about PD and about their own practice was blocked by their orientations. Instead of seeing the strength and weakness of PD and their own teaching, the evaluation of teachers’ learning and teaching did not show any effects on the professional developers’ knowledge and beliefs when the results matched with their orientations.

**PD context.** The third gap in the research literature was the research about the PD context in Thailand. Guskey (2000) indicated that a quality of PD is influenced by three factors, including content, process, and context. With regards to context, Guskey suggested that PD should be designed in ways that best suit organizational and individual contexts. In terms of PCK, knowledge of context is one of three factors that influences PCK (Magnusson et al., 1999; Grossman, 1990). Within this study, I found evidence that lacking knowledge about context influenced PD design and also impacted teachers’ learning. According to this study, the professional developers did not acknowledge well enough about their participants and their schools. They made assumptions that the private school teachers had more content knowledge in science than the public school teachers. In addition, some professional developers made assumptions that teachers did not have enough materials and equipment in doing science activities. These assumptions affected their PD design.
In conclusion, to develop deep understanding about PD and teachers’ learning, we as science educators and researchers needed to study PD in a holistic manner in order to understand how professional developers’ orientation, PCK, and other knowledge influence the design and implementation of PD. Similar to classroom teaching, professional developers need to have a specialized form of knowledge that transforms subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and context knowledge for PD and for elementary science teaching into an understandable form for teachers. In addition, this study found that professional developers’ orientations and PCK are important to their PD design and implementation. Thus, I would suggest that in order to design and implement a quality PD, we need to realize how orientations and PCK for PD are important to develop a quality PD that helps teachers’ learning and teaching.

Implications

Implications for Professional Development in Thailand

The need for developing PD that is coherent to teachers, especially in the Thailand context, is crucial to science educators and professional developers. Loucks-Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry, and Hewson (2003) explained that an effective professional development design takes into account the need for sustainability. Understanding the dynamic of PD design, delivery, and outcomes by examining PD in a holistic manner can help Thai professional developers to reflect about their orientations, practices, and PD outcomes, which will benefit their future PD design helping them support teachers and ultimately their students in the teaching and learning of science. Thus, this study provides implications for future PD in Thailand in that the PD needs to:
• Provide a supportive but challenging learning environment. PD should develop in-depth structured content and pedagogical knowledge, which establish connections to teachers’ science classroom.

• Be designed as a long-term project that promotes development and changes in teachers’ content knowledge, orientation, and practice. The PD must challenge teachers to change the didactic and activity-driven orientations toward an inquiry orientation.

• The PD should include assessment and follow-up opportunities in order to give feedback to teachers about their learning and teaching in order to help teachers improve their skills. In addition, the assessment and follow-up supports provide empirical evidence for the professional developers to enhance their PCK.

• The professional developers should help teachers, and also themselves, to realize that the isolation of content knowledge, pedagogy knowledge, knowledge of students, activities and assessment do not constitute effective science teaching.

Implications for Professional Developers in Thailand

Loucks-Horsley et al. (2003) explained that professional developers need a broad range of knowledge and skills in developing expertise in the content and pedagogical content of science education, organizational change, adult learning and development, coaching, evaluation, and professional development strategies. With regards to this study, I found that professional developers must develop expertise in PCK for PD including knowledge of teachers’ learning, of PD strategies, of curriculum, and of assessment. This
The study provides implications in that we might need to consider professional development for professional developers in order to increase adequate orientation and PCK for PD. The professional developers might need to:

- Continually be aware and develop content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and PCK in order to effectively transform knowledge to teachers.

- Enhance understanding about PD strategies and assessment methods in order to help teachers understand how their existing beliefs and habits of practice influence to their interpretation of new ideas and practices.

- Develop understanding of the specifications of the 5E model that aims for teachers change their ways of teaching to a more effective way.

In order to meet the needs stated above, professional developers need to participate in PD that helps them to develop orientations for science teaching and for PD toward an inquiry orientation and also to develop PCK for PD. In this case, it is important for IPST to provide supports for professional developers’ learning. First of all, according to the Dynamic of PD cycle (as shown in Figure 20), we learn that orientation and PCK for PD are critical for PD design and implementation, which eventually influence teachers’ learning. It is important that IPST to be aware that the orientation and PCK of the professional developers deviated from the Science Education Standards. IPST should pay attention on providing learning opportunities for the professional developers to help them alter their PCK toward the reform minded ways. To meet this goal, IPST must ask professional developers to include follow-up opportunities for teachers in their PD plan. With the follow-up opportunity, professional developers can observe teachers’ teaching in the classrooms, interact with teachers, and provide feedback to them. This will allow
the professional developers to develop reflective thinking about their knowledge, orientation, and PCK for PD and their relationships to PD and classroom implementation. IPST also should provide other learning opportunities for the professional developers, such as organizing seminars or colloquium sessions among the professional developers and also experts in science education. Based on my epistemological assumption that learning occurs through negotiation among persons, I believe that talking among experts and other professional developers will help the individual professional developer develop their knowledge and PCK for PD.

Second, IPST should encourage the professional developers to get involved in research experiences, including reading research articles, participating in research conference, or conducting research. These research experiences will provide opportunities for the professional developers to gradually develop worldwide knowledge about PD and teachers’ learning.

Third, although knowledge and awareness of primary science teaching can be developed through the negotiation with experts, I believe that having real experience of teaching at primary levels is one of many ways that help the professional developers develop awareness about science teaching. Thus, IPST should provide opportunities for professional developers who do not have classroom teaching experience to teach in the classrooms. In addition to developing teachers’ content knowledge, the Taxonomy of Teaching and Learning Model by Loucks-Horsley et al (2000) shows that professional developers need to help teachers to understand the teaching of science and it complexity. This goal for PD is difficult to be met if the professional developers do not have experiences in and understanding or awareness about classroom teaching.
Fourth, IPST should ask experienced professional developers who have strong knowledge and PCK to train beginning professional developers. Because each of them has different levels of experience and background in teaching, the experienced professional developers should serve a role as supervisors for these novices. For example, rather than letting the beginning professional developers design and implement PD on their own, the experienced professional developers should work closely with the novices in order to provide suggestions and challenge them in depth thinking about their plans and implementations. The experienced professional developers should observe the novices’ teaching and provide ongoing feedbacks to them.

Finally, in order to promote and sustain intensive PD for novice and experienced professional developers, the professional developers, as a team, should set individualized goals for their teaching in the PD. During the PD implementation, professional developers should be video taped in their teaching, so that specific feedback could be provided in relation to these goals. In addition, the video clips of their PD teaching can provide windows for models of instruction, elicit problems of practice, and raise awareness of teachers’ thinking and learning in science.

We might need multiple years for the changes of professional developers’ orientations and PCK for PD to occur. Thus, IPST needs to understand the nature of this process and continually support and help its colleagues throughout this long-term process.

Limitations

The holistic view of PD allows me to learn that orientations and PCK of professional developers are critical to PD. However, this research has several limitations.
First, the study could not provide deep information about how much knowledge and PCK the teachers learned from the PD. If I had more times in doing this research, I would spend more time on looking at teacher participants’ knowledge and teaching practice before they came to the PD and following up after the PD.

I learned about the card sort strategy and my specific process from doing this study. Based upon my experiences, the card sort activity would be richer if I would revise the card sort scenarios and also add more scenarios for the professional developers and teachers to reflect upon. I believe that having participants read and reflect on the scenarios as much as possible will allow me to have more evidence in developing understanding about their orientations, PCK, and the connections among the PCK components.

Recommendations for Future Research

The goals of this study were to understand the knowledge, orientations, and practices of professional developers and professional development teachers. However, this study was conducted in the context of Thailand where the research on PD and professional developers is remarkably limited. I believe that we need more research, in Thailand and other countries, on these areas in order to have ways to improve the quality of PD that could meet the teachers’ needs. According to this study, I believe that there are several questions that needed to be answered. These questions include: What do professional developers learn from the teachers’ teaching and how PD outcomes impact to their orientations and PCK for PD? What happens in future PD design and implementation? Do the orientation maps of individual professional developers change? How and to what degree do professional developers know about PD strategies, activities,
and representation in order to facilitate teachers’ learning? Is there a root orientation for each individual participant, which orientation is stronger than others, and how does the root orientation influence the other orientations? How and in what ways do the PCK components connect to each other? Or what knowledge of curricula do the participants have?

Many researchers have studied teachers’ subject matter knowledge and PCK for teaching science (Grossman, Wilson, & Shulman, 1989; Shulman, 1986; Zeidler, 2002). Many researchers also studied PD and characteristics of effective PD for decades. However, we do not see significant changes in teachers’ learning, practice, or students’ learning achievement. These days effective PD seems to be an idealistic vision rather than a realistic achievement. I think now it is time for researchers to step back to think about what PCK for PD professional developers should have in order to facilitate teachers’ learning and teaching. What other orientations for PD do the professional developers display in common? In addition, I recommend researchers to develop more research using a holistic methodology in other contexts, such as in different countries, teachers, and PD structures.

Teaching and learning are a dynamic process. Thus, long-term PD, rather than short snap-shorts are needed in order to develop teachers’ PCK and support them throughout the change process. Yet, what and how the PD should look must be grounded in the research literature as well as the needs and context of the particular PD. Thus, researchers must continue studying in this area that creates a holistic understanding about PD, professional developers’ PCK, and teachers’ learning. When these questions are able
to be solved, we may see the changes in science education in Thailand and around the world.
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Appendix A

Permission Letter for School Principals

July …., 2006

Dear Principal of ….,

I am doing non-funded dissertation research. The purpose of this research is to develop understanding of the nature of Thai professional development.

The expected teacher participants in this study will be the staff members in your school. Thus, I would like to ask for your permission in allowing your staff member to participate in this study. The benefit from participation in this study is I will share the findings of my research with the teacher, which will help him or her to reflect about orientations, practices, and outcomes relate to professional development. This will benefit his or her science teaching.

The participating teacher will be asked to participate in several research activities: (a) three individual interviews— the first interview will be held during the PD design process, the second interview will take place at the end of PD project, and the third interview in October; (b) direct observation — this will take place during the PD delivery and in your classroom; and (c) unobtrusive data such as copies of PD lesson plan, curriculum, or handouts.

All of responses will be kept strictly confidential. Only my advisor, my committee members, and I will see completed interview transcripts and only I will know participants’ name. If the participants agree to let me tape the interview and video tape their teaching, the audio and video tapes will be kept on file for three years. No results will be reported in a manner that would allow a reader to associate any responses to individual respondents. Participating in this study will not subject participants to risks greater than those normally encountered in everyday life.

Please understand that the participation is voluntary, the participants’ refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled, and they may discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits. Also, they do not have to answer any questions that may be asked. If you should have any questions or concerns about this research project, please feel free to contact investigator.

Kusalin Musikul
301O Townsend Hall
University of Missouri – Columbia
Columbia, MO 65211

237/1 Ramindha 61
Tha Rang, Bangkhen
Bangkok 10230
Phone (06) 617-1969
If you are willing to allow your staff to participate in this project, please sign, date, and return this permission letter to the investigator.

I, _________________________________, agree to participate in this research study.

(Print your name here)

___________________________________  _______________
(Sign your name here)                  (Date)

___________________________________              _______________
(Investigator’s signature)                                             (Date)
Appendix B

Written Consent Form for Teachers

July…, 2006

Dear Participating Teacher,

I am doing non-funded dissertation research. The purpose of this research is to develop understanding of the nature of Thai professional development.

If you decide that you want to be part of this research, you will be asked to participate in several research activities: (a) three individual interviews– the first interview will be held during the PD design process, the second interview will take place at the end of PD project , and the third interview in October; (b) direct observation – this will take place during the PD delivery and in your classroom; and (c) unobtrusive data such as copies of PD lesson plan, curriculum, or handouts.

All of your responses will be kept strictly confidential. Only my advisor, my committee members, and I will see completed interview transcripts and only I will know your name. If you agree to let the investigator tape the interview and video tape your teaching, the audio and video tapes will be kept on file for three years. No results will be reported in a manner that would allow a reader to associate any responses to individual respondents. Participating in this study will not subject you to risks greater than those normally encountered in everyday life.

Please understand that your participation is voluntary, your refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled, and you may discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits. Also, you do not have to answer any questions that may be asked.

If you should have any questions or concerns about this research project, please feel free to contact investigator

Kusalin Musikul
301O Townsend Hall
University of Missouri – Columbia or 237/1 Ramindha 61
Columbia, MO 65211
E-mail km497@mizzou.edu
Phone (573) 884-5370

For additional information regarding human participation in research, please feel free to contact the UMC Campus Institutional Review Board.

Campus IRB Compliance Office
483 McReynolds Hall
Columbia, MO 65211
(573) 882-9585.
You also may email the Campus IRB Compliance Office at umcresearchcirb@missouri.edu.
If you are willing to participate in this project, please complete the consent form below.

Regards,

Kusalin Musikul
Doctoral Candidate - Curriculum & Instruction
303 Townsend Hall
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211
Email: km497@mizzou.edu

Sandra Abell, PhD
Professor
303 Townsend Hall
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211
Email: AbellS@missouri.edu

Consent Form

I, ________________________________ agree to participate in the research project conducted by Kusalin Musikul, a doctoral candidate in the College of Education, Department of Learning, Teaching, & Curriculum at the University of Missouri – Columbia.

I understand that:

• My participation is voluntary and that I must be 18 years of age to participate.

• My identity will be kept confidential.

• I will not need to provide personal background information other than past teaching experiences.

• I understand that all interviews will be audio and video-taped.

I have read the letter above and am aware that I may contact Kusalin Musikul with any questions or concerns.
I consent to the use of research data as described above and understand that I am free to withdraw consent and to discontinue participation in the study at any time.

_________________________________________  _______________________
Participant’s Signature                      Date

_________________________________________
Participant’s Name
Appendix C

Permission Letter for IPST

July …, 2006

Dear President of the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology,

I am doing non-funded dissertation research. The purpose of this research is to develop understanding of the nature of Thai professional development.

The expected professional developer participants in this study will be the staff members in the Primary Science Department, IPST. Thus, I would like to ask for your permission in allowing your staff members to participate in this study. The benefit from participation in this study is I will share the findings of my research with IPST and staff members at Department of Primary Science, which will help them to reflect about their orientations, practices, and outcomes related to professional development. This will benefit them and IPST as a whole for future professional development.

The professional developer participants will be asked to participate in several research activities: (a) two individual interviews– the first interview will be held during the PD design process and the second interview will take place at the end of PD project; (b) direct observation – this will take place during the PD delivery; (c) card-sorting task – this will take place at the same time with the first interview; and (d) unobtrusive data such as copies of PD lesson plan, documents, or descriptions of PD tools.

All of responses will be kept strictly confidential. Only my advisor, my committee members, and I will see completed interview transcripts and only I will know participants’ name. If the participants agree to let me tape the interview and video tape their teaching, the audio and video tapes will be kept on file for three years. No results will be reported in a manner that would allow a reader to associate any responses to individual respondents. Participating in this study will not subject participants to risks greater than those normally encountered in everyday life.

Please understand that the participation is voluntary, the participants’ refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled, and they may discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits. Also, they do not have to answer any questions that may be asked.

If you should have any questions or concerns about this research project, please feel free to contact investigator.
Kusalin Musikul  
301O Townsend Hall  
University of Missouri – Columbia  
Columbia, MO 65211  
E-mail km497@mizzou.edu  
Phone (573) 884-5370

For additional information regarding human participation in research, please feel free to contact the UMC Campus Institutional Review Board.

Campus IRB Compliance Office  
483 McReynolds Hall  
Columbia, MO 65211  
(573) 882-9585.

You also may email the Campus IRB Compliance Office at umcresearchcirb@mizzou.edu.

Regards,

Kusalin Musikul
Doctoral Candidate - Curriculum & Instruction  
303 Townsend Hall  
University of Missouri  
Columbia, MO 65203  
Email: km497@mizzou.edu

If you are willing to allow your staff to participate in this project, please sign, date, and return this permission letter to the investigator.

I, _________________________________, agree to participate in this research study.

(Print your name here)

___________________________________  _______________
(Sign your name here)     (Date)

___________________________________              _______________
(Investigator’s signature)                                             (Date)

Sandra Abell, PhD  
Professor

Doctoral Candidate - Curriculum & Instruction  
303 Townsend Hall  
University of Missouri  
Columbia, MO 65203  
Email: AbellS@missouri.edu

237/1 Ramindha 61  
Tha Rang, Bangkhen  
Bangkok 10230  
Phone (06) 617-1969
Appendix D

Written Consent Form for Professional Developers

July …, 2006

Dear Professional Developer,

I am doing non-funded dissertation research. The purpose of this research is to develop understanding of the nature of Thai professional development.

If you decide that you want to be part of this research, you will be asked to participate in several research activities: (a) three individual interviews– the first interview will be held during the PD design process, the second interview will take place at the end of PD project , and the third interview in October; (b) direct observation – this will take place during the PD delivery and in your classroom; and (c) unobtrusive data such as copies of PD lesson plan, curriculum, or handouts. I will also ask for your permission for audio taping your interview and video taping your implementation.

All of your responses will be kept strictly confidential. Only my advisor, my committee members, and I will see completed interview transcripts and only I will know your name. If you agree to let the investigator tape the interview and video tape your teaching, the audio and video tapes will be kept on file for three years. No results will be reported in a manner that would allow a reader to associate any responses to individual respondents. Participating in this study will not subject you to risks greater than those normally encountered in everyday life.

Please understand that your participation is voluntary, your refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled, and you may discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits. Also, you do not have to answer any questions that may be asked.

If you should have any questions or concerns about this research project, please feel free to contact investigator

Kusalin Musikul  
301O Townsend Hall  
University of Missouri – Columbia  
Columbia, MO 65211  
E-mail km497@mizzou.edu  
Phone (573) 884-5370

237/1 Ramindha 61  
Tha Rang, Bangkhen  
Bangkok 10230  
Phone (06) 617-1969

For additional information regarding human participation in research, please feel free to contact the UMC Campus Institutional Review Board.

Campus IRB Compliance Office  
483 McReynolds Hall  
Columbia, MO 65211  
(573) 882-9585.
You also may email the Campus IRB Compliance Office at umcresearchcirb@missouri.edu.
If you are willing to participate in this project, please complete the consent form below.

Regards,

Kusalin Musikul
Doctoral Candidate - Curriculum & Instruction
303 Townsend Hall
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211
Email: km497@mizzou.edu

Sandra Abell, PhD
Professor
303 Townsend Hall
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211
Email: AbellS@missouri.edu

Consent Form

I, ________________________________ agree to participate in the research project conducted by Kusalin Musikul, a doctoral candidate in the College of Education, Department of Learning, Teaching, & Curriculum at the University of Missouri – Columbia.

I understand that:

• My participation is voluntary and that I must be 18 years of age to participate.

• My identity will be kept confidential.

• I will not need to provide personal background information other than past teaching experiences.

• I understand that all interviews will be audio and all observations will be video-taped.

I have read the letter above and am aware that I may contact Kusalin Musikul with any questions or concerns.
I consent to the use of research data as described above and understand that I am free to withdraw consent and to discontinue participation in the study at any time.

________________________________________________________________________
Participant’s Signature                        Date

________________________________________________________________________
Participant’s Name
Appendix E

Professional Developers’ Interview Protocols

Representative Sample of Individual Professional Developer Interview Protocols

First Semi-Structured Interview Protocol: During the PD design process
1. What are your goals of PD for teachers and for their students?
2. What benefits the teachers will have from participation in PD?
3. Why teachers need to have PD? What is essential of PD?
4. What difficulties do you think teachers have in learning heat conduction?
5. How do you help teachers to overcome those difficulties?
6. What difficulties do you think teachers have in teaching this topic?
7. What prerequisite knowledge do teachers need to know in order to teach this topic?
8. How do you plan to help teachers develop that knowledge?
9. What PD strategies do you plan to use to teach this topic?
10. Why do you think these strategies can help teachers learn?
11. How is this curriculum different to the others?
12. Have you taught this topic before?
13. What are the goals of this curriculum for teachers? And for students?
14. Why do you settle on the target number of 200 participants?
15. Why a 3-day workshop with 8 sessions? What was the rationale for the format of the workshop?
16. What do you think teacher’s need to be able to teach the new curriculum?
17. To what degree your prior knowledge about teaching and learning impact the PD design process?
18. What PD strategies have you tried in the past and how successful were they?
19. How do you know when the teachers learn?
20. What PD strategies do you plan to use in this PD project? Why?
21. What do you do in terms of assessing teachers’ learning? Why do you decide to use this strategy? or why do you not plan for assessment?

Second Semi-Structured Interview Protocol: After PD project
1. What difficulties do you have when you teach this unit?
2. How do you know teachers learn this unit?
3. What parts of this unit are difficult for teachers to learn?
4. What do you think you learn from teaching this unit in terms of teacher learning difficulties?
5. If you have to teach this unit again, how do you plan to solve this problem?
6. What do you think you learn from teaching this unit in terms of PD curriculum?
7. If you have to teach this unit again, will you redesign the curriculum? Why or why not?
8. What do you think you learn from teaching this unit in terms of the strategies you used in the project?
9. If you have to teach this unit again, will you use the alternative PD strategies? Why or why not?
10. In terms of PD activities, how do think these activities helps teachers learn?
11. If you have to teach this unit again, are you going to use the same PD activities? Why?
12. What do you think you learn from teaching this unit in terms of teacher learning assessment?
13. If you have to run this PD project again, what else do you plan to change? Why?
14. How do you conceptualize this PD project? How is it similar or different than the previous projects?
15. How do you plan to support teachers in a long run?
16. How do you satisfy with this PD project?

Focus Group Interview Protocol
1. What do you expect to see in these clips?
2. What did you see that you think shows fidelity to your PD instruction?
3. What expected teaching practices did you not see from the clips?
4. How do you feel about their implementations?
5. Having seen these teachers’ classroom, what do you think about the PD you offered? Do you plan to make any changes in the future? Why or why not?
Appendix F

Teachers’ Interview Protocols

Representative Sample of Individual Teacher Interview Protocols

First Semi-Structured Interview Protocol: Used to explore teachers' knowledge of science curricula, of students, of assessment of science literacy, and of instructional strategies

1. What are your experiences with learning science both in and out of school?
2. Describe the most positive experiences that you had with learning science. What makes them the most positive ones?
3. What is your favorite science topic to teach? Why?
4. What do you think are the reasons for studying science at the elementary school?
5. What are the goals for your students to learn about heat conduction? Why it is important for students to know?
6. What are the goals for your students to learn about dissolution? Why it is important for students to know?
7. What are the goals for your students to learn about sound? Why it is important for students to know?
8. What are the goals for your students to learn about electricity? Why it is important for students to know?
9. What learning difficulties do you think students have in heat conduction?
10. How will you help students to learn about this topic?
11. What activities that you think will help students understand about heat conduction? Why do you decide to use those activities?
12. What learning difficulties do you think students have in dissolution?
13. How will you help students to learn about this topic?
14. What activities that you think will help students understand about dissolution? Why do you decide to use those activities?
15. What learning difficulties do you think students have in sound?
16. How will you help students to learn about this topic?
17. What activities that you think will help students understand about sound? Why do you decide to use those activities?
18. What learning difficulties do you think students have in electricity?
19. How will you help students to learn about this topic?
20. What activities that you think will help students understand about electricity? Why do you decide to use those activities?
21. How this reformed-curriculum different to the previous one? What are the goals of this curriculum?

Second Semi-Structured Interview Protocol: Will use when teacher plan to teach a unit (before teaching)

1. Why do you think it is important for students to learn heat conduction?
2. What goals do you have for your students in this unit?
3. What do you intend the students to learn about heat conduction? What else in this topic that you think your students should not learn yet? Why?
4. What difficulties are you expecting connected with teaching heat conduction?
5. What learning difficulties do you think students have in heat conduction?
6. What misconceptions do you expect your students to have?
7. How many days do you plan to teach this unit? Why x-day class?
8. How will you organize the instruction (teaching procedures)? What teaching strategies you are going to use?
9. Why do you think these strategies can help students learn?
10. What activities do you plan to use with your students?
11. Why do you think these activities will help students learn this topic?
12. How will you assess your students’ understandings?
13. Why do you decide to use these assessment strategies?
14. Are there other ways that you might use to assess your students?
15. How you know your students learn this topic?
16. In what ways the experiences you have gain from this PD will influence your current teaching science?

Semi-structured interview protocol: After teaching
1. Do you think the unit is successful? Why?
2. What are the strengths of your teaching this unit?
3. What parts of this unit are difficult for students to learn?
4. If you have to teach this unit again, are you going to use the same instructional strategies? Why?
5. If you have to teach this unit again, are you going to use the same activities? Why?
6. What do you think that students learn from this unit? How do you know that?
7. What difficulties do you have when you teach this unit?
8. What do you think you learn from teaching this unit?
9. What can you tell me about the changes to your teaching compared to your teaching before participated PD? In what degrees your teaching has change?
Activity 20: How does pitch occur?

Key Concept

Learners’ Expected Outcomes

Activity Time Duration

Activity Directions

Materials

Preparation Prior Teaching

1. Understand the basic concept of sound frequency (pitch).
2. Explain how sound frequency affects the perception of pitch.
3. Conduct a comparison between high and low pitch sounds.
4. Discuss the relationship between frequency and pitch.
5. Assign a project on exploring pitch differences in various instruments.

Preparation Prior Teaching

Materials

1. Basic sound frequency chart
2. Instruments for demonstrating pitch variations
3. Sound frequency measurement device
4. Examination of sound frequency in different environments

Activity Time Duration

2 hours

Materials

1. Basic sound frequency chart
2. Instruments for demonstrating pitch variations
3. Sound frequency measurement device
4. Examination of sound frequency in different environments
3. นักเรียนทำการทดลองดังกล่าวการสิ่ง และสิ่งที่เกิดขึ้นจากสิ่งนั้นไปผ่าน
3.1 ให้นักเรียนกระจกแก้วที่ใส่ไปในหลังกัน
3.2 ใช้ไม้กัดฉุกที่บรรจุน้ำไปในหลังกัน
3.3 ติดยางพ์ที่ซึ่งจะสูญกลด เลื่อนตนเสียหายบ้างที่
   ดูดสีขาวไปที่หลังกัน 2 ต่อ
3.4 ติดยางพ์ที่ซึ่งสูญกลด และเลื้อยกุ้ง เบรนท์เพื่อเก็บ
   (ยาให้เชื้อสิ่งผ хочетู ปลิวสูญกลดและเลื้อยดูหรือวิตามินที่
   ดูดสีขาวงานสูญกลดแล้วกุ้ง เบรนท์เพื่อเก็บ)

? คำถาม - คำตอบ
วัสดุที่ให้สูญกลด อาจจะสร้างขึ้นจากแวรัตตุกู ที่ใส่ไปผ่านต่อ
ตอบ วัสดุที่ให้สูญกลดส่วนว่า ที่นิยม
   ใช้วิธีวัดวัสดุที่ให้สูญกลดต่อ

4. ให้นักเรียนเสนอผลการทดลอง และรวมกันเก็บร้อย ซึ่ง
   จะได้เข้าหู ดังคำตอบต่อไปนี้
4.1 แก้วนั้นที่บรรจุน้ำไปในหลังกันจะมีคลอลอยและสับช่วย
   ความสูญกลดแล้วถึงบรรจุน้ำที่มีขนาดมาก เกลือที่บรรจุน้ำ
   ให้สูญกลด ส่วนแก้วที่บรรจุน้ำมากก็ให้สูญกลดต่อ
4.2 เมื่อเวลาติดยางพ์ที่มีปั๊มนวดกัน หลังที่ใส่ไปใน
   น้ำจะมีคลอลอยกันและเมื่อเวลาจะสับช่วยความสูญกลดให้สูญกลด
   ส่วนแข็งที่ใส่ไปมาจะมีขนาดมาก เมื่อเวลาจะสับช่วยความสูญกลด
   และให้สูญกลดต่อ
4.3 ในการใช้ยางพ์ซึ่งมีปั๊มนวดกลับต่อเลือกยางให้สับ
   ตรงไป ลักษณะสีสันขาดทางเลือกที่มีขนาดนั้น เมื่อคลอลอยกันจะสับช่วย
   ความสูญกลดและให้สูญกลด แต่เมื่อยืดยางพันที่ยาวกว่าซึ่งมีเวลา
   มากกว่าจะสับช่วยความสูญกลด และให้สูญกลดต่อ
4.4 เครื่องมือต่าง ๆ เช่น ที่มีด รีบรุ่น หนึ่ง และกล้อง
   เมื่อยืดเครื่องมือจมูกจะเครื่องมือที่มีวิธีนั้น ใช้สำาเร็จจะ
   สับช่วยความสูญกลด และให้สูญกลด สำาเร็จส่วนของการตอบ ที่มี
   มวลมากจะสับช่วยความสูญกลด และให้สูญกลดต่อ
5. จากผลการทดลอง นำมาปรับปรุงเก็บทำให้ข้อมูลที่
   สูญกลดและสับช่วยขึ้นกิจวัตรนั้น ซึ่งเครื่องกิจวัตรในกิจวัตรสิ่ง
   ของแหล่งภูมิที่สูญกลด
Example of Observation Sheet

Table shows Observation Results

Answers of Activity Questions
Content Knowledge for Students

Evaluation

Integration with other Science Areas

Suggestions for Teachers

Content Knowledge for Teachers

Suggestions for Teachers
Appendix H

Sample of Content in Misconception Book

What are differences between suspended, solution, and colloid substances

Explanation of suspended substance

Explanation of solution substance

Explanation of colloid substance
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